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Preface

Life is full of challenges and it is up to us to live these challenges, or suffer
from them. Challenges was never meant to be impossible to those whom
inspired theworld. These type of people understood that life is a game and
we have to overcome the challenges to play it safely and win. Inspiration
have always been linked to challenges, failures and repetition. If we con-
sider challenges as ignite to a mind-set then inspiration would be an out-
come to such condition. Then, if we apply such mind-set practices to be
utilised in socio-economy development we’ll end up in using a sustainable
source that never been deeply and comprehensively explored to the benefit
of humanity.

The world is in searchmore than ever today to a different economy con-
cepts that makes sense. Most of us however been more of followers than
creators of our fate, due to such materialistic driven economies that we
rarely manage to engage with or control. In this book, we call for a tran-
sitional thinking and for an economy that is designed and built by all of
us. This economywe call Inspiration Economy, it comes fromwithin us to
serve all of us, without the currency of the dollar, or the total dependency
on external depleting sources.

Inspiration Economy is therefore a concept that was developed to em-
power each one of us to see our legacy into our society and economy. If
people, community and society understand and live the principles of in-
spiration economy our collective ability to create a stable and sustained de-
veloping world would be much more realisable. My claim about this book
is that it is written not based on theoretical thoughts, but rather on a pro-
found knowledge that was built over years of projects consultancy and life
reflections. All the book works to deliver what is and how to create global
and personal impact. The nine chapters are meant to address what is in-
spiration economy, then why inspiration economy is important and how
to create such an inspiration based economy. I sincerely hope not only you
enjoy reading the book, but become also a strong believer of it as a concept
and way of life for the betterment of our life, as I did.
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chapter one

Introduction toHandbook
of Inspiration Economy

brief introduction about
inspiration economy handbook

Life is not a play it is the most precious resource on earth. Life without
spirit is alsoworthnothing. Spiritwithout inspiration is only anempty soul.
However, an inspired soul gives life to all its surroundings for a long lasting
time and with deep intensity.

In this first ever reference handbook for what we coined as ‘Inspira-
tion Economy’ (ie), we introduce for our readers 9 chapters that targets
three main goals first the ‘Definition & Essence of Inspiration Economy,’
‘Sources of Inspiration Economy,’ and the ‘Power of Inspiration Economy.’
The handbook has more than 100 Case Studies and anecdotes relevant to
the theme of the section and/or the chapters within that support the ie in
practice and not only in theory.

The reasonbehind ahandbookon ie is the need to understand a combi-
nation economy involving not only a materialistic economy but also a self-
driven and value based economy that is controlled by the human intrinsic
powers whichwe call the ‘Inspiration Economy.’ Here there is a need for an
economy that is based on re-vitalising the self through inspiration that can
enable and then explore the natural resources besides the energy trapped
within the inner self tobe realised.Thehandbook relates findings regarding
the purposes andmeans for an ‘inspiration based economy.’ It calls for con-
tributions towards an inspiration economy that everyone can participate in
with individuals as a source of inspiration followed by others through hav-
ing hidden potential within the inner self.

We believe this handbook is important since it addresses the issue of in-
fluencing change without power and even limited resources, and it is sig-
nificant since it gives the power to influence. It calls for a practical shift in
power to inspiring governments and non-profit organisations, where in-
spiration can be created andmaintained. The handbookmight be valuable
also in helping to discover the principles and tools for overcoming many
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chapter one

daily problems and it is a structured source that provides scientific based
inspiration to face life’s challenges. It is a handbook about a holistic view
where positive psychology works in harmony with socio-economic needs
and where humanities and sciences meet to develop a better world for cur-
rent and future generations. In these terms there is an abundance of human
knowledge, spirit and potential that needs to be tapped.

Present day economies havemoved frombeing industrial to information
in the nineteen eighties and to knowledge based in the nineteen nineties.
Todaywehave learning and innovationdriven economies.Most developed
and emerging economies are adopting practices leading to the enhance-
ment of the knowledge based economy. Learning and innovation develop-
ments suggest we are moving towards learning and innovation economies.
In parallel to this there is an emerging economy that is without territory
and depends on discovering the potential of humans in the form of the in-
spiration economy.

An inspiration economy is amixof activities that lead to inspirationprac-
tices motivating the spirit of inspiration in socio-economic development.
Mixed practices include entrepreneurship, innovation, risk taking, oppor-
tunity seeking/creating, and a focused and change drivenmind-set. It is an
economy based on societies and organisations’ abilities to discover poten-
tial and capacities of people and capitalize through inspiration. The hand-
book explores the constructs of an inspiration based economy and relevant
challenges and practices.

With regard to the organisation of the handbook there are nine chap-
ters which include: chapter one – introduction and rationale, chapter two
demands for an inspiration economy, chapter three – foundations and
principles of an inspiration economy, chapter four – economy psychol-
ogy, chapter five – inspiration economy enablers, chapter six – tools and
instruments of an inspiration economy, chapter seven – characteristics and
measures of an inspiration economy, chapter eight – outcomes of an inspi-
ration economy, and chapter nine – inspiration economy future competing
economies. We believe this is an exciting structure which provides consid-
erable added value to an understanding of what an inspiration economy
really is.

Overall we believe this handbook presents an in depth analysis and un-
derstanding of what an inspiration economy should be. It portrays an in-
spiration economy as amix ofmany processes that lead to inspiration prac-
tices thatmotivate an inspirational spirit for socio economic development.
Such a mix takes the form of entrepreneurship, innovation, learning and a
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Introduction to Handbook of Inspiration Economy

mind-set that is change driven. It is an economy based on the abilities of
individuals, organisations and societies.

The target audience for the handbook is not limited to professionals or
academics, or even policymakers, but extends to all thosewhowant to dis-
cover the power within and how it can change their life journey or even
their contribution to a better socio-economy stability and sustainability. A
deep interest in not only understanding the mechanisms and workings of
an inspiration economy, but also the tools and instruments that they can
adopt and use tomake reality of what they have learnt through reading and
understanding the concepts described. It is this level of acquired under-
standing that has been the main driving force of the editors in compiling
this handbook. We hope you enjoy reading the handbook of inspiration
economy and integrate with us in developing this concept further towards
better human experience and life journey.

why a handbook on inspiration based
economy?

After so many application of economy and socio-economy theories there
are still many areas in the world living under sectarian conflicts, suffering
from miserable poverty, or in no future security, or feeling controlled and
always in need, going in circular conflicts, constrainedby inequality or even
different types of slavery. Many people come and go from life who have
not experienced the value of self-realisation, self-worth, self-value and self-
independence. This happens till date in different places, in different dis-
ciplines, in different countries, in different ages and in different cultures.
One feels that our human civilisation, in spite of huge fast breakthroughs
in technology; is going backward or saturated in its real human values de-
velopment.

Self-worth and the feelingof being totally independent andhaving ahigh
competitive contribution to the world does not come always frommateri-
alistic economy theory, however it can come from a self-driven and value
based economy. This simple combination economy we would like to call
‘Inspiration Economy.’

Today, we believe that there aremore self-disabled people than those ac-
tually considered to be with physical or mental disabilities. Those people
with self-disablement even doubted to be, unfortunately, are in the major-
ity on the globe. Therefore, we have a huge niche for an economy that is
mainly based on re-vitalising the self through inspiration. The world is in
need of an economy that would enable the huge natural resources and en-
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ergy trapped within the human inner selves to be realised.
This handbook relates collections on milestones for finding different

purposes andmeans for an ‘Inspiration based Economy,’ regardless of what
capabilities or development we are in at this stage, what stage you wiill be
in when we start the journey of inspiration. It is a handbook that calls for
contributions towards an inspiration based economy that each one of us
can participate in, starting from now. It is a handbook that says in the end,
‘if you did not have the chance to have an inspiration, or not being lucky
enough with the sources of inspiration around you, you yourself can be a
source of inspiration for you and then for others, as you have lots of hidden
potential within your inner self.’

Yes, we believe this handbook is important as there are todaymore peo-
ple who are not happy, while they own a house and have a steady income,
something that was a dream for many not more than 50 years ago. Yes, this
handbook is important as it addresses the issue of influencing changewith-
out power and evenwith limited resources. Yes, this handbook is important
as it gives the power to influence without having a power of position or
money, fame, forces or followers.

It is a handbook that calls for the practical shift of power from govern-
ments to inspiring governments and non-profit organisations, or even to-
wards the new trend of the ‘for-giving’ organisations, where inspiration
would be created and maintained in a circular economy.

This handbook is important since it gives principles and tools for over-
comingmany daily, periodical fear within us, about the instabilities around
us, be it family based, society based, country based, regional based and/or
globally based. It is a source of a structured and scientific based inspira-
tionhandbook about facing life challenges, overcoming fears of failures and
learning from them while being more humble with repetitions.

Finally, it is a handbook about a holistic view created by both our right
and left sides of the brain, where positive psychology works in harmony
with socio-economical needs andwhere our humanities and sciencesmeet
each other to develop a better world for us and for future generations.

economic systems & inspiration economy
The mind-set the human thinking today can be categorised under two
schools: scarcity thinking and abundance thinking. All economic systems
and theories have been originated from such type of schools of thoughts.
In Inspiration Economy we believe their are another level of thinking that
humans should extend their potential for, that ‘Inspirational Thinking.’
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In this handbook we are going to havemany pauses about the economic
limitations caused clearly by scarcity thinking system designs and also
might critique how abundance thinking have been limited to certain direc-
tion, i.e. abundance of resource.Webelieve that by bringing in inspirational
thinking we are going to break the narrow circle that direct our ability to
influence based on resources rather then based on intrinsic powers, built
within each one of us and where it only needs to be exposed and/or devel-
oped.

It is really a shame in a knowledge based economy that we are still talk-
ing today about how we create potential out of human capital. In manag-
ing such failuresmany societies around the world have developed different
types of broad economic approaches to manage their foreseen physical re-
sources.

In themeanwhile we are having only four recognized basic types of eco-
nomic systemsdiscussed, practiced and taught inmostof economic and so-
cial studies and these are: traditional, command, market, and mixed econ-
omy, which all work on the concept and challenge of scarcity.

In this Handbook we believe in the opposite. We believe the world is
under a major challenge of not knowing how to deal with abundance. This
is the abundance of human knowledge, human spirit, human potential, etc.

While in scarcity based economies, economic decisions are made by
individuals, in abundance based economies decisions are made by the
spirit of the individuals. A totally different approach to what is economy
resources, powers, factors and measures is presented in this first edition of
the Handbook of Inspiration Economy.

what is inspiration economy?
The economy has shifted so quickly, since the early 80’s of the last century,
from being an Industrial Economy towards an Information Economy, then
more quickly by the early 90’s towards being more of a Knowledge Based
Economy. Today many scholars are talking about a Learning Economy and
an Innovation driven Economy (Lundvall, 1996).

Even thoughmanyunder-developed anddevelopingworld countries are
still far behind in these concepts of economies; most of the developed,
semi-developed and emerging economies are picking uppractices that lead
to the enhancement of the knowledge based economy. This can be clearly
seen in the type of turnovers of publication activities, the development
from infrastructure or growth scales in the international indicators towards
more innovation scales. The scale of learning and innovation even suggests
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that we are going to move towards a Learning Economy or an Innovation
Economy soon. However, close observation teaches us that parallel to this
we are having an emerging economy that would move without territory
and would depend on discovering the potential of human beings abilities.
This economy can be called Inspiration Economy.

The Inspiration Economy one could say is a mix of many things that
lead to inspiration practices that motivate the spirit of inspiration in socio-
economic development. These mixed practices can be like entrepreneur-
ship, innovation, risk taking, opportunity seeking/creating; along with a
focused and change drivenmind-set. It is a type of economy that would be
based on our societies and organisations’ abilities to discover the potential
and the capacities or human being and thus capitalize on it through inspi-
ration.

In this book we will explore all the constructs of an inspiration based
economy and the relevant challenges and practices.

history of inspiration
Almost all of the great positive milestones of world history are linked to
inspiration. Inspiration has been the source of major developments that
have shaped world values, practices and achievements, whether through
religions or different thinking and/or scholars or from many disciplines
that flourished humanity with thoughts, inventions, projects and most of
all their well to do. For inspiration the level of intensity, frequency, type and
direction and time have been themain source of explanation and influence
of why certain era or civilisation or certain countries are rich or more sus-
tained, while others are poor or have demolished so fast. Inspiration is the
simple explanation of why certain communities are vibrant and others are
co-dependent on conditions and depleted resources. The level of Inspira-
tion has been behind many historical achievements and failures.

Even classical economists andmost scholars, see variations in the level of
inspiration and its sources as one of the main explanations of why certain
civilisations have been ahead of others throughout history and till today.
They see that through the sprit of inspiration more openness to trade oc-
curs from government and society.

Inspiration has been used in the description of creativity in artistic pro-
duction, religious scriptures, the doctrine of different theologies, and sud-
den creativity, when a new invention is created. Through the spirit of in-
spiration macro-inventions occur that help radical change and openness
for ideas from outside industry.
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History teaches us that with sustaining inspiration for micro-inventions
the potential ofmacro-inventions become realized.Throughout history in-
spiration has pushed our human capacity and extracted our potential for
a new learning that has unleashed the trajectory of improvements in the
world.

synopsis of inspiration literature
The literature on inspiration has been fragmented in several respects. First,
inspiration has been studied as a religious, creative, or interpersonal phe-
nomenon.

Recent limited Inspiration research has been closely associated with
positive psychology. To understand the inspiring influence of individuals,
groups and societies, research today is trying to understand the inspiring
sources that influence inspirational practices.

Reviewing Inspiration in the literature shows that inspiration canbe trig-
gered by mainly extrinsic stimuli in the beginning or by intrinsic pauses of
reflections relevant to experiences. Extrinsic inspiration as per the litera-
ture comes from a divine revelation, or a creative illumination, or from an
inspiration source as creatures or nature or a phenomena.

Inspiration whether caused by intrinsic or extrinsic factors is conceptu-
alized as a trait and a state then it starts to infuse as an idea with a purpose
into themind, the heart and spirit at the same time. Inspiration here repre-
sents a collection of feelings that impact the type of behaviours exalted to
transmit and/or actualize the beliefs and activities that create the original-
ity of any contribution (Simpson &Weiner, 1989).

Thrash and Elliot (2003) found that inspiration has a positive correla-
tion with intrinsic motivation, open-mindedness and simplicity. Inspira-
tion found to enhance the readiness and alertness of the individual or the
group or even sometimes communities to react an external stimulus (Tel-
legen, 1981).

Inspiration is found to depend on both experiential processing and ra-
tional processing. In experiential processing inspiration is linkedwith intu-
itive and concrete thinking, while in rational processing inspiration is ex-
pected to be triggered by trial and learning by doing, or even risk taking
(Epstein, 1994).

In the leading inspiration work of Thrash and Elliot (2003) they ex-
pected that it would be related to experiential processing, given that in-
spiring stimuli tend to reach consciousness through experiential and per-
ceptual processes (e.g., illumination). With inspiration Thrash and Elliot
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(2003) expected it to be positively related to rational processing and thus
positively related towork-mastery, self-esteem, self-determination, inspira-
tion frequency, inspiration intensity, besides social desirability.

The literature shows that inspirationengages theheadaswell as theheart
since the overall inspiration index shows it is correlated positively with ab-
sorption, consistent with our conceptualization of inspiration as focused
on transcendent qualities of objects (Epstein, 1994). Inspiration correlated
positively with workmastery, but negatively with competitiveness and fear
of failure.

Thus, inspiration converged with task-focused engagements and corre-
lated positively with creativity, a capacity that has long been ascribed to in-
spiration rather than personal initiation. Inspiration in the literature serves
as an influx of utilization of both motivation and psychological resources
as competence, self-esteem, and optimism. Inspiration is also seen in litera-
ture to have the potential to establish self-determination, because inspiring
influences are likely to be regarded as self-congruent (O’Brien & Epstein,
1988).

Most of the review literature assessed inspiration by constraints that
measured the feeling of inspiration, or the intrinsic motivation, or open-
ness to experiences or new ideas, or absorption of new behaviour, or a
strong desire to master creativity or affect by positive emotion. Also, in-
spiration was covered by perceived competence or the level of self-esteem
or the positive view of oneself or even optimism. In certain literature self-
determination was used to reflect the inspiration role toward creating ac-
tion and engagement with the world of objects or ideas.

Absorption as per the literature emerges usually after inspiration pro-
moting diffusion of what is being inspired. The literature also repeatedly
shows three variables (perceived competence, self-esteem, and optimism),
which suggests that inspiration facilitates the transcendence of constraints
and enhances the self.

Inspiration involves discovery since it is based on the enhancement of
self-determination. Thus inspiration as per the literature helps to create
openness to experience and focusing of attention.

inspiration as a supernatural source
Inspiration as a supernatural source remains till today a common term in
modern times even for artists, scientists, and other creative individuals
that attribute their best ideas, moments or work to creative impulses or an
Ahamoment that came fromtranscendent forces (Harding, 1948).Aquinas
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(1947) saw inspiration as aGodgiven capacity. In theology, the term revela-
tion refers to the disclosure of divine knowledge to the individual, whereas
inspiration typically refers to the transmission or translation of the revela-
tion into written form. Inspiration therefore is seen as a motivational state
evokedby a revelation (trigger) anddirected towards a revealed knowledge
that is turned into a text, work or concrete form, and revelations can also
be turned into experiences (Hart, 2000). Thework of Fautex (1994) shows
that inspiration is not super-natural, but even intra-psychic; however, he
believes that we should focus on its power of creativity.

inspiration creators (ibn khaldun as a model)
Throughout humanitywehave beenfinding leaders that come in this life to
create a non-religious legacy that creates an inspiration that travels through
the different cultures of humanity without barriers. Many of these inspir-
ing agents are game changers, some of them are society development ad-
vocates, some are politicians or philosophers, and some are scholars.

We had to select one outstanding individual as an example who has af-
fected different human civilisations with his/her great contribution to re-
semble what we mean by inspiration creators. Ibn khaldun was our selec-
tion. Ibn Khaldun is an outstanding 14th century Arab scholar inspired the
worldwith various branches of knowledge including the philosophy of his-
tory, historiography, education, political economy and sociology. IbnKhal-
dun studied the rise and decline of nations based on an empirical and ra-
tional nature of inquiry. He was the first to develop such an inspiration, i.e.
a scientific based approach to the study of human behaviour, society and
history, in what is called today social development.

As the Encyclopaedia Britannica put it, that from ‘more than 1,000 years
between the times of the philosopher Aristotle in ancient Greece and the
writer Machiavelli in Renaissance Italy, the most pre-eminent social scien-
tist was IbnKhaldun,much of whose life was devoted to public service and
teaching’ (Issawi, 2015).

As a source and creator of inspiration, Ibn Khaldun was attributed to his
open minded dual education religious and philosophical sciences, experi-
ences as a public administrator and teacher, besides his passion for the field
trials and tribulations he had conducted throughout his life. The main in-
spiration of Ibn Khaldun comes from his belief that there is a holistic con-
nection between the past, the present and the future. This inspiration was
supported by evidence that came fromboth inductive anddeductivemeth-
ods to derive economic theories and laws. Ibn Khaldun found for example
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that derived economic theories are governed by economic and social phe-
nomena.

The unique inspiration and legacy of IbnKhaldun comes from the inter-
relationships he built between economic, social, political, psychological
and religious factors. This rare inspiring scholar managed to make his con-
tribution based on inter-disciplinary, inter-dependence, inter-relation and
common international values and beliefs.

IbnKhaldun closely observed all sources of inspiration; inspiration areas
(as Al-Andalus or Cairo) in his time, inspiration scholars or figures, inspir-
ing history and inspiring wisdom. He started then to link threads between
these sources and inspiration trends. Through his closed observations Ibn
Khaldun made an analysis and then reflection of these results where he
concluded that by focusing on four qualities humans can differ themselves,
i.e. be more inspired. As a scholar, by thinking he also saw the big picture
and hence he synthesised his observations and classified them and then
stratified his collected knowledge and re-wrote it in simple coherent lan-
guage that can be understood even by a layman. Ibn Khaldun saw that the
ability: to think, to fill the natural needs for leading in something unique,
thus ensures better ways of living and to fill the natural need for society all
help create inspired individuals and inspired communities (Karatas, n . d.).

For the human being to be inspired and to be an inspirational source,
as per Ibn Khaldun, there is a need to be stimulated by utilizing his/her
intrinsic spiritual being, economic being, physical being, political being,
social being and intelligent being as per Figure 1.1.

Reviewing his legacy, Ibn Khaldun was one of the earliest scholars who
looked at inspiration enhancers. For example, he found that the traits and
quality of work increases as a result of doing things repeatedly. While Ibn
Khaldun noticed that excessive luxury can create reluctant and blamewor-
thy societies. This mid-centuries scholar resembles how the inspiration
creators are visionaries, thus he warned that unless societies are treated in
the right time, certain habits would be difficult to get rid of andwould have
a detrimental effect on society and the environment.

Ibn Khaldun believed that we can be more inspired through integrating
with society, since society triggers our spirit of solidarity to achieve pros-
perity and growth.Therefore, IbnKhaldun saw society as anorganismwith
a life-cycle. With an analogical mind he saw that life goes through the cy-
cle of birth, growth and death; this was later supported by many scientists
(Gort & Klepper, 1982).

Lewis (1954) supported Ibn Khaldun’s findings that an inspired popula-
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figure 1.1
The Human Being’s
Stimulated Inspirational
Constructs, as per
Ibn Khaldun
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tion has a relation with the cause and effect of economic growth, as shown
in Figure 1.2. So, the inspiration of Ibn Khaldun continues over hundreds
of years even for scientists and scholars.

IbnKhaldunwaswas surely aheadof his timewhenheobserved that gov-
ernments are responsible for introducing policies that enhance the inspira-
tion process of individuals and organisations and focused, for example, on
how ideas, education and learning by doing; inspire the economic growth
of countries, as shown in Figure 1.2. Through our ability to think and in-
teract we constantly try to find new ways of doing things as Ibn Khaldun
believed, where people can create together a more inspired society. Soci-
eties as per Ibn Khaldun evolve through education and constant learning
which results in expertise and a value added output. Ibn Khaldun’s work
on inspiration coincides with the findings of Paul Romer and Robert Lu-
cas with ‘Learning by Doing’ (Knibe, 2012).

inspiration from perspiration to creativity
Perhaps the most important obstacle about understanding inspiration is
that it is confused with perspiration. Perspiration is productivity driven,

Inspired
population

Economic
growth

Population
growth

Social
inspiration

figure 1.2 Influence of an Inspired Population in Creating Social Inspiration
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while inspiration is about uniqueness in legacy and outcome that lead to
innovativeness. Therefore, creativity as per Edison ‘boils down to 1 % in-
spiration and 99% perspiration’ (Harper’s Monthly, September 1932) (Mar-
tindale, 2001; Sawyer, 2008). This shows the importance of inspiration on
focusing our ‘perspiration’ and efforts towards the betterment of our life
and our legacy.

Fehrman andPetherick (1980)offered an explanationofwhy Inspiration
leads to creativity.Most individuals relate creative works to inspiration and
not to perspiration, and thus undermine the efforts required to produce the
work.

Inspiration is considered to be a predictor of creativity, since there are
similarities and relations with certain traits. For example, inspiration and
creative self-concept are positively correlated.Thrash andElliot (2003) ob-
served that inspiration traits also predict objective indicators of creative
output. In a sample of us patent holders, inspiration frequency was found
to also predict the number of patents held. Even creativity at a personal
level can be predicted by inspiration by measuring how self-reported cre-
ativity fluctuates together across days (Thrash & Elliot, 2003).

Creativity found to imply two qualities: novelty and usefulness, which
canbeapplied indifferent ideas, processes and/orobjects (Plucker,Beghetto
&Dow, 2004). Inspiration of such novel and useful creative ideas found to
be enhanced by different creative activity, insights, personalities, processes
and states (Feist, 2010; Simonton, 2007; Sawyer, 2008; Kris, 1952).

Inspiration and creativity involve a clear delineation. Inspiration works
on elevating the creative idea of the individual till it reaches realisation.

Thrash, Elliot, Maruskin, and & Cassidy (2010) perceived during a self-
reported inspiration study that different types of perspiration when writ-
ing (poetry, science, and fiction) help to enhance the creativity of the final
product through characteristics such as openness to experience, willing-
ness to execute effort and activated positive activity. Inspiration was found
to be a good intermediate variable between the creativity of seminal ideas
and the creativity of final products (Thrash et al., 2010a).

The role of ‘perspiration’ in the creative process can be seen when we
measure the relation between inspirationwith effort and/orwork-mastery.
Thus, certainly effort is important to the creative process, but its role is dif-
ferent than that of inspiration. In Inspiration, effort is found to be a unique
predictor of different aspects of product quality. Inspiration is involved in
the generative aspects of the writing process (e.g., inspired writers produce
morewords and retainmoreof their original typing).However, effort helps
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in self-regulation and this can be seen in the type of creativity of thewriters
who exert effort to delete more words and pause more to think (Thrash et
al., 2010a).

From the above discussion and limited references, one could conclude
that the psychological science of inspiration, as well as its relation to cre-
ativity, is now well established. Thus much work is expected to fill the gap
in the body of knowledge relevant to conceptualization in relevance to in-
spiration and its relevance toproductivity.Also, there aremanypossibilities
for areas of integration of diverse literatures in relevance to inspiration in
multiple populations, contexts and levels of analysis. Prior work concern-
ing theneuroscienceof inspiration canbeused today as abasis for reference
for future research.

relation between innovation and inspiration
Inspiration has received little attention within the scientific community
due to a lack of clarity in meaning and its origin in a variety of disciplines
such as theology and psychology, as we discussed earlier (Thrash & Elliot,
2003; Carpenter, 1987). Therefore, inspiration has been rarely studied as an
integrated definition that leads to innovation.

Inspiration and innovation, when they meet, are a source for insight or
what is called the ‘aha’ moment (Catmull &Wallace, 2014). Others believe
that through the inspirational spirit ‘disruptive innovation’ can be imple-
mented with a focus on reverse thinking and giving a new way on how the
world should learn (Christensen & Eyring, 2011). Therefore, authors like
Thrash and Elliot (2004) find that the process of ‘being inspired by’ gives
rise to the core characteristics of evocation and transcendence, whereas the
process of ‘being inspired to’ gives rise to the core characteristic of motiva-
tion.

levels of inspiration cultures
There are four levels of inspiration culture. There are 2 cultures that are
considered to be a renovation culture and these are laggard and traditional
cultures and they are at the stage of the renovation culture. The laggard
culture is a bit slow in adopting innovation even though they might be in-
spired, the traditional culture are inspired, but still trying to overcome a
bureaucratic system to come up with innovation as a result of the inspira-
tion. Then we have the inter stage of innovation cultures, where we have
two types of cultures: a pioneer culture where their inspiration leads them
to arrive early with an innovation and overcome rigidity and then followed
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by aworld class culture where inspiration leads them to innovate again and
again.

The more the culture has an appreciation for its self-sufficiency, values,
meaning andpurpose, social relationships, spirituality, physical andmental
wellness, happiness and life satisfaction; the more it can be categorised as
being an innovative culture, i.e. more towards being a pioneer and world
class in absorbing the inspirational impact and building on it.

inspiration and insight
Inspiration and insight have been alternatively used in common day to day
language and have been even confused in certain literature. The term in-
sight has been used in the literature to describe the process by which a
problem solver suddenlymoves from a state of not knowing how to solve a
problem to a state of knowing how to solve it, as per Mayer (1992). Within
the creativity context, insight has also been conceptualized as the cognitive
content that enters consciousness suddenly; the ‘aha!’ moment (Sawyer,
2008). Regardless of its exact usage, insight can be differentiated from in-
spiration in terms of its theoretical function.

Insight is more like an attempt to explain cognitivemechanisms, such as
restructuring thewayof thinking, bywhich ideas becomemoremeaningful
and people becomemore aware about its importance. While inspiration is
a source of an act or paradigm shift that explains the response that is often
followed by high spirit and well to do (Thrash, Maruskin, Cassidy, Fryer,
& Ryan, 2010b).

Inspiration does not always come after insight, even though it might if
someone carries this insight further. Thrash et al. (2010b) found that cre-
ative ideation tends to lead to inspiration, but that this effect is moderated
by the individuals’ approach and temperament (i.e., sensitivity to reward;
Elliot & Thrash, 2010). Individuals and communities with focused ambi-
tions might be inspired due to one creative insight, whereas others due to
reluctance or unwell to do might have many insights but will not carry it
further as a source of inspiration.

Our behavioural reactions to insight and/or inspiration have important
implications for our achievements and make the difference in life. Even
though insight and inspirationbothcarry apowerful senseof ideation, both
will not lead to a legacy unless they are pursued further (Bowden & Jung-
Beeman, 2003). Inspiration, however, would have greater chance due to its
combined ideationwith a positive spirit to draw the thinking toward doing
and acting (Thrash et al., 2010a; 2010b).
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Bowden and Jung-Beeman (2003) perceived that insightful experiences
tend to be associated with the right hemisphere of the brain. However, the
left hemisphere of the brain, when exposed to a word, activated only con-
cepts that are closely associatedwith aword.Hence, the left brainhad a lim-
itation of bringing more insightful. Inspiration, however, differs from both
insight and creativity since it is uses both brain hemispheres, right and left,
to create its impact and even spiral influence. This is why we believe in this
handbook that future education needs to focus on the inputs that trigger
thinking on both sides of the brain to create such an inspiration. In reality
both inspiration and effort play a major part in our future destiny.

future studies
Both positive psychology and neuro-scientific studies have played a major
role in the development of the concept of inspiration. A better understand-
ing of the biological basis of inspirationwill illuminate the process through
which creative ideas ‘fire the soul,’ such that individuals are compelled to
transform ideas into products and solutions that may benefit society. This
has nourished literature on the subject of inspiration and its role in society
and even the socio-economy, even without the need to go into the eco-
nomic sciences. A great development is expected in this field with the de-
velopment of technology that canmeasure how this phenomena called ‘in-
spiration’ happens and why it stays and intensifies amongst certain people
and to shy away from others.

From a less descriptive and more theoretical standpoint, inspiration
may have been conceptualized in terms of both its purpose or function
by Thrash and Elliot (2004) and later Thrash et al. (2010b). Inspiration is
found to motivate the transmission of newly appreciated qualities of the
evoking object and is found to be a goodmediator with different variables.
A creative idea may inspire an individual to bring the idea into fruition in
the formof a creative invention, or a tangible product and/or service.Thus,
inspiration is considered, by Thrashes team at least, to be a motivational
response to many creative ideas.

With inspiration we can explain the transmission that happens with cer-
tain levels of ability to transform a society or come up with different inno-
vations.Many studies need to be developed to explore how inspiration has
become situational, a self-driving force and cognitive and non-cognitive
sometimes (Baas, Roskes, Sligte, Nijstad, & Dreu, 2013).

The characteristics of inspiration are yet another under studied area that
need to be explored. How can we measure these indicators to be used for
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economic development or even performance measurement?
Howcanwemakeuseof self-reporting tools tomeasure andoperational-

ize inspiration, this is the same as the phenomenological experience we
havewhenwemove certain steps andwe get a recording andmessage from
our mobile comparing our performance with our activities and data his-
tory.
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Demands for an
Inspiration Economy

society demands & inspiration
Inspiration driven activities and services are used more today to raise a
communities capacity for meeting society demands. Through inspiration,
societies can experience new products and services that improve the qual-
ity of life. However, society’s dynamic demands require new economic en-
ablers that enhance for instance social inclusion and labourmarket integra-
tion.

The European Commission 2011 report emphasises the need for new
economic resources that address the rising demands of human welfare
needs, be it health care, education, resource efficiency and environmen-
tal challenges. Through inspiration, humans are self-motivated and even
more equipped to solve social, economic, political, technological and en-
vironmental problems.

Inspiration raises the capacity of society to meet its demands through
raising its ability to identify new opportunities and also its ability to learn.
Inspiration raises the ability of individuals and communities to observe,
absorb and reflect on all possible market needs, involving seen and hidden
competencies.With Inspiration embeddedwithin our societies diverse ap-
proaches can be more appreciated (oecd Forum on Social Innovation,
2000).

inspiration and human dignity
In an erawhere themanagement of knowledge, learning and innovation are
becoming a goal, inspiration is more and more being linked with human
dignity. Inspiration is a spirit that enjoys giving and returning, therefore
once repeatedly lived and practiced it helps to build humbleness.

Susan Gale had a famous quote that we always repeat to our university
students ‘Life doesn’t always go according to plan. Heading in a new direc-
tion can be scary till you realize how exciting a destination it is.’ This is ex-
actly the description of an inspiring journey. Inspired people are known to
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establish and control things, but they do not usually work towards owning
things. They are a type of people that are inspired to create and give, to plan
andwork.They care about thepigpicture, they are excited andworry about
their real dignity when they are not able to give, not when they are not able
to take. This is a major difference in perspective of seeing life, isn’t it?

inspiration: from impact to influence
The word Influence means to have a more consistent and deep impact on
society or group of people, i.e. more than just a temporary limited impact.
While, influence is linked to legacy and outcome; impact is more about
results. Therefore, inspiration is expected to create an influence in areas of
high importance to society such as improving the quality of life, lifelong
learning, nature preservation or energy conservation, economy, etc.

The unique Influence of inspiration is that it leads to sustainability in
competitiveness and it is thereforemore linkedwith development, i.e. rais-
ing the capacity of achievement, than just raising the resources towards
achievement, as in the case of growth based concepts. Inspiration keeps
our efforts in development focused on changing the 4 P’s: i.e. people, pro-
cess, product and partnership. Inspiration also needs to have more holistic
approaches including comprehensive thinking that helps todevelop thepig
picture. Inspiration is rather a long term accumulated charge that explodes
once the next opportunity comes.

Inspiration depends on practices that lead to development that focus
on ‘what to change’ in comparison to other practices that focus usually in
growth or ‘how to change.’ The focus of inspiration on ‘what to change’
helps the individual and/or the community to target a status of realization,
i.e. the ability to put concepts into reality.

The lack of inspiration around us leads to a lack of reaching the level of
influence in our lives, and thus makes us lose the value of our deeds when
we measure it on the level of outcomes. Therefore, for example, a govern-
ment’s return on capital employed is so little compared to a civil commu-
nity based organisation’s efforts for the same project. The inspirational in-
fluence and therefore outcome you would get, for example, from a health
centre run by amission hospital ismuchmore than a government centre of
the same size or even properly equipped.Why? Simply the spirit of persis-
tence toward achieving specific goals can be seen even in the inspired com-
mitted eyes of themedical staff serving in that non-governmental organisa-
tion (ngo) and in the non-profit organisation (npo) hospital, compared
to de-motivated government staff.
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need for socialisation and ie
As humans, we all have a hidden need for a sense of identity that we search
for either through socialising with others or through contributions. Life
is about achievements, interactions and relationships. Inspiration is the
common thread that brings all these three together. The inspiration econ-
omy is based on our ability to construct these three indicators with self-
dependence; i.e. based on the intrinsic resources within ourselves.

We socially construct ourselves to create an image of ourselves through
the eyes of other people. Naturally, we like to have a positive self-image, by
considering ourselves different or unique or among the best. Socialisation
is part of our hidden desirable needs. If we get any type of approval we will
see that our possibility for contribution is enhanced, and vice versa when
people disapprove we see that ability to be positive becomes limited. This
socialisation need creates a powerful cognitive force to create or not create
inspiration.

Sometimeswe re-create our ability to give through creating new associa-
tions, including association with our families, friends, job, religion, nation-
ality, and so on. Inspiration therefore, is also related to this new situation
once we are stabilised. Joining a new society or a group, and internalizing
with such culture, would again make us want to differentiate ourselves so
that we start to get inspired again.

Socially inspiration due to need comes in different forms. This is in the
form of the need to belong or to be associated with a group, or the need for
self-esteem or being respected by others, or the need of the feeling of being
approved and/or liked by the community.

from supply to capacity vs. demand
The inspiration economy we call for is unique since it avoids ‘push think-
ing’ and focuses on ‘pull thinking’ in creating proper change. Thus it is an
economy that is not resource dependent rather it ismore of an opportunity
creator. The inspiration economy is a principle that is beyond productivity
too. It is more about selective and focused productivity that leads to com-
petitiveness and differentiation. It is a principle that leads socio-economic
behaviours to associate with a change in themind-set towards being active
to do activities from trading (supply vs. demand) to focusing on abilities
(capacity vs. demand).

All the policies in the inspiration economy are therefore based on expos-
ing the psychological potential of making individuals more focused. Influ-
encing people to raise their capacity, without resources, is normally much
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more difficult than applying a price mechanism rule, therefore the direc-
tion of change in the beginning of the transformation towards such a for-
mula is often fuzzy and not easy.

The inspiration economy leads to a change in direction. The main em-
phasis of such an economy should not lie in exporting economics, but
rather in importing aspects and insights from other social sciences, into
economics.

What is needed is a focused effort to overcome current economic mod-
els, so that one can utilise the great individuals’ integrated capabilities of
the heart, mind, and spirit in a different context; thus utilising emotions,
without any cognitive limitations, to produce a unique contribution.

With the advent of social media and the enlargement of the size of pro-
fessional and knowledge communities, personal networks are becoming
another source of extrinsic stimulus to inspiration. It is another source of
the capacity vs. demand formula.

With capacity vs. demand, we have another superior formula working
in the background, called ‘Overall Productivity Effectiveness’ (ope). ope
is very important for the measurement of the shift and transformation to-
wards and inspiration economy. ope is a real measure of society, com-
munity, organisations and even individual ability to be available with high
readiness to deliver the best fitness for purpose, with themost efficient and
cost effective outcome. Therefore, one can measure the percentage of real
development of capacity vs. demand by measuring the percentage of ope
achieved by any organisation or society through the following formula:

ope = Availability×Quality× Efficiency.

While inspiration plays a major role in enhancing the ope score as
per our experience; societies, communities, organisations and individu-
als, they will not achieve their best capacity without being motivated and
even inspired to. Raising the ope score means raising the opportunities
of quantity and variety, thus withmore probability for socio-economic sta-
bility and sustainability. This step of achieving true social stability, qual-
ity of life and happiness we call development. The inspiration economy
focuses on this type of step which we call ‘development’ not ‘growth.’ We
grow resources and relevant results, butwedevelop outcomes and legacy. If
you review all the future economies literature, you will find a considerable
amount pointing the way for this need of development not growth. More
inspiration in this way means an easier journey towards development.
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inspiration and quality of life
Reviewing inspiration history and its impact on societies it has been found
to cause a lot of direct and indirect quality of life indicators to move up-
wards. For example, according to academic research, inspiration is highly
correlated with the rise of self-esteem and it improves both individual and
society’s confidence, as well asmaking people feel better about themselves.

Inspiration reduces life uncertainty and creates sense of direction. With
inspiration we can observe how speed and acceleration create positive
change in communities’ settings. Complexity is seen as part of life chal-
lenges that need and can be bypassed. Also, increasing multicultural and
population mobility is seen more and more as a source of inspiration than
a source of conflict.

Inspiration is found to build a lot of inter-generational ties and create
a sense of citizenship and belonging. Countries and societies that are less
fortunate in their level of quality of life are found tobedepriveddue to their
poor ability to use what they have been gifted with human capacity.

In order to develop the quality of life we need to control citizens’ unpre-
dictability and enhance their feeling of flexibility with agility of services
provided for their benefit. Inspiration once spread in a community will
overcome any scarcity of resources and ensure sustainability.

The more a society directs its inspiration towards transparency and ac-
countability the more we have a shift towards unique paradigms.

Quality of life is about more opportunities and alternatives for the
choices of life. The more we can keep alternatives and choices for us to
deal with in life, the more our brains are stimulated. We all want different
things in life and throughout our life; this is why an inspiration economy
is a strongly supported economy, as it works on the wealth of alternatives
and multi-choices, rather than just materialistic wealth.

A country or a society’s capital in an inspiration economy will enhance
the amount of choices it has to utilize that capacity. In stable and semi-
stable economies inspiration can help a lot of individuals to overcome the
different challenges and circumstances in front of them.

With the inspiration economy there are no barriers for creating friend-
ships and collaborations. The communities in such societies are more vi-
brant and a lot of ngos and society voluntary activities are the norm for
both major local and international events.

Today there are early trials happening in this area in certain academic
and socio-economic institutions. For example, London South Bank Uni-
versity (lsbu) established a programme called the ‘Individual Profile in
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Active Citizenship’ (ipac) a few years ago with the purpose of establish-
ing the alternatives and empowering people of all ages and backgrounds in
London with learning tools that enhance their opportunities and choices.
As per the lbsu, such a programme encourages people to take up a chal-
lenge and encourages groups to think about aspects of community life that
offer challenges and opportunities for involvement.

Recognizing that we have many choices to select in our life journey en-
hances our mental and physical wellbeing by encouraging us to seek to
utilise many of their opportunities.

The demand for government departments in an inspiration economy
would shift or be balanced from only ministries of health or education,
to ministry of cultural affairs. The role of the Culture Affairs Department
would be improving the quality of life for all, thus allowing people to de-
rive pleasure and to fulfil their own potential and broaden their horizons.
Therefore, cultural services would play a crucial role tackling social exclu-
sion, contribution to regeneration, promoting safer communities, encour-
aging healthier lifestyles, providing opportunities for voluntary and com-
munity activity and stimulating lifelong learning, which all contributes to-
wards inspiration in the socio-economic setting.

Inspirationbasedpractices are found to significantly enhance self-efficacy
and inter-dependence. Through inspiration our capacity to respond flexi-
bly to changing circumstances would be higher. Also, due to the variety of
learning resources many would have more opportunity to rediscover their
legacy in this life journey. These feelings are worth millions.

inspiration and social cohesion
There will be no real achievements for a country’s national competitive-
ness programme without a strong coexistence programme. Coexistence
and competitiveness go hand in hand. Only countries that have managed
to implement and establish effective social cohesion programmes are able
to bring about productive citizens that provide value added to the broader
community. In an inspiration economy all the efforts of education and
professional institutions are around creating harmony in productivity pro-
cesses. Through inspiration we build what we call a critical inquiringmind
that loves learning and has a great directed curiosity of discovering and, at
the same time has, the ability to see things from an overall viewpoint.

Inspiration canbe studied,more andmore, as part of humanbehavioural
research. The inquiring mind-set can then be linked to personality con-
structs such as ‘openness’ and ‘change readiness.’

In an inspirational based economy, social harmony can be supplied by
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social media or face-to-face. Such interactions release a hormone called
oxytocin, which helps people bond and care for others, and also helps in-
dividuals handle stress better. Through more volunteering we are be able
to meet others more, make friends, and bond over common beliefs and
goals.Oxytocin spreads the feeling of social unity and gives us a deep sense
of happiness at the same time. With such a hormone we are inspired to
participate more in healthy and cohesive community projects that address
social cohesion.

market failure and social dilemmas
Markets generally fail in the production of public goods and/or services;
and nobody can be excluded from the consumption of these goods and/or
services. Social dilemmas exist when a considerable number of socio-
economic services are affected by practices which are across our systems
designs and there are no parallel programs that control this. For example,
one of the social dilemma’s in rich Arab developing countries is the over
consumption of energy per capita, with no real effective programmes for
energy saving. Besides the issue of environmental pollution, these coun-
tries always work on the concept of supply vs. demand; with no or limited
efforts really for capacity vs. demand that can help to meet rising con-
sumption. Even though many opportunities for both business and social
entrepreneurship today are in this area, only mega projects can be seen in
the response of government controlled utility services. It is a type of real
market failure even if it is not admitted.

Social dilemmas then can be addressed through an economically driven
mind-set that inspires the current generation to consider waste or oppor-
tunity as the real enemy and not governments or profit driven companies.
If this mind-set is established in any culture it will differentiate it to be a
waste-free society. Typically, more like the booming 80’s of the Japanese
culture.

An inspiration economy therefore overcomes many social dilemmas
through the possibility of self-organisation, self-regulation and selfless at-
titudes that help tomitigate the consequences of market failure. The tradi-
tional economic approach disregards such possibilities.

role of ‘ inspiration assets ’ in our society
today

The powers of positive thinking, had been discussed and researched exten-
sively in the last one decade as a power that help into the application of the
law of attraction to achieve our dreams smoother and faster.
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Inspiration plays a major role in our society today and it is in high de-
mand. Just see how inspirational quotes on shirts with bold fonts are going
out stock, or how tweets for positive inspirational messages are shared and
youwill understand the amount of business that can be relevant to this.We
can confirm that most positive instagrams are liked themost, because peo-
ple like the same. Inspirational programmes, speeches, projects, countries,
places, leaders, friends are all popular to us because they ‘wake up’ some-
thing within us.

Inspiration is based on action not just promises, words, talk and stories.
Also if inspiration happens it generates action. Inspirational talks without
actions create what we call inspirational saturation.

If we study ted-talks success it is not because of social media only, or
managing to bring the best speakers, no, it is actually about empowering
people to share what inspired them. The social web also plays a role in
inspiration too by keeping users interacting, reading, challenging, reflect-
ing; thus sharing the ‘likes’ to each other. As inspiration flows, this creates
value, which use to be called, until today, a Knowledge-Asset or ‘K-Asset,’
we would like to call it from now on in this handbook an inspirational asset
or ‘I-Asset.’ Since what ted and ikea are doing is very similar, they are
exploring and extracting the assets of inspiration,wehave ‘I-Assets,’ and are
using it as a means of asking for more. This cannot be bought by money,
but can be optimised by design. ‘I-Assets’ depend on the type of interface
we use to open ourmetaphor towards a real world of opportunities. It is an
economic design that can be integrated with any business model to bring
the best of both the service provider and the beneficiary.

We as humans, represented by organisations and society movements,
are rapidly realizing the power of discovering ourselves, i.e. the power of
dealingwith howwe think, react and aspire. Some of this realisation comes
from intrinsic sources as experience, reflections or results of challenges or
failures; others come from extrinsic sources.

We get excitedwhenwe interact with a newprocess of learning or a chal-
lenge that pulls us or pushes us to explore. This is the essence of an inspira-
tional asset. Without such a feeling of inspiration today, all the technology,
knowledge anddata arounduswouldmake no sense. Even aswe are talking
more about the quality of life, this will not make sense unless it is linked to
a type of inspirational asset that keeps you going.

Therefore, one can consider that inspiration is not a luxury, or it is not
any more linked to the elite of society, it is rather considered to be an edge
for survival. In fact, an inspirational asset is already becoming a differentia-
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tion for the level of respect to human dignity that a government, or a com-
pany, or superior is willing to offer or obliged to offer. So, the issue today
and tomorrowwill not be about salary or income, but about howmuchone
canbe inspired to staywith anorganisation.With inspirationwewill not be
a copy of one another and we will ensure that we will not lose our unique-
ness. With inspiration we appreciate, are aware and then even get to a state
of realisation about the purpose of our existence. Hence, through inspira-
tion and inspiration only can we enrich humanity again with its purpose
for existence which sometimes, or most of the time, we seem to forget.

One can claim that Facebook, Instagram, Twitter andGoogle are valued
at billions of dollars today just for their ability to be a consistent source for
inspiration and hope for millions of people around the globe regardless of
social status, nationality and power. Services of these social media based
companies not only help people to easily connect, but also share inspiring
and positive achievements. Besides it is a type of empowerment to inspire
anyone you can reach and move them towards action.

Thus through this power of inspiration, whether electronic or physical,
we can move communities and individuals to commit resources, thoughts
and perspectives toward more focused and meaningful experiences. Capi-
talizing on inspiration economy techniques is the secret of success of why
many social enterprises and start-ups are more appealing than any other
business to the youth of today.

restructuring the economy with inspiration
Anielski (2007) called for virtuous actions and a new form of ‘genuine cap-
italism with a heart and wisdom;’ supported by bold efforts in order to re-
structure the global economic architecture that alignsmore closely tomea-
suring happiness and values.

Alternatively, the world we live in today, as can be seen, is really strug-
gling to find the alternatives of what the next economy is. We need to re-
definewhat wemean by growth and development, with relevance to ‘value
added activities’ and defined ‘sustainable outcomes.’ We need to structure
the economy with ‘value based thinking,’ while taking care of productivity
and ensuring moral and qualitative value of all types of capital assets.

As per our search in the last three years, we believe that an ‘Inspira-
tional based Economy’ is a straight forward restructuring and transforma-
tion principle that narrows the gap between both rich and poor countries,
societies and individuals. Inspiration for rich societies means searching for
happiness and equality, while inspiration for poor societies means looking
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for chances and choices for economic prosperity and quality of life within
available resources.

In today’s Knowledge Economy (ke), everyone can reach and possess
information and therefore react to it, since we are in the era where infor-
mation is used to trigger our interests. With high availability and huge va-
riety of knowledge available to us today and more in the future, we are ex-
pected to be inspired with practices and services that are relevant to the
ke. Utilisation of this knowledge capacity is supposed to move our spirits,
hearts and minds towards a higher level of human contributions, in more
focused and effective ways. But, this did not happen as expected. There-
fore, many scientists started talking in the last few years aboutmore related
socio-economic practices, such as the ‘Innovation Economy,’ or ‘Learning
Economy.’ We, the authors of this handbook started to see that all these
economies would not be totally and holistically integrated and connected
without the ‘Inspiration Economy.’ Definitely, we believe that the world is
set for a new restructuring in its economy otherwise it would continue its
exponential turbulent journey.

If we restructure the economy with inspiration, this would help us to
comeout of our contained boxes, therefore creating a newwave of thinking
thatmotivates us for a new paradigm or accepting a new lifelong challenge.
The waves that inspiration creates with such restructuring, pushes us to
accept the dynamics and the hidden hills of change, even if we get out of
our safe zones.

With inspiration we will overcome, during restructuring, the ego and
closed-minded characteristics that we usually face and now are still spread-
ingwithin our societies.Greece, Italy, Spain, the uk andmany other exam-
ples are now far from our memories to remember what happened during
efforts to restructure with a proper inspiration programme. Thus such a
spirit of inspiration leads us to overcome the consistent focus on the ne-
cessities, to rather strive harder to differentiating ourselves and going out
of our way; therefore learning more, and enhance our capacity to innovate
more and more as we transform. In this era, without inspiration, we are
surely going to strain ourselves through simply being a copy of history.

Through establishing the practices of inspirationwhile trying to restruc-
ture economies,we learn to thinkoutof thebox andeven takedecisionsout
of the box. This means with a society and an economy driven by inspira-
tionwe arewilling to takemany risks in order to fulfil seeing the pig picture.
Yes, inspiration gives us the spirit of discovering what we know and what
we do not yet think about. With inspiration, we can also overcome solid
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walls within our comfort zone that we built, or built in our minds, due to
accumulated years of experience that we engulfed ourselves in. Inspiration
during restructuring the condition of the paradigm pushes towards prefer-
ring the routine conditions and system dependent environments over life
challenges. ‘If you want to know what is behind the door, you just need to
be inspired enough to just open it’ (Arabic proverb).

Without inspiration, any efforts for restructuring are very difficult to cre-
ate out of the box. Without such inspiration we do not strive to discover
something unique within us that makes us enrich the world by being re-
source independent.Without inspiration theworld would come to a status
called of saturation. It is an area of the status quo, as we are going around
ourselves and we can see this clearly in the last few years even with the fast
development of the technologies and the uprising of more developing and
emerging economies.

‘creative class ’ and inspiration economy
In The Rise of the Creative Class the economist Richard Florida (2002)
points out that many leading developing countries are shifting to have a
new social class similar to the middle class, however it produces with lim-
ited resources and little waste called the ‘Creative Class.’ Florida pointed
out that this can be seen clearly today in cities such as Stockholm and
Helsinki where most of the population works on developing knowledge
and culture, as in education, research, literature and art, rather than pro-
ducing material goods.

Florida emphasised how cultural activities lead in a natural way to global
co-operation, since they only flourish by sharing and or being used for
more inspiration in others. It is an economy that is based on cultural
achievements and shared societies’ inheritance and knowledge that is
growing faster than ever before. Florida saw this as a pattern for the future,
and maintains that everyone is capable of creativity.

full world and inspiration economics
The exponential growth of the human population and the limitation of
economic activities have narrowed the distance towards an ‘empty-world’
situation. It is a situation inwhichwe reach the absolute limits of the earth’s
carrying capacity and just on the purge of collapse.

‘Full-world’ economics is similar to the concept of the Inspiration Econ-
omy. Both claim to be part of a needed future economy,whereweno longer
are able to rely on industrial growth to give profits or to solve problems of
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unemployment or to alleviate poverty problems; due to reaching sustain-
able limits. Unfortunately, all the traditional based theories are pushing the
world rapidly towards scarcity based economies, i.e. an ‘empty-world.’

The theory of the neoclassical economy, for example, shows that by sub-
stituting man-made capital for natural resources it is very limited and even
not practical. With the further limitation factors in the rapidly vanishing
supplies of oil, gas and metal ores, forests and fish; the need for an inspira-
tional based economy is highly appreciated. Inspiration supports the com-
pensation of resource depletion by the supply of motivated human capital
or even technology. The inspiration economy can help to enhance the ca-
pacity of development compared to the total number of humans, and con-
sumption per capita.

As the reserves of oil and other important natural resources are likely to
be rare or exhausted by the end of this century, while the world population
reaches 9 billion or more, compounded by possibilities of war and other
disorders; risks of both famine and death would reach an unprecedented
scale in history. Unless humanity makes prompt and well-structured ac-
tions, there will be unimaginable proportions of tragic human loss and an
‘empty-world’ situation will be a reality.

Through an inspiration economywe can still shift towards amore stabi-
lizedpopulation that controls issues of famine andpoverty and ensures safe
water, sanitation, elementary education, primary health care and proper
nutrition for all. Inspiration also needs to push women to a higher status,
because these social reforms have proved to be strongly correlated with
lower birth rates and a better quality of life.

A ‘full-world’ economy will not be based on what possessions we have,
or any means for that would fill only the purpose of social competition,
and will not be controlled by a limited human ego. Actually, a ‘full-world’
economy means that we depend on different sources of inspiration as re-
newed values to replace old unproductive paradigms that have been based
on excessive consumption.

why an inspiration based economy is needed?
Inspiration is one of the tools to balance a strange and unstable economy,
since inspiration can create a society that evaluates things differently and
simply. Due to missing values, today for example, one cannot explain why
only the top 1%of humans aremaking billions that outweighs by about 380
timesmore than the averagemiddle class. Complexity ofmodern society is
also increasing more and more with technology and globalization. There-
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figure 2.1 Inspiration Spiral Waves vs. Normal Economic Growth

fore, positive motivational concepts such as inspiration are highly needed
to ease people’s life journey.

Inspiration help discover more value added practices in relevance to the
economy, thus mitigating risks and increasing the probability of leaving a
legacy. Inspiration can lead to an open competitive and transparent envi-
ronment where people tend to share their ideas, and thus establish an en-
trepreneurial innovative and vibrant society.

Through the turbulent socio-economic conditions and once inspiration
triggers, a sustained type of development waves occurs over time and/or
frequency as shown in Figure 2.1. The more we have the inspiration spiral
waves ignited or sustained in every type of industry or sector, the more we
are establishing an inspiration based economy.

While one cannot do many things about the fate of economic growth
we can trigger inspiration waves or even enhance them or sustain them
in different socio-economic conditions with time or through repetitive at-
tempts. The ups and downs of socio-economic welfare globally support
this hypothesis. This occurs when we measure economic growth against
achievement in reality.

Inspiration is neededmore than ever today since any country’s outcome,
life style and reputation after a few decades can be measured by its devel-
opment not growth. Through inspiration waves, a development track can
lead societies to enjoy more stable living standards, lower poverty rates,
rising employment, greater transparent business environment, regardless
of global socio-economic conditions.

Harding (1948)believed that inspiration canplay a role for capturing and
harnessing ideas that lead to development. Today we still see researchers
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confuse inspiration as a motivational state. Inspiration differs since it com-
pels targeted individuals to bring ideas into reality as a creative process
(Christensen, Johnson, &Horn, 2010; Thrash et al., 2010a).

Until recently inspiration was seen as a term limited to only prophets,
righteous people and unique leaders (Carpenter, 1987). Today, theworld of
inspiration is spreading to all countries, generations, genders, communities
regardless of where, when, how and who the limitations are (Thrash et al.,
2010a).The ability to inspire or be inspired is nowamore frequent and con-
sistent trend, as compared to 20 years ago, and it has certainly been more
progressive in the last few years. Hart (2000) emphasises that inspiration
is even becoming a source of core value and high performancemotivation.

Inspiration is needed today, especially with the instability of social, eco-
nomic and political environments. Inspiration is needed more than ever
since it can influence building a common purpose among diverse commu-
nities (Iverson, 2011; Hart, 1998). When we inspire people we can involve
them in the implementation of a needed social transformation, as inspi-
ration gives a sense of independence and an ability to be autonomous and
unique. Inspiration is needed since an inspired personmeans today he/she
canbemore self-serving, participative and self-confident, thus it is a change
to any country’s economy (Hart, 2000).

Inspiration is needed since it is one of the best resilience tools for any
cultural environment.With inspirationwecandevelopbetter expectations,
experiences, needs and interaction patterns within our communities.

the power of ideas spill over
The basis of the inspiration economy is a greater quantity, higher quality
and wider diversity of ideas, innovation and learning in combination with
the spirit of entrepreneurship. The rawmaterial for such a combination ef-
fect is the ability to find opportunities and capitalise on ideas.

Today with an open knowledge based economy, spillovers occur more
than ever where ideas are put into action and also actions lead to ideas.
Inspiration happens here, with a high flow and it leads people to want to
contribute more and more and thus creates a sense of cohesion. Spillovers
happen through an open innovative environment, wherewework together
with customers, suppliers or even competitors to arrive at ideations and
inspirations different from those we obtain by traditional routes. Partner-
ships between sectors help people to seek out and find new ideas and op-
portunities and above all be inspired by other people, sectors or applica-
tions of a different style of thinking.
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The power of cross sectors and a cross discipline spillover of ideas is
that they open a lot of blind spots in our life. Thus this offers us enor-
mous opportunities, to do further research into the important flows of
ideas between diverse people and businesses. In an inspiration economy,
there would be no constraints or internal forces and unhealthy competi-
tion that restrict ideas for a spill over, as we see today.

With idea spill overs, people feel free to explore many horizons. During
this process of a spill over we can dare to try and even go to the level of
humility of trying ideas without a feel of failure. Therefore, such power is
really demandedmore andmore today for better competition, allowing us
to be able to see the big picture and learn to think without borders.

the challenge of operationalizing inspiration
Operationalizing any concept is usually the most difficult part of it as a
discipline. The term ‘inspiration’ has been used in a variety disciplines, es-
pecially in literature, psychology, economy and social studies. Inspiration
historically has also been studied in a domain-specific manner, with lit-
tle communication between researchers across domains. Recognizing the
need for a holistic and/or integrated definition of the inspiration construct,
both Thrash and Elliot (2003; 2004) undertook the task of developing a
domain-general conceptualization that draws upon the core commonali-
ties of inspiration across diverse literatures.

Thrash and Elliot found that becoming inspired by a stimulus object,
such as a person, an idea, or a work of art, evokes and sustains inspira-
tion episodes. During inspiration, the individual or the group might gain
awareness of new possibilities that transcend within. Then this awareness
turns towards more of a realisation that creates a basis for execution, shar-
ing, transmitting and expressing the inspiration asset and status carried.

While trying to operationalize inspiration Thrash and Elliot (2004) ar-
gued that inspiration involves two distinct processes. These two processes
start with a relatively passive process called being ‘inspired by,’ then fol-
lowed by a relatively active process called being ‘inspired to.’ The process of
being ‘inspiredby’ involves an appreciationof theperceived intrinsic values
of the stimulus source, whereas the process of being ‘inspired to’ involves
motivating current actualization and extending it to other parties.

In their field study both Thrash and Elliot (2004) asked the participants
to recall either the time when they were inspired, or the baseline experi-
ence controlled condition. The inspiration narratives varied from becom-
ing awakened by a scientific or artistic insight, to discovering one’s calling,
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to being influenced by a role model, to realizing and reflecting that great-
ness is possible.

Researchers confirm that we need to use inspiration more and more to
serve unique approach functions as it is a powerful principle thatmotivates
the transmission or expression of the newly appreciated qualities of the
evoking object (Thrash & Elliot, 2004; Thrash et. al., 2010a).

spirit of inspiration in research
Research is being turned more and more towards being multi-disciplined,
after it became so narrowed by sub-specialities that have spread since the
80’s until the last decade. In order to push the spirit of inspiration in the
research we need to go to a level that will allow us to use knowledge holis-
tically so that we can empower and enrich research outcomes. This means
consideration needs to be given to an integral driver of sustainable devel-
opment and societal transformation research. Thus establishing a lifelong
learning society committed to inspiration.

In an inspirationbased economy competitive research in the futuremust
have the capacity to generate, diffuse, utilize and protect knowledge in or-
der to create a participation that will improve economic wealth and social
equity. The researchers need to have an integrated view that reflects efforts
of putting their heart, mind and spirit into a scientific project.

In order to establish disciplined inspired research in our scientific, aca-
demic and education societies we need to prioritise areas that need atten-
tion, and network ideas with all people of concern. Also we need to try
things out on behalf of the practitioners or with them, closely monitor and
for an evaluation of society’s needs.

An inspiring economy research would be unique in both risk taking and
risk analysis. The research would apply ‘pull thinking’ in a review and ob-
servation for the area of study, such as: what is happening in this area?
Where are the signs of relevant good practice? How can ideas and people
be connected through research and the body of knowledge?Will this work
in other disciplines?What can be put into practice?What is the next prac-
tice?
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Foundations&
Principles of ‘What is an
Inspiration Economy?’

what is inspiration?
Many dictionaries define inspiration as being someone or something that
gives us ideas for doing something better. It is described by some as ‘beauty
of the blue sky after being lost on an empty desert.’ Others, describe their
experience with inspiration as the ‘pure air we breathe,’ since it simulates
us to see the way forward.

TheOxford English Dictionary (2014) defines inspiration as ‘a breathing
in or infusion of some idea, purpose, etc. into the mind; the suggestion,
awakening, or creation of some feeling or impulse, especially of an exalted
kind.’ Inspiration as a noun is seen as the process of being mentally stimu-
lated to do or feel something, especially to do something creative. It might
alsomean the quality of being inspired or the source of that which inspires.

Inspiration in principle is about discovering your leap through disman-
tling the foundation of the problem (Hendrick, 2009). Inspiration estab-
lishes our ability to spot the upper limit of the human being, thus it is about
thriving in sustained abundance, love and creativity. It is a value that affects
us and most of all influences us.

The inspiration state was found to be characterized by feelings of con-
nection, openness, clarity, and energy (Hart, 1998). The actions or power
that inspiration creates towards moving intellect or emotions by making
people put their thoughts into action is unique and very difficult to imi-
tate. Without the belief in inspiration we might not even think to change
the course in our life whenwe are unhappy about its outcomes. Inspiration
makes us take extra risks in life to pursue our dreams and persist towards
achieving them, even if we fail time after time.

As shown by Thrash et al. (2010a), inspiration is neededmore than ever
today to support the production of creative work, whereas effort supports
the production of technical merit. Through inspiration one would under-
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stand what the good life is. Social relationships, work and income, health
and societal benefits; are all affected by inspiration. Inspired people are
more likely to have self-confidence and the ability to optimize constraints,
with a variety of approaches to learning.

Inspiration is aword thatmakes you feel you have added feathers to your
arms and now you would take off and fly. It is a word that also means that
you start seeing things from a different perspective which you never seen
before. Therefore as practitioners would, inspiration can best be described
by authors,musicians and artistswhousually bringnovel originalwork that
cannot be easily copied. Such inspiration requires us to be patient, to take
the full responsibility for the journey and most of all expand our sense of
the possible.

In a Nun study carried by Snowdon et al. (2007), the scientists studied
how the role of positive emotions create a difference in happiness. Happy
and less happy nuns living in same life circumstances through their lifes-
pan were compared. The study found that 79 % of the happy inspired nuns
were in the most cheerful quartile, where they believed that their society
benefits because of their happiness too. These happy nuns are found also
to be the most volunteering with high pro-peace cooperative attitudes. In-
spiration therefore, is very important for social relationships, appropriate
adaptation, society, culture positive thinking styles and most of all a high
contribution. This study shows that happiness and inspiration go hand in
hand and that this style if it can be generalised to societywould support the
harmony of a socio-economy status.

Once people are inspired they focus on ‘what is right’ rather than ‘who
is right’ and precisely define their mission and work on pursuing it. With
inspiration people work towards dignity and are committed towards more
powerful contributions.

Inspiration as a concept is used in many disciplines today such as psy-
chology (Hart, 1998; Lockwood&Kunda, 1999), theology (Canale, 1994),
arts, design and literature (Harvey, 1999), management (Dess and Picken,
2000) and engineering (Beer, Quinn, Chiel, &Ritzmann 1997). One could
say that the word inspiration is highly linked with a unique sustained in-
trinsic energization that influences the behaviour or even transforms it to
a new level (Elliot, 1997). In Buheji et al. (2014a; 2014b) we have seen in-
spiration as a form of human persistence to achieve, change, transform or
model a visualised goal.
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‘growth vs. development ’ and the inspiration
economy

A country’s economy is described to be healthy and it is progressing to-
wards development if the gross national product increases steadily by 4 to
5 % annually. However, it is obvious that such economic growth cannot
continue to be indefinitely (Avery, 2015).

Many people do not distinguish between growth and development.
While we might have productivity growth, it is very difficult to visualise
competitiveness as growth. This is especially true, if the competitiveness
is based on intrinsic resources, innovations and organisational learning.
While you can grow in size, production capacity and delivery; you can
only develop if you change your capability, changeability and competency.
Development usually happens based on self-discovery, cultural impact and
knowledge reflection.

Development is about realised outcomes that are delivered mainly
through qualitative improvements and milestones for society. If it is inspi-
rational development, then it will be without extra resources or with min-
imal resources. When development occurs, our capacity develops verses
the demand. Thus our capacity in production would be based on less re-
sources, pollution and time, or even less constraints of design and delivery.
Thus, development is a major source for inspirational economy differenti-
ation.

If we have the concept of development vs. growth well established in
our culture we hopefully see less banks involved in financial crisis and col-
lapses like those witnessed in 2008. Development based inspiration does
not treat symptoms, it treats phenomena. Development goes deep to the
roots through selective ‘pull thinking’ to overcome repeated faults and in-
filtrates from the system.

Growth is not similar to Development. From life experiences and re-
flection from many projects relevant to Inspirational or Competitiveness
Labs one can clearly see growth is more of an evolution, while develop-
ment would have to go through a restoration stage before it make another
revolution to a new concept.

practices of an inspiration economy
An inspiration economy is relevant to certain practices relevant to organi-
sations or society that are available today.

For society, there are practices and programmes relevant to an inspira-
tion economy as programmes of society’s inspiration, social engineering,
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society co-existence, or social integration programmes. Thus, it is believed
today that equal opportunity, diversity management and gender equality
are all sources for an inspiration based economy.

While for organisations, inspirational relevant practices focus on Orga-
nizational Learning, Organizational Innovation, Organizational Competi-
tiveness, Organizational Excellence, and Organizational KnowledgeMan-
agement.

To cover the wide and fast developing scope of an inspiration related
economy one has to cover the new and potentially future economy drivers
which are representedby theKnowledgeEconomy,LearningEconomy, In-
novation Economy, Service Economy, Experience Economy and Welfare
Economy, which we discuss in greater detail in Chapter Nine.

Practices of inspiration are also relevant today to innovation practices
and programmes, such as: Disruptive Innovation, Accelerated learning,
Government InnovationProgrammes, SocietyDevelopment,Entrepreneur-
ship Spirit, Business of Inspiration, Organizational Psychology and Social
Innovation. All inspirational economy practices depend on the principles
of psychodynamics, cognitive approaches, trust, autonomy, self-initiative
and even empathy.

psychology and the economy
Inspiration Economy as a new concept comes mainly from two fields Psy-
chology and Economic. If we talk about inspiration and entrepreneurship
we have to cover also behavioral economics where the work Simon (1978)
and Katona (1975) would be highly recognised.

Economic theories are built usually on the basis of addressing how hu-
mans can make decisions. However, over the last three decades, there has
been a large development with relevance to positive psychology and socio-
economic behaviours due to this important development cognitive and
emotional theories started to shadow reality requirements, especially in the
role of behavioural anomalies such as happiness, wellbeing and inspiration
on the economy. Also, demands on traditional, service and experiential
economies support the shift towards an inspirational economy as shown
in Figure 3.1.

inspiration through understanding the
socio -economy

Most economic theories today start from a non-accurate assumption that
we as people are selfish when it comes to the way we react to the market
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figure 3.1
The Demand on Current
Economies Causing a Shift
towards an Inspirational Economy
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(Becker, 1976). However, luckily inspiration found to support people to be
more giving and taking.

Profound inspiration targets to enhance socio-economic setting through
addressing the influence of society’s behavior. Inspiration through learn-
ing by doing should focus on practices that enhance non-selfish behaviour
through enhancing our role in minimising the impact of different social
dilemmas.

With the introduction of social experimental techniques into the disci-
pline of economics, scientists including psychologists, can provide better
predictions compared with actual behaviour. This is done through under-
standing how individuals will not act (Fehr & Gächter, 2000).

Today more papers and evidence based books are published based on
observed behaviour in relevance to social norms and preferences; includ-
ing for example integrity, productivity and transparencywhich support the
development of an established stable and sustainable socio-economic and
trustworthy system. Inspiration thus can enhance the type of reciprocity
that exists in our societies.

social desirability and inspiration

Social desirability is one of the economy related society motivational tools
today, whereby it sees what the society is driven by and what others think
about it. Thus, social desirability creates much of how people behave. This
can affect the economy as people are always driven by others’ approval and
liking.

Society is founded on three steps: explanations, motivations and social
desirability. The essence of the influence of inspiration on social desirabil-
ity and well-being was examined inmany recent studies. Social desirability
was found to occur with the manipulation of extraordinary competence
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which increased inspiration. The inspiration trait, on the other hand, helps
to trigger well-being variables, i.e. increasing the positive affect, life satis-
faction, vitality, and self-actualization.

When inspiration meets personal goals, positive well-being occurs.
These effects happen when the purpose of life is realised. Once people
become aware about a specific social need, or after learning by doing, then
they feel an incredible urge to transmit their accumulated knowledge or
perspectives to others. Here a good example is where social desirability
coincides with inspiration characteristics, where awareness of some undis-
covered possibility transpires from outside the conscious mind, and an
urge to transmit this awareness leads to the status of realization.

Social desirability based inspiration then has three characteristics: Feel-
ingof an extra self-empowermentwhichmakes us becomeawareof the vast
opportunities that we have not recognized or appreciated before, a realiza-
tion of the consciousmind and a feeling for inspiring others where an urge
to transmit to othermembers of society or an open insight for others to see
the opportunities.

Research into inspiration has shown that when individuals observe a re-
markable action they often feel inspired (Thrash et al., 2010a). When in-
spired, they often write and generate outputmore efficiently and concisely
that what comes in (Thrash & Elliot, 2010). Hence, social desirability has
a determinate effect on inspiration.

lifelong learning as a source of inspiration
Lifelong Learning (lll) is a concept that targets to inspire learning for
everyone, regardless of their age, profession, education, capabilities, etc.
Through volunteering programmes, for example, even older people or
those in home care can share lll and benefit fromdiscussions that lead to
knowledge capturing and the enhancement of life satisfaction. The goal of
lll programmes is to keep people involved and then inspire them towards
making their societies more vibrant and complete with the quality of life.

lll is also linked to the spirit of volunteering as it is considered one of
themeans of informal learning. There are today hundreds of lifelong learn-
ing volunteering programmes, that are based on learning and serving, that
foster building a society with an active youth in developed and developing
countries, however none are linked to the concept of inspiration.

Lifelong Learning (lll) programmes have been found to enhance the
motivation people to share and learn. ‘Best Practice Visits,’ staff or exper-
tise sharing programmes, conferences, workshops or seminar attendance
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and participation are types of lifelong learning practices that lead first to
motivation and then raise the possibility for inspiration.

Focused and implementation driven workshops are also found to be a
good tool for lll as they bring together individuals or small groups of
learners, whomay be frommultinational and even multi-disciplined back-
grounds.

lll is about the learning experience relevant to our personal develop-
ment and learning needs. The more we understand how our lll works,
the better we know where we are going to use it towards an effective out-
come, i.e. including making it a source of inspiration.

In-service training, for long time, has been a source of lifelong learn-
ing for organisational staff. Many leading companies since the early 50’s
of the last century have carried programmes for adult education, where
staff are expected to attend structured courses to meet company require-
ments. Many world class companies, still today, have direct and indirect
internal/external programmes to improve their staff practical, strategic,
learning, communication, teaching, coaching, counselling and manage-
ment skills. This is, in fact, part of the norm in a lot of medium and large
organisations in Europe today.

inspiration economy mind-set
Inspiring people are known for their ability to create influence compared
to others.Whenwe talk about an inspiringmind-set, wemean the ability of
our personality to create and deal with an environmentwheremany people
can thrive, grow, and live in peace with one another. This influence means
that you are able to promote harmonywith nature and thereby provide sus-
tainability for future generations with the ability to create communities of
reciprocal care and shared responsibility (Allen, Stelzner, & Wielkiewicz,
1998).

The inspiration mind-set is becoming very important for the world as
its population will grow to 9 billion by 2050 and developing countries will
become closer in adopting business growth models. Stalnaker (2009) ob-
serves that economic theory always suggests circular growth, and this can
happen without an open mind-set. The same is also true for the practices
of inspiration and innovation which are spreading into different countries’
economies, and between different generations, genders and communities
overcoming many life limitations. The ability to inspire a mind-set or get
it inspired has now more probability to be a frequent and consistent trend
as compared to 20 years ago. It has more certainly been progressive in the
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last few years. Inspiration of a mind-set is not any more about motivation
for higher performance, it is becoming more of a core value for evaluating
things (Dunlap &Grabinger).

An inspiration ofmind-set is a spirit that is needed todaymore than ever
with rapid waves of frequent instability, since it has the influence to build
a common purpose among a diverse community. When we inspire peo-
ple through a specific socio-economic paradigm, thismeans we can engage
and involve them in the implementation of a needed social transformation
and this leads to a prepared mind-set to replicate the same experience to
change the world. A true wave of social inspiration should give a sense of
independence, besides the ability of themind-set to be autonomous and to
think of unique contributions.

An inspired community will have a mind-set of self-serving, participa-
tion and self-confidence. Additionally, an inspirational economy will fo-
cus on inspiration that can build communities that have a differentiation
in overcoming challenges, have the ability to see the unseen or see things
in different ways and even might have the ability to alleviate psycho-social
problems. It is time for such a spirit driven economy, which is based on the
trend of high youth unemployment all over the world. It is time for an in-
spiration based economy since humanity is searching eagerly today for a
value based wealth that can contribute to a quality of life economy, where
opportunities and support are more based on intrinsic resources than ex-
trinsic ones. This creates a movement to society attitudes and habits of
inter-dependence and similarly promotes social innovation.

Inspiration needs a mind-set that is open to new ideas. Moreover, inspi-
ration that is built around a mind-set pushes you to think differently. At-
taining to be perfect will not help here as one will not dare to go out of the
box andwill be afraid of the consequences.When you are perfect, you can-
not adapt to new situations. In today’s environment of complex challenges
and rapid change, an adaptive mind-set is what makes the real difference.

An inspirational mind-set will consider different problem solving set-
tings to test and discover self-hidden abilities. Adaptability of the mind-
set will be considered a competitive advantage. An inspirational mind-set
has the ability to deal with unexpected demands, but may be in a totally
different way, i.e. out of the norm results. The outcomes can therefore be
measured with a different yard stick.

If you study the mind-set of those inspired in our society you will find
that they are very proactive. This is because an inspirational mind-set will
sometimes need to have the ability to adopt new strategies faster than oth-
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ers, and will train people to have self-initiative and be self-driven.
Minds are usually fixed with certain ideas, values, people, systems and

institutions. During inspiration attitudes and behaviour start to be chal-
lenged due to new feelings or actions that are caused by this sense of inspi-
rational energy. The mind at that moment reinterprets what has just been
experienced as a way to adjust and then develop a new line of sight that
can be taken into consideration intowhat comes next. Psychologist Jerome
Bruner describes this situation as ‘figuring out how to usewhat you already
know in order to go beyond what you already think.’

An inspirational mind-set therefore enables us to have greater focused
mind abilities than others. This leads us to differentiate our ability in get-
ting themost healthy and profitable investment on selected opportunities,
time after time. Samuel Johnson in the seventeenth century realised the
importance of the mind-set in creating the difference in our life when he
said ‘the chains of habit are generally too small to be felt, until they are too
strong to be broken.’

Making our mind-set ready to see the big picture of what we want to
achieve in life requires thatweblendourwisdomandexperiencewith some
philosophy, pedagogy and enabling inspiration techniques. Therefore, an
openmind-set will try to transmit our experience, develop it, apprentice it,
and nurture it, in order to make the most suitable move. If the mind goes
through these processes then it is capable of performing many instances
of reverse thinking and/or reforms that are beyond our expectations. Even
‘Quality of Life’ can be then be taught as part of a mind-set pedagogy de-
sign to help establish an even more dedicated focus that can help to create
the right inspiration. Using a case or problem challenge and ‘experiential
learning’ that use debates, peer to peer teachings and games can help also
prepare our mind-set for reality challenges that are expected in the turbu-
lence of any economy.

An inspiration economy mind-set therefore consists of four main con-
structs: the profile of abilities and experiences that help establish ap-
proaches to learning, self confidence that helps establish an integrated
holisticmindset, attempts of frequencies and efforts relevant to perception
of tasks and meaning, and the motivation and self-initiatives that create
the sources of inspiration. Such a mind-set enhances the quality of life and
increases real life learning through inspiring people again and again, thus
making our spirit ready to encounter the unknown (Buheji et al., 2014a;
2014b; Schwartzman, 2010).
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figure 3.2 Representation of Inspiration EconomyMind-Set Constructs

inspiration economy vs. social behaviour

One of the main challenges of an inspiration economy is the egoism that
controls a lot of good social behaviours. One of the negative consequences
of egoism is that it also leads to narrow-mindedness over time. Studies ac-
tually show that the nature of human action depends on social settings and
the level at which it encourages individualistic behaviour.Not only domar-
ket settings encourage the application of a simple cost-benefit calculation
in themind of the individuals, but they also attract themore individualistic
people to act accordingly. For example, the more the environment is built
around team-work the more individualistic behaviour will be limited and
thus there ismore chance of being inspired through interactions or actions.
Thus it can be easier to adopt certain social values in an environment that
promotes respect for example in the environment and thus it is easier to be
inspired about sustainability based theories and practices.

When we use social behaviours in a positive way and make them part
of society’s norms we are actually building great commonalities between
what our brain appreciates and understands. Social interaction can lead to
better understanding that the right brain appreciates from humanities, arts
and entrepreneurship, plus it leads to building bridges with left brain ex-
periences and specialities. Therefore the integration of both brains leads
to seeing the big picture and thus provides more opportunities for inspira-
tion. Inspiration from a sociological point of view has economic implica-
tions even though it is found to enhance the personal legacy.

Inspiration is not only about ‘abilities to do’ and ‘deliver business to’ soci-
ety, rather it is about the study and analysis of ‘what is’ that the individual or
society or its organisations should know about and explore to deliver bet-
ter. Thus inspiration happens by ‘identifying and evaluating opportunities’
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for improvement and then it is about ‘what will be.’
Inspiration depends on ‘whole-brain’ studies that utilise the best of both

right and left-brain. Social studies, art and literature require the attributes
of the right-brain, while other scientific thinking optimises the utilisation
of the left-brain. Inspiration happens due to the integration between so-
cial creativity, artistry, intuition, emotions and fantasy along with different
specialties and disciplines.

In a study thatwas carriedbyDr. JoelKatz andhis team,ofHarvardMed-
ical School, groups of studentswere tested for the effect ofwhole brain util-
isation in theoutcomeof their studies.DrKartz andhis teamhad a groupof
first and second-year medical students spend a little over half their weekly
class time at the BostonMuseum of Fine Arts. The classes and workshops
were on art, and the remaining hours in a course lecture for physical di-
agnosis in the College of Medicine (Naghshineh et al., 2008). The team of
researchers created a control group that attendedonlymedical lectures, but
did not join in museum visits. At the end of the eight-week term, the stu-
dentswhohadparticipated in the art classesmade 38 percentmore positive
observations than the students in the control group. This study reminds us
that inspiration intensity will be much better if it is used through utilisa-
tion of thewhole brain feature that is optimised through socialisation tech-
niques and the appreciation of humanities and fine art. Therefore, it can be
concluded that an inspiration economy can flourish in education systems
that are design based on the optimisation of whole brain functions.

social innovation and the inspiration
economy

Social innovation enhances clarity, pace of learning, enthusiasm and em-
pathy, so does inspiration. In order for an economy to flourish it needs
an open learning environment with clear outcomes. Social innovation re-
quires constant renewed views towards the meaning of the survival of so-
ciety and economic development. Therefore, social innovation is totally
dependent on the ability of society or the organisation to establish divine
goals thatmeet the overall development of cultural and/or community life.

Social innovation does not consider ‘what life is,’ but ‘what life should
be.’ Therefore, as a concept, ‘social innovation’ can help to develop all the
necessary service economics to respond to people’s perceptions and expec-
tations. Social Innovation can work in-depth to develop people’s general
behaviours, thus promoting ‘inspiration’ through services.

Through social innovation, we can bring together multi-functional ac-
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tivities to address customers’ needs, such as designing the school around
today’s students, or designing or re-engineering hospitals around today’s
patients’ needs.

Hence, social innovation requires a comprehensiveunderstandingabout
people’s behaviour, as today we are moving from customer satisfaction to
customer delight, to customer inspiration. This innovation also leads to a
spiritual and mental comparison that leads to optimising the benefits of
opportunities.

Inspiration reflects the level of reaction to any social innovation ini-
tiative. When people are confronted with any innovative solution or ap-
proach, they are usually inspired by its performance from the first impres-
sion and this stays as it functions. Thus overall effectiveness is turning out
to be a source of inspiration in relevance to people’s realisation of services
delivered and/or the ability of sustaining these services. Time after time
one can be inspired, for example, by the level of services given in Singapore
Airport and Singapore Airlines as compared to other airports or airlines.
One’s inspiration is not linked to the level of the service only, but to the
ability to sustain this level for many years, with different people and differ-
ent situations.

Todaymany innovations in the service industry enhance and sustain the
level of happiness and feeling of wellbeing. Acquiring enjoyment short or
long term can trigger inspiration that gives a sense of service uniqueness
and effectiveness.

Social process developments have focused on thematerial culture of life
for a long time, this has lead to the increase of societies focus on consump-
tion as ameasure of progress. Today, humanity is realising that life and hap-
piness need variety not quantity of innovations that lead to natural enjoy-
ment not artificial ones.

In an inspiration based economy we will seek social innovation in order
to create more sustainable transformational change in less fortunate com-
munities. An inspirational economywill address issues such as poverty, nu-
trition, health, water and sanitation, economic empowerment, access to fi-
nancial services, and gender equity through social innovation (Urama &
Acheampong 2013).

The inspiring contents that social innovative services bring to people
with various behaviours are unpredictable, and thus raise the level of out-
comes and influences on people’s living effectiveness.

Social development will continue to develop as a result of people pur-
suing innovations towards better wellbeing. This creates an inspiring eco-
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nomic environment where inspiration will bring into people’s life more
choices, thus people are able to see more opportunities and possibilities
as they walk the path of life. The availability of innovation can bring more
improvement to life style which later has a significant effect on human so-
cial activities.

Social innovation therefore requires large devotion to ignite another
form of inspiration within oneself. Thus, by innovating a need can be en-
hancedwith inspiration again, as life conditions and environments become
more and more difficult and complex.

inspiration and productivity
Inspiration can cause better productivity, especially in societies where peo-
ple have more opportunities and choices. Productivity has been found to
be related to the feeling of havingmore choices since it is found to enhance
the individual’s reading, debating and ability to have synthesised reflec-
tions.

Overall Productivity Effectiveness (ope) is a productivity term known
more by lean management practitioners’ school than economics. ope
is used by experts to measure very competitive productivity that can be
achieved in any project or initiative. ope is the result of a formula that
comes from the total multiplication of Availability, Quality, and Efficiency.

Inspiration raises our ability to capture opportunities that quickly go un-
noticed, or occur in areas of blind spots, in our life journey; and this raises
our capacity to be available to gain or benefit fromopportunities or even to
create them.Quality needs precision and accuracy, besides the spirit of per-
sistence. People once they are inspired can transform to beingmore persis-
tent. As for efficiency, it requires proper resource management and a high
awareness of cost, it is about doing things right. Inspiredpeopledonothave
a differentiation when it comes to efficiency, but usually they learn from
failures to be more efficient and cost-effective.

ope tackles the property of the services delivered, and thus measures
the multi-functional effectiveness that reflect on people’s socio-economic
needs or functional effectiveness. For instance, the effectiveness of the eco-
nomic productivity of restaurants, in any country, can be measured either
by classical thought, for its main functions, that is to provide a food service
that ensures proper quality standards, as measured today in many devel-
oped countries; or ope can be measured on the ability of a restaurant to
provide a comprehensive hospitality service that brings joy for different
cultural backgrounds. It is a totally different approach to productivity, but
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one has to admit that even though the second measure is more difficult, it
is more enjoyable.

In an economy driven by people demand for happiness, or even to reach
a level of inspiration; the availability andquality of production surelywould
enhance any organisation or any society to the better in overall productiv-
ity effectiveness. In such a high expectation economy, ope would bemea-
sured as a way for ensuring a relatively stable and respectable comprehen-
sive increase in capacity compared to demand, thus ensuring both society’s
and the community’s behavioural development, as compared to or beyond
socio-economic requirements.

Being now in a knowledge based economy, social productivity and ma-
terial cultural life, are more near to the human capital contribution and
not only based on the essentials of life’s necessities such as food, clothing,
housing and work. Thus is it easier to move towards an economy that uses
the essence of our humanity and respects our co-existence. It is now easier
to transform towards an economy that influences society to consider what
ought-to-be carried out to achieve better welfare.

international inspiration economy programme
For any programme to be international it needs the support of robust re-
search and development. An inspiration economy is no exception. Thus,
the future knowledge community is expected to focus more on exploring
the nature of relationships between the brain, culture and the created envi-
ronment that leads to economic inspirational activity.

Using this framework in a programme that supports the principle of an
inspiration economy means we need to utilize information about the life
cycle of inspiring figures, societies, organisations and practices as a source
for learning about thehidden values and traits that differentiates them from
the rest.

Internationally successful inspirational driven programmes that target
economical or socio-economical settings are spreading in many industries
today and involve education, healthcare, crime prevention, environmental
protection, human trafficking, sport and many other human welfare activ-
ities.

One of the latest international inspiration economy based programmes
was London 2012’s sports programme which was delivered in partnership
with unicef, uk Sport, Youth Sport Trust and the charity International
Inspiration. It was developed from Lord Coe’s promise in 2005 to inspire
a generation and was the first programme of its kind conceived and im-
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plemented by a host city. The uk International Inspiration programme
came to a formal end in March 2014, but the success of the programme
and the continuing work of the uk partners involved in sport for develop-
ment has meant that it will continue to have an impact for years to come.
Even though this programme came to a formal end, in reality it created a
resonance in theworld for future generations and awave in the socio econ-
omy; besides it showed how sport can be used as part of education and
lifelong learning through activities that are delivered on the ground in a
very practical way, in 21 countries and cultures. The international inspira-
tion school partnerships have challenged children, their parents and the
teachers, to look beyond their own borders, share their knowledge and ex-
perience, and learn from different cultures. Teachers and school children
in this programme have managed to build friendships across thousands of
miles, working together on exciting joint projects to learn new skills and
find creative ways to use sport to benefit their school and the wider com-
munity (HMGovernment &Mayor of London, 2013).

the economics of inspiration
Inspiration is a feeling feltwhen an individual or a groupdiscoverwhat they
most love doing and therefore dedicate more time for doing it. With inspi-
ration based economies, feelings of passion, love, abundance and most of
all commitment to seeing success; all serve for a higher level of life satisfac-
tion (Andrews &Withey, 1976).

The world is in need today for what enhances people’s life quality and
creates harmonised and synergised communities that have the choiceof va-
riety, more than just quantity. All the wars and situations of today make us
realise the importance of having socio-economic conditions that establish
the spirit of diversity acceptance and respect for coexistence and resilience.
Therefore, we are in need of rediscovering the best potential of our human
and spiritual side.

Inspiration is a turning point in one’s life and is involved in people’s con-
tribution to the economy and society and is very focused. This turning
point can be seen in our involvement and change in outlook, worldview,
lifestyle, choices or fate and relationshipswedrawor execute. Inspired peo-
ple becomemore biased towards beliefs and values based onwhat they be-
lieve through their critical analysis that focuses onboth risks and resilience.

Through inspiration one will feel self-conscious. Being self-conscious
will lead to people being more inspired and they will be able to create a
stronger and more compelling business and educational case. Leveraging
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champions, changing stakeholders’ attitudes and sharing best practiceswill
be the fuel that enhances an inspiration economy’s outcome.

An inspiration economy will have practices that help to focus on shift-
ing themind-set fromworking harder and faster to working selectively and
smarter towards an outcome. It is a shift from an economy that depends on
materialistic gains, as themain source of happiness, to an economy focused
on inspirational gain that differentiates countries and human reserves and
powers to achieve different outcomes including materialistic ones. It is the
era of what is called common sense questions, such as:How canwe expand
things to come in my life?

An inspiration economy offers a completely new way of thinking for
building up the economy, doing business, and establishing human poten-
tial. It is a shift in defining what is ‘value added’ in life, in work and to-
wards our societies. The outcome of such an economy will be the creation
of wealth in different forms and in different countries; including those for
the less fortunate today.

This inspiration economywill dependmore on the concept of influence
than impact and the concept of ‘capacity vs. demand’ than the concepts of
‘supply vs. demand.’ Thus it is an economy that will have a paradox of inspi-
ration related clusters that are going to be spreading throughout communi-
ties. This type of economy requires a shift in people’s behaviour and con-
sumerism,with a shift in purchasing power, fromwhat consumers ‘want’ or
‘need’ towards purchasing products and/or services that capture people’s
potential. Inspiration will create an economy that can make people focus
on life contributions and increasing their sense of belongingness.

An inspiration based economy creates natural, non-artificial masters of
innovation and entrepreneurs in every discipline. The economy that inspi-
ration requires pushes and motivates clusters that drive societies to be au-
tonomous and where the majority of the people shift towards being inde-
pendent or inter-dependent in creating success stories. Creating an Inspi-
ration based economy will depend on the ability to visualize and the abil-
ity to determine the type of inspiration that creates differentiation for each
person, society or country.

Theoutcomeof an inspirationbasedeconomy lets us comewith another
waveof knowing thepurposeof life.This cultural transformation is very ex-
citing and enhances overall life satisfaction, therefore enhancing the contri-
bution from different members in the community, along with their values
in relevance to integrity.

Since the economy is based on inspired people, it is expected to bemore
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flexible andmost probably more dynamic. Inspired people believe in what
they practice. Their dynamic mode creates a unique behaviour that makes
them, in certain times, very rigid and in other times more flexible and
dynamic. These inner structures help to streamline inspired individual
choices and they empower people and their community to be more cre-
ative. Having a sensitive feeling and high consciousness is one of the early
experiences in an economy based on inspiration. Such a society will be
expected to have a high ability to heal and live the concept of diversity
management. People are inspired to the extent that they deliver an econ-
omy that depends on transcendence, self-actualization, self-esteem and
high belongingness.

The life of inspired people changes our way to answering questions of
life, including our socio-economic practices. It is a type of life that gives
answers through role models and actions, instead of just verbal communi-
cation, and thus changes the shape of our life style. When we are inspired,
weovercomeourbadhabits that constrainus fromsustaining success.Thus
over timewebuild ourselves around a life purpose that enables us to see the
depth of our contributions. We become even more naturally motivated to
innovative. Our contributions then become fun and engaging. These are
the traits of the inspiration economy.

Expressing and researching socio-economic thoughts and facts are very
important to the stability of any country, besides it is a basic need for the
satisfaction and development of societies. Actually, the behaviour of any
society is totally stipulated to ‘principles’ ofwellbeing, but sometimes these
principles are lowered to be shallow andmorematerialistic. Through clear
guidelines that lead to socio-economic practices people can consider ‘what
they shoulddo,’ ‘what they can’t do’ and ‘howdo to it.’This is thekindof tra-
ditional thinking in traditional economies. Therefore, in such economies
people seem to be tied and fixed on possibilities.

Traditional design and thought economies cannot work suitably any
more evenwith our today’s paradigm. Today, if we go to a restaurant we are
not looking for buying food only, we are also looking for the service around
it. What people first of all consider is not to allay one’s hunger and or get
nourishment, but to taste the temporal flavour, to feel the environment and
experience the attitude of service. This is a type of socio-economic service
and product based business expected from people. It is a type of human
feeling that is called ‘behavioural economy’ and we call it here ‘Inspira-
tion Economy’ as it leads to inspire people to do something good towards
others.
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The level of the service and product delivery that is linked to the level of
enthusiasm and focus delivered,make itmove from traditional economy to
being an inspirational economy service. This will be a type of criteria and
part of competitiveness evaluation. It explains why people sometimes go
to buy a product and a service even though they probably have no use for
them and vice versa, due to the feeling of being inspired by the product or
the service, or both. To feel the shift towards such an economy, means we
start to appreciate the environmental stimulation that is based on capital-
ising human feelings and/or potential.

The economics of livingmainlymakes us react always to the realistic cir-
cumstance, and thus sometimes we tend to forget values as social respon-
sibility. However, the right economic value should be around living targets
such as making a sense of life contributions and creating better achieve-
ments to our communities or the world.

An inspiration economy comes to support better living principles and
behaviours. Therefore, ie focuses on carrying excessive thinking of choice
that can lead to inspire people even to change their behaviours.

The life of mankind varies constantly and develops forwards continu-
ously. Our human life has shifted from hard work for food and clothing in
an agricultural economic age towards more of intelligent smart works. To-
day we are calling for inspiration driven work.

Mankind has entered another living development period, inwhich there
is no fixed paradigm of living standards, but there is a competition to ex-
plore our intrinsic abilities so that people can enjoy life according to their
level of inspiring emotions or contributions. This kind of a positive psy-
chological economy is not affected easily by environmental conditions or
timing, however it is affected by frequency of attempt. It is an economy
that can produce a value added product/service and leads us to enjoy any
moment anywhere.

An inspiration economywill focus on practical education from environ-
ment and environmental protection to guide students to reasonable con-
sumption with proper arrangements.

youth and students in an inspiration economy
Studies show that we die slowly without inspiration. This is especially true
when you see youths or students who live life without an eagerness to
travel, discover, read, or participate in social work, or make major contri-
butions to society.

Inspiration for students and the youth is highly essential in order to build
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the right self-esteem, and to avoidbecoming slaves to aimless life goals.The
youth of today and students have a major role to play in the coming inspi-
ration based economy. Even though most of the youth and students un-
til today have been trained for most of their education in logic, rationality
and verifiability. Perseverance is another important attitude that we need
to embed in future students. This is what Edison meant when he said that
‘science is 99 % perspiration and 1 % inspiration.’

Much inspirationhappens througheffective experimentationanddemon-
stration that lead mostly to discovering new knowledge. The best engine
for this ‘experimentation’ and ‘learning by doing’ practices are youths and
students. This stage is usually referred to as the stage of ‘observation’ and
‘discovery.’

Youths and students are the best age and group that have always the feel-
ing and the need for achievement and self-discovery. If this age is really
strategically utilised to the benefit of injecting a new spirit in the economy,
they will be a source of new ideas that feed inspiration into the economy.
Students and youths can experience life problems that can be solved using
gained knowledgewhich creates another source of endeavour andmore fo-
cused life contributions.

By building the spirit of inquiry in students we can build a citizen with a
high reliability and focused contribution to the economy. Students also can
enhance their interpersonal relationship skills, values, ethical and moral
norms through collective team work experimentation and interpretation
of scientific work. Students need to experience challenges and learn how
to overcome them.

Inspiration needs proper strategies that make a consistent challenge to
change attitudes and to work holistically with a team spirit based irrespec-
tive of age, caste, creed, religion, etc. For this inspiration to occur, small
steps in learning and education will help to push students to think out of
the box, thus developing an ability that can imagine, analyse and try alter-
natives.

Inspiration needs students and youths who use the power of observa-
tion while controlling fear and experimenting with different subjects. Stu-
dents and youths need to be inspired throughmore opportunity for travel-
ling, attending national and international conferences, conducting special
training programmes, visiting best practices, working with or for research
centres, working in cross-functional teams, understanding customers’ de-
mands and measuring society’s needs.
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framework of an inspiration driven economy
Most of the best developed countries and leading emerging economies
have a framework that creates inspiration for society today. However, the
world still needs a framework that will be established on the basis of social
and cultural abundance that will increase the dynamics of the economy if
properly utilised.

A concrete and deeper inspiration driven economy framework will be
based on a series of inputs that help to create its existence, such as leader-
ship, frequency of inspiration, pre-requisites and processes of inspiration.
The inspiration economy framework will be expected to have outputs cre-
ating amore innovative and learning organisation. Social crisis and society
diseases canbeproactively eliminated, if we establish a practical framework
that targets to create stability for people’s life, through discovering them-
selves.

Since we are targeting a psychology based economy that focuses on bet-
ter human affairs, the framework needs to show how life is rich and colour-
ful with feelings. This will help stimulate emotions which lead to better
focusedmotivated productivity. It is a framework that targets tomake peo-
ple consistently inspired to overcome the difficulty of living choices. This
type of framework will lead tomore choices and thus amove towards a fair
quality of life which leads to behaviours that optimise time and energies.

Consequently, the framework of an inspiration economy will focus on
the level of community participation,with awork life balance and targeting
an impact on the environment. For inspiration to occur, as per the frame-
work, it will need to go through stages of fussiness and search for truth,
and then a stage of challenges, and a stage of sustenance. It is a framework
that will increase our diversity, resilience, persistence, spirit of agility and
passion based commitments.

When we have a framework that satisfies basic living needs, people will
turn to look for higher demands. People, in such a framework, will tend
to look more for unity, for reaching out, and for understanding the within.
Such a frameworkwill be totally independent inwhat people aim to do and
leave as a legacy. It is a typeof framework thatwill bebasedon the extension
of thought and ‘influencingwithoutpower.’The frameworkwill ensure that
all attempts to change, or real contributions towards overcoming human
challenges or enhancement of social harmony, are really appreciated and
celebrated.
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Understanding the
Relations between
‘Economy andPsychology’

economics and psychology
As a social subject, economics has not always been so distant frompsychol-
ogy and economists like Smith, Bentham, Edgeworth and Marshall were
aware of the importance of the psychological foundations in their concepts
and beliefs. These well-known psychologists even acknowledged the im-
portance of these two determinants of human behaviour. Frey and Benz,
of the University of Zurich, carried out research on modern economics
and psychology to establish the level of continuity of this relationship and
found that it is still swings towards supporting human co-existence and se-
lective interaction, which are practices appreciated today more than ever.

However,modern economics still carries behaviouralmodelswhich dis-
regard human psychological factors. Therefore, today we see a rise in and
demand for what is called ‘homo oeconomicus,’ which leads humans to
take decisions based on rational and emotionless behaviour based on cost
effectiveness and not based on the level of inspiration. Without the posi-
tive emotions and feelings in the decision making process today we would
be consuming higher degrees of rationality that are limited by self-control
problems, and thuswould be solely based on actions guided by self-interest
and non-resilience.

In today reality, almost every society, every sector and every process
which are today together called ‘economic imperialism.’ This economic ap-
proach has been linked to other supplemental concepts such as the ‘Law of
Economics,’ or ‘Family Economics;’ however they seem to be far from be-
ing really well-balanced.

Psychological considerations in economics were lost in the last two cen-
turies.However,with the spreadofpositivepsychology andgoodbest prac-
tices today, new important insights for psychology and other social sci-
ences are leading to the fast developmentof a newfieldof ‘Behavioural Eco-
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nomics.’ It is a concept that supports the hypothesis that behaviour can sys-
tematically deviate froma fully rationalmodel of decisionmaking and from
the current economic approaches resulting frombounded self-interest. Ac-
tually, as per ‘Behavioural Economics’ individuals are found to behave in a
non-selfish way in many situations.

After World War i i, these completely materialistic dry views became
even enshrined in research and textbooks as part of the mainstream ‘New
Welfare Economics.’ However, if one studies the success of the switch from
‘measurable utility’ to ‘preference ordinal utility,’ which supported the con-
cept of consumer indifference and represented the states of minds, such as
howmuch satisfaction or pleasure a good yields, are indeed inherently dif-
ficult to measure (Hicks, 1934; Allen, 1934).

Most of the traditional economic theories are built, till today, around
behavioural assumptions of rational and selfish behaviours in relevance to
markets only (Becker & Murphy, 2000; Frey, 1999; Becker, 1996). There-
fore, with such a limitation of current traditional theories, human actions
in relevance to the market can be analysed to only one or more of the fol-
lowing six causalities (Shaver, 2015):
First Causality: Incentives based Behaviour. This is based on the current

theories hypothesis that people react systematically to incentives. Incen-
tives are also found to signal which possibilities for action are more advan-
tageous. Individuals through incentives are found to react and take action
in an implicit and sometimes explicit way, thereby forming predictions of
their most suitable next actions.

As per the claim of current economic theories based on incentives, peo-
ple become more accountably informed, will seek to find solutions, learn
and invent, and extend their limited knowledge if found worthwhile.
Second Causality: Human Eagerness to Learn and adapt. This is based on

many learning theories where human like to adapt and learn new things.
Our trait is built about the desire to know and discover, therefore experi-
menting different theories every now and then won’t be a major challenge.
Third Causality: Personal Accountability. What happens on the social

level is explainedby thebehaviourof persons.This doesnotmeanat all that
human beings are considered isolated; rather, their behaviour can only be
understood as a result of interactionswith their surroundings, other people
and institutions. Once personal accountability is verified the judgement of
the person becomes more acceptable by the society concerned. The so-
ciety evaluates such people highly with open ended possibilities to create
better change.
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Fourth Causality: Changes in human behaviour are attributed opportu-
nities, observation abilities and the ability to measure. The most important
constraints in this causality are: (a) disposable income including wealth;
(b) the prices of goods and services as compared to different alternatives
(opportunity costs); and (c) the time required for consuming and acting.
This causality focuses on whether people’s possibilities for action are con-
strained, and therefore there is a constant necessity to trade-off between
differential/or traded with alternatives, i.e. does it consist of physical or
psychological limitations. This potentially opens the economic approach
for the incorporation of psychological effects.
Fifth Causality: Individuals pursue their Interests and behave in a Selfish

Way. Selfish behaviour means: every one might act in total attraction to-
wards others. Selfish behaviour takes a middle position, where it is a be-
haviour that can be relied on for creating competition in the market. Ex-
perimental economics shows that social influence plays a major role in hu-
man behaviour. The experiments also show that the current economic ap-
proaches do not take account of the intrinsicmotivations that create a suit-
able self-image. Recent and old repeated economic crisis’s have proven that
non-selfish behaviour is crucial when market failure occurs.
Sixth Causality: Self Initiative. Social dilemmas show that self-initiative is

important for a stable and sustained economy. Learning from a past crisis
shows that subjective well-being or happiness can lead tomore opportuni-
ties and insights that can positively impact economic choices and human
welfare.

brain inspirational activities
Inspiration activities are sources of influencing our brains towards the
bright ‘Aha!’ moments and/or ideas, whatever the type of work or activity
we do. While inspiration does not necessarily come from a process you
can control entirely, there are ways to enable and encourage your brain to
have a greater ability to capture more opportunities and create more brain
inspirational moments!

Through the mechanism of neuroplasticity, our brain simply contin-
ues to form new connections and neural pathways between two ideas and
more. The brain then restructures itself to accommodate new inspirational
thoughts and processes. Because our brain’smemory ismore like plasticwe
can form more creative or inspirational thoughts. When we are focused,
or alert, and/or attentive to an inspirational idea, our brains even exhibit
high levels of ‘beta’ waves. These ‘beta’ waves help to empower the brain
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for taskswehave already learned and to let us seehowwecanget these tasks
executed. The more our brain is able to create new connections, the more
plastic our brain is, the more it is easier to generate those ‘Aha!’ moments.

Boostingbrainneuroplasticity canenhanceour inspirationability.There
are certain activities that inspire thebrain. Inspirationof thebrain cancome
from exercising what facilitates neuroplasticity of certain brain structures
and reading which can help build new neural connections in our brain.
Meditation also creates a wide array of positive effects on the brain, includ-
ing decreasing the level of anxiety, increasing creativity and compassion,
and improving memory abilities. Recent studies show that brain neuro-
plasticity is even affected by games that can actually lead to an increase in
grey matter. Research also shows that in order to increase the neuroplas-
ticity of our brain, we need to get consistent opportunities to exercise it
through challenges (Davidson &McEwen, 2012).

Our creative inspirational ideas come from activities such as projects. If
our brain is in a blank slate, it will be very difficult to generate great ideas.
Researchers say that our brain at that stage will not only empty, but direc-
tionless, aimless, and frustrating. This means if we have specific goals that
weneed to accomplish, there is a need to go ahead and test these in the field
in order to get as much feedback on as one can, before putting them into
realised committed implementation.

If youhave to create somethingwithmore focus, first youneed to explore
your thoughts or what you considered for some time as bad or impossible
ideas. You always need something to put into your brain to obtain feelings
and to get it into focus. This gives you something to process when you get
to those ‘alpha’ and ‘theta’ states.

Identifying and knowing also your idea pools can help your brain to get
focused and thus ready for inspirational activities. If you are doing some
creative work, it helps to look at similar work before you get started.What-
ever work it is that you do, there is never a reason to lack inspiration, as
there are many sources for igniting this inspiration today, more than ever
before. Most important you need to put your brain into an activity before
you expect it to be inspired.

the feeling economy
The feeling economy addresses how society or organisations seek to create
change or introduce an innovation, while respecting the personal feelings
of the concernedparties.The feeling economy focuses onpositive psychol-
ogy and not on large scale production and pays attention to utilising posi-
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tive feelings such as having people fully engaged in the change of their life
or their community, as the foundation of the differentiation of this econ-
omy.

The feeling economy tries not to undermine the current economy and
its effect on people’s lifestyle, but to enhance it through adding feelings as
another added value to current economic activities. The feeling economy
focuses on handling personal impressions that help in enhancing living ef-
fectiveness.

The feeling economy pays attention inter-personal relationships and es-
tablishing better social harmony. The world needs such an economy that
absorbs the diversity differences. The feeling economy focuses on how to
enrich people’s lives to attract more people’s affection rather than just fo-
cusing on the general growth of society.

In all economies consistent inner demands of social developments are
achieved through focused conciseness and efficiency.Todaywith the trans-
formation of cultures and another level of civilisation’s feelings, enjoyment,
novelty, and uniqueness of cultural atmosphere are becoming variables for
the next economy. Organisations in this type of economy, including ones
in education, healthcare, or evenmedia will bemeasured by their ability to
move feelings and to make people carry on with logical performance.

The good thing about the feeling economy is that supports human en-
deavour to search for positive feelings and thus help to remain productive.
Innovation, for example, requires that we have a feeling that supports our
mental enquiry to search or funnel an idea. Economics therefore needs to
pay attention to the feeling economy, not only the materialist or physical
life concerns, but to feelings that ease life complexities while strengthen-
ing resilience.

The feeling economy therefore addresses people’s livelihood needs, the
meaning of overall living and how it is designed for use. The feeling econ-
omy helps to improve the overall performance of human thinking, emo-
tions and living requirements.

happiness and inspiration
Another type of economy that depends on psychology is the happiness
economy. Happiness, as per Aristotle, carries the meaning and purpose of
life. Aristotle said that thewhole aimof life comeswith happiness andwith-
out happiness we would witness an end of human existence even though
physically alive. Here is where inspiration meets happiness.

The world today has a clear gap in appreciating the value and returns
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on the process of striving towards goals, rather than just achieving goals. A
consistency in striving towards goals is found to be crucial for continuity
of the sources of inspiration and the feeling of happiness. This in itself is
a natural human resource motivator. Happiness itself is considered to be a
sourceof inspirationbecause it is about the experiencewego throughwhen
we climb towards the peak of our goals. Inspiration coincides with happi-
ness here, since it helps in building the self-realisation of abilities and thus
enables us to take accurate decisions (Sheldon &Houser-Marco, 2001).

Therefore, happiness is becoming a science in itself. Recently, the Uni-
versity of Illinois’ positive psychologist Edward Diener and his team stud-
ied what makes people happy, while fulfilling their life goals. The Diener
studies led to more exploration of why the economic routes to happiness
are not linked to endless growth, since happiness resides in reaching values
that are closer to our hearts.

The Himalayan nation of Bhutan (with a population less than 800,000)
understood the importance of happiness in feeling general well-being,
therefore the Bhutan government established a Gross National Happiness
(gnh) index. The gnh index has helped the Bhutan government to for-
mulate a basis for its policy decisions in relevance to happiness factors
such as family and community bonding, spirituality, education, compati-
bilitywith nature and goodphysical health. After years of primary research,
the Bhutanese have identified nine domains for assessing happiness: psy-
chological well-being, physical health, time use (work-life balance), com-
munity vitality and social connection, education, cultural preservation and
diversity, environmental sustainability, good governance andmaterial well-
being.

Today and since 2004, through an annual International Conference on
GrossNationalHappiness held inBhutan,many governments and thought
leaders are trying to replicate theBhutan experience to improve their coun-
try’s health andquality of life. As of 2011, a non-bindingUnitedNations res-
olution is set to encourage the member countries to shift towards measur-
ing their health and happiness, besides their current wealthmeasurements.

economy of life satisfaction
Life satisfaction has been, and would still be, the main purpose of any eco-
nomic and socio-economic theory.To improveour life satisfactionweneed
to improve our well-being and understand the purpose of happiness and
the role and relation of feelings within our economic status. In order to
come to a balance of all of these types of economies that are important
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to community life satisfaction, one needs to apply ‘pull thinking’ not ‘push
thinking;’ whereweneed to focus on ‘our social connections’ and ‘our over-
all contributions’ andnotonly ‘howmuchwemake,’ inorder tohave amore
resource free satisfied life. The way we visualise and balance our life will
need to be analysedmore.Choosing to livewith less things and lighter debt
supports the pull thinking approach, where we should use less resources to
achieve bigger goals, the goals should not be just a better life with more in-
come, butmore time ability to contribute, with balanced income and lower
stress that leads to a better ‘quality of life.’

The world today calls for an economy that creates better ‘life satisfac-
tion’ for ourselves, our families and our societies through real economic
well-being practices. The economics of life satisfaction is therefore based
on genuine wealth and also perishable materialistic wealth. This means
we need a profound economics grounded in the well-being of the peo-
ple. There are today many transition based programmes in leading coun-
tries with targets to create a vibrant society that is built on the grassroots
which seek to build community resilience in the face of socio-economic
challenges.

Developing countries that move toward a non-perishable innovative
economy are focusing on improving a different life satisfaction through
enhancing the well-being of society. The realisation of the importance of
life satisfaction attitudes and behaviours are gradually preparing an econ-
omy that is based on values beyond materialistic gains. This is especially
noticeable today with the rising number of middle class global citizens. A
life satisfaction economy therefore, is not about the concerns of wealth,
rather it is more about the balances between the necessities, conveniences,
luxuries, with the best fit amount of contributions and self-realisation. It
is beyond uncertainty and bounded rationality during the process of eco-
nomic decisions.

inspiration and psychology
Economics is considered to be an imperialistic science, by its critics, due
to the development towards a fully rational model of economic decision-
making.

Bruno Frey and Matthias Benz undertook a study in 2002 about how
economies transfer from Imperialism to Inspiration. The study covers in-
spiration in relation to interactionbetween economics andpsychology.To-
day, there is a very vibrant and dynamic relationship between economics
and psychology. While economics was once imperialistic, it has become a
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science inspired by psychological insights.
The economics of today ismore about the power of creatingmoney plus

other relevant issues. However, the power to create money no longer re-
sides with us, but rather is increasingly concentrated in the hands of the
few,whether these feware representedbymega global companies, ormulti-
billionaires, or private banks. Besides this,money today is no longer backed
by anything real, even though it is amediumof exchange; it has no inherent
value. It is not real or tied to anything of real substance or genuine wealth.

Gross Domestic Product (gdp) is also another measure that is used to
determine a country’s competitiveness. Latest studies show that gdp is
not a good measure of a country’s quality of life, happiness and even real
development. Governments are realising more and more that they need
to design their socio-economic path around healthy relationships, mean-
ingful jobs and trusting work places that make people more inspired and
hopefully happy.

Once people havemet most of their basic material needs for life, money
does not translate into either more objective or subjective well-being or
happiness. If you are earning $50,000 and you are having the same rise ev-
ery year this does not mean you would be more inspired or even happier,
unless it is an inspiringworking environment. According to YaleUniversity
professor, Robert Lane, the correlation between income and happiness is
close to zero.

Being both sciences of human related behavior, economics and psychol-
ogy coincide to build a new discipline that enhances the human intrinsic
powers and also enhances the communities resilience. This is clearly re-
flected on this handbook of inspiration based economy.

Behavioural economics concerns modern theories that support the
principles of an inspiration economy as it incorporates psychological as-
pects into themodel of humanbehaviour.A traditional economic approach
never the less hasmany limitations that result from the bounded rationality
of individuals.

On the other hand experimental economics has shown that pro-social
preferences can play a major role in human behaviour. Individuals once
they are inspired, often follow social norms, like fairness or reciprocity.
However, current economic approaches do not take into account intrin-
sic motivations in relevance to self-image. Inspiration creates non-selfish
behaviour that helps to overcome a sense of failure.

Inspiration has received little theoretical or empirical attention within
psychology (Thrash & Elliot, 2003). We are inspired when we achieve in-
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sights that come out of feeling of necessity or a passion. We are inspired
when a mentor or role model reveals new possibilities that cannot be rec-
ognized by the current level of thought.

We get excited when see a beauty, truth, or pursue a goal more impor-
tant than the current one occupying our minds. Many people have linked
this excitement to inspiration since it has been narrowly thought of as it is
limited to religions or creativity.

Inspiration is seen as an evoked or initiated activity that happens directly
after an activity and sometimes arises without apparent causes. Inspiration
involves transcendenceof theordinarypreoccupationsor limitationsof the
human agency (Hart, 1998). The stimulation of inspiration can be evoked
by an idea, a vision, role model, event, knowledge, individuals, organisa-
tions, society and even a country. With such inspiration we will discover
what is possible within oneself and our life journey mission and even our
legacy in this world.

Distraction is the greatest form of inspiration, because when we are dis-
tracted we are more prone to think outside of the problem. Overcoming
distraction or disruption can lead to an inspiration that leads into some-
thing real and tangible. Many scientists create an intentional psychological
interference with obstacles for students to stimulate their ability to learn
beyond the traditional environment.

Allport andOdbert (1936) classified inspiration psychology as a tempo-
rary state that leads to an inspirational state as a social evaluation. How-
ever, we prefer to see inspiration as an evolving enhancement that leads to
hyper-activation and the feeling of being overtaken (Davitz, 1969). With
inspiration self-motivation is activated, and a ‘feeling of being overtaken’ is
transcended, and more clarity comes out of fuzziness which occurs gradu-
ally.

inspiration and the economics of perfection
Perfection has been closely tied in with the new economy. The Japanese
understood this after the World War Two when they used the concepts of
‘Kaizen’ and ‘Kanzen’ to resemble continual improvement and striving to-
wards perfection. Many other societies or organisations take pride about
being perfect in design and delivery, such as the Swiss and the Austrians.
However, few researchers and even practitioners have started to see that
sometimes perfection keeps us from reaching our highest potential or be-
ing able to discover many opportunities. If we can constantly do and per-
form everything perfectly, wemay over time think we are effective and effi-
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cient, thus there is a need to keep the status quo. But, sometimes it is imper-
fect performances that demonstrate greatest potential or carry best lifetime
opportunities or even come up with innovative solutions that create a re-
alised breakthrough thus moving the world economy forward.

An inspiration economy will not easily come with perfectionism; be-
cause when you are perfect, you do not take risks, while an inspiration
economy is driven by calculated risk taking based on the ability to fore-
see comingopportunities.Drivingyourway towards inspirationmeansyou
need to be persistent to try or even repeat failures even in times and con-
ditions of uncertainty. If you ask those who have inspired us most of them
would tell you that without risks they would not have managed to develop
and achieve as much influence.

Most of the time inspiration needs unstructured thinking and practices
that might not go ‘by the book,’ and this is not suitable for a perfection
based economics. Being a source of inspiration you need to have a lot of
imagination anda repetitive spirit andmostof the timeadynamically based
visionary leader. Following specific guidelines does not give you or your
ideas room tomanoeuvre. This is surelywhat youwill hear from thosewho
havemanaged to create a change in their life. Inspiration depends on being
somewhat natural or operating in a suitable relaxing mode.

When you feel you are perfect, then youmay be becoming stagnant and
might not develop. Being or attaining perfection means you are trying to
avoid pain, however pain is found to be a real source of trying to discover
or enhancing one’s capacity. By living and doing everything exactly right,
you are really giving up on freeing yourself from current blind spots that
shield most beauty around you.

Studies show, however, that having perfectionism is not always bad, as
inspiration in history has occurred by people or groups in societywhowere
particular about ‘what to do’ and not ‘how much to do.’ Their inspiration
came from ‘pull thinking’ and not ‘push thinking.’

When youwork to inspire yourself and your world you do notmind do-
ing the same thing again and again, since this will lead you to boosting your
ability to learn which will supersede perfectionism. Therefore, you choose
the ‘road less travelled’ and even put yourself in uncomfortable situations,
sometime intentionally; to trigger your conscious reinvention.

inspiration and the economics of wellbeing
Self-esteemhas been themost important socio-economic factor for all eco-
nomics theories throughout history. No culture would be economically
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stable and sustainable without self-esteem. Any success you see today from
any culture, i.e. Japanese, German, American, etc, can be related to the self-
esteem of this culture. The economics of well-being is built on self-esteem
simply because it leads to stronger immune systems, a better cardiovascular
system, and better quality of life principles and practices.

As a close observation among my students, lack of inspiration, includ-
ing the ability to see the big picture and the role or aims of the life journey,
clearly affect thequality ofwellbeing.One can see a vast differencebetween
students that are inspired to have a clear role in life and those they are only
worried about the exams and final grades. Whatever is the difference in
the final grade, those with inspiration driven dedication have clearer way
of dealing with life challenges compared to their counter-parts.

The economics of wellbeing is derived from a combination of genetic
inheritance, intentional activity and life circumstances.Themessage of this
economy is that we can create our well-being and not necessarily need to
be dependent on extrinsic sources.

In 2010, Gallup produced a report called ‘Health ways’ that ranked the
happiest world countries to be Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden fol-
lowed by the Netherlands. The report was shocking as many countries
with leading economies had their wellbeing economies to be rated low. For
example, the usa wellbeing economy came to be 11th, even though it is
ranked among the leading economically stable countries.Whenwe see this
in the lens of the wellbeing, we see that it is ranked as one of lower middle
countries, since a capitalist economy leads to a life and status of wellbeing
that has many possibilities for sadness, anger, anxiety and stress.

AsThrash et al. (2010a) showed, experiences of inspiration can promote
wellbeing. An inspiring video, reviewing stories of extraordinary talents
and performance, historical figures, game changers; can all help to create
a sense of wellbeing. Wellbeing is found to be linked to the creation of a
positive affect, in life satisfaction. Therefore, such status leads to a feeling
of empowerment and vitality, besides self-actualization. The economics of
wellbeing is therefore a collection of many senses that boost the economy
and create focused ‘pull actions’ towards an innovative driven community.

Leading governments and world class organisations, today, adopt and
appreciate more and the economic effect of ‘wellbeing at work.’ For exam-
ple, this is seen clearly in the uk case in the recent CameronGovernment.
Studies show that once people’s wellbeing is assured they use their eco-
nomic resources to pursue their own goals. Therefore, studies show that it
is better if people are allowed to address the type of wellbeing preferences
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they would like in order to ensure social and political stability.
Both industrial and information based economies focus on economic

prosperity that leads to human’s and society’s wellbeing. Today, people are
looking for something else to build up their wellbeing that involves quality
of life and inspiration. Some also rank happiness as a life goal, however as
one could conclude happiness needs a sustained and balanced life and the
feeling of recognition and renewal. So gdp based onmaterialisticmeans is
totally acquainted with real human needs. It is actually an artificial implant
established since the industrial revolution. Our nature is more acquainted
with the economics that preserves human well-being and this is the real
measure of human prosperity (Seligman, 2002).

feelings of inspiring others
Inspiration is ‘the’ most important tool you can equip someone you love
and care about with during their life journey. Since inspiration is about be-
lief that turns into love and messages of trust. Inspiring others means you
open their minds, hearts, spirit and the rest of their body senses for their
ability to achieve what was thought to be impossible.

Being able to make time in your life to inspire others and not only help
them is the future of an inspiration economy. Inspirational moments are
like dreams in yourmind that create powerful feelings. Being able to give or
transform inspiration to others is themost powerful currency we can share
or deal with. The Prophet of Islam ‘Mohamed’ is quoted saying repeatedly
about the importance of the feeling of inspiring others, to the extent he
described the feeling of managing to inspire others as better than the rare
red type of Arabian camel species in the dissert, or on another occasion he
said ‘it is better than having a fortune of the whole world!’ I am sure we
will come across many similar sayings from those who have experienced
inspiring others. It is really an indescribable feeling.

What the prophet ‘Mohamed’ visualised is what we know as a reality, if
you forget to inspire others, youwill forget to inspire yourself and if you for-
get to inspire yourself, you will forget to live and contribute to your living.
For those who inspire others it becomes a way of life, the day they go back
home and relax it is an unhappy day for them. A person who died recently
could not sit back and relax at home, he used to come back home just to
see his family and ensure their living and went back again to continue re-
lief missions in Africa or Asia. When telling him how much he needed to
be around his family, he replied ‘I might have lost to make my family more
happy than what they are, but I can’t miss the feeling of inspiration in the
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prinking eyes of those we help to carry on with new hope in their life every
day.’One reallywould appreciate these feelings, since it is really as if you are
giving someone life, even within limited powers. Thus the learning here is
that we need to inspire others withoutworrying about limitations. There is
a need to inspire others to the extent that makes them trust and believe in
themselves again. By inspirig then there is more legacy around, for a longer
time.

There is no clarity concerning the feelings you carry about those who
have inspired you in life, to a level never taken to before andmay be would
never be taken to again. Really if you think about it, you will really wish
to do something for those who have caused this inspiration to compensate
them for that gift that is worth millions to you, to date, in your memories.

As long as there is a feeling of inspiring others, the world always has cre-
ative and competitive development. The issues that differentiate us in the
memory of others, even for thosewhowedid not see or evenwill not know,
even after we die; is about how we continue to inspire these people to a
higher level?There are, unfortunately, not toomany differentways of inspi-
ration discovered yet, as all humanity sustained inspiration sources show
it depends on constant evolution and renewed interpretation. This means
we need to work like gardeners, where every plant needs to be watered or
fertilized, until the weeds are weathered and even given some sun light.

Inspiringothers canbeconsidered thedreamtransportationcart.Through
inspiring others we can take them to somewhere near to their dreams, or
make them feel the need to have new dreams, or make them realise that
their dreams can come true! It is difficult to imagine a currency, fortune
or a business that would do all this together. This the economic power of
inspiring others. It is again what we call ‘influencing without power.’ The
power to inspire others is exactly the power thatGhandi andMandelaman-
aged to acquire to make dreams come true for Indians and South Africans
and it is the same power that each of us can have. It is difficult to sustain
this power, but it can be with practice and the most important it is free,
yet it is not owned by the government. We believe it to be the power that
differentiates the market and sets conditions and future social status.

inspiration vs. established concepts
Life today is either ‘a series of concepts’ or ‘tests for concepts.’ If one reviews
all the popular concepts of life and especially those of relevance to inspira-
tion we cannot have Maslow’s Pyramid of motivational behaviour unno-
ticed. Abraham Maslow, used his observation as a psychologist to under-
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standwhya largenumberof childrenwereunable to achieve their potential.
Maslow noticed that human beings have a variety of needs, like physiologi-
cal needs (food,water, oxygen, body temperature, etc.); thenpsychological
needs as safety (house, job, retirement plan, etc.); belonging needs (family,
community, groups, friends, etc.); esteem needs (fame, recognition, glory,
dignity, etc.) andmost important ‘being needs’ (be all that you can be). All
of them together create a motivated human being.

In relevance to testing and evaluating inspiration related concepts also
one cannot go without coming across the ‘Jean Piaget’ test of intelligence.
Piaget found that certain people were unable to deal with certain types of
questions that demanded logical thinking. Piaget believed that these types
of peoplemight not have achieved all the four distinct stages that are related
to cognitive and inspiration development, these are: sensory motor devel-
opment, preoperational development, concrete operational development
and formal operational development.

Inspiration has not been studied or tested for both concepts and this can
be seen clearly even in the above popular references. Inspiration actually is
a concept and a test in itself. Without inspiration, as a concept, we cannot
create and/or measure a human being who accountable for inspirational
deeds and legacy.

hormones of inspiration
Inspiration involves activities that motivate the whole brain. Neurotrans-
mitters such as dopamine, adrenaline and noradrenalin play an important
role in creating the senses we feel through the brain, once we have the
‘sparks’ of inspiration. Through these senses, the brain which is a strange
mechanism is connected to what we do or are stimulated by. Depending
on our reactions to these types of doings, we also have different sources of
excitement and inspiration.

One of the most important mechanisms of the brain is how hormones
are produced due to internal or external excitements. Introversion and ex-
troversion is about how our brains recharge. For example, for people with
extrovert brains, they respond more strongly when a gamble pays off. Part
of this is simply genetic, but it is partly the difference of their dopamine
systems, as well due to the stronger response happening in two crucial brain
regions. The nucleus acumens in the brain is the part that manages the
dopamine system, which affects how we learn, and is generally known for
motivating us to search for rewards.

Themechanismof the brain is even strangerwith peoplewhomakemis-
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takes than thosewhodonot!Makingmistakes actuallymakes usmore like-
able, due to something called the Pratfall Effect. Those who do not make
mistakes are less likeable than those who commit the occasional mistakes.
Mistakes draw us closer to people, as they make us look like normal hu-
mans, while perfection creates distance between us and typical humans.
This is a well observed fact that should increase our inspirational attempts
without fear.

Oncehormones are releasedwe can admit emotions. Emotions here cre-
ate inspiration waves. This pushes to a type of response. Just like waves of
the ocean, people feel their emotional response rise and fall all the time.
Being emotional is a very natural phenomenon in the body, but what is im-
portant is how to process it and use towards the benefit of ourselves and
society. When neurotransmitters secrete, information is transferred in the
brain between thebrain lobes and cortex areas thus creatingmore opportu-
nity for inspiration. Serotonin is one of the strong neurotransmitters that
produce positive emotions. As a hormone, Serotonin increases when we
are creative and decreases when we are stressed. When serotonin secretes
less than normal levels, people can have trouble managing stress and be-
come easily angry or depressed thusmissing lots of inspirationalmoments.

One of the ways tomanage Serotonin is by having a relaxed focus on the
environment or even having meditation that makes us feel comfortable,
peaceful and joyful. Many types of meditation, and similar practices, are
used,more andmore today to produce a high level of inspiration or prepare
our brains for being inspired, before or after, positive hormone excitement.
Many people usemotivation to improve their ability to focus and stay calm
throughout the day, but it is found also to help them in managing anxi-
ety. Less anxiety is found to be related to any type of meditation or prayer
where we try to deepen what we have, and it turns out this is because we
are actually loosening the connections of particular neural pathways. This
sounds bad, but it is not. What happens without meditation is that there is
a section of our brains called the medial prefrontal cortex. This cortex part
processes information relating to ourselves and our experiences. When we
experience a scary or upsetting situation, a strong reaction is triggered in
our prefrontal cortex, making us feel scared and under attack. With medi-
tation anxiety and agitation will decrease within just 20 minutes.

Consistent inspiration through hormones requires a continuous flow of
information that causes a different excitement in different ways.When our
brains receive different excitements of information, they are usually de-
coded and reorganized and then presented to our suitable lobes or areas to
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figure 4.1 Illustration of the Main Areas of the Brain That are Involved in the
Release and Acceptance of Hormones

trigger proper reaction. Even this informationmight go to different areas of
the brain thus creating our perception. Figure 4.1 shows the different areas
of the brain that are relevant to our excitements and hormone production.

Dopamine is another hormone of inspiration that creates mental alert-
ness. Even though having high Dopamine is not advisable, the lack of it is
found to cause a lack of attention, lack of concentration and bad moods.
Dopamine can be naturally released by eating foods that are rich in protein
and exercising.

When we receive a lot of new information, it takes our brains a while to
process it all. When we are in life-threatening situations, for instance, we
feel the time of this fear as long, because we recordmore of the experience.
Life-threatening or enjoyable music or news experiences make us pay at-
tention, with superhuman powers of perception.

Gherlin is another hormone that plays a good role in inspiration. When
Gherlin reduces it help us to become more relaxed. Ghrelin is released
whenwe become hungry and that is why fasting ormild eating practices or
just eating according to our body’s real needs are relevant to most of those
inspired and still inspiring the world.

Oxytocin is another inspiration source hormone that comes with the
feeling of love and trust. Oxytocin can be produced by hugging or touch-
ing or other types of affectionate physical contact. In many global organ-
isations they target their people who are trusted in whatever they do and
they are loved for their identity and not only for their contributions.What
these companies are actually doing is that they are triggering and directing
the best inspirational moments to the company.

Therefore, we can conclude that the mechanism of the brain shows that
it is motivated, manipulated, stimulated and communicated towards being
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inspired by the excitements of the hormones involved. The studies show
that the more the brain waits for something the more it will appreciate it
when it finally arrives.Our brains are excited for good things that areworth
waiting and fighting for.

economic approaches and social psychology
Inspired people usually ‘pull’ their society’s thinking to contribute in dif-
ferent ways. Thus society, in turn, keeps those inspiring individuals under
a focal lens and monitors their failures and opportunities, when they work
outside the norms.

In Social Psychology, the significance of the economic approach is that
it helps to give clear predictions for human or society behaviour. The eco-
nomic approaches are then compared to different hypotheses of predicting
how individuals behave in such a way as to maximise their own productiv-
ity (Robertson & Cooper, 2011). Such social attitudes are the central de-
terminants of behaviour related economy. It is taken as being self-evident
that a tendency towards positive judgement is followed by corresponding
behaviour that affects directly or indirectly our socio-economic decisions.
These attitudes are very important to an inspirational based economy. The
influence of social attitudes can be seen when citizens are inspired to con-
tribute to change their level of involvement or to use their power to buy
or boycott goods. These attitudes directly affect the economy. This can be
seeneven inourdaily practices,where youwill findpeople spread and share
products or services that inspired them.

Economists do not expect that behaviour can be predicted on the ba-
sis of preferences. Thus, we need to embed psychological practices so
that we enhance related socio-economic attitudes in our societies. Some
economists, in particular Stigler and Becker (1977), have argued that chan-
ges in human behaviour are relevant to changes in restrictions. It is found
that these restrictions enhance our ability to contribute. Changes in pref-
erences or alternatives appear to be related to changes in behaviour. There
aremany examples of how social psychology defines economic approaches
towards life situations during time with our families, school, community,
work, or even travelling with our friends (Becker andMurphy, 2000; Free-
man, 1999; Frey, 1999; Iannacone, 1998; Becker andMurphy, 1988).

With an inspiration based economy our positive behaviour in different
social psychology settings will help to establish sound decisions and offer
many opportunities on possible welfare improvements. The economy in
such a settingneeds tobe able toderivewell definedpolicies that appreciate
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the lawof capacity utilisation than the implicationsof the increase in supply
only. Thiswill be a starting point for inducing behavioural changes relevant
to social settings.

inspiration insight and positive affects
We might hear an individual say that ‘I had an inspiration,’ where ‘inspira-
tion’ refers to the idea itself, not to the motivational response. In the scien-
tific context, the term ‘insight’ can be used to describe the process bywhich
a problem solver suddenlymoves from a state of ‘not knowing how to solve
a problem,’ to a state of ‘knowingwhat is the problem’ and ‘how to solve the
problem’ (Mayer, 1992).

Insight has also been conceptualized as the cognitive content that en-
ters consciousness suddenly; the ‘Aha!’ moment (Sawyer, 2008; Bowden
& Jung-Beeman, 2003) Inspiration, on the other hand, is also considered
as an attempt, but to use or optimise the ‘motivational response’ that is fol-
lowed by a state of ‘realisation’ (Thrash et al., 2010a).

Other researchers believe that inspirationdoes not always follow insight,
however, Thrash et al. (2010a) consider that a creative ideation process
leads to inspiration. Individuals with a strong approach tend to be inspired
to create insight, whereas individuals with a weak approach report feeling
a lack of inspiration, in spite of their insight. Inspiration thus has important
implications for the behavioural transmission of an insight into a competi-
tive product. Sudden changes in insight have been found to inspire an indi-
vidual with elevated levels of a positive affect and perceived truth regarding
his or her solution (Topolinski&Reber, 2010). In caseswhere there are rare
abilities and opportunities for transformation or creation of change, inspi-
ration that follows insight can occur while trying to solve a problem.

A positive affect (pa) is related to insight. With a pa there is a descrip-
tion of how humans experience positive emotions and interact with others
and surroundings. Individuals with a high positive affect are typically en-
thusiastic, energetic, confident, active, and alert. Those having low levels
of a positive affect can be characterized by sadness, and un-pleasurable en-
gagement.

There are different pa scales that assess different emotions for themea-
surement of enjoyment and an excitement feeling, or a scale for measure-
ment according thrill-seeking behaviour. The pa influences attention, fo-
cus and behavioural repertoire, and this helps to overcomeor deal with dis-
tressing situations. pa resources are usually physical, such as better health
and social support networks. Intellectual and psychological outcomes also
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come with insights that lead to a pa, especially if it is related to resilience,
and optimism. pa’s are therefore found to provide a psychological break
from stress. An activated positive affect (pa) is also considered to corre-
late strongly with inspiration (Thrash & Elliot, 2003). The term ‘inspired’
appears with the measurement of an activated pa which is present dur-
ing motivation and resembles one of the inspiration process components
(Watson, Wiese, Vaidya, & Tellegen, 1999).

Experiences of inspiration involve greater levels of personal responsibil-
ity compared to experiences of an activated pa as per Thrash and Elliot
(2004). Inspiration also might not meet pa timings, i.e. while a pa might
be at its peak, inspiration might be at its beginning. An example, of this
is a Friday when we are excited by the weekend, while our inspiration has
not occurred yet (Thrash, 2007). Inspiration and an activated pa is trig-
gered by ‘reward salience,’ while inspiration is triggered proximally by ‘ex-
periences of insight’ and distally by ‘openness to experience.’ A pa is often
present during states that approach motivation (Watson et al., 1999).

Although insights, inspiration and an activated pa overlap to some de-
gree empirically and conceptually, considerable evidence supports their
discriminant validity (Thrash & Elliot, 2003). Experiences of inspiration
involve greater levels of transcendence compared to experiences of an ac-
tivated pa (Thrash & Elliot, 2004). Inspiration and an activated pa have
different proximal and distal antecedents. Insights of inspiration are trig-
gered proximally by experiences of insight and distally by openness to ex-
perience. Finally, inspiration and an activated pa have different distribu-
tions across days of the week; on Fridays, for instance, an activated pa is at
its peak while inspiration might be low (Thrash, 2007).

A pa manages the fluid transition from insight to inspiration. Conse-
quences of insight, may lead to inspired motivation. However, insight can
occur without inspiration. Dispositional factors and situational factors,
when opportunities for transmission are not available, can establish in-
spiration. Inspiration can occur outside the problem-solving context and
without a discrete and sudden insight.

Perspiration is considered the most important method to reach inspi-
ration. Without perspiration we are not able to reach inspiration. Thomas
Edison (1903) once remarked that ‘what it boils down to is one per cent in-
spiration and ninety-nine per cent perspiration.’ Effort has been, and still
is, the most important key to better creativity, however for inspiration,
by comparison, effort is unimportant (Martindale, 2001; Sawyer, 2008).
Fehrman and Petherick (1980) studied inspiration’s role in an explanation
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of creativity. Many of us when exposed to creative work, attribute our cre-
ativity to insights or inspiration, instead of attributing this to the efforts
undertaken. This confusion has made many people think that creativity
comes only to the gifted and not to those who give a lot of perspiration
towards their achievements.

In three studies of different types of writing related to poetry, science,
and fiction, using a self-reported state inspiration test, it was found that the
repetition of the writing process helped in the creativity of the final prod-
uct (Thrash et al., 2010b). One study confirmed this fact using a ct Scan.
In the same study, covariates of inspiration as effort and a pa, failed tome-
diate transmission, indicating that the transmission function is unique to
inspiration only.
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Inspiration Economy
Enablers

sources of inspiration

Sources of inspiration are endless in variety and intensity of types. They
might come fromplaying, experimenting, reflecting, suffering, or enjoying.
In fact any source that is like ‘music to the soul’ and makes you passionate
about something you need to contribute to in life can be a source of inspi-
ration. It is a type of source that makes you take time to think or feel the
powers within the inner self. It is the source that brings wisdom along with
the spirit of youth.

A source of inspiration, in order to stay around us and not disappear,
requires that we take time to care about it. The more we deal with these
sources as ‘the fountain of wisdom,’ the more we feel we have discovered
the greatest power on earth. Usually, it takes time to build a strong relation
with sources of inspiration, but once you have what is required to having
this relation well established, no power in the world can stop you, except
your intrinsic powers.

In order to continuously have renewable power to capture different
sources of inspiration, it requires us to believe that this is not a God-given
privilege, but that we have worked for it by theWill of God. This is a major
difference in the mind-set approach and thinking. In an inspiration based
economy, sources of inspiration will be the road to happiness and wellbe-
ing. In such an economy, the reserve of knowledge and experience is linked
to the extent of the utilisation of inspirational sources.

Today the sources of inspiration have spread from being limited to
the scope and capacity of leaders, mentors, role models, and/or national
heroes to become an important source for public active participation in
many sectors of life (Dess and Picken, 2000). One can find inspiration
sources in almost everything from observing best practices, to reflecting
on reading and even by practicing drawing or writing, or further by con-
tinuing learning about ways to change the world.

Any source that is capable of evoking inspiration is considered impor-
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tant. Also, certain phenomena such as media openness, or an increase of
higher education graduates are also considered to be indirect sources of in-
spiration (McCrae & Costa, 1997).

Haidt (2003) observed that inspiration happens when we experience
an elevation of positive emotions supported by a frequency of repetition
and self-admiration. Steele (1977) found that even viewing inspirational
speeches can be a good source of inspiration that leads first to motivation
and then general activation.

Social comparison, as per Lockwood and Kunda (1999), is seen to be
another important source for community inspiration. Taylor and Lobel
(1989), for example, reviewed evidence that cancer patients prefer con-
tact with other patients who are doing better than they are, so that they
can gain inspiration and coping information; and this confirms the im-
portance of social comparison (Helgeson & Taylor, 1993). Lockwood and
Kunda (1999) supported this study when they found that exposure to
high-achieving role models led participants to adopt more positive self-
conceptions and inspired them to set higher aspirations. This created a
realisation that becoming a role model can be realistically attainable.

You can get inspiration from everything around you. It comes to you
from challenges, event, needs, wants, movies, media, books, travel, inter-
net, art, etc. An inspiration source can come from dreams supported dur-
ing youth by parents, grandparents, teachers or even friends. Hence, we
can consider that inspiration sources are evoked by a person or object, in
the external environment, where the individual or even the community are
moved by what is good or beautiful or missing in that source (McClelland
&Kirshnit, 1988). Through focusing on the responsiveness of the inspired,
these sources differ in their abilities and intensity to create the necessary
inspiration that evokes actions.

Inspiration occursmainly due to practice. Sometimes inspiration occurs
due toholding to yourbelief or being affirmed towhat youwant, or through
having a vision, or being a credible source. Sometimes through realising
progress, we can create success stories that can be a source of inspiration.
With more sources of inspiration the higher the probability of a sustained
impact from this inspiration.

Sources of inspiration, such as arts, science and humanities, touch peo-
ple’s lives at every level, and this will later contribute to our ‘quality of
life.’ Once our basic needs have been satisfied we start to believe that life
is ‘worth living.’ And once our contribution to life starts on the basis of
give and take, we then witness a raising level of civilisation in our mind-
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Upbringing Driven Inspiration Organisational Driven Inspiration

Environmental Driven Inspiration Inner-Self Driven Inspiration

figure 5.1 Types of Sources of Inspiration

set. This leads us to understand our role in the world or our community’s
socio-economic development. Thus, sources of inspiration are important,
since they make life more attractive to us, and thus make us more ready to
contribute again.

Sources of inspiration need interaction. For example, when we attend a
concert or a theatre, visit an art exhibition, wander in amuseumor heritage
site, read abook, or explorebest practices of aworld-class company,we sim-
ply explore more about what it means to be human, but also we are expos-
ing ourselves to different sources of inspiration. Activities, such as these,
enrich our thoughts, and develop our understanding of our own lives. The
combination of the sources of inspiration, not only explode and excite our
imagination’s abilities, but give us a safe emotional outlet that helps us to be
inspired with other human activities and most of all discover our intrinsic
powers.

Sources of inspiration might even differ in their level of intensity or
amount of frequency needed to create inspiration based on the source itself
or on the inspiring target. The source of arts and humanities, for example,
allows our human experience to grow and make us focus on a variety of
inspiration sources withoutmuch limitation. Therefore, one could say that
sources of inspiration today collectively establish the driving-force of what
can be called the cultural ecosystem. Today, more andmore you will find a
hybrid business and social entrepreneurship programmes that support the
establishment, for example, the rich cultural heritage andpractices utilising
live theatre. Figure 5.1 shows the different directions inspirational sources
might come from. The drawing illustrates that inspiration can come intrin-
sically from within the self, organisations, conditions, or from society.

People might be first inspired by their families, upbringing conditions,
or even their communities. This type of inspiration is called ‘Upbringing
Driven Inspiration.’ Other people might be inspired by their working con-
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ditions, and this type of inspiration is called ‘Organisational Driven Inspi-
ration.’ Other people are seen to be inspired by challenges, successes and
failures in life and this type of inspiration is called ‘Environmental Driven
Inspiration.’ Finally, we also see that much inspiration comes from the in-
ner self that develops the spirit of persistence of being a value added figure
in life, and this type of inspiration is called ‘Inner-Self Driven Inspiration.’
Therefore, the type of source of inspiration will make or create amajor dif-
ferentiation in the final inspiration outcome.

inspiration as a process
Wallas (1926), oneof the earliest to suggest that inspiration is a creative pro-
cess, noted that it consists of four stages: preparation, incubation, illumi-
nation, and verification. Inspiration would be dominated by the conscious
during preparation and verification, whereas unconscious, unwilled pro-
cesses are responsible for incubation and for producing illumination. Later,
Kris (1952) explained that creative inspiration enables the individual to be
involved in flexible thinking, thus making novel associations more likely.

Opportunities once captured, a promising idea emerges. Inspiration
then evolves as a process which generates a novel idea (Ward, Finke, &
Smith, 1995). Certain researchers found that the process of merging unre-
lated imagesmay yield pre-inventive forms of inspiration that are extended
to a new invention (Finke, 1995). Inspiration as a process tends to be asso-
ciated with the ability to visualize what is needed to generate ideas.

It is noted that inspiration as a process has been accepted in almost all
cultures since the beginning of humanity. In ancient Greece Plato sug-
gested that poets may start the inspiration process by influencing their
readers through their words (Rothenberg &Hausman, 1976).

The emergence of creative ideas in consciousness occurs as an inspira-
tion process often during a moment of insight. Under optimal conditions
and when it has the capacity for creating change, there will be both a pro-
cess of ‘being inspiredby,’ followedby aprocess of ‘being inspired to,’which
provide continuity of action. If the process leads to creative inspiration it is
often found that it leads to transmission and actualization too (Thrash et
al., 2010a).

between experience and inspiration
Experience for a long time has been both a source of ‘slow inspiration’ and
anobstacle for life’s real ‘development.’With experiencewe grow, butwedo
not actually develop.With total dependenceonour experiencewekeepour
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abilities contained in the past not in the future. Only whenwe stop looking
backward, we can look forward, or able to give time to absorb themoment,
or even able to forecast about what is coming clearly and accurately.

The level of human intelligence is found to be related to both experience
and inspiration that leads us to levels beyond estimation and forecasting.
Intelligence is about the ability to foresee the future, and this is what both
experience and inspiration give us. This means that we, as humans, have
similar intrinsic intelligence opportunities that depend on our abilities to
see something from within or outside our contained boxes. The more we
let go of our claimed experience, the more we can overcome our paradigm
obstacles, and thus open the blind spots surrounding our visionary insight.

Oncewe overcome the ego and the accumulated attachment to the past,
inspirationwill occur.When inspiration occurs, wewill be eager to go back
to experience, or to seek selective solutions, and to look forward for new
solutions that we call discovery.

RobertKiyosakimentioned inhis book ‘RichDadPoorDad’ howheand
his friend when they were 9 years old were inspired by discovery. Kiyosaki
reached this discovery by visualising and comparing their feelings with
those superior school colleagues who came from richer families. Kiyosaki
mentioned that this hurt was good, because it inspired him and his other
poor friend to keep thinking of a way to make money.

High self-esteem and good self-confidence, as essential traits for today
and the future economy, depends on experience that comes from trying.
Inspiration occurs as wemove away from co-dependence to independence
depending on the frequency of experience. This level of confidence will
not stay without continuous practice. The history of inspiring leaders, in-
cludingGandhi, shows that all of these leaders had in the beginning to fake
it, till they made it. ie Through a gradual practice of showing to be confi-
dent, it became a reality and truly part of their attitudes and hence confi-
dence became part of who they are. Therefore, if you have a problem with
how other people see you, becoming a source of inspiration requires that
you first deal with your difficulties by acceptingmore andmore challenges.
However, one has to remember that whatever we do; we will not manage
to suite all people’s satisfaction. This is why inspiring people always see the
big picture, rather than trying to suite other people’s wishes or tastes. With
time people change, simply because they becomemore persistent.

Inspiration requires building the ability to keep getting up after experi-
ence of failures. There will be plenty of failures, as you try to discover what
inspires you. Inspired people are unique, because they are more prepared
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to make decisions that will not always succeed and this is what differenti-
ates their experience, with time, over others. This is because those who are
inspired know that if risks are not taken, then the potential for success will
not be realized. This is why they are different and why they achieve more.

humbleness with objectivity as secrets of
inspiration

Webecomemore humblewhenwe aremore inspired. This feeling of hum-
bleness makes you feel, in a way, that still your best abilities are hidden
within yourself and have not yet been discovered, thus you need to strain
your ego. The objectivity that leads to this moment of truth, when we see
with our eyes, the heart and theminds of others, or inspiring sources,make
us unique in our ability to deal with opportunities. Humbleness, on the
other hand, creates time for us to enhance our inquiry and feed our curios-
ity.

Exploring operational integrity, with the availability of both humbleness
and eagerness of high objectivity, enhances the quality of the products and
services we deliver. When we, and then most of our society, are inspired
with this style of humbleness and objectivity, wewill try as a community to
monitor and resent any oppressiveness, and thus try to have social balance
in the distribution of power.

Great inspiration moments come after structured or unstructured hu-
mility that make us face the moment of truth. Life teaches us that, after
many years ofmaturity, we can see themoment of truth easier, however we
miss the spirit of youth that helps us to move faster and leaner. Studying
the wisdom of humbleness in the holy scripts of the major religions in the
world tell us that the moment of truth comes when we realise the essence
of humility to failing to see or realise the depth of what we read or believe.
Reading and reflecting on the best inspiring leaders and gurus that affect
our life also tells us that we need to be prepared to cope with humiliation,
to realize our self-potential, as this opens many learning or unlearning op-
portunities. The more this learning and unlearning happens, as part of a
society norm, it differentiates the economy towards being agile and com-
petitive.

You will find among the anecdotes that a success story begins after peo-
ple start to recover from a humiliation and absorb the lessons from it. Con-
sistent practice of humility and/or seeds of humbleness to one’s self, while
taking the pauses of self-evaluation, have been found to help our spirit to
be stretched to further higher goals, thus not being discouraged by grow-
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ing pains. Getting used to humility, by choice, makes us realize how to deal
with situations when people stand in our way. Therefore, the exercise of
humility helps us to develop what we call a ‘thick skin’ and a ‘heart of great
compassion’ towards unleashing the truth that we are searching for. Only
when we study the lives of those who have created a major change in our
times and how they reached their legacy, will we appreciate the importance
of patience on the experience of humility that we needwith our brain. This
exercise makes us value our next role and assignment, if it proves to be of
value to the world as a whole.

Besides the need for creating a humble individual, inspiration requires
objectivity. You will rarely see an inspired person, or a society, think just
about producing more without a planned effect. Actually, part of the goals
of inspiration seesmore clearly the ‘what’ and ‘when’ to start a journey that
might takemost of our life’s commitments.This is called ‘pull thinking’ and
it is a type of dynamic mind-set that makes us more selective. Inspiration
is about ‘pull thinking’ that is very selective and this differentiates it from
‘push thinking’which targets only to fulfil our lifewith needs based onbulk
and quantity. The differentiation in the thinking helps usmore towards be-
ing ‘inspired’ and not only ‘ambitious.’

One cannot realise a strong life legacy based on inspiration, if the search
starts with ego or bias. The more we follow an objectively based, or sci-
entifically evidenced, search for truth, the more we achieve a real inspira-
tion milestone and control our ego. However, objectivity cannot be eas-
ily achieved, but practicing objectively based methodologies is possible.
Keeping the freedom of questioning anything with what, why and how
surely enhances our ability to be more objective, in search of what might
be an inspiration for us, or our communities.

Objectivity therefore can benefit from economic analysis, to make indi-
viduals respond systematically tomarket changes.Currently, the incentives
set from outside, motivate people to act in a predictable way. However, in
order tomake peoplemore humble to discover the unknownwithin them-
selves, we need to help them towards the unpredictable, i.e. through under-
standing their intrinsic capacities, capabilities, competencies and change-
ability’s; whichwe call the 4c’s, that openlymeasure andoptimise intrinsic
powers.

Market outcomes and stability are found to be affected by the level of
society’s openness to self-search and re-orientationwith blind spots of cur-
rent practices. Even though inspiration is sometimes affected by extrinsic
motivation, mostly self-initiative creates competitive advantage for most
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of those making the difference in their life journey. Self-search leads to fo-
cused persistent initiatives that overcome all types of obstacles ahead.

Self-driven inspiration is abehaviour that influencesmanyareasof socio-
economic and political life. The integration of self-driven inspiration with
socio-economy produces practices that increase the possibility of transfor-
mation towards an inspiration economy.Even the availability of ethics, self-
monitoring and transparency, will lead to a higher probability of inspira-
tion.

People under intentional focused interventions, are found to be more
capable to build a sense of self-determination and objectivity which af-
fects how we perceive our role in life. With focused interventions, feelings
of objectivity and the need for humbleness and social harmony might be
achieved in our communities (Deci & Ryan, 1985).

One of the benefits of reaching a state of objectivity is having the ability
to comeupwith adifferent variety of self-initiated inspirations. Peoplehave
a high interest at this stage in the activity’s result and try to attain more in-
trinsic based inspiration (Frey&Osterloh, 2001). Identity and ego can lead
to decisions that stand in conflict with rational self-search that this stage of
high objectivity requires. A strong identity can also undermine all the eco-
nomic incentives given with such initiatives (Akerlof and Kranton, 2000).

education in an inspiration economy
In an inspired based economy, education is considered the main enabler
that can ensure fair chances and opportunities are given to every mem-
ber of the community. Ensuring access to education and training with high
availability anytime, anywhere and with different styles of teaching can be
expected from an inspiring government, organisations and communities.

Models of basic education in an inspiringeconomyhavedifferentproviders
with broad-basedprimary, secondary andpost-secondary alternatives.The
education system optimises different business partnership programmes
to create the necessary inspiration that increases educational outcomes.
Communities and policy-makers use lifelong learning to enhance inspira-
tion too, by providing flexible and varied educational opportunities that
ensure access to the necessary knowledge at any point in an individual’s
lifetime. Inspiration based educationwill provide child learning by fun as a
priority. The ability of students to use their development skills to capture
opportunities can be customised to each student’s needs.

Inspiration based education considers access to higher education and
the transferability of students, both from country to country and from dis-
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cipline to discipline, as one of themain criteria for a successful educational
system. Another educational performance criterion is level inspirational
learning and earning that students experience in school and the educa-
tional system.

The educational system should create strong accountability and trans-
parency in a way that provides educators with insights on what happens to
students after they complete their education. This inspires education plan-
ners and teachers to know what type of influence or impact they are creat-
ing or can create. It is also helpful to define students’ necessary skills that
need to be gained and maintained during the lifetime journey.

An inspirational based educational system requires consistency in gath-
ering and analysing data that helps to create knowledge about the type of
policies that lead to better desired outcomes and higher availability of job
creators not job seekers.

Inspiration in the educational process means we have ‘human capital’
capable of having a consistent developing effect on the community. Edu-
cational institutions need to develop a curriculum that supports essential
disciplines like science, technology and engineering while addressing the
emerging need for global literacy. The educational system should be based
mentoringprogrammes thatmotivatemoreparticipation for thosewith ex-
perience in business or civil society to become teachers and/or to be flexi-
ble enough to allow the necessary changes in discipline or profession dur-
ing different times of the life journey.

An inspirational based economy encourages innovative research and de-
velopment and allows even the level of elementary schools to license and
retain the intellectual property they create or source funding of a commer-
cial venture. Schools should be expected to work on promoting social and
global business education partnerships.

Inspirational based education requires collaborative approaches that en-
hance theuseof technology in learning and lifelong learning curricula.This
shouldbe supportedby schoolmentor programmes andcommunity-based
initiatives. Also, in order for inspiration to be sustained it requires bench-
marking and the embracement of best practices from different regions in
the world. Schools are supposed to be measured not only about their cur-
riculumand services, but alsowhether they aremanaging to foster a culture
of innovation and entrepreneurship that rewards risk-taking student initia-
tives.

An inspiration economy therefore needs innovative, self-assessing edu-
cational institutionswhere innovation, inspirational practices and technol-
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ogy enablement infuse in every part of the curriculum, where students and
educators are constantly being challenged to strive to solve problems and
think ‘outside the box.’ The creation of new ideas that come from the in-
tegration of different industries ultimately increases national competitive-
ness and leads to realised development outcomes.

Research on leading countries in the pisa report, such as Scandina-
vian countries, suggests that spending on pre-primary education brings the
greatest return on investment, followed closely by spending on primary
schools. However, in an inspiration economy our area of focus needs to
be on fostering, and growing, both inspired and creative capital. Inspired
creative capital is found by those who pioneer change or adopt new tech-
nologies early.

Education leaders need to think about inspiring programmes that trig-
ger imagination by challenging students in different situations to query
whether there are new ways to do things differently, or whether they can
make an analogy, or borrow, or adapt a new methodology, or merely need
more of the same, or do just less of the same.This type of critical thinking is
supposed to createmore queries about substitutes or re-engineering of the
processes. Teachers should facilitate students’ thinking by adding the ‘what
if ’s’ in the assessment scenario with planning and case studies. For exam-
ple a teacher might ask ‘what would happen if we do just the opposite’ or
‘if ideas are combined.’ A teacher’s role is therefore not about transferring
information or knowledge, but rather facilitating knowledge transfer and
even challenging students to think what else they can make, or develop,
based on community challenges and/or opportunities.

inspiration in higher education
One of the most important organisations we need to focus on as enablers
of an inspiration based economy are the departments of Education,Higher
Education and Social Development Institutions. For example, Higher Ed-
ucation Institutes (heis) have the responsibility to build clusters that ful-
fil the needs of community education and lifelong learning programmes
which therefore ease the enablement of inspiration. A hei should be
structured around meeting market capability by raising the capacity of
the source. In order for a hei to be a source of inspiration, we need to
improve the academic and teaching faculty’s practical teaching, coaching,
and counselling experience. A he needs to have ‘education mediators,’ so
they can offer further training opportunities that benefit both themselves
and older people.
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The creation of inspiration in a country can be enhanced and sustained
if there are practices of closer co-operation between higher education and
other industries. Inspiration facilitates more active dialogue between aca-
demics, researchers and practitioners.

Inspirationencourages amore active role indeveloping creative alliances
between education organisations and the rest of society. The problemwith
education today is that it is aiming not at the development of individuals as
an end, but more as tools for the economic process. In inspiration driven
education the opposite is true. However, the individuals are the focus of
any socio-economic process in higher education activity, and thus other
things can be used as instruments. This concept can help to develop more
space for a society civic role in higher education.

Through careful design of higher education processes many multi-
cultural issues can be overcome through re-engineering of the assump-
tions, the loyalties and the differences of past generations. For example,
Ireland through its higher education, managed to introduce a collective re-
interpretation, analysis and deep understanding to the future direction and
sources of unity for the country. Today, higher education arts, humanities
and social sciences play a role in shaping the way people live in multiracial
communities. Higher education organisations are expected to focus more
in the coming years on ‘blended learning’ and integration of humanities
with a scientific based curriculum to create more opportunities for inspi-
ration. Students will be able in such a blended environment to practice
‘innovative thinking’ earlier in their studies, and thus explore more oppor-
tunities much earlier. The cognitive processes offered by such students are
really amazing compared to their short experience.

The process of inspiration in higher education organisations therefore
means that they need to interact with similar entities and even outside the
scope of such organisations globally. Higher education needs to integrate
specifically with the civil and public service, non-government agencies and
private sector industries where each one of them can complement the ex-
pertise needed to build inspiring lifelong learning realistic academic pro-
grammes.This presents opportunities in teaching aswell as other countless
opportunities for research.

inspiration through arts and humanities
It is known that arts and humanities have played and are still playing a ma-
jor role in ourmind-set and even ‘quality of life.’ Art andhumanities address
one of our basic subsistence needs since they are trying to address life is-
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sues in an innovative way and thus make us feel that life is worth living.
Observations of different civilisation levels have been found to be highly
related with arts and humanities literature and practices.

Humanities make our left brain get empowered to synchronise with our
right brain to create moments of original inspiration. This can be clearly
seenwhenwe attend a cultural show, or visit an amuseumor exhibits. Such
synchronisation would be a possible source for an original new product
that would be unique to humanity.

inspiration through the art of giving
Being inspired by philanthropic deeds of others or through innovation in
the way of giving or social entrepreneurship will help us to think in a new
way about how to give and contribute to our communities. Such a type of
inspiration requires passion.

The more we challenge our commitment to giving or dealing with sen-
sitive global meta-level issues the more there would a potential inspira-
tion. Inspiration based on giving weighs what community needs and how
change happens based on the desired outcomes of giving. Inspiration is
about the impact that is created based on immediate and lifetime giv-
ing. The process of inspiration starts when one decides about what giving
he/she wants to direct and to what area of interest and types of strategies
they want to fund. There is need to decide how you want to make your
giving decisions: alone or with others through a giving circle or creating a
community of givers and activists. This is the same as what Bill Gates did
for theWealth PledgeClub. It is a club that focuses on inspiration that leads
to unique lifetime contributions and address both values and community
needs.

Organisations have amajor role in creating practices of inspiration econ-
omy models. Organisations need to maintain the strive towards an agile
and innovative environment. Each stage in the innovation cycle requires
a type of leadership movement. Many organisations work on the basis of
the ancient Chinese proverb ‘It is better to light a candle than complain
about the dark.’Multidisciplinary organisational high performance labs try
to generate the highest value in a transparent, iterative and empirical loop.
Such teams try to create an emergent innovative inspiring environment.

inspiration labs ©
InspirationLabs©weredevelopedbyDrBuheji in 2008, basedon society’s
needs in relevance tomeeting the capacity for creating andmaintaining in-
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spiration in different sectors. Inspiration Labs as a concept based on ‘learn-
ing by doing’ has proved to be a source of radical change for inspiration
that creates a positive change in Overall Productivity Effectiveness (ope)
performance by creating higher economically value added processes and
activities.

Organisational inspiration labs target to inspire professionals in being
more agile and persistent in what they are supposed to and can deliver.
Through these unique inspiration based labsmany chronic problems were
solved and many people were inspired. Jahrami and Buheji (2012) talked
about the developed tools of inspiration labs that lead to success stories.
The labs are unique in discovering inspiredmethodologies for tracking the
‘what to change’ and enhancing the source of inspiration.These types of in-
spiration labs represent a school of thought that focus on creating inspiring
institutions that lead to inspiring communities.

One of the early organisations and sectors that benefited from inspira-
tion labs was the Ministry of Education. Also, a specific poor performing
airline was assessed based on the capabilities of self-managed change that
leads towards better competitiveness based on the lab results. Many inspi-
ration labs were conducted in the area of healthcare relevant to inspiring
the physician, family doctors, nurses, health visitors, social workers, and
dieticians; on how to capture and help in the reduction of chronic Non-
Communicable Diseases (ncd’s) (which consist of Diabetes, Blood Pres-
sure, Cholesterol and Obesity) in the Gulf Cooperation Council (gcc)
community. These healthcare inspiration labs focused on discovering in-
trinsic powers through early detection that improves the quality of life and
minimises Cardio-Vascular diseases.

Inspiration Labs were also carried out to re-engineer health centre ser-
vices through a smart classificationof practices.Along these labswere small
inspiration labs contributed towards the restoration of the FamilyMedical
Practices Programme through effective gp’s, that is supposed to help in
family disease prevention and not only treatment.

As food poisoning is another issue inmany hot and humid countries an-
other radical change was undertaken in the public health sector, especially
for the tourism driven economy. Inspiration Labs were launched for build-
ing an ‘intelligent inspection’ that focuses on potential risk especially with
fast food, to protect consumers and enhance the country’s tourismwith the
available resources. These efforts helped in themitigation of food contam-
ination or risk of being poisonous to a low level.

The realisation for effective industrial zoneswas another project that tar-
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geted on making the Arabian Gulf Cooperation Councils (gcc) a strong
logistic area formany countries around theworld. InspirationLabs focused
here on the Return on Capital Employed (roce) in the free zone areas
through focusing on space utilisation vs. inspiration impact. To comple-
ment this an Inspiration lab was also carried out towards the enhancement
of the role of small and medium enterprises (smes) towards motivating a
knowledge based economy.

Inspiration labs also managed to help achieve an optimisation in the
practices that Increase the revenue of the annual collection of the ‘zakat’
(Muslims self-driven 2.5 % taxation scheme) through an increased image
portfolio of the outcome of the projects that they were used for. Inspira-
tion labs were carried out to support national programmes that target to
raise the readiness of national human capital and their knowledge assets in
the ict communications technology and hospitality sectors to compete
at the level of the Gulf region thus enhancing gdp and reducing the rate
of unemployment to a minimum.

One of the Inspiration labs main successes was inspiring many of the
society decisionmakers from all the sectors to participate in building a na-
tional plan to achieve an impact in the advancement of Bahraini woman’s
society with a focus on legacy based outcomes that lead to stability and
competitiveness of thewhole society. Another similar programmewas car-
ried out for aligning government entities to produce comprehensive Key
Performance Indicators and Outcomes in the relevant areas of Quality of
Life, Lifelong Learning, Preservation of Resources, Knowledge Economy
and National Economy.

Another opportunity for inspiration labs was achieved through partici-
pation in the enhancement of the social insurance contribution in national
economy investments, pension fund stability and in economic sustainabil-
ity.

Inspiration labs also helped inminimising the impact of non-performing
schools on graduating students’ competitiveness, regardless of their com-
petency, and thus ensured a levelling of the type of calibre expected to be
offered by all the national schools to the labour market.

Other inspiration labswere carried out during the financial crisis tomin-
imise the dependency of enterprises’ success based on government aid
funds. In the area of environment, inspiration labs were carried out to im-
prove hygiene operations and recycling of waste from both the consumers’
side and alsowastemanagementoperating companies. Inspiration labs also
participated to enhance the Return on Investment (roi) in fisheries prac-
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tices and the marine food industry.
Value StreamMappingwas carried out, as part of the InspirationLabs, to

enhance the lead time for the connectivity of electricity andwater services,
thus inspiring consumers and investors in executing the order for connec-
tions. Also, in the same time inspiration labs focused on the utility bills
collectionmanagement programme to reduce the unpaid government and
non-government bills by more than 50 % in 3 years only.

Other inspiration projects focused on minimising the outages of elec-
tricity and also minimising water leakage in the main supply system thus
preserving more than 25 % of wasted budget due to electricity outages or
leaked supplied water.

In the area of education, the Inspiration Labmanaged to achieve amajor
paradigm shift in the way public education is managed and looked at. The
labs focused on the importance of inspired students compared to compe-
tent and gifted students. The labs managed to source and culture the im-
portance of inspired students to the country’s sustained economy. Amajor
national project had more than 65,000 Bahraini students in high schools
participating in evaluations, interviews and focus groups which were sup-
ported by more than 700 teachers trained in lab measurement techniques.
The purpose of the labwas to create a clear impact and shift in themind-set
of the graduates, i.e. to be job creators not job seekers.

The Inspiration lab also enhanced the re-designing of curricula that fo-
cused on student creativity through sustained traceability and an accumu-
lated affect plan. The size of the gap between national and non-National
labour is the concern of every country today. Through the inspiration lab
a government plan was set up to minimise the gap by defining areas of
competitiveness that the national labourmarket should secure through the
techniques of ‘pull thinking.’

One of the main challenges for many universities is enhancing student’s
fitness or competence to market demands and also ensuring that students
finish the requirements of the curriculumas per the planned time, iewithin
four years for bachelor programmes and one and half years formasters pro-
grammes. The inspiration labs used the ‘pull thinking’ technique again to
improve academic advising services and implementation of smart registra-
tion practices.

The other important angle for any university is research and consul-
tancy. The inspiration lab focused on creating Scopas based journals that
attract leading authorities to participate in the editorial boards to be man-
aged by multi-national teams thus raising the citations and indexing of the
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local academic institutions. Also, the open access journal concept was em-
phasised.This effortwas followedby labs that focusedon the enhancement
of university research plans that address both local and international niches
and also on targeting to compete on national projects that are self-funded
which lead to better implementation of contractual projects and competi-
tiveness in the fields of scientific research. The labs created a turnover in-
creaseof 30% in the areaof the research andprojects, especially after having
the accumulatedprojects plus current liveonesbeing linked to aknowledge
management system that ensured a proper communication framework that
enhanced the appreciation of the university’s internal capabilities and local
knowledge asset capital that can be utilised in similar projects.

The Inspiration Labs undertook another important project for the uni-
versity to focus on appropriate student’s skills, personality, fitness and com-
petitiveness as per the type of specialization or graduation discipline. Skills
for engineers were more distinguished than the skills of accountants, to fit
the possibilities of what is expected in real life situations.

In order to ensure the concept of the free market does not harm local
entrepreneurs and smes, an enhancement inspiration lab was held to ad-
just the size and contribution of tenders that were supposed to be devel-
oped from the ‘National Tender Board’ towards local small businesses to
support entrepreneurship programmes and protect specific sectors to con-
tinue their contribution to the national economy.

Interesting inspiration labs were carried out to increase entrepreneurs
and sme’s survival rate especially after linking with the national welfare
programme that supports family start-ups and productive family pro-
grammes.

Inspiration labs were carried out towards the reduction of the gap be-
tween the requests of housing services and the time of the actual receipt of
housing through shifting the focus andgivingpriority to typical age groups’
expectation of the type of quality of life versus the type of generation per-
ception. If the results of this lab were carried out and sustained, this would
solvemanynational chronic issues relevant to housing. Such labswould en-
hance the citizens’ acceptance to the quality of life through housing apart-
ments rather than villas.

Inspiration labs helped to re-design the attraction of the Bahraini farm-
ers’ products through establishingwhat was called ‘National Farmers’ Day’
to support thedistribution chain throughattracting consumers topurchase
local vegetables and fruits and arranging deals between hospitality suppli-
ers and local formers. The inspiration for the farmers attracted their chil-
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dren to join their parents in the business instead of being dependent on the
Ministry of Labour to find them suitable jobs.

Another re-engineering project with the inspiration lab was towards in-
vestment on raising the competitiveness of human capital in the hospitality
business.Thiswas followedby another lab that focusedon re-designing the
issue of unemployment through the spirit of entrepreneurship.

Enhancement of the sewage systemwas another focus for the inspiration
lab that helped to establish preventive measures and create a blockage free
system.

Another inspiration lab focused on improving traffic flow and safety of
vehicles through proper management of accident black spots (i.e. areas
where fatal or near fatal accidents are repeated).

There are about 100 projects in the inspiration lab of a similar nature
that have been experienced, studied, but may have not been formalised to
be properly implemented or written as an academic case study. Some of
these have achieved awards of success stories during local, regional or even
world class competitions.

organizational and business design and the ie
Many businessmodels are being changed today to be based on inspiration.
Organisations today they know in order to compete they need to respond
differently in relevance toboth spottingopportunities and evaluatingprob-
lems. This what make them inspiring and unique.

Design of organizational transformation is critical for an inspiration
based economy’s consistency and stability. Transformational plans help
us to focus on seeing the outcome of the organisations through a human-
centred lens for how they change and evolve, using inspirational tech-
niques. By examining how an organization is set-up to deliver its offer-
ings, we can help it overcome amyriad challenges. Development of spaces,
tools, processes, strategies and programmes has been found to create both
behavioural and cultural changes.

Whenever a company designs a new product, service, or experience, it
is essentially designing its ‘inspiration business.’ If the business is well de-
signed it creates offerings that inspire organizations and excite customers.
A combination of design thinking and traditional corporate strategies that
focus on inspiration help to create an inspiration capacity for both staff and
clients that shift towards and impact outcomes not results. By shifting the
focus from growth based to development based design processes, we can
shed light on new options and explore various alternatives that enhance
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people and organisations’ ‘quality of life’ and their ability to create a legacy.

inspirational leadership
One can already see that in our time we are havingmore andmore inspira-
tional leaders, not necessarily with political or economic power; affecting
the current time and our societies in a variety of ways. Some of these inspi-
rational leaders are even below 20 years of age. Having more young inspi-
rational leaders moves society towards dynamics and ignites its passion to
deliver the best.

Inspirational leadership therefore is considered a verb not a noun. In-
spiration does not always need a position, since it is based on influence re-
gardless of power. Leadership heremeansmore effective focused competi-
tion of renewed powerful ideas. Empathetic thinking is common practice
among those using inspirational leadership since their ability to create, in-
vent, compose, construct and design new pathways will be more selective
and rapid. Inspirational leadership means you have the capability to influ-
ence after you realise, forecast and observe, how to get people to create a
means for their life and shape the future withminimal resources compared
to others.

Therefore, for an inspirational economy to spread and stabilise this
means we need to manage, influence and impact a large number of the
world community. Those leaders besides having the above characteristics
of unique abilities to create and establish deep understanding; they also
need to focus on classifying, examining and illustrating the use of certain
inspirational concepts to ensure continuity and high utilization.

In an inspirational economy, leadership means the ability to lead or
represent a set of functional or professional groups most of the time or a
multi-functional group. Inspirational leadership of specialists, researchers
and practitioners means those types of people would be eager to inspire
us through categorizing, explaining, comparing, contrasting, examining,
identifying and investigating sources of inspiration.

Oncewe embrace the practices of inspirational leadershipwe can inspire
our targeted community in a way to reach the sort of influence thatMartin
LutherKing, Jr.,MahatmaGhandi,WinstonChurchill,MohamedAliClay,
Abraham Lincoln, Nelson Mandela, Oprah Winfrey, Bill Gates and Steve
Jobs are still doing even thoughmost of themhave left this world. They are
just a few examples of normal people who became a source of inspiration
that influenced modern times.

Inspirational leadership has many different achievements that has led to
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inspirational stories todaywith a variety of techniques that aremanaging to
sustain a positive change in the world. These types of inspirational leaders
act from the inside out, i.e. they do not try to ‘sell their products,’ but are
highly committed to ‘sell their beliefs.’ Thus they repeat the same concept
timeafter time indifferentways to convincepeople aboutwhat theybelieve
in.

The inspiration created by these leaders’ beliefs goes beyond their inner
qualities. They are different than any other leaders in history since they are
not only self-directed andhave a unique resilience capability, but also listen
to their intuition very carefully. They clearly have the capability to proac-
tively answer the call of world needs around them. They are committed
and dedicated people who see their achievements as important milestones
in their life’s purpose. They are a type of leader whowill not be deterred by
others’ opinions, even though they might respect them.

Inspirational leadership is about daring to attempt ‘the impossible’ by
utilising the unique capabilities of the others while guiding them to the re-
ality of their dreams.When leadership creates inspirations based on values
they demonstrate that beautiful society dreams can be easily realised.Once
people can see that they can achieve the impossible then they undoubtedly
can see their blind spots more clearly and open up to discover new things
that unleash their intrinsic capabilities.

The main sources of inspiration come from those who carry leadership
and create a legacy in history through utilising clear vision, knowledge,
faith, commitment and courage. They are a type of people who have man-
aged to extend their great inspiration to create more flexible and adaptable
approaches that overcome challenges.

Today inspirational leadership stories are increasing due to the availabil-
ity of social media and ease of communication. Many people are being in-
spired even from young leaders due to knowing how they became inven-
tive, energetic and with persistence characteristics.

ideation importance to the economy
When individuals observe extraordinary skill and performance and try
to imitate it, they often experience inspiration (Thrash & Elliot, 2004).
Thrash et al. (2010a) showed that genuine creative ideas create a sense of
inspiration once linked to life needs and application. Therefore, ideation
is very important for a life contribution, once it is approached as part of a
creative solution to problems. Thus the frequency and intensity of ideation
and its relevant implementation is very important to our contribution to
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the socio-economy.
The studies ofThrash et al. (2010a) showed that creative ideation tended

to proceed inspiration; that is, creative ideation oneweek tended to predict
inspiration the next, rather than vice versa. Thrash et al. (2010a) evaluated
how people felt about seminal ideas or when ideas were original, unique,
and creative and/or when they were written as poetry.

Inspiration does entail transcendence and awareness of unrecognized
possibilities. Thus, inspiration is found to bemore pronounced in individ-
uals who can surpass habitual patterns of thought and embrace novel per-
spectives as per the study of Thrash and Elliot (2004). According to these
two scientists our ‘receptive engagement’ (thoughts and perspectives) are
epitomized by practices like openness of the mind-set and a high absorp-
tion from inspirational sources.

Thrash and Elliot (2003) have setmeasures for the frequency and inten-
sity of inspiration to assess the relation of specific tasks, such as writing,
drawing and innovating, and evoke inspiration once practiced. The mea-
sures had four levels:

• Level One – to measure experiencing inspiration,
• Level Two – to measure what to encounter or how to create an expe-

rience for inspiration,
• Level Three – to measure how people are inspired to do something,
• Level Four – to measure the feeling of being inspired.

For each level the measure focuses on ‘How often does this happen’ to
represent frequency and ‘How deeply or strongly’ to represent intensity.

Thrash and Elliot (2003) also managed to examine factors that are pos-
itively associated with behavioural activation such as work mastery, per-
ceived competence, self-esteem,optimism, self-determination andpositive
emotions. In this study inspirationwas not significantly related to social de-
sirability biases.While the authors saw that the confidence andwillingness
to engage in experiences and entertainmany thoughts seemed to be related
to inspiration.

In describing his creative process and ideation, Mozart observed, that
the ideas that pleased him were retained in his memory, and once they oc-
curred to him he turned them to assets that later made ‘a good dish that
fires the soul’ (Harding, 1948).Mozart’s depiction of inspiration shows the
amount of realisation of the process of ideation that this exciting and legacy
musician had during his life.
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The core elements ofmodern scientific inspiration constructs are there-
fore based on appreciation of new or better possibilities of ideas that lead
to evocation and motivation that bring in new discoveries to life. Like
Mozart; many writers, artists, scientists and other game changers have
commonly emphasized the importance of inspiration in the creation of
ideation (Harding, 1948). Thrash et al. (2010a) distinguished that ideation
might go through transcendence, evocation, and approach motivation
where ideation seemed to originate from either intentional deliberation
or as an unconscious outcome.

evolution of inspiration economy
The path to an Inspiration Economy begins with an inspiring vision, a
sound strategy that will manifest the vision, and demonstrate a model that
will be a source for passion, while travelling the path.

For societies to travel along the path of inspiration they need the proper
environment to innovate with results in order to grow in today’s world and
stay competitive with high-quality products and services, and they need to
commit totally to innovation.

Inspiration generators demolish our fears of failure and create a new
source of learning. When we cannot sleep, and are trying to find the Aha
moment we are enhancing our inspiration generators. Thus the sleepless
nights are actually creating for us chances for a better possibility for cre-
ative thinking.

Inspiration can evolve faster once there is an innovation-driven econ-
omy, the blend of innovative ideas and the spirit of inspiration become the
most important raw materials for a new inspiration economy driven busi-
ness. Evolving towards an inspiration economymeans evolution towards a
stronger ability to generate ideas. Through such inspiration practices our
lives hopefully will become a memory that will stay for a long time.

Today there are many sources to enhance inspiration evolution. For ex-
ample, through social media and the web, crowd funding is just one exam-
ple that is becoming an effective e-source of inspiration evolution. Crowd
funding is about the practice of funding an inspiring project by raising fi-
nancial contributions from a large number of people, typically via the in-
ternet. The crowd fundingmodel is a source of inspiration since it is based
on influencing the action of three parties that is the idea project owner,
the sponsors who support the idea, and the hosting sitemanagement team.
Crowd funding built its inspiration on stories that involve people to com-
plete it. Even though these peoplewill nevermeet theywill establish a type
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of connection and passionwith the story.Once a crowd funding structured
pledge is completed, the process does not stop here, actually a series of
follow-up activities start through the stories achieved with the project.

style of learning and inspiration
Learning has both a direct and indirect influence in creating the cycle of
inspiration. Themain learning techniques that are directly related to inspi-
ration are going to be characterized as active, collaborative, and coopera-
tive and problem based learning. Active learning is perceived as a radical
change.

Compared to ‘traditional instructed learning,’ ‘active learning’ engages
people in the learning process throughdoingmeaningful learning activities
and thinking about what they are doing. The core elements of inspiration
happen when people activate ‘reflection’ on the information and knowl-
edge targeted.

For inspiration ‘collaborative learning’ is considered one of the sources
for long lasting learning. Collaborative learning refers to learning in which
students work together in small groups toward a common goal.

Collaborative and cooperative learning have both different distinct his-
torical developments and philosophical roots. In collaborative learning the
emphasis is on student interaction rather than on learning as a solitary
activity. Cooperative learning however is structured group work learning
that pursues common goals while being assessed individually. Cooperative
learning depends more on inspirational economy skills where the individ-
ual’s accountability, mutual interdependence, face-to-face interaction, and
the sustained self-assessment creates another form of learning.

In order for learning to be consistently inspirational; learning should be
always brought to the learners, using a range of imaginative methods. An
attempt to provide equivalency of accreditationwith formal learning, using
non-formal approaches, helps to bridge the gender divide. Sustained inspi-
rational learning as shown in Figure 5.2 is a process of learning engagement
that occurs based on the inspiration learning style as ‘Learning by Doing’
or ‘Flipped Class,’ for example, that creates a collaboration based platform
that carries the inspirational spirit and is incubated through taking pauses
and undertaking more reflection.

Another style that leads to inspiration is problem-based learning.Through
this style of learning instructional methods relevant to problems are intro-
duced at the beginning of the instruction cycle. Problem-based learning is
always active and builds up cooperative skills using significant amounts of
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figure 5.2 Inspirational Learning Styles and the Engagement Process

self-directed learning on the part of the learner.
Scientists such as Bonwell and Eison (1991) confirmed that active learn-

ing can lead to better attitudes and improvements in our thinking andwrit-
ing, and thus prepare the seen for an inspirationmood.Mesachie notes that
using active learning helps to retain and develop thinking skills. Carefully
designed learning is then found to enhance the quality of interpersonal in-
teraction and improve self-esteem. Inspirational based learning techniques
are found to be involved inmore social activities which also reflect on their
attitudes.

Another learning style is learning through people empowerment such
as the utilization of ‘flipped classroom’ models. It is a style of learning that
depends on creating direct support to make people more aware of their
internal power in relevance to relationships and systems. Once people are
aware about their internal power they start to be focused in discovering
their role towards society.

Flipped classrooms, therefore, create a feeling for future students that
they can control and inspire their ‘mates’ and peers. Empowerment here
is the source of inspiration where the student is better equipped to take
control of their life, including their education path.

It can be concluded that all the inspirational based learning styles men-
tioned show that people’s inspirational cycle starts or completes when they
start to reflect depending on the methodology or style of delivery used.
One of the reflections on innovative adult learning is that it fuses the theo-
ries of participatory rural appraisal in styles as theDaily Toolbox Talk. The
participants are encouraged to show their concerns and views and then an
action plan is created to tackle a particular problem. It is similar to Japanese
Kaizen techniques. Through such discussion the participants learn how
community organisations work and develop leadership skills.
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inspiration and the ability to focus

Even though it starts with feeling of fuzziness; inspiration in reality highly
dependsona focuswhich leads later to less fuzziness.An inspirational spirit
can be achieved, only when it combines with a focused mind-set. Many
inspiring individuals lose their focus after a few years due to losing their
passion.

Since inspiration is about values, truly inspiring people will try to stay
with the truth even if it makes them look bad, in the short run, as they have
a target of being focused all the time. Truly inspiring people have the habit
and the ability to forgive their enemies as part of their journey of rehabili-
tating themselves towards being humble or as away of trying to be focused.
Inspiring people are found to spend most of their time talking about the
‘what and how’ to overcome troubles, mistakes, and achieve dreams with
those they trust.

In order to stay as a passionate creative individual you need to talk and
discuss what you dream about or your passion. Never hesitate to ask for
help. Always also Identify what is really important through making a con-
scious decision to realign your life goals based on what brings you value,
not what society decides is a mark of success.

Bill Gates, is a good example of inspirational focus. Gates wrote his first
book to focus on the potential coming technology and it was titled ‘Busi-
ness as the speed of thought.’ He conveyed how his computer programs
are becoming big and slow therefore they would not compete in the com-
ing technology era and he was right. After many years, what continues to
inspire Gates and keep him focused is his ability to change the game. Gates
attributes his achievements in doing that, time after time, to his ability to
zoom in the projects of his life and utilise his accumulated experience to
deliver a change in how it is delivered.

Inspiration of this unique ability is what differentiates the power of Bill
Gates compared with many billionaires in this era. Due to this unique fo-
cused ability hemanages to bring in the richest people of theworld to expe-
rience the art of giving. Gates is a model of a moving inspiration that shifts
from one stage to another, in different arenas and times through the ability
of focus.

To stay focused, one needs to remove negativity from life. Being nega-
tivemakes us unfocused on reality. Happiness and satisfaction are found to
reduce the times of struggle and loneliness. A balanced way of life leads us
to easily accept new excitements and thus create an easier focus again.
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balanced life as a source of inspiration
A balanced life means living in a stable and democratic society that pro-
vides material resources to meet essential needs. However, a balanced life
might mean having a supportive family and friends or even rewarding and
engaging work and an adequate income that leads to a consistent source of
inspiration.

A balanced life means that one must be healthy and profitable and thus
addressing important goals related to one’s values that lead to inspira-
tion. Having a philosophy or religion that provides guidance, purpose and
meaning to one’s life also helps in creating a new wave of inspiration. Thus
a balance of a pleasant, engaged,meaningful lifemeans survival and growth
of the needs that leads to sustainable inspiration (Seligman, 2002).

A balanced life requires a dedicated life. A life will be worth living if we
have all our minds, soles and hearts dedicated to discovering the truth in
our relations and contribution.

inspiration through empowerment
Empowerment is the slogan of the 21st century. However with inspiration
empowerment means that we are going to shift the level of empowerment
from sharing knowledge to the level of involvement and engagement in
knowledge creation. People in inspiration based practices means they go
through the process of supporting the making of a happening. It is a type
of empowerment that makes people become aware of their potential and
to realize their contribution within society.

Inspirational empowerment makes people better equipped to take con-
trol of their life through establishing what we call the 4d’s (Dream,Desire,
Determination and Dedication). This can happen through learning by do-
ing or simply education and by many other means.

Education is one form of functional inspiration that leads to sustainable
empowerment.Moreover, education is an instrument that facilitates devel-
oping freedom to critically and creatively deal with reality. Through edu-
cation we are inspired to discover how to participate in the transformation
of the world (Freire, 1985). ducation may lead to different levels of inspira-
tional empowerment depending on the situation, context, country, culture
and customs. Inspiration increaseswhen a person exercises knowledge and
understands the ‘what’ of what is learned.

An interesting project that focused on inspiration through empower-
ment was the Life skills project in Indonesia. In an Indonesian national
survey conducted in 2010, the Indonesian government revealed that a large
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majority of Indonesians from rural areasmight not attend school. Access to
continuing education in urban areasmeant long travel times. TheMinistry
ofNational Education in Indonesia led an initiative to establish non-formal
educational equivalency programmes relating to primary, lower secondary
and upper secondary levels. It aimed to teach functional skills, including
literacy and vocational skills, incorporating life skills education. The inspi-
rational empowerment technique used in these programmes is that they
were offered at flexible times, to enable children and youths to fulfil do-
mestic and family responsibilities while receiving education. The tutor-
ing was sometimes offered ‘door to door’ via motorbike, caravan, boat or
bus, with each mobile service equipped with learning materials, including
multi-media equipment.

The empowerment part of education is only one inspirational part of the
total picture. Learning, questioning, understanding and challenging are the
early measures of empowerment. These measures support what is learned
in reality orwouldbe challenging reality to establishprofound inspirational
levels that are hard to compete with.

positive inspirational policies
Policy has many implications on the level of inspiration. Policies can en-
hance inspiration through encouraging autonomous, self-sustained prac-
tices. In today’s competitive economy we need a wide range of sources of
inspirationmeasures. Today the eu model is considered to be amodel for
positive inspiration policy making.

Inspirational based policies are needed more and more as we move to-
wards an inspirational economy. These policies’ uniqueness comes from
being based on promoting cooperation between regions and countries and
enhancing the inspirational outcomes based on real society needs. This re-
quires that such policies understand people’s needs at various stages of de-
velopment and at the same time build knowledge of human behaviour as
part of a policy implementation plan.

There are endless sources of inspirational polices.However, sincewe are
talking about the Inspiration Economy we will focus on sources of inspi-
ration policies that either create a Value Added or would be a source for
reducing waste in relevance to all the socio-economic holistic process. In-
spirationmight happenwhen you try to discover or even avoid newormys-
terious policies or even write a commitment plan that helps to develop so-
ciety.

The sources of inspirational policies as shown in Figure 5.3 are triggered
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figure 5.3 Sources of Inspirational Policies

by higher level practices that we usually find in the scientist or academic
such as sources of knowledge assets, knowledge transfer, knowledge cap-
ture, or building up one’s own perspective, of learning through doing, or
due to logical reasoning.Then inspirational policies are supposed to ensure
the availability of sources that are triggered by lower level practices, such
as sources of inspiration coming from data analysis, or evidence based fact
coming from field observations. These policies should be dynamic, i.e. de-
pending on the nature of the process or activity and also on sources coming
from absorption, or reflection as a final source of inspiration. When both
high and low level sources are integrated, they produce broader realisation
and forms that make the final sources of inspirational policies become dis-
tinguished as a top priority in being achievement targets.

One of the sources of inspiration practices appearing like a policy in
most leading organisations or groups is the brainstorming of ideas, espe-
cially for challenges identifiedwith possible solutions. This is whenwe join
an organization of people making a positive difference in the world.

Inspiration policies arise from practicing after seeing a role model, or
living like someone you consider your guru. There are many sources of in-
spiration policies that lead to changing people’s lives and their ability to
contribute. In this handbook, we will not claim that we have covered even
10 % of most potential sources of inspiration.
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Oneof themain sources of inspirationpolicies is theprotocols set for en-
ablers of learning stimulation. Therefore, learning communities havemany
collaborative projects as involvement in big society issues such as health,
environment, education or social harmony. The more we are involved in
these vibrant society motivators, the more we are going to enhance inspi-
rationwithin society and thus create a community-based learning environ-
ment supportedby a suitable policy.This iswhy in certain economies, their
ability to adopt is much faster than developing economies. The secret and
the difference simply lie within the abilities to learn and reflect faster and
take necessary steps to optimise this learning experience.

In order for any source of inspirational polices to be effectively imple-
mented as a source it needs to be accessed.Nature and extent of knowledge
trigger another wave of inspiration policy which creates other intellectual
excitements, as per Baxter (1992).

blockages towards inspiration
Unhealthy thinking is the main consistent blockage for many inspirations.
Inspiration is anti-destructive behaviour, because it prevents us from ‘all
or nothing thinking,’ jumping to conclusions, or over-generalizing about
others (Steele, 1977).

At the same time as thinking that one must be perfect and/or that peo-
ple are either good or evil and/or believing that you cannot live without
someone or something, all are sources of blockage for inspiration.

Failing to equip people with different processes of thinking, writing and
problem solving is one of the main blockages of inspiration. Inspiration is
relevant to reflections that arise from lifelong learning. Society that is poor
in valuing and nurturing its citizen’s intellectual curiosity will suffer from
lack of inspiration generation abilities.

Inspiration blockage can be overcome by positive thinking. Just because
things do not go the way it is planned does not necessarily mean they have
gone wrong. We also overcome blockages if we believe that everyone is
born into the world to do something that is unique, value added and dis-
tinctive.

Benjamin Disraeli, the popular BritishWriter, said that ‘we are not crea-
tures of circumstance; we are creators of circumstance.’ This means we
sometimes persist to open blockages and sometimes we create blockages
ourselves. Blockages bring us to reality and take us from the top of the
mountain of our dreams down to earth again. Occasional inspiration alone
cannot provide us with new perspectives without being challenged by ob-
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stacles.
Arthur Rubinstein, themost popular pianist in the last century, asked us

to accept blockages in our life as part of the journey, emphasising that there
are no formulas that exist for success, except for living an unconditional
acceptance of life and what it brings. While most people ask for happiness
on condition; Rubinstein explained that happiness can only be felt if you
do not set any conditions. This is why inspiration ismeant to be. It ismeant
tobe around thosefire candleswhere youhave to touch them to see theway
forward.

Inspiration that arises as a result of blockages in life is about simplifying
what is complicated. Inspiration occurs as a result of discovering our inner
strength and thus understanding. Bernie Siegel, the holistic medicine ex-
pert, emphasised that we should live inspiration every day; and we should
deal with blockages as we are not going to have suchmoments in life again.
Blockages therefore may be meant to make us dare to be ourselves. With
blockageswe can emerge and unfold the capacities within our possibilities.

inspiration and lifelong learning
One cannot easily separate the process of optimising lifelong learning
(lll) and inspiration. Both inspiration and lll are dependent on the
attitude of persistence. Inspired individuals are differentiated from the rest
of people in their ability to learn, unlearn and keep learning. This is also
a requirement for lll. Both inspiration and lll need practices of ob-
serving or listening and then realising or recognizing what is happening
around us. Inspired individuals are more committed to change wherever
and whenever needed. Lifelong learners are more like opportunity seekers
who know how to identify the best people and get the most out of them.

We can say that inspiration integrateswith lll, since they both focus on
‘learning through doing’ and even sometimes ‘learning through playing.’
Both inspiration and lll have economic impacts, besides helping us live
with excitement during life’s journey.

inspiration of women and the economy
Differentiation in inspiration history, based on gender, occurred due to dif-
ferent conditions each gender is exposed to. Suppression based on gender
is one of the degrading experiences in the history of humanity. One cannot
imagine how many great socio-economic opportunities have been lost for
people in this world, because they could not be a source of great contribu-
tion due to gender inequality.
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There would have been countless opportunities formany families, com-
munities andnations if they hadbeen able to access equal opportunity poli-
cies, practices, paths, programmes and initiatives. No one could have imag-
ined that as we are entering near to the completion of a fifth of the 21st cen-
tury thatwe see and talk about issues ofwomen’s basic empowerment, with
still more than one third of the world unable realise their potential.

Inspiration of the economy cannot be complete if we have one half of so-
ciety, actually thebeautiful, smart, hardworkinghalf not effectively utilised,
optimised and allowed to contribute with its huge potential. We all share
the responsibility for creating or destroying women’s inspiration, be it as a
father, brother, husband or colleague.

If woman are inspired the world will witness great harmony, equality,
peace and a re-design of many obsolete systems. Even in many places in
the world where women are more educated this does not relate to a fair
chance in relation to inspiration. In some African, Asian and Arab coun-
tries, women’s education has moved forward rapidly over the past decade,
however, this has not always translated into greater representation and
equality in the work-place or even opportunity to represent higher level
of inspiration.

The issue of indirect discrimination, or what we call ‘a show woman’s
equality,’ is causing anobstacle towards the contributionofwoman inmany
programmes. In many societies today, women are given positions with-
out empowerment, or even employed as employees with no clear future
or career path. As per unesco (2012) women’s statistics are progressing
very slowly in literacy, empowerment and equality in rural areas, where op-
portunities andmobility are limited, and traditional customs and attitudes
have persisted longer than many urban areas. Women can play a greater
role in an inspiration economy, if they gain access to the same challenges,
opportunities of work as their gender counterparts.

Today, through statistics women are proven to be a strong competing
gender, better self-employed, self-independent and are even focused social
or business entrepreneurs, if they are given similar opportunities to men.
Hence, if there are dedicated programmes for inspiring women, these en-
hance their knowledge and skills towards socio-economy contribution. If
women are enabled to be inspired, societies will see many positive out-
comes.

Women, throughout history, haveproved that they aremore equipped to
managemoney andmakebetter decisions about spending and saving.Mar-
garet Thatcher, AngelaMerkel andAnderaGandhi, are just a few examples
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of women who have changed the fate and history of their countries by in-
spiring conservative programmes. While we still see many shared experi-
ences of men, through biography, until today we have seen few for women.
This is due to many women being denied the opportunity to explore their
inspiration achieved in the world.

Oneof the projects that has alerted people to the importance ofwomen’s
inspiration role in the economy is Oxfam (2013) in Nepal called the ‘Rais-
ingVoices’ project.Woman inNepal are usually invisible because they can-
not speak out about what is in their minds. They are rarely encouraged to
speak even in their own family.

The Nepal ‘Raising her Voice Programme’ set out not only to raise
women’s voices, but also to build their confidence, skills and knowledge
that lead to an inspiration that will change their lives in their communities
(Oxfam, 2013). The programmes focused not only on women’s literacy,
empowerment and equality, but even on speaking and listening.

As part of the ‘Raising her Voice’ programme women in the Baraha Vil-
lage were invited to enter the village development committee and address
issues. This project helped practically to broaden the representation and
participation of women. Based on this model and in partnership with local
ngos, the programme was implemented in three other districts in Nepal
where womenwere particularly marginalised. TodayNepal is considered a
world class reference for women’s realised inspirational empowerment and
it is a case used in many community discussion classes.

can religions be a source of inspiration?
Unfortunately, we are living in a negative era for what religions do to so-
cieties. Today, we see the negative side of religions, as they are becom-
ing, as in medieval centuries, a source of domination, hatred, segregation,
etc. In reality did religions, in the best times, inspire people or communi-
ties or segregate them? Many sculptures standing today have influenced
mankind to understand the external world and even explore it, or with
the development of understanding our inner selves, in a way linked with
contributing religions. Whether the religion was Christianity, Islam, Ju-
daism, Hinduism, Buddhism, or any other religion that shaped the life
of millions and billions of followers before us, there are many references
that they were a source of inspiration for countless stories, art, coexis-
tence movements, human rights movements, etc. Even though religions
have had their part to play with aid and wars, it is also believed that reli-
gions can be a source of inspiration rather than a source of destruction. If
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we understand a religion, in its holistic theme and when it is appreciated
for such a theme and uniqueness to humanity and not as a source of dif-
ferentiating oneself from others, then such a religion is a source of inspi-
ration.

best inspiration time – youth
Time of youth is the time of prosperity. During youth, we can build the real
quality of a human being and themore challenges that aremanaged during
this time of life the more wise and giving we become.

Youth is the best time to be with your enablers for creating a legacy in
this world. Youth will be a main contributor for any socio-economy, if we
consider it as a time for opportunity and strength. During the age of 9 to 25
years we can experience a revelation in light of the challenges we face.

Mignon McLaughlin said that ‘there are always some specific moments
when we become aware that our youth is gone; but, years after, we know it
was much later. Youth is unique as they mostly won’t look for excuses not
acts.’ To find joy in our life journey, it is said that we need to discover our
fountain of youth. Inspired youth will not see life as long, actually they will
see both days and years as being very short. Albert Einstein used to say that
‘I live in that solitude which is painful in youth, but delicious in the years
of maturity.’

In order to see inspiration as the main motivator of any economy, coun-
tries and societies need to invest in having youth discovering their own in-
trinsic powers. The more we manage to do this the more we will have a
dynamically transformed economy. The human miracle Helen Keller be-
lieved is that ‘it is not possible for civilization to flowbackwardswhile there
is youth in the world. Youth may be headstrong, but it will advance its al-
lotted length.’ The more we indulge ourselves during youth in things we
might not be able to do when we are old, the more we can sustain our life-
long inspiration. With youth we are free to try many sources of inspiration
that wemight not be able to do at a later age.Will Durant said ‘Inmy youth
I stressed freedom, and in my old age I stress order.’ In youth we can build
our learning abilities that can help us to have collective reflection and real-
isation later.

The great Aristotle was surely wise when he said that ‘good habits
formed at youthmake all the difference.’ Therefore we believe that compe-
tition between countries in the future will not only be on the utilisation of
natural resources andhuman capital, but the amount of success in inspiring
the youth.
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appreciative enquiry as a source of
inspiration

Many developed countries have started to use a concept called ‘Apprecia-
tive Enquiry’ as a source for inspiring the economy. Appreciative enquiry
is a technique that focuses on good practices within the society and/or the
organisation. In New Zealand, for example, appreciative enquiry is used
to generate new ideas in government organisations, as part of a govern-
ment performance improvement programme. While enquiring about ap-
preciated deeds, each of us can complement the others unique and excel-
lent behaviours, as none of us have all the perfect behaviours. Finding and
exploring the best of us, shaping it and sharing it, through appreciative en-
quiry is a good source for an inspiration based economy.

We have been trained unfortunately to see only ‘successful models,’
thinking of a perfect idealistic model. However, this method has proven
to be a source of inspiration to a limited number of people. Human science
is telling us today that the more we find the good in the other, however
bad we see them in the beginning, the more we are going to inspire them
for the better sustainability of deeds, or to explore and capitalize on the
powers they carry within to improve their and our socio-economy.

It is believed that inspiration through ‘Appreciative Enquiry’ can be
a source for socio-economic revival for many non-productive and non-
contributing societies?We live in an era where focused intelligent produc-
tivity is supposed to be much higher than before, due to the availability
of technology, ease of transportation, better educational opportunities,
etc. However, reports of certain developing countries’ performance, espe-
cially in the last decade, indicate that they still have very low productivity
per individual. So, we are reverting to ‘appreciative enquiry’ as a possible
technique that might enhance the individual and society contribution by
making them focused on achievements and outcomes, not just weaknesses
and results.

analogical thinking role in an inspiration
economy*

The demand to empower an economy leads us to encourage using creativ-
ity in different products, production, and marketing activities. To do so,
we need first tomake the creative process visible in order to examine it and
then generate new ideas from it that will meet our potentials needs. Our
*Contributed by Dr Budoor Buheji.
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understanding of a problem, the way opportunities are made, and how to
use creative talent all help inpaving theway for us touse analogical thinking
to the benefit of creating a competitive inspiring economy.

Creativity is a combination of developing alternatives, giving possibili-
ties, enhancing imagination andcreatingopportunities. PaulTorrancehave
kept a huge work in search of creativity through unique longitudinal stud-
ies that chased creative, gifted behaviours for over 25 year (Torrance, 1994).
Torrance saw that creativity is more of a behavior that occurs as a result
of gap in knowledge, awareness of problems, identification of missing ele-
ments to a solutions, or in the process of reflection that leads to formulating
a hypothesis. Both creative and inspiration are types of discovery derived
fromanalogical thinkingwhere unlike subjects and situations they are inte-
grated. Therefore, we believe it wise for countries towork on allowing their
community members to be inspired by the power of analogical thinking.

Human beings in general are programmed to solve problems and thus
their learning happens and life experience grows. Being a creative problem
solver requires us not only to be alert, but also to use the required tech-
nique to generate creative solutions. Inspiration depends upon analogical
thinking to address two basic and interrelated approaches in solving prob-
lems: first, procedures leading to imaginative speculation; second, disci-
plined ways of behaving so that speculation is not cut down, but valued
and encouraged. To enhance imagination, which is the key to creativity,
we have to concentrate on the mechanism needed to identify the problem
to search for the solution and picture the product. It is found that a respon-
sive atmosphere is critical to creative productivity. Therefore, listening to
another person’s point of view and ideas is perhaps the single most impor-
tant aspect of Synectics training and also one of the main keys to create an
inspiration wave. To practice being an effective listener, we need to stop
giving quick judgment and stimulate the imagination in order to generate
original ideas.

Synectics, is a Greekwordwhichmeans ‘to join two different and appar-
ently irrelevant elements.’UsingSynecticmechanisms is very important for
an inspiration based economy, since it increases the possibility of success-
ful problem-solving in groups and individually.With Synectics we increase
our probability to create an inspirationusingour intrinsic powers. Since the
1960’s, American industry has started to have benefit fromproblem solving
groups that solve the different us socio-economy problems by suggesting
novel ideas. This was approached by building models, conducting exper-
iments, and investigating market potential which paved the way for these
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industries to reach better production and income than other economies.
One of the tools that can be used in problem-solving that enhances

our ability to create inspiration is playing with metaphors. Here, we use
metaphors as a figure of speech, in which we use a word or phrase that is
used to describe something else, in order the show an analogy between two
things. For example; ‘when you say that this person is the light of my life
– the person described by this metaphor is not really providing physical
light. However, he or she is just someone who brings happiness or joy,’ In
such a way, analogical thinking is undertaken by encouraging community
members to make analogies between their problem and another object or
idea; this will help them to generate new products that have never been
created before. This means people’s capacity will be enhanced to achieve
more and this will be another source of inspiration.

CertainWorld class companies and industries have createdwhat is called
‘TheCompanySynecticsGroup.’ The group job is to solve any problem the
company faces, to increase their income and reach customers’ demands.
Kimberly-Clark, is a company that makes Kleenex, and since the 1970s it
created its synectics group to further improve the production of facial tis-
sue and to re-invent ways to reduce the cost of Kleenex distribution. After
several meetings, the Kimberly-Clark team conceived the idea of pressing
much of the air out of the tissues, and most tissues could then be packed
in the same size box, or the same number in a smaller box. This saved pa-
per board, shipping costs, and warehouse space. Nearly all Kleenex is now
packed using the space-saving method. This example shows that when we
understand a problem, we easily relate it to things or experiences we know,
and we then can use imagination to create an inspiring economical solu-
tion.

To reach better levels of inspiring creative problem solving; one must
have a certain level of self-motivation, in a way to see problems and chal-
lenges as valuable opportunities that empower our thinking, and even in-
spire us to develop further. Limitation of recourses, culture or community
pressure, should not stop the inspired person from producing new valu-
able ideas. In each case, you first collect data related to the problem, and
this should include facts, observation, opinions, feelings, and even any ir-
relevant materials that might be partly related. Then you use analogical
thinking tools to create new and unexpected connections, which will lead
to unique solutions or products. The good thing about using synectics and
analogical thinking is that it keeps the problem and the creative solution
flexible and original. We do not have to choose between ideas or alterna-
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tives, insteadwe can combine a number of ideas andmodify them to create
the solution for a better alternative.

Gordon (1961) mentioned in his book (Synectics the Development of Cre-
ative Capacity) that in the creative process, the emotional component is
more important than the intellectual and the irrational more important
that the rational. With these emotional, irrational elements we can be in-
spired and thus increase the probability of success with problem-solving.
Gordon suggested three types of mechanisms that might help create in-
spiration during problem-salving sessions: (1) play with words, meanings,
and definitions; (2) play in pushing a fundamental law or a basic scientific
concept; (3) play with a metaphor.

The synectic process is really one of the future sources of inspiration,
since it involves making the strange familiar; and making the familiar
strange. With these processes we can use several mechanisms for mak-
ing the strange familiar and the familiar strange such as having a personal
analogy, direct analogy, symbolic analogy and last but not least fantasy
analogy. Without the presence of these analogy mechanisms, no problem-
stating or problem-solving attempt will have a high probability for success.
Each of these analogical mechanisms will provide a spark of inspiration in
a unique way. For example, in the personal analogy, the person places him-
self/herself at the centre of the problem, or sometimes identifies someone
with the same feeling and makes him/her the function of an object. Based
on this we are then able to gain a new perspective and look for novel in-
sights. A famous example of this way of analogical thinking was Albert
Einstein who, as a teenager, asked himself ‘how would the world appear if
I were to travel on a beam of light?’ Then, Einstein asked himself ‘would
it be possible to travel faster than light?’ This analogy helped him to vi-
sualise and realise his special theory of relativity. Another type of analogy
mechanism is the direct analogy; which a simple and direct comparison
between two things. For example, you can compare a butterfly to an air-
plane. Then reflect on what ways are a butterfly and an airplane alike? The
third type of analogy mechanism is the symbolic and metaphorical anal-
ogy; and this happens when we make an unexpected connection between
words and thoughts to showprimarily relational information.The last type
of analogy mechanism is the fantasy analogy where by imagination we can
stimulate unusual and powerful ideas. All these mechanisms, if used more
intensively in our society, are expected to bring different waves of an inspi-
ration economy.

In the last few decades studies have confirmed that almost every child is
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creative at birth, but soon after they enter school, their creative potential
becomes harder to reach; since their logical and analytical thinking will be
in control. The more we go through formal education, we gradually slip
into the restrictive domain of traditional thought. It is in this sense that
our analytical training and education restricts our creativity. We become
too logical, and thus our inspiration becomes even more difficult to occur.
Our rich emotional and imaginative resources are largely neglected during
education and devalued in most situations after graduation; it is time we
allow school children to think freely, imagine, create their own future and
most of all be inspired through analogical thinking.

inspiration economy and blooms thinking
An inspiration economy is based on a knowledge economy (ke), since
without a ke there will not be an appreciation of knowledge that changes
socio-economic measures and gains. Moreover, ke practices are related
to Benjamin Bloom’s classification of levels of intellectual behaviour with
relevance to the process of learning. Different authors including the main
editor of this handbook believe that after a ke the world might progress
into a Learning Economy, where the differentiation and the power of the
socio-economy will be based on the ability to learn.

Bloom’s learning scale contained three overlapping domains: the cog-
nitive, psychomotor, and affective. These domains are very important for
the intensity of inspiration. Each of these domains had a level of activities
and/or practices. Bloom identified, for example, the cognitive domain by
six levels, all of them are related to the frequency and intensity of inspira-
tion and these are: knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, syn-
thesis and evaluation.

If we study Bloom’s thinking model we will see that it involves logical
thinking and reasoning, including skills such as comparison, classification,
sequencing, cause/effect, patterning, webbing, analogies, deductive and
inductive reasoning, forecasting, planning, hypothesizing and critiquing.
This type of thinking is inspirational since it involves creating something
new or original. It involves the skills of flexibility, originality, fluency, elab-
oration, brainstorming, modification, imagery, associative thinking, at-
tribute listing, metaphorical thinking and forced relationships. The aim
of creative thinking is to stimulate curiosity and promote divergence and
these are all sources of inspiration. While critical thinking can be thought
of as more left-brain and creative thinking more right-brain, only the inte-
gration of both hemispheres can create a source of inspiration. Inspiration
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will need at least three stages to occur as per Bloom’s taxonomy: analy-
sis, synthesis and evaluation; in order to occur. Each level will need one
or more different practices in order to attain its full potential. For exam-
ple, for the level of Knowledge we might have to collect, describe, identify,
list, show, tell, tabulate, define, examine, label, name, retell, state, quote,
enumerate, match, read, record, reproduce, copy and/or select in order to
trigger inspiration. Examples for knowledge activities that might lead to
inspiration are: events, places, and vocabulary and key ideas. In an inspira-
tion economy these activities and practices will be the actual currency that
creates the real economic prosperity for a country or a society.

Comprehension is another level of domain that helps to build and sus-
tain inspiration. When we associate, compare, distinguish, extend, inter-
pret, predict, differentiate, contrast, describe, discuss, estimate, group,
summarize, order, cite, convert, explain, paraphrase, restate and trace; we
are actually trying to trigger our capability to inspire or be inspired. Exam-
ples of comprehension can be seen in our striving to: find the meaning,
transfer, interpret facts, infer the causes and deal with the consequences.
Application is a level that ensures that the inspiration cycle is realised.

Through applying the activities as: applying, classifying, changing, illus-
trating, solving and demonstrating; we are actually enhancing our chances
to capture opportunities. Part of the application that will help enhance our
ability to discover the hidden spots in our life will be calculating, com-
pleting, solving, modifying, showing, experimenting, relating, discover-
ing, acting, administering, collecting, computing, constructing, determin-
ing, developing, establishing, preparing, producing, reporting, teaching,
transferring and using. In this level we can use information in different sit-
uations to solve problems.
Analysis is another level that ensures creation of inspiration. In this level

we analyse, arrange, connect, divide, infer, separate, classify, compare, con-
trast, explain, select, order, breakdown, correlate, draw a diagram, discrim-
inate, focus and illustrate in order to have inspiration. Examples of sources
of inspiration thatmight come from this practice arewhenwe are recogniz-
ing, explaining patterns and relating meanings. It is a stage when we start
to think empathetically, when we start to see the parts and the whole.

Whenwe perform the practices of Synthesis it means that wewill be able
to combine, compose, generalize, modify, invent, plan, substitute create,
formulate, integrate, rearrange, design, speculate, rewrite, adapt, anticipate,
collaborate, compile, devise, express, facilitate, reinforce, structure in order
to create inspiration that will influence the economy. Also during synthe-
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figure 5.4 Relation between Inspirational Waves and Bloom’s Thinking

sising we are building up our ability to undertake inspiration through in-
tervention, or negotiation, reorganisation and validation. Sources of such
inspiration will be when we discuss ‘what if ’ situations, create new ideas,
predict and draw conclusions.
Evaluation is also an important level of inspiration that is relevant to

Bloom’s model. It is based on assessing, comparing, deciding, discriminat-
ing, measuring, ranking, testing, convincing, concluding, explaining, grad-
ing, judging, summarizing, supporting, appraising, criticizing, defending,
persuading, justifying and reframing. All these examples create inspiration:
make recommendations, assess value, make choices and critique ideas.

Attributes such as interpersonal relations, emotions, attitudes, appre-
ciations, values, attempts, challenges, disputes, judges, contributions and
praises are sources of inspiration that will add value to the socio-economy.

Through the utilisation of Bloom’s dimensions and levels we can create
our targeted society to bemore proactive andwithmany focused initiatives
creating inspiration that supports a learning based economy. The practices
of a learning economy helps to overcome fear and lack of context, and thus
make it easier for many concepts to be integrated, and also more possible
to see the blind spots in the decision making process. In search of learn-
ing performativity of learning is created, and thus people become more
persistent. In the journey of learning curiosity and seeking understanding,
finding meanings leads to focused reflections that create inspiration again.
As shown in Figure 5.4 an inspiration economy can be based on some of
Bloom’s levels of learning that establish a learning economy where prior
knowledge can be a source of inspiration, while application and synthesis
help to enhance the wave of inspiration.

As the economy will be focused on deeper levels of learning, we are go-
ing to witness more post graduates and researchers who will focus on ex-
ploring the learning techniques that help to develop deeper and sustain
inspiration. The differentiation in inspiration will become about speed of
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learning accomplishments and developing a sense of compassion and real-
isation for the world.

inspiration out of needs
Inspiration always has been attached to needs not wants. Without real
needs we would not have witnessed many inspirations in humanity to-
day. Entrepreneurs in Gaza for example, created their inspiring ideas out
of deep needs. Due to Gazans mobiles are considered to be the lifelines
to the outside world; any project for keeping their communication tools
working and charged is considered to be a critical need. However, Gazans
had to cope with about four hours of electricity a day, after the last war
between Hamas and Israel. Due to such a situation and urgency of need
four Gaza entrepreneurs created a device called ‘Walk and Charge,’ which
can successfully produce an electric charge from a small device that sits in
shoes.

Despite all the challenges in Gaza today there is a growing tech com-
munity that is inspired and sustained by a combination of donor money, a
growing commitment from investors, and the passion of the entrepreneurs
themselves.

Entrepreneurs in the West Bank operate under difficult conditions, but
this is what is unique about their inspiration. Since theWest Bank was un-
der the Israeli Occupation it is still difficult to operate a mobile network.
Thus, companies can buy better connections by variousmeans inside their
offices, but this is still expensive. There is also damage done by the inter-
national donor community which has responded to the decades-long con-
flict. Some young people just prefer to work in the private sector and they
became ‘donor funding dependent’ or job seekers instead of job creators.

Israel’s efforts to controlHamas, in power inGaza, have resulted in a new
economic ‘strangulation’ of the population. The youth unemployment rate
among the population of 1.8 million is 60 %, according to theWorld Bank.
Therefore, any Inspiration that comes out of this needs to have a clear affect
and there is no other way, but to increase self-made entrepreneurs in Gaza.
This means we need to lay the foundation for an economy that is ready
to be a part of the global community and does not depend on perishable
resources, but rather is self-reliant and inspires human capital.

Many economies have grown today and become strong over the years
because of real needs. Japanese needs for the electro-mechanical industry
has created its strong automotive industry that we see today. The same is
the need for Cambodia’s shift from agriculture to amore production based
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industry, which has created an entrepreneurs haven. Silicon Valley success
stories are a collection of needs of the giant companies, the investors, and
the growth of world global internet citizens. So, understanding and utilis-
ingneedswill beoneof thebest enablers for future competitive inspiration.

role of lifelong learning in inspiration
Lifelong Learning (lll) as a concept is multi-dimensional that, in prin-
ciple, encompasses economic, social and personal dimensions (Biesta,
2006). Leamnson (2002) sees lll as helping to build a combination of
two abilities about problem solving (called procedural knowledge) and ex-
plaining how things are done (called declarative knowledge). Therefore, it
is believed that lll is about the development of behavioural knowledge
abilities, i.e. it cannot be simply transmitted in classrooms or teaching, but
rather on both collective and reflective efforts.

lll is found to facilitate the development of metacognitive and self-
directed learning skills, such as the ability to work autonomously. Brook-
field (1986) found that lll teachingmethodologies are basedonproblem-
based learning, intentional learning environments, and cognitive appren-
ticeship. Moreover, lll is found to be like a cycle of inspiration where a
willing to learn comes when there is a reason to learn, whether it was for
employability or being afraid of unemployment or a way to have more en-
joyment (Evans, 2003).

Inspiration that comes from lll depends on learning pace and time
with the learner in charge of them. Learning as a source of inspiration de-
pends on building usable knowledgewith a clear purpose that helps in self-
managing, communication, information sharing, learning, performance
improvement and problem solving. The early 90’s of the previous century
shows a consistent growth in the spread of Lifelong Learning (lll) as a
means for inspiring societies. The organization for EconomicCooperation
and Development (oecd) adopted a continuing education strategy as a
means for social cohesion and inspiration since the beginning of this cen-
tury (Rubenson, 2006). At the same time, theWorld Bank group endorsed
the lll concept as a means for enhancing opportunities to meet labour
market demands in a knowledge economy.

Lifelong Learning (lll) is seen today as a philosophy that believes it is
never too late for learning and thus to be inspiring and be inspired. Since
learning is a continuous process to be achieved through the life span of an
individual or society, the same is seen for inspiration. Today lll is seen
more than just an educational tool, but rather an important inspirational
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lll as input
lll as a
process

Inspiration
due to lll

figure 5.5 Relation of Lifelong Learning and Inspiration

instrument for meeting a dynamic economy throughout the life journey.
lll therefore constitutes three elements that make it a unique inspiring
concept in both frequency and intensity as it focuses on: learning, life and
length. According to Knapper and Cropley (2000) lll means that con-
tinuous and effective learning is practiced as a natural process that might
involve social activity and mostly depends on self-directed individual ini-
tiatives.

The sustainable acquisition of knowledge and the requirement for act-
ing on it that the practices of lll creates in our life, leads tomore opportu-
nities of both intentional and unintentional engagement for personal and
professional fulfilment and thus it improves the quality of our lives. lll
can be seen as input for inspiration, or part of the inspiration process or a
causality that leads to inspiration as per Figure 5.5.

In an unstable economic, political and social world; where competitive-
ness, innovation and sustainable change make a difference; lll is seen
as an important inspiring tool (Dunlap & Grabinger, 2003). lll is found
to indirectly influence people to optimise their capacity for self-direction,
discovering their potential and create for them ametacognitive awareness.
Smith and Spurling (2001) mentioned the lll influence on psychology,
economics, anthropology, sociology and the existence of a new culture
where individuals seek andhave the commitment to learn forbothpersonal
reasons besides their commitment to society or the family. Therefore, it is
important to understand lll and inspiration definitions.

Lifelong Learning (lll) is very important to the development of hu-
manity.With lll we becomemore self-empowered andminimise the tur-
bulent life situations and thus there will be more opportunities to be in-
spired.With lll we can redesign, or adjust life’s goals while fulfilling new
knowledge. Inspiration occurs when attitudes change and more economi-
cal gains occur due to the quality of life achieved fromnew learning and the
capacity built. With lll people feel they are more accountable and thus
sustain self-motivation.

Asmany developed countries populations are ageing, lll is considered
both a challenge and an opportunity for an inspiration economy. Com-
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pared to previous times, this generation of older people and senior citi-
zens is fitter and healthier than ever, which means people are living longer
through more active lives. The aging group of the last two decades have
built up a lifetime of experience andwisdom, whichmakes it a resource for
inspiration that any country simply cannot ignore.

inspiration through effective partnership
Effective partnerships based on synergy that start with the concept of a
win-win situation have been an inspiring source of many leading world
class organisations. With effective partnership, the learning possibilities
increase the ability to facilitate more practical cooperation activities on
themes of mutual interest.

Partnerships offer numerous inspiration possibilities for staff, organisa-
tions and societies through influencing them to share experiences, solve
challenges and build joint projects that enhance competitiveness or create
innovation.

Today inspiration based partnerships are growing among young en-
trepreneurs and family business which surely have a positive impact on the
socio-economy. With partnership, from multi sectors, or affiliation from
international partners and/or companies or even start-ups, can embrace
a range of responsibilities, or face different challenges. Thus with such in-
spiring partnership we can bridge scientific fields with other research or
practitioner based fields. This type of inspiration leads to a better proba-
bility of outcomes.

With synergy partnership conflicts can be avoided. Inspiration based on
partnership is found to raise the possibility for open cooperative and as-
sertive practices. For an inspiration economy to occur we need to be more
accommodating and collaborative, instead of just competing or avoiding,
as per Figure 5.6, this shift can only be enhanced through effective partner-
ship. From the results of partnerships we can create more compromising
abilities that shift towards beingmore inspired, as shown in Figure 5.6, and
thus help to satisfy all the concerned parties. Collaborating is one of the
best inspiring partnership styles, since it helps people to be assertive con-
cerning mutual interest. Compromising is a middle ground style of part-
nership that seeks to find a mediation to partially satisfy both parties.

understanding the minds of the inspired
Those who are working to inspire the world, their community, organisa-
tions, relatives andmost importantly themselves, are considered an impor-
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f igure 5.6 Model Representing types of Inspiring Partnership Practices

tant source of inspiration. What is unique about them? They believe they
can do it. The inspired are all resemblances of Ghandi, where they all say
in their heart, mind and spirit with a loud and clear voice ‘we must be the
changewewish to see in theworld!’ They are unique in a way because they
believe, in order to do great change, they have to followChurchill’s wisdom
‘The price of greatness is responsibility;’ which drives them towards en-
visioning the importance of realizing their ideas through implementation
and persistence to achieve them.

Some of the inspired can be called mentors, since they are a consistent
source of inspiration, others can be just a source of inspiration due to their
perseverance stories and consistent achievements. TheOxford Dictionary
named a person who inspires or influences others as ‘Luminary.’ This is
especially true for those who are prominent, an authority or a term of ref-
erence in a particular sphere.

The mind of those who represent a source of inspiration for others is
built around: ‘what I need to make a difference in the gap I am observing
and in the opportunity I have discovered?’ In another stage, the mind of
the inspired might be about ‘How do I make a legacy?’ ‘What would make
me provide direction and a sense of meaning to others?’ In the last stage
of inspiration, the mind of the inspired will be about ‘How to sustain me
being a feeling of hope?’ and ‘How to motivate others to achieve what I
achieved?’

The inspired person has a challenge, since s/he is in a continuous mis-
sion to realize their capacity. He or she knows they have to cross at some-
time all the boundaries, manage the challenges of cultures and religions in
order to develop a vision of the possible. The luminary of those who in-
spire the world, as per Oxford Dictionary, is that they are really a breath of
fresh air to the world and most of all to themselves.
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how smart organisations turn on inspiration
Somany companies fail to implement the experience and insight they have
worked so hard to acquire. The gap between knowing and doing is the first
thing that confronts those organisations that try to turn knowledge about
how to improve performance into actions that producemeasurable results.

Pfeffer and Sutton (2006), identified the causes of the knowing-doing
gap by reviving and optimising what knowledge we acquire. Knowledge
is found to be a source of inspiration if put into action using proper plan-
ning, analysis, meetings and presentations that can inspire further better
deeds. Companies that act on their knowledge also eliminate fear, abol-
ish destructive internal competition, measure what matters, and help their
leaders to understand to realise the core values of their organisations.Over-
coming the knowing-doing gap will resonate with executives everywhere
who struggle daily to make their firms both know and do what they know.

Smart organisations today focus on immersive research and analysis
that can turn knowledge into creative consultative strategies and focused
proactive projects and/or initiatives. Through capacity vs. demand cre-
ation, smart organisations lead a process of behavioural change in targeted
customers or a population and thus this creates for thembrand positioning
as a reference in being total creative solutions companies.
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Tools& Instruments of
Inspiration Economy

know what is your value in the market?
We have never read a lifetime story of any inspiring characters without see-
ing that they started inspiring themselves about how much value they are
worth in the market. Now, and due to many repeated coincidences one
even appreciates whatmany inspiring leaders say about writing themselves
– a cheque of millions of dollars and dating it with a certain date. It is a sta-
tus where you are inspired to visualise what your real value is in themarket
once you appreciate your potential. The amount written in such cheques
aremore a type of revolution on oneself ’s constraints than just amaterialis-
tic value.Writing an empty account cheque resembles your trust in yourself
and that you can make it.

If you do not evaluate yourself every now and then, surely you would
be going much slower than you would possibly be. Not knowing our real
differentiation and value to themarket, to the society or even to the world,
might manage to make you still be successful, but surely would be putting
you off achieving lots of targets, and strain your potential, thus prevent you
from creating a major influence in the world.

Without valuation of yourself you are tying your spirit from possibilities
and might be also losing a lot of opportunities. Possibilities are things that
may ormay not happen, while opportunities thingswe canmake if they did
not occur. Possibilities are given, while opportunities are made.We can in-
crease our value in themarket through creating or capturing opportunities
and in the same time creating in ‘ourmind’ the possibilities. This would be
clearer for us once we continuously evaluate ourselves.

Once you know and believe that your value ismuchmore than the value
of the market of your professional qualifications or trade, you will appre-
ciate the comprehensive goodwill within you more than anything else.
Sometimes, even if it is the spirit and the visualisation of what to be or the
sound of ‘Can Do,’ make also a real difference in your value and this in the
end still can take to new heights.
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Success stories tell us not to neglect the viability of our spirit. One needs
to always pay attention to what is not working, rather than what is working
only, these are areas of early possible opportunities. If one keeps assessing
the spirit of readiness this will help to pull its realised value further and
further. Sometimes even a bit of humiliation can help us to be a wake up
for re-evaluating ourselves thus calibrating our value.

Aworld class inspiration programme, once it starts to spreadwithin a so-
ciety or country, will help to increase self-value and self-worth, while har-
monising our socio-economic factors. Any inspiration initiative will help
to build a better business model that sustains inspiration for a long time.

inspiration needs a generic life plan
We cannot claim that we have come through many inspirations that come
as a result of a life time, however, we cannot see either that any inspiration
will have comewithout at least a generic life plan. If younotice,muchof the
pain that we experience in the journey of inspiration comes actually from
having an unstructured visualized life plan that have fallen to be properly
forecasted and accurately achieved. However, for inspiration to occur usu-
ally it will not be attached only to a life plan, rather it would evolve as we
move and discover ourselves and the world around us.

It is expected that the importance of a life plan will become so spread at
an educational level once an inspiration economy is established, since the
complexities of life will be increasing too. Life plans will be based on both
intrinsic and extrinsicmotivatedmilestones.However, whatwill differenti-
ate a country economy from the other will be the ability for understanding
the intrinsic motivations better than others. This needs a continuous de-
velopment of authenticity through self-reflection that are imbedded again
in the generic life plan of reference.

A generic life plan will lead to consistent inspiration that will be passed
on three profound pillars of attention, interpretation and memory. Only
through the presence of these three pillars, planned inspirationwill be trig-
gered.With attention, interpretation andmemory; claritywill come later in
the journey of inspiration. Clarity may come in the beginning or the mid-
dle of the journey, but surely with clarity we can sustain inspiration and
even grow in its intensity. With clarity we can gain focus, however this will
not come at the beginning of our life plan. The fuzziness of a journey is
a main characteristic of an inspiration based journey, once it commences.
As we sail towards an unknown field, fuzziness will come and go at differ-
ent frequencies and in different times of our life. Fuzziness represents an
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auto soul and/or self-search exercise that influences us to pause and reflect
which enhances our ability to contribute to life and to our socio-economy.

Once past the fuzziness stage, step by step we will reach a stage of atten-
tion. Interpretation of what is observed or focused on creates for us a level
of advanced awareness that triggers ourmemorymore andmore. Through
attention we can re-visit many things we did not realise clearly, due to the
high area of blind spots in our life journey.We can see the goodness within
us, the value added we can create and the beauty of many things or many
people we disregarded before.

Zig Ziglar once mentioned the two meanings of F-E-A-R, for normal
people and how it blocks our life plan inspirations. Ziglar said that F-E-
A-R is usually seen as short for Forget Everything and Run, but for those
with a generic inspiring life plan it is about Face Everything and Rise to the
circumstance and the opportunities around you. The choice is yours!

inspiration and pressure of life
Being an assessor and a jury member for many World Class, Excellence,
Innovation and Entrepreneurship Awards; besides acting as a lean think-
ing expert in the last 20 years, one has to appreciate how the pressure of
the tough times has managed to inspire people. Lean is about illuminating
waste in one’s life and surroundings, this illumination starts only if we are
dissatisfied with our life situation.Many individuals, organisations and so-
cieties development comes with new ways of business and/or new ways
of achievement due to pressures in life. Through having our capacities and
not our needs fulfilled, the pressure of life’s demands can be a real source
for success.

If you do not have real pressures in your life create one. It is good to have
natural adrenaline increase every now and then in our life, otherwise our
life would be dull. One should use dreams and desires to achieve a restora-
tion of what is supposed to be continuous inspiration. Once used to this
restoration behaviour, you are reallymoving from a ‘level of determination’
to a ‘level of dedication’ towards a dream that will sustain inspiration.Once
youmanage to use your desire to consume energy towards first what moti-
vates you to invest and then build your capacity to be inspired, you are set
towards being a source of inspiration for the whole world, starting with so-
ciety. This all happens through managing life pressures to one’s advantage.

Many believe that by keeping such a commitment creates unnecessary
pressures on one’s life. However, short term pressures are found not to af-
fect true happiness. True happiness is long-term, deep measure of people’s
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Challenges Obstacles Stamina to persist

figure 6.1 The making of InspirationWaves

genuine wellbeing that is appreciated first and utmost by people.

towards an economy that establishes a
‘quality of life’

Although an economy based on a high ‘quality of life’ that makes people
happymay sound revolutionary, Thomas Jefferson, the third us president,
enshrined the pursuit of happiness, in the early years of the 1800’s, as a hu-
man right when he drafted the Declaration of Independence. Jefferson em-
phasized that the objective of good government was ‘to secure the greatest
degree of happiness possible for the generalmass of those associated under
it.’ Likewise, the Constitution of the United States declares that government
is to promote, among other things, the general welfare of the people. Thus,
a value added economy would be clearly about ‘quality of life.’

Today, as civilisation needs to develop in its outcome to meet or out
pass the fast speed of technology, we need to re-establish the principles of
a ‘quality of life.’ We are in need more and more today to understand that
‘each of us need all of us’ and ‘all of us need each of us.’ These are basic
principles in an inspiration based economy. If you do not try to always in-
spire others, you will not be inspired and you will be economically poor.
Life teaches us that legacy heroes do more than simply inspire us. These
guru’s make things look easy, this how they manage to be inspired and at
the same time create waves of inspiration in societies. Oncewe understand
the making of inspiration stamina as illustrated in Figure 6.1; things would
look easy and it would convince us to want to create more andmore inspi-
ration waves.

Inspiration is a belief that you want to share with people, after you have
dedicated a certain time of your life to it and actually enjoymilking its ben-
efits or impacts in your life. Sharing inspiration gives another angle or per-
spective of ‘quality of life’ that we do not sense today.

When you believe in something, you will always try to solve, or address
that specific problem through using higher order thinking such as evalua-
tion, synthesis and analysis. To complete an inspiration quest, one needs
to have an application, a comprehension and a knowledge which are called
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lower order thinking constructs. Inspiration might come in moments, but
history teaches us that the sustenance of inspiration comes after many at-
tempts and experiencing some types of pain. Again, this would be another
new perspective as to what means ‘quality of life’ in an inspiring economy.
Itmight be through experiencing some challenges in childhood and youth,
so that we enjoy the qualities we have ‘in our life’ first, before searching for
extrinsic ‘qualities of life’ generally.

People in many developed countries are enjoying the real value of the
‘quality of life’ compared to richer people in many developing countries,
because in the first case people in developed countries depend on the in-
trinsic ‘qualities’ of oneself to build up their fate in life. While unfortu-
nately, in the second case, in may be the developing rich oil countries,
people try to buy or acquire what they believe are the ‘qualities of life’
that are in the end totally dependent on extrinsic materialistic resources.
An inspiration based economy will not allow the second model to control
the communities life, since for an inspiration economy ‘better life’ means
working our way towards stability and sustainability. For a ‘better life’ we
needmore sustained efforts towards lifemission clarity supported by prac-
tices of transparency, integrity, accountability, co-existence, equal opportu-
nity, vibrant non-governmental based organisations and civil rights trans-
formation movements. In parallel to these practices and conditions, soci-
eties living a ‘quality of life’ would enjoy an inspirational, innovative, en-
trepreneurial and open environment that would always challenge the ca-
pacity of human potential.

History shows that ‘Quality ofLife’ hasbeenaccomplishedbeforebypri-
marily changing thenorms and/or adopting semi-flexiblenational policies.
Any new economy delivering improved well-being should be established
largely by active citizenship that will choose to invest more time in build-
ing a nationwith increasingly enlightened values. Everyone’s quality of life,
from today’s parents to future generations of great grandchildren, depends
upon individuals collectively working to build a new economy based on
the concept of genuine wealth.

In his award-winning book, Economics of Happiness: Building Genuine
Wealth, ecological economist Mark Anielski (2007) explains the practical
approach of building a more human friendly socio-economy environment
grounded inwhat people valuemost: ‘Love,meaningful relationships, hap-
piness, joy, freedom, sufficiency, justice and peace.’ These constructs of the
qualities of life open vital blind spots of future economic development that
keep us away from an economy based on just material possessions.
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inspiration economy: india as an example
India is considered the future super power with an average 7 % growth in
the last 20 years. India differentiates its growth through the impact of de-
velopment at a human level, throughprocesses that utilise different inspira-
tion techniques to reach themost suitable position for today. SinceGhandi,
through policies that started with Jawaharlal Nehru’s government, India
has been consistent with its goals, one of which is to inspire the popula-
tion to bemore effective and productive through a transparent democratic
process that survives based on co-existence.

Nehru popularised the term ‘scientific temper’ in India where national
scientists were able to think independently, understand and practice scien-
tific methods in their daily lives, analyse and take informed and calculated
decisions rather than just taking statements at their face valuewithout chal-
lenging the depth of decisions. This process differentiates India from other
emerging economies, including China. This is a guaranteed path towards
an ‘inspiration economy,’ which is about inspiring the human sole and not
better materialistic achievements.

India is considered a goodmodel for an inspiration economy, since it has
managed to create major development through certain inspirational prac-
tices in an atmosphere of diversity, cultural sects, superstition, and multi-
religions. Besides the uniqueness of Indian inspiration it has sustained its
development in spite of having the majority of the population living in
poverty, but this surely verifies economic strength based on realised de-
velopments and not on petrodollars or faked non sustainable gain.

India is still striving to build a culture of universalism based on healthy
scepticism, freedom from prejudice or bias, objectivity, open mindedness
and the ability to accept humility to enhance learning. However, this jour-
ney of striving to towards such universalism is what differentiates the inspi-
ration journey in India andenhances itswillingness tobuild evidencebased
judgements, rationality, perseverance and a positive approach to failure.

scientific method’s role in creating waves of
inspiration

There are scientificmethods for creating inspiration.Oneof themain char-
acteristics of such a method is the ability to raise questions, collect back-
ground information, construct hypotheses, design experiments, analyse
data and draw conclusions about an inspiration path or plan. Throughwell
approached inspiration plans, we can create inspiration and show a person
how he/she can raise his/her ability to make constructive contributions.
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These contributions, once released, can help to create around them group
discussions and bring out the use of themost suitable scientificmethod for
creating inspiration for a specific group or setting.

Research helps us to be inspired by disclosing ‘the’ and ‘how’ about peo-
ple and life. Through research we can share values and identify areas of
common concern that are of relevance to human thought and behaviour.

Sigmund Freud was inspired by scientific methods and this reflected
clearly in his book The Interpretation of Dreams, published in 1899 (1955),
which became famous in different parts of the world. Freud believed that
there is a specific psychological technique through which dreams can be
interpreted. Jean Piaget was also inspired by scientific methods as a ‘De-
velopmental Psychologists.’ Inspired by the work of Binet on intelligence
testing, Piaget undertook studies tounderstand thedevelopment that takes
place among children from infancy to adulthood.

Abraham Maslow used scientific methodology to explain how people
are motivated to address survival needs through physical and emotional
well-being, while Freud used scientific methods to explore the uncon-
scious mind. Both Maslow and Freud managed to instruct through this
method the state of quiet, unreflecting self-observation, and to report
whatever internal observations were made. Freud’s techniques sparked a
major change in how mental illness was viewed; by suggesting that not all
psychological problems have physiological causes; his belief that mental
problems could be resolved by actually talking about them, inspired the
development of a new discipline in psychotherapy.

Physical development, dealswith the changes in thebodywhile personal
development means the changes in an individual’s personality. On reflec-
tion to such waves of inspiration to the disciplines of psychology we know
that social development refers to changes in theway an individual relates to
others. For an inspirationwave to occur it requires assimilation, accommo-
dation and equilibration. These can be undertaken through understanding
the condition of the applied situation first and thenmanaging the expecta-
tions, experiences and perceptions that are suitable.

Scientificmethodshavebeen found to inspire both inductive anddeduc-
tive thinking.With ‘deductive research’ one is inspired to use the reasoning
and the ‘top-down’ approach, i.e. moving from seeing the general problem
to focusing on the particular problem.While ‘inductive research’ works the
opposite way, i.e. moving from specific observations to broader generaliza-
tions and theorieswhich is called the ‘bottomup’ approach.The researcher
begins with specific observations and measures, detects patterns and reg-
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ularities, formulates some tentative hypotheses to explore, and finally de-
velops some general conclusions or theories. Inductive reasoning is more
open-ended and exploratory in nature, thus it provides more possibility
to inspire the researcher and those involved with it even during the early
stages. Deductive reasoning research is however found to be narrower and
is generally used to test or confirm hypotheses. Thus it is used to confirm
inspiration doubt. Most social research, however, involves both inductive
and deductive reasoning throughout the research process.

Science can be an inspiration if there are relations between training and
organized common-sense. It more similar to music and astrology which
are full of inspirationmixed with fun. Once scientific research is integrated
with openness and flexibility; originality of knowledge can be guaranteed.
Socrates new this earlier, hence he adopted the method of doubt, due to
the probability that inspiration can be much larger.

how to create inspiration?
Inspiration will not happen suddenly, without a prepared background in-
spiration will not come out of nowhere. Even in the case of Einstein, inspi-
ration came after focused and persistent searching and reading that lead to
a visualisation that constructively built relativity theory was reflected later
in mathematical formulas.

Inspiration requires producing new cultural and artistic expressions,
while others are experiencing culture and the arts by attending musical
or dramatic events or by reading fiction, poetry or other forms of creative
writing. Programmes such as the uk ‘reading nation’ are found to be a
source to help create inspiration. Reading for pleasure was the most com-
monly reported activity. A study shows that up to 55 % of British citizens
read works of fiction, including novels, plays and short stories (with the
majority doing so at least once a week), 25 % read biographies and 6.5 %
read poetry. This is the differentiation of the level and intensity of inspira-
tion.

So, inspirationwill not come fromconvergent thinking, even though this
thinking dominatesmost of the areas of our available brain information, i.e.
our fixed paradigm and knowledge about how things should be. Actually,
only through overcoming convergent thinking one can reach the level of
awareness about knowing where things are and only then can inspiration
occur. Through overcoming convergent thinking wemanipulate our expe-
rience about where things might be. But, if we want to come to this tightly
controlled thinking we also need to recognise that something may be op-
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posite to all of this, as without this breakthrough our inspiration will be
limited. Inspiration requires that we discover something that might be not
accepted by convergent thinking or seen as totally wrong or not relevant.
Thus the shift towardmore divergent thinking will be newly created inspi-
ration. If wemanage to introduce divergent thinking across borders within
ourminds, thenwe start to bemore andmore an inspiration spirit, as often
as we want!

As we start inspiration divergent information enables us to move more
towards deeper spaces in ourmind, and we start to feel the fuzziness of not
knowing where to go. Once we feel we are suspended in air, more inspira-
tional ideas come and go. You will get the feeling in the beginning that you
might have done an evil act or this does not really make sense, or a feeling
that you want to go back to your safe zone (inside the box again!). Even
at this moment you will realise this stupidity. This feeling of emptiness is
psychologically very painful and reflects the feeling of fuzziness again.

Once you maintain your persistence in this most difficult and critical
area, you will start new fresh air coming your way, telling you to hold on,
since there is something behind this. Then you realise that what you expe-
rienced is normal, since we have not been trained to manage the pain of
escaping a fixed thinking box. Actually, we have been trained most of our
life to the opposite, i.e. how specific steps solve a problem. Actually, you
are told directly and indirectly that you are not brilliant or you do not have
fast thinking, if you do not have forward thinking, similar to logical trouble
shooting. Yet, inspiration comes most of the time not through long think-
ing, but radical reverse thinking.

Evidence suggests that inspiration can come from the exhibition of arts,
photography or sculpture. This type of inspiration can support creating
long and reverse thinking which is much more than deep thinking, it is a
source of inspiration creativity.With long and/or reverse thinking youwill
be reading and contributing to knowledge or the socio-economywith high
quality of production, i.e. you will have a very competitive outcome. For
example, an inspiration might occur with long and/or reverse thinking, as
you are reading, or with situations of high enjoyment such as writing po-
etry, seeing a well painted picture, meditating with nature, or even listen-
ing to well-read scripts full of wisdom, relaxing with specific music, or wit-
nessing a scientific discovery that will change the face of humanity for ever.
These moments and types of enjoyment can lead us to reflect on specific
areas of accumulated knowledge and tickle our minds with hormones that
cause inspiration.
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The association of feelings and ideas that come from a long thinking
journey with a new wave of thinking is what makes us have inspirational
thoughts and ideation. Thus themore we bridge the gap for innovations in
areas where they have never been explored, or applied before, themore we
can play the whole game differently. This type of process helps humans go
beyond the normal cycle of innovation, or even development, to areas we
do not dare to think about. It is a feeling and spirit when combined leads us
to start restoring our capabilities to fly with our dreams, thus giving belief
in our ability to discover and change to the betterment of ourselves and so-
ciety. It is simply an awakening of our hidden potential and strengths. It is
in this area where we see ourselves to bemore of openminded and affluent
with alternatives around us. It is in this area where you will appreciate that
inspiration is about finding answers to what we are looking for and it is also
the secret power of our daring to select only one of these answers.

Whenwe reach a high level of inspiration we feel as if we have landed on
a new planet. The value of this inspiration at this time will still be mean-
ingless to us, since we have come to an area that we still do not appreciate
until we see its outcome.

It is difficult to value the feelings of inspiration moments, since we have
not been trained to appreciate the value of thinking ‘out of the box,’ like in-
ventors or innovators. The limited value you feel is like saying ‘surely some-
one else has thought about this before,’ and this makes you quickly lose
your inspiration moments.

Weneed inspiration to create an environment thatwillmaintain our dig-
nity, to overcome our ego and sometimesmake us feel humility; in order to
codify ourdifferentiations as social humanand spiritual beingswithunique
contribution(s) in this journey called life.

inspiration mentorship
Inspiring Mentors are usually 1 in a 1,000. The mentor can be your father,
mother, son or daughter or your wife or even your friend or teacher. Inspir-
ing mentors usually know that one of the best ways to sustain or generate
inspiration is to be a rolemodel for their followers. Themore you surround
yourself with such people the more you are going to reach the level of in-
spiration that reflects your surroundings.

With sincere mentorship we can live towards our dreams gradually and
in a sustainable way. Whether we choose to follow the mentor’s directions
or not, living towards our meaningfulness in life is an important part of ac-
cumulating the energy for sustained inspiration. With proper mentorship
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we will always realign our focus to what matters, in creating a legacy in life.
Mentors are good in helping us to sort our priorities, shift our focus, drive
us towards achievements, and most of all remind us to be humble during
the peak of recognition. Thus withmentorship we can preserve our energy
potential to thenext stage andbeoriented to futuremilestones anddreams.

It is said that going through inspirational mentorship is like using pen-
cils. It takes a lot to absorb and sustain giving and taking inspiration. Pencils
will be able to do many great things, as inspirational mentorship, but need
to be sharpened from time to time, as our souls, minds, hearts and spirits
do.However, as pencils, we are also supposed to learn frommentors anddo
not hesitate to try and correct anymistakes. Nomatter what the condition,
mentors will usually try to influence us to contribute to the last moment
of our lives. In order to benefit from mentorship and receive moments of
inspiration, we have to be lean, thus keep up to the mark no matter how
difficult the situation is. As pencils, we should allow other human beings
to access our potential for the many gifts we possess. We have to let the
mentors see the continuous and accumulated experiences to see how to
sharpen these from time to time. By going through the various problems
and challenges of life, mentors can help us be more value added creatures.
Most important, as pencils, mentors will help us to be of value from the
inside, hence we can leave ourmark on every ‘point’ we come across in life.

spirit of inquiry and inspiration
There are many ways to find inspiration, but there are few that will help
sustain inspiration in a way that will change our life or contribution to the
socio economy. The greater the variety of resources of inspiration in the
world, the more we need to differentiate the way we capture, source, or
capitalise on issues relevant to these waves of inspiration. Through these
waves there can be a major milestone that will change our life journey, or
even create a diversion to create a radical change in our fate.

The sensitivity for inspiration differs as per the trait, experience, apti-
tude, attitude, paradigm of each of us. Positive people are usually sensitive
to any type and/or source of inspiration. Such people easily embrace inspi-
ration and appreciate it. Negative characters, however, are usually conser-
vative about most types of inspiration sources, but once they experience
them repeatedly, it will build their trust to accept them. Therefore, the fre-
quency of inspiration is very important to ensure an affective impact.

Inspiration is a way of life that is created by the specific process of think-
ing andmethodof acting. Inspiration comeswith the build-upof a ‘Spirit of
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Inquiry’ that leads to building a rational view of the world. With a spirit of
inquiry, one can have a key input for factual based decision making. With
inspiration one has a mind-set that will be able to question and be ques-
tioned.

In life we have few opportunities to discover ourselves, some oppor-
tunities come with natural incidents, other opportunities can be created
by ourselves or by our mentors who have gone through the whole jour-
ney or at least most of it. However, ‘Learning by Doing’ and ‘Accelerated
Learning’ programmes are amongst the profound opportunities that have
been evidenced based since Socrates till date. What differentiates these
two opportunities is that they create the disruption needed for effective in-
spiration. Inspiration helps to discover the innovative and entrepreneurial
spirit within us by building the opportunity to let us discover our potential
through accepting ‘fogginess as part of the journey.’

Inspiration requires that we do not listen to people in many parts of the
journey of life, especially in the early stage for starting a new thing. The
Aesop’s story of theboy, theman and thedonkey is a good reflectionof how
inspiration might be controlled or terminated, if you only listen to what
people say or believe. It is said that an old man, a boy and a donkey were
going to town. The boy rode on the donkey and the old man walked. As
theywent along they passed some peoplewho remarked it was a shame the
oldmanwaswalking and the boywas riding. Theman and the boy thought
maybe the critics were right, so they changed positions. Later, they passed
some people who remarked, ‘What a shame, he makes that little boy walk.’
They then decided they both would walk! Soon they passed some more
people who thought they were stupid to walk when they had a donkey to
ride. So, they both rode the donkey. Now they passed some people that
shamed them by saying how awful to put such a load on a poor donkey.
The boy and man said they were probably right, so they decided to carry
the donkey. As they crossed the bridge, they lost their grip on the animal
and it fell into the river and drowned.

When inspiration happens one can forget about one’s life balance. Since
creating a living balance between work and play and between seriousness
and joy you rarely travel on an inspired journey as those who are inspired
and becomemore persistent for the next stage in life.

unique inspiration needs a real challenge
To be inspired you need to consider what you are doing now and whether
you are really satisfied with what you are doing towards a lifetime achieve-
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ment. If you are not enjoying what you are doing or you are just working
for a paid job, there is a high chance that you are not going to create an in-
spiration that will affect the world around you. Yes this requires you to step
outside of your comfort zone, but is this the safest road towards a realised
inspiration.

Once you have a challenge or need to develop something that will dif-
ferentiate your routine life, surely you will become emotionally commit-
ted. Themore you become involved themore youwill start to visualise the
journey you will make towards effective inspiration.

Spiral inspiration requires challenges and failures and throughout this
book youwill see repetition of the issue of failure and its strong correlation
with inspiration. One cannot even write a book about inspiration without
mentioning the importance of having failure to enhance the level inspira-
tion. Sincewith failureswemove from the control of logical thinking to cre-
ative, analogical and reverse thinking. Today, you can say a rule of thumb is
that failure inspires winners and failure defeats losers. Through failures we
discover opportunities. The American billionaire John Rockefeller, once
said, ‘I always tried to turn every disaster into an opportunity.’ This why
we would always say that your hit rate will increase and your ability to do
proper forecasting will be more successful, when you reach a level where
you are not afraid to lose.

History tells us that inspiration can be learned from obstacles, failures,
challenges and focused repetitions. If you analyse the life of legends from
Gandhi, to Omar, to Ibn Khuldoon, to Mandala, and recently Steve Jobs
and Bill Gates you will notice a similarity in all these legends’ paths. How-
ever, we will focus on Bill Gates’ path, as he is a living legend. Bill Gates
shows that he has been an unbeatable legacy in the 21st century when it
comes to creating an impact and influence on theworld.WhileGates still is
a normal human, his achievement surpasses any average humanmore than
ten fold. Focusing on Gates’ recent life model, it shows how an inspiration
momentum spirals without failure. This spiral path Gates has managed to
come through could not have been so inspiring without the excitement of
failure and turning back.

If you refer to Figure 6.2 you will notice that Gates’ ‘Inspiration Econ-
omy Waves’ came with different forms and intensity in the last forty years
or so. Gates started his journey as an inspired and inspiring student, until
he could not continue and established and inspiredMicrosoft as a start-up
company with a small team. Then, Bill managed to set a dream for hav-
ing Microsoft software in every personal computer and with the concept
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figure 6.2 Inspiration EconomyWaves of Bill Gates (adapted from
gatesfoundation.org)

of inspiring software abundance. By the time Microsoft controlled the pc
softwaremarket, it became so inspiring anorganisation towork for it raised
its competitiveness compared to its rivals, especially Steve Jobs’ Apple. As
the inspiration waves of Gates became weakened, he started a journey to
understand the world, and this inspiration wave was followed by another
blow out when Bill and his company were attacked for software industry
domination. In reaction to this there were legendary moves towards an-
other lifetimemission, andGates started to listenmore closely and focused
on essential world needs. Again another ‘pull down’ of this wave was when
Microsoft andBill Gates had a series of long trials when bothwere indicted
and had to pay large compensations.

What is unique about Bill Gates’ story is that he insisted on changing
history and continued his waves of inspiration by establishing one of the
largest philanthropic non-profit organisations. This was followed by Bill
announcing that it was time to leave theMicrosoft leadership andwork as a
mentor, focusing on chronic human diseases. Later, Bill announced he had
let go of 2/3rds of his fortune for the Bill and Malinda Non-Profit World
Improvement Projects, including the unique focus on Healthcare and Ed-
ucation, especially the future schools that were established in cooperation
withMicrosoft. In the last 5 years, Bill andWarren Buffet have been leading
a project called the ‘Giving Pledge Club’ where theWorld’s top 100 billion-
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aires pledge togivemore than two thirdsof their fortune awayonce theydie
and during their life. We hope with these examples of Bill Gates’ life jour-
ney, we can show how the inspiration of just one person can create waves
for the economy and society where almost all of them are positive!

A spiral inspiration requires the consistent feeling of challenges, suc-
cesses and possibly failures. Even though we might usually go through life
in an unpredictable path, failures help us to predict more depending on
the source, i.e. whether it is intrinsic or extrinsic. Inspiration may arrive
when it is least expected and even during the worst moments of failure.
Your best inspiration moments may occur at any moment, even without
previous warning.

inspiration before retirement
Inspiration today is a goal for specific exit programmes of respectful world
corporate retiring employees. Such programmes target creating active and
healthy ageing retirees to lessen demands on public medical and social ser-
vices. These inspiring exit programmes generate ideas and business op-
portunities through training in entrepreneurship, investmentmanagement
and quality of life practices. At the age of retirement, self-enrichment pro-
grammes help to reconstruct the image of ageing and improve intergenera-
tional connectivity.The challenge is to socially evolve in a forward-looking,
sustainable manner that adds life to years after adding years to life. Transi-
tion through this perspective will lead to a satisfying retirement and a win-
win situation for those who have served our communities.

Visits to museums, galleries and historical sites are supposed to be a
major activity before retirement. Approximately 40 % of all British adults
made a visit to a museum or gallery at least once a year. Just over half of all
visits were to a city or town of historic character, while about 40 % of vis-
its were to a historic park, garden or landscape. These types of visits were
found to open the mind to life and what is the next stage of life.

One of the characteristics of an inspiration economy is the consistent
change in the concept of retirement and its relevant environment. It would
be difficult in such an economy to have early retirement from any job, un-
less the person desires that.

national volunteers programme and
inspiration

Many leading countries today have started to realise the role of volunteer-
ing in creating positive inspiring waves within the community, thus sup-
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porting the local economy.National effective volunteer programmes begin
with a volunteer recruitment programme that is well planned and executed
on the promise to offermeaningful empowerment towards involvement in
a society improvement activity.National volunteers programmes are found
to inspire people to achieve their goals or explore there intrinsic powers.

With national programmes long-term volunteering provides an oppor-
tunity towards moving forward in a better spirit of commitment and ac-
countability that spans an extended period of time.

Today other types of volunteering programmes, for example family vol-
unteering programmes, provide volunteers with the opportunity to partic-
ipate in a meaningful service while spending time with their families. Stu-
dent volunteering programmes help schools and youth groups to gain valu-
able knowledge and skills. Another rising star today iswhat is called ‘virtual
volunteering’ which allows anyone to contribute their time and expertise
without ever leaving their home. For many volunteer opportunities, you
can work with an advisory team or conduct a survey to identify volunteer
assignments that will help advance the goals of the programme. If you are
working on a specific service project, you can determine your volunteer
needs through developing a task list. Here you consider what you want to
accomplish and the tasks needed; then create a comprehensive list of the
assignments and the number of volunteers needed for each task.

self-control and an inspiration economy
Inspiration is like perfume, you cannot pour on others without getting a
few drops on yourself. Inspiration has its own time, season and own rea-
sons! You cannot ask it to stay, you can only embrace it as it comes and be
glad that for a moment in your life it was yours! True inspiration does not
have an ending. An inspired spirit always believes in the promise of inspi-
ration, no matter how long the time and how far the distance.

Inspiration is a mix of some of the best of yesterday and a sense of the
future. Therefore, as long as we have memories, inspiration remains and
as long as we have hope, inspiration comes. Inspiration spreads through
friendship and professional colleagues, besides family and community. In-
spiration comes from sharing, caring and forgiveness.

In an inspiration economy self-controlwill be themost important power
with oneself. Individuals and societies are expected rationally to stick to
their long term goals; however, as human beings we have limitation to will-
power. Therefore, development of self-control is found to be themost pre-
cious concept that society leaders, government decisionmakers, social en-
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trepreneurs and organisation stakeholders can develop for impacting any
socio-economic targets. Studies show, for example, that not only people’s
consumption expenditures fall sharply when they retire, but even they can-
not maintain their quality of life standards. One reason for this is inspira-
tion. Once people retire their mind-set tells them they are useless.

Self-control however, will help to overcome this negative psychology by
enabling the retiree to realise a new way of contributions to life, may even
better previous ones and more value based and not materialistic driven
(Mullainathan &Gruber, 2002).

One of the defining characteristics of human beings is that they are able
to recognise their weaknesses and overcome them. This is where an inspi-
ration economy plays a role. The more we manage to bring out this ability
the more we will be able to see longer and deeper into the life time contri-
butions of human beings.

One of the most important anomalies that will help reduce the cost in-
curred when failing to create inspiration at the right time is to establish
values of self-commitment. This self-commitment usually needs individu-
als who aremembers of social institutions, since through such groups they
will be more prone to be inspired to overcome their weaknesses (Frey &
Eichenberger, 2001). In the case of retirement, one of the expected inspira-
tion economy based solutions is inspiring those on the edge of retirement
to set an after retirement plan.

Apart from cognitive limitations, self-control requires decisive human
decisions that are sometimes, or evenmost of the time, away fromour con-
strained emotional thinking. Many people are inspired to a limit that fails
only once they face situations where strong emotions are evident, and here
youwill see rational decisions are really strained.Over the last 20 years, the
role of emotions in human decision making has been thoroughly studied
by psychologists mainly Loewenstein and Lerner (2001). There are many
studies that have identified for example the numerous effects of emotions
on behaviour. Nevertheless, the relevance of emotions for a general model
of (market) behaviour is not clear (Elster, 1998). The empirical studies
show that one cannot isolate the emotional effects in economically rele-
vant contexts.

Many recent investigative studies show that one of the challenging self-
control problems is to distinguish ‘good’ and ‘bad’ influences of emotions.

The view that all emotions are irrational could not be supported by the
latest findings. The intentional oppression of emotions has been found can
harm the individual ability to make a decision (Damasio, 1994). In an in-
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spiration based economy emotion’s role to change market outcomes will
be continuously investigated.

inspiration: moving from involvement to
engagement

One of the dictionary definitions of involvement is ‘to enfold or envelope,’
whereas one of themeanings of engagement is ‘to come together and inter-
lock.’Thus, involvement implies ‘doing to;’ in contrast, engagement implies
‘doing with.’

Inspiration requires that people are engaged through techniques called
Total People Involvement (tpi) and then follow and develop to a stage
calledTotal PeopleEngagement (tpe),where functional practices aremo-
tivated or challenged to be more emotional and passion driven and where
social practices occur to higher community engagement.

If we inspire students to a level of a community shared programme,
we need first to raise the accountability of the families to such inspiration
based initiatives. This means we do not deal with parents as only clients,
but as partners in building school programmes and part of the assessment
team. This means parents will not be only volunteers for school open days
as we are used to experience in most school programmes, but in fact they
are stakeholders of school improvements. This is called an involvement
level. It is of course beyond contacting the parents when there is a prob-
lem. Also, it is beyond worrying about blame that will only focus on areas
where it is not fulfilling its results.

When we come to the level of inspiring through total engagement then
parents are part of the school-family with empathetic based relationships.
Inspiring empathetic relationships means that the school is going to have
focused listening, welcoming, and sharing of decision making with the
parents. Practices involving parents and students can gain multiple bene-
fits from programmes towards being successful in life, overcoming average
grades or test obstacles, or even improving participative attendance, or en-
rolment in more challenging programmes that help discover the student’s
potential or improve social skills; are expected and part of the norm. Such
empathy based school-family relations also include addressing issues such
as student quality of life, lifelong learning, health and safety, including af-
fordable housing. These connections can also improve parents’ feelings of
efficacy and increase community support for schools.

Movement from involvement towards engagement in school-family
partnerships should not only help to raise student achievement, but in fact
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improve local community synergy. It is a transition from a school striving
to bring families to identify pre-selected types of projects, needs, and goals
and then telling parents how they can contribute; towards schools striving
to engage parents with what they think, dream, and worry about. As you
can see the goals of both are different. In the second, family engagement,
the school will be striving not to ‘serve clients’ only, but in fact to ‘gain
partners.’

The meaning of empowering is connected with inspiring. Whether we
talk about oneself, or others as students, citizens, families and communi-
ties; effective empowerment does not happen without proper engagement
techniques that require a relationship-building process that starts with
humble observations and listening. Engagement means we have schools
without boarders when it comes to inspiration. One way to begin this pro-
cess of engagement is that teachers start regular pre-arranged visits to stu-
dents’ homes. Also, schools might become even more advanced in inspi-
ration practices to build collaboration projects with police, social develop-
ment and local health centres or even the ngo’s within the community to
create an inspiration profile that is more customised to special cases.

One of the benefits of engagement is to create what can be called a dou-
ble loop inspiration cycle, since the school gains from the profound knowl-
edge that parents have gained inmore than 10 to 12 years of raising anddeal-
ing with their children. Learning curves can be synchronised between the
school and parents to benefit from creating sources of customised inspira-
tional breakthroughs to achieve their dreams and make them a reality.

Part of the deep engagement is that school representatives act as good
listeners and observers to respond to parents’ concerns. Then, the school
canwork again with the parents to establish an ‘inspiration plan’ to encour-
age them to connect with one another and move towards broader action.
One of the inspiring stories we have come across is how a school dealt with
the issue of computer illiteracy of an immigrant family. The parents were
impressedwith the online literacy programme the school was using to help
their son. The father expressed his wish about having the ability to under-
stand computers and the Internet. The school teacher visiting the different
families with similar backgrounds managed to attract other parents with
similar interests and started a customised computer literacy programme.
This story involves cycles of inspiration waves, between the students and
the school, school and parents and most of all the total engagement be-
tween the parents and the community.

Such an inspiration programme is unique and can create a culture that
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attracts the mind-set for a new economy, since it triggers other projects.
After the ‘computer parent literacy’ project started similar programmes
called ‘Parent University’ commenced which a focus on learning about
how schools operate. Parents came together with school staff and univer-
sity representatives to develop a curriculum for monthly classes, which
attracted as many as 100 parents, offered simultaneous courses including
sessions on naturalization and citizenship, high school graduation require-
ments, and college readiness and financing.

Once organisations are engaged they can continuously develop and
deepen relationships among different entities in the community. Engage-
ment therefore is an important source of inspiration since being engaged
means you are willing to take responsibilities. For the school example, be-
ing engaged, means deeply bridging the work of society leaders with busi-
nessmen and ngo’s to tackle community based problems.This type of sol-
idarity between school and society stakeholders has created success stories
such as having schools preventing toxic incinerators being built nearby, ap-
proval for local affordable housing, or an increase in public safety in entire
neighbourhoods.

With engagement social capital inspires opportunities for societal and
economic values building synergy among the targeted community and be-
yond. Engagement raises interest andoptimism for change.Once this spirit
is raised social capital will have better functional, emotional, and social in-
fluence followed by aspirational capacity.

In order for practices to move, from functional to emotional and then
social, they have to address first the common good, carry a universal value
and be a source for the advancement of society, as illustrated in Figure 6.3.
Then people would be inspired as they would feel they can suggest and/or
create an impact in the advancement of a mission or create development
to an environment or situation. Once we provide space for different per-
spectives to artistically and freely interact, we would see this engagement
develop exponentially.

Inspiration is linked to engagement, since engagement gives opportuni-
ties and spreads feelings that build society’s transformation equity without
being hesitant to participate in change.With engagement themind is stim-
ulated with emotions and feelings towards activity and thus excites the de-
sires and willingness to participate with persistence in the coming change.

Inspiring others to a full engagement level means we drive the mind,
spirit and heart with strong physical and mental content. This means we
need to be expressive in our approaches and plans to the extent that we
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figure 6.3
The Influence of
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manage to help others to fulfil their needs continuously. As we sustain in-
tensity of engagement we continue to offer our stakeholder a guiding hand
while staying positive during turbulence and downtimes.

‘Learning by doing’ is another form of engagement activity that fosters
lifelong learning values and develops young people’s mind-sets. The more
the youth is involved working with people, such as those with disabilities,
to cover for shortages in staff and even to reduce the burden on health ser-
vices, thiswill be considered anengagement learning level activity that con-
tributes to self-development towards communities.

As per the concept of Total People Engagement (tpe) the harder peo-
ple work/fight for something, the more priceless it will become once they
achieve it, and the more pain they have to endure on their journey, the
sweeter the arrival at their destination.

the art of creating inspiration
In leading an inspiring organisation you will see that starting from the en-
try interview, the organisationmight require a statement from its new staff
about their vision in life andwhat they target to leave as a legacy. Inspiration
is becoming more like art with emphasis on portfolios for personnel deci-
sions in life, shifting from being a personal issue to an inspirational issue.
What a person will try to do in their life journey, influences and stimulates
many in society, leading organisations to articulate sharing such inspira-
tion, visions or dreams.

The basic requirement of creating inspiration to anyone including our-
selves is to understand how learning is conceptualized. In an inspiration
economy we prefer to track how learning is creating communities that fa-
cilitate and accelerate the learning cycle. In order to create inspiration we
need to innovate bymotivatingpeople to read, travel, explore different con-
tents and deal with inspiration as an art.
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Part of the ignition of inspiration occurs during the process of assess-
ment and feedback which enhances the cycle of learning, especially if de-
bated or challenged. It is therefore seen that our response to different situa-
tions of learningwill also be a source of inspiration. This is why this double
loop of inspiration is becoming more an art than management practice.

innovation and inspiration: ‘eco- systems’
An inspiration economy can be realised in any society once the value of in-
spiring implemented ideas replaces the value of goods as the dynamo pow-
ering the economy. The world’s future economy, as many economists be-
lieve, lies in the level of inspiration and creative ideas that can measured
by new patents and registered products. Thus, the greatest possible invest-
ments governments canmake today for their citizens’ future prosperitywill
be to createmore sources of inspiration thatmake their people smarter and
more innovative with intrinsic powers (Friedman, 2009).

Innovation and inspiration cannot be learnedmerely by copying, nor are
there any rules for their practice. There is even a suspicion that universities
can hinder innovative or inspirational spirits, as neither Steve Jobs nor Bill
Gates graduated fromcollege. Itmight be recognised that, regardless of dis-
cipline, scholarly research is by definition an attempt tomodify an existing
body of knowledge. In that case, innovation, is understood as the transfor-
mative mode of knowledge transmission, which can equally well be expe-
rienced in, or exemplified by, any field. To a certain extent, this is true. For
example, freshman seminars at research universities can seek to inspire stu-
dents at a beginner’s level by introducing the excitement of research in the
different disciplines.

We always theorise that an InspirationEconomy is the result of the Inno-
vation Economy and Learning Economy. Innovation and inspiration have
been linked together for a long time. Without trying to innovate you will
not be able to inspire. Therefore, today inspiration can affect innovation
in education, research and development, society’s unity and besides all
speed of economic development and recovery. Innovation and inspiration
go along each other as they both search for opportunities and are partic-
ular with their interest. As we strive towards innovation and inspiration,
we might sacrifice (for some time) our well-being for the sake of better
achievement. Since inspiration is well linked with creativity and innova-
tion by allowing one to think of new unconventional ways (Christensen et
al., 2010), inspiration boosts our abilities to challenge the impossible status
and move it to a state where it will be more possible to achieve.
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Today a rising star that has been a driving force for many inspiration
driven projects, or withmany start-ups, is called an ‘ecosystem.’ An ecosys-
tem is found tohave a unique source of inspiration that depends on cultural
heritage, traditions and practices. With an ecosystem we have more ability
to engage with culture, besides more opportunities to create reflections.

practicing inspiration: seeing the pig picture
Inspiration is about the ability to see the big picture. Inspiration does not
happen to anyone unless they can see their role in society or the group they
belong to. Hence, inspiration needs consistently tools that support seeing
and focusing on the big picture. Some people are able to see themselves as
part of the great project of life, hence they deliver and develop as they try
to meet their role, others miss the purpose of their existence, and there-
fore they have a real sustainable impact on their surroundings. Many of
us remember the story of the middle ages, when a bishop was making the
rounds, calling on parishes in his area.He came to a villagewhere therewas
a great deal of building going on. Curious, he approached one of the work-
ers asking, ‘What are youdoing?’Theman replied, ‘I’m cutting stones.’ The
bishop continued, eventually coming upon another worker. ‘What are you
doing?’ he asked. ‘Me?’ said theworker, his voice brimmingwith pride, ‘I’m
building a cathedral.’ The difference in inspiration between both workers
is very clear and obvious, one appreciates his role as a follower and one see
his role as a partner in a large project. The second worker is inspired by a
feeling rather than following an order. There is a profound difference here.

To make our beloved ones, families, community and followers inspired
with the spirit of entrepreneurship, we have to help them create and see
their dreams to bemore visible initially. We have to describe in detail what
the realized vision looks like.

Oneof the good recent history examples of practicing inspiration onour
communities or followers is thedream that the former us President JohnF.
Kennedy, shared in a speech to Rice University students, where he vividly
described a moon landing that would take place more than five years af-
ter his death: ‘we shall send to the moon, 240,000 miles away [. . .], a giant
rocket [. . .] greater than the length of this football field [. . .] made of new
metal alloys, some of which have not yet been invented [. . .] and then re-
turn it safely to earth, re-entering the atmosphere at speeds of over 25,000
miles per hour [. . .] and do all this, and do it right, and do it first, before this
decade is out.’ The ability of President Kennedy to draw the big picture for
almost all American citizens triggered waves of inspiration that drove na-
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tional efforts collectively, with a spirit of the ‘eco-system’ or entrepreneur-
ship integrated with this dream and this is what really differentiated the us
economy until today. Innovation once it meets the entrepreneurial spirit it
will create an inspiration wave that defines different meanings for the life
journey through enhancing simplicity and helping othersmake sense from
complexity through focusing on values. An ‘eco-system’ in practice influ-
ences our thinking away from focusing on ‘the how’ during the inspiration
process, rather to focus on ‘the what’ and ‘the why.’

Inspiration can happen if we remind ourselves, or our followers, of the
deeper values that underlie the things we do in the right time andmoment.
In her 2011Nobel Peace Prize lecture, Liberia’s President Ellen Johnson Sir-
leaf describedher actions tobringpeace andestablish values inher country,
as a long lifetime journey to Oslo that was shaped by the values of parents,
grandmothers, indigenous Liberians and farmers whom could not read or
write. Inspiration as shown by Ellen has occurred through the taught and
accumulated values of her life journeywhilemaintaining her ability to con-
tinuously see the pig picture that is creating a major change in her world.

People can be inspired by slogans they can repeat and it touches their
heart that is easily recalled in the heat of the moment, this helps people to
be inspired while they are in their daily decision-making, however this all
will not happen if they lose their ability to see the pig picture of what they
are going to achieve. Even when we boycott a product, or say yes or no for
a specific thing, we are supposed to have done that based on our commit-
ment to the goals ahead. This is used today in most marketing campaigns.

Tolerating the differences and managing diversity can help to embrace
different backgrounds, besides inspiring people to work together. Lee
Kwan Yew of Singapore and Mahathir of Malaysia managed to do that,
more than 50 years ago, and made their countries a success story, just be-
cause they both were focused on and able tomanage the country by seeing
the big picture.

There are many similar inspiring moments that happen when success
and failure occurs. During failures people usually take responsibility. Also,
there are inspiringmoments when success occurs, especially when success
is credited to all the team including family and society members.

the ‘design thinking’ role in an inspiration
economy

Design thinking is a human-centred approach to innovation that draws
from the designer’s toolkit to integrate the needs of people, the possibil-
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ities of technology, and the requirements for business success thus causing
a triangle of inspiration.

Design thinking enhances human process abilities thus helping to de-
velop a mind-set that will not follow conventional problem-solving ways.
It is a type of thinking that express ourselves throughmeans beyondwords
or symbols. Design thinking thus provides inspiration through its estab-
lishment of an integrated holistic view that is based on feelings and intu-
itions.

The design thinking goes through three processes in themind-set: inspi-
ration, ideation and implementation. Inspiration comes from the problem
or opportunity that motivates the search for solutions. Ideation occurs as
part of the process of generating, developing, and testing ideas. Implemen-
tation is the path that leads from the project stage into people’s lives.

measuring inspirational learning of
organisations

The concept of Organisational Learning (ol) has been of increasing im-
portance to many researchers from different disciplines in the last two
decades where a lot of research has been published with different variables
that are thought to be a source of influence to ol (Ratnapalan & Uleryk,
2014). Many authors, at the same time, have been focusing on the impor-
tance of ol in changing the behaviours and practices of organisations,
therefore enhancing its competitiveness ( Jenkin, 2013).

Today, with an unstable knowledge-based society, socio-economic de-
velopment is becoming part ofmost international indicators andmeasures,
where ol is becoming part of a global innovation index. Organisational
Competitiveness, Knowledge Management, Innovation, Entrepreneur-
ship, Excellence have all been associated with ol’s existence and suste-
nance ( Jahrami and Buheji, 2012).

Little work has been undertaken in really understandingwhat causes the
‘spark’ that leads to inspiration.The oecd (2010; 2012) reports on inspired
learning have emphasised that one of themain constructs for such learning
are practices as ‘research,’ ‘inquiry based learning,’ ‘service based learning’
and ‘cooperative learning’ as sources of inspiration of the innovative learn-
ing environment for the 21st century.

the power of focused thoughts
Our thoughts seem to have a mind of their own and thus we feel on many
times that we are in repetitive cycles of non-productive thinking. It is pos-
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sible, however, to redirect our thoughts towards a positive focus.
The uniqueness of our souls helps us to provide insights and joy, thus

slowly disconnecting us fromour sources that limit our beliefs. Thismeans
we overcome all the fear of learning that diverted us from our intended
quest.

Wayne Dyer (2006) says that ‘when you are connected in that way, ev-
eryone around you is inspired through your spirit.’ By being able to focus,
Wayneadvises thatwecan shift from ‘whoweare’ away from ‘whatwehave,’
‘what we do,’ ‘what is our reputation,’ ‘what people think of us’ and all ego-
based thinking. With the ability to focus we shift into ‘the understanding’
that ‘whoweare’ is a pieceofGod. Since ‘whoweare’ is a pieceof the source
– and when you stay connected to that in your thoughts you inspire others
to do the same. It is really aboutmodelling and letting people know you are
an inspired person, a person who is has spirit.

With focused powers we will see that this is what makes us admire cer-
tain people over others. There are certain characteristics that give certain
people the ability to focus over others. One of these characteristics is our
ability to stay with what we love or attracts us. Inspiring others is not easy
and the success rate in the beginning will be very low. You will be out of
focus with time if you try to inspire others by doing something you do not
truly love doing.

If, however, you love something dearly, you will keep your focus even if
people start to doubt you, or stay calm when people laugh at your failures.
Being focused means you will continue to do what you love because you
love it. So having depth, love and passion for something, will protect you
from all potential failures.

Working with passion, keeps us focused while thinking big. Just imagine
how we can inspire if we keep this passion. Are there ways you can expand
your impact? With passion you will not be looking to inspire few, but to
inspire the whole world! In order to share our ideas with as many people
as possible we need to allow our persistence to grow our influence beyond
initial ideas for inspiration. Thinking big is not only about inspiring more
people, but also about the impact you have on each person. By being able
to keep focused we can keep thinking about our positive impact.

Another useful way to inspire others through focused thoughts is to sup-
port an established noble cause or practice, such as saving the environment
or feeding the poor. By managing to build passion you gain a lot of influ-
ence just by publicly expressing that you are excited and passionate about
a topic. If you are not focused in your thoughts you make it much harder
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to inspire others.
You need to remain actively involved in the field in order to stay focused

on what you intend to inspire others with. If you really want to inspire oth-
ers to do something then this ‘something’ should be the focus of your life.
You do not necessarily need to be an expert, but you do need to be passion-
ately involved in this thing.

The best part of being focused is that you will have to inspire others
where you will instil intensity and extend inspiration. To keep focused
there is a need to try to sharewith your followers personal stories and teach
them things you have learned along the way. Also, when you talk about
your failures and achievements, and ask them questions about their own
progress, you really maintain a positive outlook on their forward progress
which in turn will inspire you again for another initiative.

People usually want to see and experience ideas, which are an opportu-
nity for us to demonstrate our focus, and from this engender inspirational
stories. Themore we stay positive, work with past failures, and present op-
timism openly to others, the greater our ability to sustain inspiration.

inspiration economy and profound knowledge
Meaningful Learning is the process of relating new information to previous
knowledge in away thatmakes sense to the learnerwhich leads to profound
knowledge. This type of learning is unique since it provide a depth of pro-
cessing that enables the learner to apply the newly-formed knowledge to
new situations.

Moving from hindsight to foresight creates a stability for the inspiration
journey. This stability continuously needs the ‘moments of insight’ which
once developed can lead building a profound knowledge.

Many search for a profound knowledge from a variation knowledge,
however this knowledge is based on the understanding of interaction be-
tween systems and people. Once people over this interaction requirement
they would be able to learn faster and thus would have more probability to
change and get inspired faster.

Profound knowledge requires the ability to transform theories to meth-
ods and then to results. This leads to inspiration. This inspiration that
comes within complex interdependent systems requires holistic thinking.
This requires intrinsic motivation which can bring different strengths to-
gether to achieve ever better success story.

In inspiration based economy where profound knowledge would be a
source of differentiation, finding the proper medium of learning that best
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suits each learner would be very essential tool for inspiration. Facilitating
for example value of ‘Visual Learning’ would ensure higher probability of
inspiration.

Reflective thinking is very important to the inspiration process. This
type of thinking usually requires controlled doing plus involves pushing
and pulling of concepts then putting them together and separating them
again. Dr. JosephNovak in the 1970’s focused on themaking and re-making
of conceptmaps that are very important for reflective thinking that leads to
profound knowledge. Novak and his colleagues seen that sharing concept
maps based on reflective thinking with others would enhance our ability
in learning how to learn. We consider this was the revolution that brought
inspiration to be a main player for socio-economy.

Inspiration found to be much related to those who practice ‘Webbing.’
Webbing is a style of reading and thinking activity. Many inspiring writers,
authors and even artists do webbing based on their repeated practice and
training on how to create picture of relationships or develop a story or deal
with newly-encountered concepts. This what made them a world class ref-
erence and unique in influencing people.

With profound knowledge therefore we can create better inspiration
economy environment that would transform ‘reductionist thinking’ to be
more ‘systems thinking.’ This means hierarchical based thinking would
change towards process flow. Organisations would shift their focus from
being driven by job specifications, targets and budgets, staff appraisals
thinking towards more of interdependence, customer focused thinking.
Once organisations or people establish their way in dealing with systems
thinking the holistic system get established.

ecoremediations as a source for inspiration
economy*

The concept of ecosystem technology, or what is called ecoremediation,
means the usage of natural processes for restoration and protection of en-
vironment (eco+ remediation= ‘natural renewed revival’).Using ecoreme-
diationmethods andpractices found todecrease andabolish consequences
of agricultural pollution, tourism, traffic, industry, dumping grounds and
settlements. Ecoremediationsmean returning to nature aiming to save and
restore natural balance, where these kinds of areas give opportunity and

*Contributed by Prof. Ana Vovk Korže, of the International Centre for Ecoremediation,
University of Maribor.
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is a source of inspiration to new working places and additional activities.
Ecoremediations (erm) have already been recognized as a continual ap-
proach, where natural and co-natural processes and systems are being used
in favour of restoration of degraded environment and protection of natu-
ral environment. In practice erm are used as constructed wetlands, co-
natural sanitations of deposits, riverine vegetation zones – balancing areas,
side branches, artificial lakes, noise and/or dust reducing barriers, fitore-
mediations of polluted sediments, purifying soil and drinking water, ter-
tiary purifying and purifying dangerous sewage water.

The inspiration of using erm methods comes from the less money
spent on sanitation of already threatened areas and thus ensuring the con-
tinual protection of such lands with high return on investment. erm is an
inspiration economy technique and a good example for Inspiration Labs©
and also a good example of how the beyond abundance mind-set leads to
entirely new programs and outcomes. Using ecoremediations also opens
more inspiration possibility through ability to ‘influence without power’
through saving energy and even gain it (usage of renewed energy sources).
Such environmental friendly methods leads to more natural, functional
and aesthetical point of view which have multipurpose effects, include
simple, understandable and nature-friendly and acceptable procedures.

Ecosystem is considered also an inspiration economy driver due to its
ecological system where parts of animated and inanimate nature are con-
nected in a functional unit. The animatedpart connects plants, animals and
human society which for their life need the inanimate part, air, water and
soil. In such a connected system the substances circulate and the energy de-
cants. Thus it is inspirational from the point of being self-sufficient where
every part of the system impacts the others and every part depends on the
functioning of the entire system.

In history of human and nature symbiosis and due to lack of technical
help, the human being was inspired by nature changes very carefully. Ob-
servation of nature led to lots of human learning. Retaining of water over
the years was cleverly used as the drinking water source for watering of an-
imals and plants. Self-cleaning capacities between plants and mayas had
their own sewage system that led to the swamps, where it got cleaned.

Natural ecosystems have in their ontogenesis developed many remedi-
ation systems that enable them to maintain a dynamic diversity and this
creates an unique source of inspiration economy.

At every intervention to the environment ecoremediations need to be
compared, considered and implemented as an inspirational preventive
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Classical erm classification

Natural Traditional New

figure 6.4 The Importance of erm as an Inspirational Source

measures for environment protection. Repairing damages done in environ-
ment is much more expensive and unreliable in comparison to preventing
degradation. Therefore, we emphasize in inspiration based economy edu-
cation understanding of nature activities, processes and monitoring (e.g.
water purifying, retaining heavymetals in soil, noisemitigation). Great im-
portance on informing, notifying and lifelong learning can come from the
preventive meaning of erm, because it includes different aim groups, i.e.
from children to elderly, different profession profiles and different sectors
(i.e. government and non-government institutions). erm projects create
societal or community inspiration since their preventive role lays country-
side preservation and carry out common agricultural policy.

The are many inspirational economy based projects can be withdrawn
from erm. For example erm inspires practices relevant to saving pol-
luted water due to agriculture, tourism, industry etc. erm also is a source
of inspiration for saving unmarkedwater pollution: preventing/decreasing
pollution from agriculture (underground water, food) and for prevent-
ing/decreasing pollution from dispersed settlements. Another inspiration
of erm found for the protection of drinking sources, conditioning of
drinking water, protection of protected areas (water protected areas, na-
ture protected areas and others),

Other inspiring utilisations for erm is the protection underground wa-
ter and stagnant water (lakes), renewal of degraded water streams, gravel,
clay pits, stone pits and purifying and recycling water. erm found also
to help in renewal of degraded landscape areas, sanitation of dumping
grounds and black dumping grounds and reducing highway pollution and
increasing self-cleaning environment capacities (preventive and sanative),

Other inspiration of erm found for the increasing or preserving bio-
logical diversity (rare, endangered, protected species and habitats) and the
usage of renewed energy sources (wooden biomass for energy purposes),
as shown in Figure 6.5.

In Slovenia’s Development Strategy (2005) erm is considered defined as
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Problem erm classification

Tourism Agriculture Small
settlements

Dumping
grounds Soil

figure 6.5 The Importance of erm as an Environmental Mitigating Practice

Problem erm classification

Agriculture Industry Tourism Health care

Energetics Small* Cities Social care

figure 6.6 The erm classification and role in Development Strategy (* settlements
and individual households)

way of conatural landscaping. In every activity there are possibilities to in-
troduce conatural ways of environment protection for those areas where
it is necessary. erm play a role in all the classified areas shown in Figure
6.6 as the most suitable way of activating local potentials for harmonised
regional development.

Today, erm aremore andmore used not only as systems, but as a source
of inspiration that leads to protection and renewal of environment. erm
as an inspiration is a way of living – symbiosis of human being with nature.
People recognize all the benefits of erm as multipurpose, long duration
practices that lead to new social and economical views withmultipurpose-
fulness.

Slovenia is an inspirational story when it comes to being committed still
to certain green economy practices and it has an exceptional advantage in
Europe in the field of environment. Due to its specific industrial develop-
ment in the past fortunately the environment is not polluted entirely (that
was the case in many industrial developed countries).

The inspiration economy of Slovenia thus remains its integral conatu-
ral development ability with maximal incorporation of local and regional
potentials. Because of exceptionally favourable position themainwealth in
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table 6.1 Ecosystematical Managing of Inspiration Economy Practices
From To
Individual species Ecosystem
Small areas Big areas
Short term perspectives Long term perspectives
Indep. of human being from ecosystem Human being as the part of ecosystem
Separation of management and research Adjustments of management
Searching for benefits of ecosystem Preserving production potential

Slovenia is in biotic diversity and water ecosystems that can be connected
successfully with green economy.

Ecosystematical approach is considered to be the base of ecoremedia-
tios and is recognized as a suitable approach to manage natural sources
and environment. Traditionallymeasures ofmanagingwere pointed at cer-
tain usage (agriculture, energetics, tourism) with defining regimes for ev-
ery one of them. Ecosystematicalmanagingmeans that flora, fauna and hu-
man society depend on each other and are connected with physical envi-
ronment, which creates the ecosystem. Inspiration based economy should
help to motivate such integral ecosystematical approach and enhance the
concept of integration of water, river basin, river mouth, sea and coastal ar-
eas. The inspiration of ecosystem-based management is that it is designed
as the adaptable process that is based on learning with introducing scien-
tific methods to processes of management (gpa, 2006).

Theory as well as practice have shown that local population can, under
professional guidance, buildmany erm themselves andcanmaintain them
as too. at work their knowledge can be used, but also heavily employed
workers can work, especially at maintenance. depending on sort of erm, as
well some other products can be gained, for example energents (biomass,
biodiesel, etheric oils, building material etc.) or tourist sightseeing can be
offered for certain places that would enrich tourist offer. erm is without
a question important because of its long term efficiency, because environ-
ment protection and its renewal becomes the structural part of local pop-
ulation. with right upbringing it can be preserved for later regardless of ed-
ucation.

In conclusion, every ecosystem has its own optimal conditions where it
is in a kind of dynamic balance. Ecosystem has a lower and upper tolerance
limit with every change as for natural as well as human impacts on upper
or lower tolerance limit which can destroy ecological balance and ecosys-
tem changes, or is degraded in another dynamic balance or ecosystemwith
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different structure and function. Using erm it is possible to mitigate the
consequences that originate from the ecosystem and so to reduce the dif-
ferences at tolerance limit of ecosystem as well as economical calculation
of human impact.

One of the best practices visits we use to show the importance of Inspi-
ration based economy is the educational polygon for self-sufficient supply
in the settlement of Dole is based on the compliance with the principles
of permaculture and ecovillage. The focus of the educational polygon is in
identifying the possibilities of using natural resources for self-sufficiency in
energy, which is closely related to mathematics, geography, geomorphol-
ogy, climatic geography, hydro-geography, vegetation geography and soil
geography. The inspiration of this polygon is that the whole principle is
based on considering limited natural resources and rational spatial use.

Ecoremediation, which is based on the laws of how nature operates, is
used above all in protected areas (for protection) and in the areas where
degradation is present (for sanitation). Ecoremediation establishes every-
day practice for cleaning water, protecting soil, preventing the spreading
of dust particles and erosion, accumulating sediments and improving life
quality in general. the educational polygon for ecoremediation is based on
innovative approaches, which enable participants to create their own expe-
rience and understanding on the basis of their own activity.

Results show that erm is a lasting method for environment protec-
tion because of its specific natural conditions (interweave of climate types,
quick passages between natural units, biotic diversity and still preserved
natural environment). Inspiration economy focus on doing more for envi-
ronment, considering the government and citizen, to adjust the economi-
cal development to earth’s supporting capacities, as the eurobarometer in
the report about the environment state in Europe establishes. Europe has
all the capacities to take over the leading role at forming a more rational,
competitive and safe model society. This kind of progress would stimu-
late improvements in environmental efficiency, which is the basic of the
life quality.

The learning from the Slovenian Integral Green Economy (action cen-
tred transformation), via an experientially based naturally and community
oriented self-sufficiency and an imaginatively oriented culturally and spir-
itually based developmental economy. Also, integral economy a a concep-
tually based scientifically and technology oriented knowledge economy.
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Characteristics&
Measures of an Inspiration
Economy

inspiration as a motivator

Inspiration involves motivation in which the individual strives to create an
idea and would later try to do something new and creative with that idea.
Inspiration is evoked without intentions, it requires interaction with peo-
ple and the environment to stay alive and this in itself is a cause for being
both focused andmotivated. Although inspiration is unconscious, through
recognizing situations or activities or the people that tend to inspire us, we
aremotivated to bemore proactive and seek to create intentional stimulat-
ing experiences.

Having psychological mastery, through inspiration, leads to more self-
confidence, higher optimism and more potential motivation. However, it
is worth mention that inspiration may not always lead to positive motiva-
tions, especially if positive energy is not properly utilised in realised ac-
tions. Steele (1977)believed that inspiration is often themotivator for ques-
tionable actions.

Inspiration needs sources of ignition to happen. Even thoughwe contin-
uously repeat that failure, repetition and challenges create inspiration, we
still can create inspiration through entertainment and fun, and thus create
more motivation. Through inspiration, motivated people are often more
willing to sacrifice to discover their potential.With the presence of inspira-
tion we can create and/or overcome challenging decisions in life (Allen et
al., 1998). This means that inspiration raises or motivates our ability to cre-
ate an environment where people can thrive, grow, and live in peace with
one another.Thus through inspirationharmony is promoted therefore sus-
taining future ability to create communities of shared responsibility.

Inspiration depends on the type of stimulus, or object you are inspired
from.We are inspired frompeople, models, examples, best practices, ideas,
countries and most of all guru’s and game changers. Sometimes our coun-
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tries, society, organisations, families can be a source of our inspiration.
Once inspired, we aremotivated to transmit and actualize a certain realiza-
tion. Thrash and Elliot (2004) see inspiration as a process of either being
‘inspired by’ and ‘inspired to’ which lead to motivation.

Many people do not differentiate between inspiration and motivation
even though there is abigdifference. Self-improvement canhappen through
motivation such as rewards, suffering, fear or a constant ‘pumping yourself
up.’ Motivation is like getting advice from someone about how to live your
life. While inspiration comes with the drive to discover and find the sense
of life’s purpose trapped within you. Inspiration requires the time to find
the inner voice within oneself that can truly inspire you without the need
for extrinsic motivators.

Wayne Dyer (2006) says ‘motivation means we have an idea and we are
going to carry through on that idea. We work hard at it, and we are disci-
plined. A highly motivated person takes an idea, goes out there, and won’t
let anybody interfere with them.’ Inspiration is exactly the opposite. If mo-
tivation is when you have an idea and carry it through to its conclusion,
inspiration is the reverse. An idea gets hold of you and carries you where
you intend to go.

Theword inspired comes frombeing in spirit, accessing a forceout there.
Dyer (2006), influenced by the yoga meditation of Patañjali, reports that
when we are inspired by some great purpose, your mind transcends lim-
itations and your consciousness expands in every direction, and you find
yourself in a new wonderful world. Many things that you thought were in-
accessible and may be unavailable come alive when you are inspired. You
discover yourself to be a far greater person than you ever dreamed yourself
to be.

characteristics of inspired people
The reviewed literature shows that inspired individuals’ value the essence
and value of things, as they consistently see the big picture. Inspired in-
dividuals usually try to maintain or even discover the awakening of what
makes them unique or more innovative. Inspired people are found to be-
lieve that inspiration is not just about creating a wholly unique idea, but
may be about incorporating old valuable ideas into something unique. The
inspired see exposure to a stimulating experience or playing with an idea
leads to a learning opportunity that can help people progress toward ex-
cellence. Inspiration has a positive impact upon their well-being and life
satisfaction, it is something like a self-empowerment.
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Research on the characteristics of the inspired shows that our ability
to inspire others depends on the level of influence we can reach; i.e. our
ability to develop a vision that is both clear and highly appealing for us
and/or to others (Zarda, 2012). It is found that inspired people show con-
fidence and optimism by self-recognizing their small accomplishments to-
wards their goals. Also it is found that such people do their best to achieve
key organizational or society values (Hart, 1998). Hart (2000) latter came
to believe that inspired people have the characteristics of honesty, integrity,
self-motivation, self-confidence, cognitive ability, intelligence, knowledge
of the business, emotional intelligence and flexibility, which are the same
characteristics and/or traits seen in this study. An inspired person differs
usually from others by their ability to discover. Inspiration thus builds in
people the willingness to give focused effort to produce unique innovative
work (Catmull &Wallace, 2014).

Our ability to inspire others depends on the level of influence we can
reach; i.e. our ability to develop a vision that is both clear and appealing
to followers. The more we can bring a clear vision for life and promote it
the more we can inspire. Inspired people show confidence and optimism
by recognizing small accomplishments towards their goals. They have dra-
matic actions to symbolize key organizational values.

When you review inspirational moments of legendary people you will
find these happened during: moments of failure or segregation from oth-
ers; including being segregated in jail! Sometimes awave of inspirationwill
happen during a visit (i.e. museums, or listening to art). Inspiration might
happen during friends’ discussions, community volunteering programmes
and charity giving activities, or when we are involved in certain projects.
Many who have left a legacy havementioned that visiting a library or other
civic place has lead to abuild upof inspiration.However,most inspirational
legends have really been inspired by other inspiring role models.

We know people who through moments of quiet gardening, watching
the waves of the sea, listening to music or even painting move their in-
spiration. Other inspirational models link their inspirational moments to
spiritual activities such as brainstorming or dialoguing about the ‘bigger
picture.’ Also, you will have heard friends talk about their experience of in-
spiration that happened during walking or even attending lectures or con-
ferences.

Thrash and Elliot (2004) compared individuals who wrote about in-
spiration as an event characterized as transcendence. In this event the in-
spired experiences elevated levels of spirituality andmeaning, derived from
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self-reporting measures. They also used more words that reflect insight,
such as ‘realized.’ Having such measures and focus government and major
companies will move economies to more stable intrinsic based levels. The
Thrash team observed that people sometimes confuse ‘positive affective’
states with inspiration. Transcendence did not only entail spirituality and
meaning but also illumination, openness, and state introversion.

Research about inspiration characteristics has yet to confirm the brain
regions and neurophysiological processes that underpin inspiration. Nev-
ertheless, the regions that underpin related states, such as insight, have
been explored.

inspiration as a source of legacy
The research carried, so far, in the area of inspiration shows that inspira-
tion can be undertaken as a source of legacy, besides being a source of mo-
tivation and an economic driver. Throughout history, people who knew
theywere being inspired, had a clear sense of self-satisfaction and direction
about their legacy when they talked about it.

Literature shows that inspiration is about discovering what you most
love and spend time doing. You know you are inspired when you enjoy
success and/or the good feelings that this creates which brings you more
towards your legacy (Andrews & Withey, 1976). Brown and Pabon (2014)
indicated that people feelmore inspiredwhen they have the ability to learn
through seeingwith their eyes and heart and not only their eyes. This is the
level of inspiration that leads to a legacy.

The knowledge of being inspired toward creating a legacy can affect pos-
itively our socio-economies and thus creates a sensitive feeling and high
consciousness, as observed by Hart (1998; 2000). This inspiration status
is recognized within us when we reach self-actualization, self-esteem and
high belongingness (Lockwood&Kunda, 1999).We start our legacy based
inspiration when we see the positive impact on our psychological well-
being and thus the wellbeing of others in different ways, i.e. business or
social wellbeing.

When we are inspired towards a legacy we will proactively seek and en-
courage inspirational experiences for personal, organizational and society
purposes. Exposure to stimulating experiences suchasnetworking, observ-
ing recent trends around us, involving decision-making and solving prob-
lems, and being around high-spirited persons, represents inspirational op-
portunities that enhance our learning and ability to innovate. These inspi-
rational experiences can motivate people and help our societies integrate
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newly generated ideas into actions thus producing desired outcomes while
enhancing our communities’ readiness towards change.

Legacy based inspiration can come fromnew and striking combinations
of ideas. You might be a literature and poetry passionate and at the same
time a physician. James Watt’s legacy rested not only in his passion as an
engineer for steam engines, but also in the combination of wisdom, poetry
and archaeology. Einstein’s legacy was not only as a physicist but a source
of inspiration for many scientists, thinkers, mathematicians and philoso-
phers.Many others who came before them or after them know their legacy
was inspired through the hybrid collection of ideas that built their holistic
view which shaped our world today and moved humanity to another level
of socio-economy and development.

A legacy that stays andmoves the economy depends on the passion that
amalgamates with the sufficient knowledge of the subject and a variety of
extraneous knowledge to produce new and original combinations of ideas.
Technical skill can be used towards a legacy and is developed through the
flow of ideas. Dreams of a legacy can be achieved by persistence to create
the difference this can be seen since the time of Greek philosophers such
as Aristotle to scholars such as Ibn Sina and later Jack Christopher. They
all achieved their contributions in different areas of knowledge, with sus-
tainable inspiration until today because of holistic integrated knowledge.

Inspiration triggers a variety of interests that tend to increase the rich-
ness of ideas associated with new and original combinations of thought.
The old-fashioned idea to establish a solid foundation of knowledge has
lead to a durable legacy.

Inspiration establishes a legacy that requires laying work aside to ma-
ture while making a reflection on its achievements. Inspiration needs to be
practiced for some time with the mind able to return with a fresh outlook.
Through working towards inspiration that leads to legacy, we are always
under pressure to bring ideas into fruition.

inspiration as a process
Wallas (1926) was one of the earliest who suggested that inspiration is a
creative process that consists of four stages: preparation, incubation, illu-
mination, and verification. Inspiration is dominated by the conscious dur-
ing preparation and verification, whereas unconscious, unwilled processes
are responsible for incubation and for producing illumination. From the
Inspirational Economy point of view the more we manage to enhance the
speed and the quality of this process the more we manage to make our
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socio-economies more independent and self-renewable.
Opportunities once captured, a promising idea emerges. Inspiration

then evolves as a process which generates a novel idea (Ward et al., 1995).
Certain researchers found that the process of merging unrelated images
may yield pre-inventive forms of inspiration that are extended to a new in-
vention (Finke, 1995). Inspiration as a process tends to be associated with
the ability to visualize with just the generation of ideas.

It is noted that inspiration as a process is accepted in almost all cultures
and since the beginning of humanity. The ancientGreek philosopher Plato
suggested that poets can inspire their readers through their words’ influ-
ence at any time (Rothenberg &Hausman, 1976).

The inspiration process is beyond the normal process of living. We can
makea living fromtheprocesseswecreate,whilewecanmakea legacy from
the processes we give. The emergence of creative ideas in consciousness
occurs as an inspiration process only when we are willing to give. Often
we give during a moment of insight, or under optimal conditions, or with
our capacity for creating change. In all these cases there is both a process
of (being inspired by) followed by a process of (being inspired to), which
provide continuity of action. Once the process leads to creative inspiration
it often leads to transmission and actualization (Thrash et al., 2010a).

synergetic practices and the inspiration
process

Inspiration as a process occurs when there is intrinsic quality or extrinsic
quality. For extrinsic quality brainstorming can help ideas to be built on
even trivial or silly things with no worries about criticism or judgment.
Participants in the brainstorming session try to have as many ideas as pos-
sible in a specific time. The objective is to solve problems and enjoy do-
ing it.With collective brainstorming we can identify issues rapidly to reach
a source of inspiration through consensus on the most important issues
rapidly, while determining possible solutions to chronic issues.

Brainstorming leads to synergistic decisionmakingbasedon thepremise
that when people are supportive of one another and follow a rational se-
quence of activities in dealing with a problem, they can perform beyond
the sum of their individual resources. Synergistic decisionmaking requires
participation in effective interpersonal and rational processes.

Interpersonal processes are another form of synergetic practices that in-
volve listening to each other, team work, supporting positive efforts, and
managingdiversity and thus lead to lighting an inspiration candle.Through
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interpersonal processes we are inspired to participate equally in group dis-
cussions thus creating more synergic opportunities.

Synergetic practices lead to rational processes that involve the way of
thinking and handling a problem all the way until a solution. During this
process inspiration has a greater possibility to be raised. Also, through
analysing the situation and identifying objectives one can consider more
clearly the alternative strategies that lead to better motivation and sustain-
ability of the journey.

The inspiration process can be built around the efforts of trying to reach
a consensus. For example, when trying to achieve ‘acceptance’ that leads to
an effective decision equation: quality × acceptance, keeps us in search of
the best outcome.

between experience and inspiration
Experience for a long time has been both a source of slow inspiration and
a restrictor of human development. With experience we grow, but we do
not actually develop. With total dependence on our experience we keep
our abilities contained in the past not in the future. Only when we stop
looking backwards, can we look forward, or be able to give time to absorb
the moment, or even to forecast what is coming clearly and accurately.

The level of human intelligence is much beyond estimation and fore-
casting. Intelligence is about the ability to foresee the future. This means
that we as humans have similar intrinsic intelligence opportunities that de-
pend on our abilities to see something from within or outside our con-
tained boxes. The more we let go of our claimed experience, the more we
can overcome our paradigm obstacles and thus open the blind spots sur-
rounding our visionary insight.

Onceyouovercome theegoand the accumulated attachment to thepast,
inspiration will occur. Once inspiration occurs you are eager to go back to
experience and seek solutions and look forward for new solutions that we
call discovery, i.e. pushing you to try or test things never tried before.

Robert Kiyosaki mentioned in his book ‘Rich Dad Poor Dad’ how he
and his friend when they were 9 years old were inspired by the feeling of
their superior school colleagues who came from richer families. Kiyosaki
mentioned that this hurt was good, because it inspired him and his other
poor friend to keep thinking of a way to make money.

High self-esteem and good self-confidence are essential traits to help
build inspiration that depends on trying and is away from experience and
co-dependence. This confidence would not stay without practice. The his-
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tory of inspiring leaders includingGandhi shows that all of these leaders in
thebeginninghad to ‘fake it until theymade it;’ i.e. throughgradual practice
of being confident, it becamea reality and apart of their attitudes andhence
confidence became part of who they are. Therefore, if you have a problem
with how other people see you, becoming a source of inspiration requires
that you first deal with your difficulties by accepting more and more chal-
lenges. However, one has to remember that whatever we do; we will not
manage to suite all people’s satisfaction. This is why inspiring people al-
ways see the big picture more than trying to suite other people’s wishes or
tastes. With time people change because of their persistence.

Inspiration requires building up the ability to keep getting up after ex-
periences of failure. There will be plenty of failures as you try to discover
what inspires you. Inspired people are unique because they are more pre-
pared to make decisions that will not always succeed. Because they know
that if risks are not taken, then the potential for success will not be realized.
This is why they are different and this is why they achieve more.

humbleness with objectivity as secrets of
inspiration

We are humble when we are inspired in a way that we learn that our best
abilities are hidden with us. The objectivity that leads to the moment of
truth leads us to see with our eyes the heart and minds of others or inspir-
ing sourcesmake us unique in our ability to deal with opportunities. Hum-
bleness on the other hand creates the time we need to control inquiry and
feed curiosity.

Exploring operational integritywith availability of both humbleness and
eagerness for high objectivity enhances the quality of the products and ser-
vices delivered. When society is inspired it will see and resent any oppres-
siveness and try tohave social balance in thedistributionof power. Inspired
society is an advocateof radical change, and thiswill be the trendof thenext
economy.

Greatmoments of inspiration come after structured or unstructured hu-
mility that make us face the moment of truth more clearly with a well con-
trolled ego. Life teaches us that after many years of maturity we can see the
moment of truth more easily, but we might miss the spirit of youth that
helps us to move faster and be leaner. Studying the wisdom of humbleness
in the holy scripts of the major religions in the world tells us that the mo-
ment of truth comes when we realise the essence of humility by seeing the
depth of what we read or believe. Reading and reflecting on the best inspir-
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ing leaders and gurus that have affected our life will also tell us that we need
to be prepared to copewith humiliation to realize self-potential, as this will
open up learning or unlearning opportunities. The more this learning and
unlearning happens as part of a society’s norm it will differentiate the econ-
omy towards being agile and competitive.

You will find among anecdotes that a success story begins after people
start to recover from humiliation and absorb lessons from it. Consistent
practice of humility and/or the seeds of humbleness to one’s self, while
undertaking self-evaluation, is found to help stretch our spirit, and is not
discouraged by growing pains. Getting used to humility (by choice)makes
you realize how to deal with situations when people stand in your way.
Therefore, the exercise of humility helps us to developwhat we call a ‘thick
skin’ and a heart of great compassion towards unleashing the truth that we
search for. Only when you study the life of those who have created a major
change in our times and how they reached their legacy will you appreciate
the importance of patience on the experience of humility experience that
youneed to dowith your brain.This exercisewillmake you value your next
role and assignment, if it proves to be of value to the world as a whole.

Besides working on creating a humble self, inspiration requires objectiv-
ity. You will rarely see that an inspired person or society think just produc-
ingmore without a planned effect. Actually, part of the goals of inspiration
that you can see are more clearly the ‘what’ and ‘when’ to start a journey.
This is called ‘pull thinking.’ Yes, inspiration about this ‘pull thinking’ that
is very selective and that differentiates itself from ‘push thinking’ which tar-
gets to fulfil needs based on bulk and quantity.

One cannot reach legacy based inspiration if the search starts with ego
or bias. The more we follow an objectively based scientifically evidenced
search for truth, the more we hit a real inspiration milestone and control
our ego. Objectivity is not easily achieved, but practicing objectively based
methodologies is possible. Keeping the freedom of questioning anything
with what, why and how surely enhance our ability to bemore objective in
search of what might be an inspiration for us or our community.

Economic analysis is based on the idea that individuals respond system-
atically to changes in relative prices. The incentives set from outside moti-
vate people to act in a predictableway. In order tomake people discover the
unknown within themselves we need to help them towards unpredictable
motivation, i.e. through understanding their intrinsic capacities, capabil-
ities, competencies and changeability; which we call the 4c’s of power
within.
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Market outcomes and stability are found to be affected by the level of
society’s openness to self-search and re-orientationwith blind spots of cur-
rent practices. Even though inspiration is sometimes affected by extrinsic
motivation, mostly self-initiative is what makes the competitive advan-
tage difference in the life journey. While having the capacity of self-search
would lead to more focused persistent initiatives that overcome all the
types of obstacles ahead.

Self-driven inspiration is a behaviour that influences many areas of eco-
nomic, social and political life. The integration of self-driven inspiration
with the socio-economy produces practices that increase the possibility of
transformation towards an inspiration economy. The availability of work
ethics as voluntary compliance, self-monitoring and transparency leads to
a higher probability of inspiration.

People under intentional focused interventions build a sense of self-
determination which affects how they perceive their role in life. With fo-
cused interventions a feeling of justice is built in a community (Deci &
Ryan, 1985).

One of the challenges of self-initiated inspiration is the hidden costs of
reward, where people already have a high interest in an activities results
while they are getting less intrinsic inspiration in the long run (Frey &Os-
terloh, 2001; Frey & Jegen, 2001). Therefore, many psychologists believe
that changing external instruments for inspiration help to explain mone-
tary rewards, and regulating the use of punishment but proves to have little
or sometimes even counterproductive effects.

Identity and ego can lead to decisions that stand in conflict with rational
self-search. A strong identity can undermine the workings of economic in-
centives if peoplebehave according to their ego (Akerlof&Kranton, 2000).

the inspiration economy global index (iegi)
Inspiration is based on the relationship andmeasurement of relationships.
A robust economy is built around the ability to balance ormanipulate rela-
tionships to help develop a middle class majority. Inspiration causes a dif-
ferent type of income, but above all makes people become happier and to
feel that they can contribute and create a change.

Using a data set of 126 countries from different competitiveness indica-
tor reports there is a clear correlation between happiness, life satisfaction
and countries’ inspirational achievements. The clearest determinant of in-
spiration seems to be the individuals’ and society’s wellbeing, at least in
the outcome of inspiration. Inspiration indicators cannot be involved with
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government spending;however, they are clearly linked to a striving towards
better wellbeing.

Using indicators thatmeasure inspirational economic practices in public
policy have shown to have an effect on determining the moral values and
the level of freedom of the economy. Social capital (for example: low di-
vorce rates, high rates of membership in voluntary organizations, high lev-
els of trustwithin society) is a unique bundle of socio-economic factor that
differentiates one type of inspiration based economy from the other. Indi-
cators that are focused on the level of availability, frequency and intensity
of inspiration will be other important measures for a country or society’s
performance.

One of the inspiring speeches by David Cameron, the uk’s current
prime minister, in 2010 focused on the need for inspiration for a better
competitive uk. Cameron suggested: ‘It’s time to admit that there’s more
to life than money, and it’s time we focus not just on gdp, but on gwb
‘general well-being.’ Recently, David Cameron again stated ‘[measures of
wellbeing] could give us a general picture of whether life is improving’
and eventually ‘lead to government policy that is more focused not just
on the bottom line, but on all those things that make life worthwhile.’ So,
well-being can be an indicator or it can be an index with a collection of
indicators.

As inspiration, aswell aswellbeing, cannot bemeasuredbymoneyor the
amount it is used for trade in themarket, we need tomeasure these through
different constructs. The collection of the Inspiration EconomyGlobal In-
dex (iegi) should focus on how the indicators would measure what are
the achievements of governments and societies that are working on the
delivery of inspiration that lead to wellbeing. The new inspiration based
economywill depend on indicators that focus on positive interference that
enhance the possibility of inspiration andhelp to establish a consistent new
approach that involves education, innovation, entrepreneurship and com-
petitions that shape the future economy. An iegi is needed more than
ever today since with this global index the concerned world will see how
inspiration might be empowered or improved towards the betterment of
humanity.

the literacy of inspiration
Inspiration comes from something deep inside the human spirit, mind and
heart. It is more of sense of need to achieve a desire, a dream, a vision that.
Those inspiredwould exert differentiation be going the extra step andwith
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the ability to enhance the capacity versus thedemand.Therefore you’ll find
them producing last-minute stamina, with unique will to achieve not only
do. This needs an educational system that address this well creation.

Education and empowerment goes hand in hand if we want a world that
is more caring, tolerant, innovative, inspiring and peaceful. Inspiration lit-
eracy requiresmuchmore than learning andempowerment, it requires self-
discovery. This discovery might be more ignited by the help of other sur-
rounding factors such as families, communities and socio-economies, or
even the politics of the country. We believe that countries in the future
will surely gauge this measure, i.e. it does not matter how many citizens
can manage to read and write, or even know how to deal with technology,
but it will be equally important howmanyof these actually have inspiration
literacy; i.e. able to generate and deal with inspiration.

There are many promising approaches to developing inspiration liter-
acy as we can see from best practices that today’s internet and social media
bring to us, from around the world. In this handbook we cover all these
best practices even though we are living in a very dynamic and changing
environment. Today, and even more in the future with a click of a button
you can reachmany good video and case studies that showhowaproject or
community is creating a new wave of inspiration to its targeted audience.
However, theworld is still in needof how tobundle the essence ofwhat and
why these stories are being a source of inspiration In this handbook we try
to synthesis how all this inspiration creates a series of related waves that af-
fect our lifestyle and thewaywedeal with life. The earlywave of inspiration
demonstrates the ‘what’ and ‘how,’ the secondwave raises the imagination,
while the third wave structures the determination within oneself.

Once this series of inspiration waves takes affect, inspiration literacy
starts to be established in one’s life. The inspired individual or group starts
to place enquiries and utilise this learning towards making a difference. In
a world which is still missing such programmes; the creation of waves and
also measuring the wave’s impact are expected to be a major phonemena.

One of the most interesting inspirational films ever seen and read as a
book is Gifted Hands (Carson and Murphy, 1996). The film refers back to
1961, when Ben Carson was an 11-year-old African American and had been
a failing school student. His single mother, who had just finished the third
grade, was distressed about her sons’ academic failures and decided to do
something about it. First she required Ben and his older brother, Curtis, to
learn the multiplication tables while she was away for treatment, but she
realized that her sons were watching too much tv. Ben’s mother decided
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to restrict her sons to see only 2 shows a week and required them to read
two books a week and write book reports, without telling them that she
did not know how to read the reports. Even though, Ben’s mother, as can
be seen in the story of the film, illiterated that she was better than many
highly educatedpeople in her time and todaywhodonot have inspirational
literacy.

The Gifted Hands shows that based on the mother’s commitment Ben
and Curtis soon began their first inspiration where they started to love
reading and learn many things from the world of books, so that within one
year Ben went from the bottom of his class to the top. After hard work and
strong determination, Ben received a scholarship to Yale, where hemet his
wife, Candy, who supported him in his struggles to get through Yale. After
studying neurosurgery, he was finally accepted as a resident at John Hop-
kins Hospital. Ben today is considered one of the most popular surgeons
in the world.

You will find inmany developed and developing countries that there are
many programmes available that are celebrated at both national and inter-
national levels, but their real impact is limited compared to the inspirational
literacy that Ben’s mother created in his life. We are talking about a major
difference even in achievement, to the extent that if you ask many people
even in developed countries ‘what’s your purpose in life,’ it is normal to re-
ceive an answer ‘I don’t know.’

There are other cases of inspirational illiteracy in different situations and
different settings. You will find, for example, in Africa that there are not
enough programmes, or time for small or scattered programmes that de-
velop the best athletes, runners or sprinters, with little or limited resources,
yet international achievements are high. This is due to inspirational illit-
eracy for self-development by the people themselves. In these countries
mainly due to local initiatives and inspired belief, learning comes from the
need for survival that pushes the voluntary spirit to maximum capacity, to
something even beyond describable determination.

Inspiration Economy literacy is about the will to change and how to
change. Transformation can happen in many countries and societies not
through the normal programmes of empowerment, but through focusing
on inspiration literacy and motivating efforts that help to overcome the
vulnerability of the weak amongst us through exposing the powers within.
This leads to the development of greater self-driven equality that carries
the spirit that ‘I can.’

With socio-economic disparities, increasing and global crises over food,
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water and energy, inspiration literacy is not a luxury; in fact it is a survival
technique to continue in a fiercely competitiveworld. If inspiration literacy
spreads throughout many areas and professions on a continent it leads to a
lot of self-empowerment where people do not wait for help or opportuni-
ties to come and capture them, instead they create them.

Re-visiting theMillenniumDevelopmentGoals (mdgs)webelieve that
inspiration can play a role in bringing together collective forces to achieve
them faster and in less resource based ways. All issues affected by the need
of empowerment should be re-visited, if the world starts to believe about
the importance of ‘inspiration literacy’ it is a key to many closed doors in
life.

concept and ideas generation
Inspiration happens when Ideas which initially appear infeasible can often
be improved, ‘debugged’ or ‘repaired’ by other members of the team. In-
spiration by concept generation comes when scientists, researchers, team
members, project managers, organisation leaders and change mentors use
graphical and physical illustrations or media to express an idea. For con-
cepts to be generated and create inspiration they need to go through the
process of observations and reasoning with control of non-scientific or ev-
idence based judgments.

Concept generation leads to inspiration if ideas are captured at the right
time. Concept generation requires a clear intentionwith willingness to test
and implement ideas. If ideas are worked upon immediately, the source of
the idea absorbs its importance.Working up imagination to impact an idea,
the idea can be turned into a concept and a recipe for creativity.

Generating the concept of a different flowof ideas is an important part of
inspiration. The more ideas are generated by an individual or a team, the
more likely one is to explore ‘solution space.’ However, most inspiration
based ideas happen today due to the presence of extrinsic rather than in-
trinsic stimulus. Occasional random stimuli can also be an effective source
of the concept of inspiration.

Analogical thinking is found to be another strong source of concept de-
velopment that leads to inspiration and the development of the generation
of new concepts. This type of practicemotivates analogical thinkingwithin
our powers and thus leads to more opportunity for a new inspiration and
contribution to the human journey.

Concept generation is based on organised thoughts, since it is not
straight forward. Therefore, sometimes it is important to scan the busi-
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figure 7.1 Usual Steps for Concept Generation

ness environment or customer needs and target specific goals to create the
inspiration considered.

As per Figure 7.1 concept generation can lead to inspiration and consist
of five main steps: clarification of the problem, scanning for environment
(external and internal), systematic exploration and final reflection on the
solutions and process.

One can conclude that concept generation is a continuous process be-
tween the dare to challenge a problem until you start to reflect on all the
steps taken for it to be solved and realized.

inspiration as a source of influence
Inspiration once it becomes part of our norm in life, usually leads to creat-
ing a sustained and deep impact on society that we describe as influence.
If inspiration is on-going with many attempts, frequency and depth that
moves the level of understanding, then it surely creates what we call influ-
ence. With inspiration we will have what we call a holistic look that estab-
lishes integrationbetweendesign andculture, society andeconomy, etc. In-
spiration is not always immediate, and it has to be earned and this is what
makes a source of influence. Influence is deep and therefore its utility is
long-lived. It may even serve as a platform for duplication. Inspiration, on
the other hand nurtures and harvests over time personal experiences and
is a catalyst for more creativity.

Today, in order to create influence you need to have radical change. This
means you need to go out of your comfort zone and this is where inspira-
tion works best. Systematic inspirational practices, processes and labs cre-
ate this radical change platform.
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inspiration economy indicators
Inspiration depends on a target driven mentality that improves the gen-
eral wellbeing. Contrary to popular perception, new statistics suggest that
inspiration indicators have an effect on final income and balance sheets,
therefore inspiration can play a role on an organisation or a community’s
fate.

Baumeister (2011) gives a perspective on how the economy is linked to
the discovery of our ‘purpose of life’ and how having a happy life might
create a socio economic influence. Therefore it is thought that discovering
how to achieve financial desires is one of the main indicators of an inspi-
ration economy. Inspiration economy indicators focus on measuring first
howwemanage life challenges. Indicators alsomeasure one’s ability to deal
with opportunities thus being able to discover the hidden potential within
the self.

Inspiration Economy indicators usually measure how the group of indi-
viduals, a community, or society have managed to develop positive think-
ing and practices that help people to discover their power. The indicators
reduce our non-productive thinking and ability to redirect thoughts to-
wards a positive focus that lead to being a source of an inspiration econ-
omy.

Since an inspiration economy focuses on transforming scarcity into sus-
tained abundance, oneof themain indicatorswill be around this issue.This
type of pull thinking once started for it to bemeasured it will help to speed
up the shift of maintaining healthiness and natural wealth. Pull thinking
helps us to discover how to release patterns that control our productivity
andmake us more focused on a future direction and outcomes not results.

Measuring indicators need to show how inspiration is a result of activ-
ities that move individuals to focused productive situations due to being,
for example, part of a team, being trained by a specific coach and/or coun-
selled by wise mentors, or due to the focused reading of books or stories.

Sometimes a challenging environment, or trying to overcome difficult
situations, is themain characteristic of an inspiring environment and again
this needs to be measured directly or indirectly. South Korea, for example,
has one of the fastest developing and inspiring societies today. By having
indicators that measure the type of well disciplined, honest, fair, responsi-
ble, accountable, punctual, approachable andmost important nationalistic
contributions, we are really measuring South Korean inspiration as a cul-
ture. Another indicator of an inspiration based economy is having an effec-
tive leadership style where leaders see that inspiration practices and pro-
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grammes are part of the focused transformation programmes (Hart, 1993).
Since the work of both Thrash and Elliot (2003) suggests that inspira-

tion, if delivered in various forms with different background participants,
can give different meanings, we need to establish measurements around
this issue too. Indicators should measure whether this inspiration leads to
a variety of inspirations that can reach theheights of humanmotivation and
awaken us to better possibilities, and this can be another source of indica-
tion.

Inspiration might create a butterfly effect through the combination of
new and old ideas that lead to broader thinking. Indicators on thismeasure
the possibility of having holistic thinking that utilises a physician, engineer,
or a lawyer to experience and enhance it to develop further the studies of
the history of science.

Most inspired figures in our recent or old history are not made by wish,
but by hard focused work and sacrifice and therefore this should be an-
other form of indicator that can be used to measure the realisation of such
practices. The inspired person does not decide exactly on the process of
achievement, but rather focuses on the process of perfecting the delivery
time after time thus making it more value added.

ManyMuslimscholars suchas IbnSina,Al-Razi, Ibn-Rushd, Ibn-Alnafees
and Ibn-Alhaitham managed to have rich contributions in different areas
of knowledge due to the holistic integrated knowledge mind-set, and this
therefore can be another important indicator for measuring an inspiration
economy, i.e. having a holistic mind-set. For example, some leading schol-
ars, practitioners and artists in our world today have managed to bring
many ideas outside the norm of a subject and have become associatedwith
inspiration, due to their ability to create the integration of these ideas with
what makes the difference to the world, or at least to their specialty. This
type of practice is today called disruptive innovation as per Christensen et
al. (2010) and also needs to be measured as part of the potential presence
of inspiration.

In the 13th century, the word ‘value,’ was generally associated with
money, and comes from theLatin (valorum),whichmeans ‘to beworthy or
strong.’ While the word competition, which comes from the Latin (com-
petere) means ‘to strive together.’ Therefore, Anielski (2007) and other
researchers see that future economies of well-being will be based on gen-
uine competition, reciprocity and shared responsibility.

Robert Kennedy in 1968 said that the Gross National Product (gnp),
the key measure of economic progress, had failed to measure the things
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that actually make life worthwhile. Joseph Stiglitz stated clearly that ‘gdp
has failed to capture the factors that make a difference in people’s lives and
contribute to their happiness (security, leisure, income distribution and a
clean environment’ (Anielski 2012). The Dalai Lama repeatedly said that
‘we need an economic system that enables the pursuit of true happiness.’

There are only few countries that are really trying to make a break-
through with indicator measurements such as Canada, Sweden, Norway,
Finland and Bhutan. In fact Bhutan is already pioneering a new well-being
accounting system with their Gross National Happiness (gnh) frame-
work. We believe that our world needs more political leaders like Bhutan’s
PrimeMinister JigmeYoser Thinleywho believes that ‘In Bhutan, personal
spiritual fulfilment is not just a spiritual pursuit, it is government policy.
The government’s role is to help create conditions that will help Bhutan
people find happiness.’ (Confino, 2014). This radical shift in seeing things
is what has made Bhutan and Costa Rica one of the developed and leading
countries when it comes to their citizens’ quality of life.

capturing moments of inspiration
Sometimes we will lose inspiring moments in life due to our inability to
capture them at the right moment (of time and space). Most of the time,
we lose these preciousmoments just becausewe arenot able to take a pause
and reflect on that moment in relevance to circumstances.

Through inspiration we have moments of clarity. It is these moments
which reflect howwe consciously or unconsciously get there. It is not clear
when exactly we have these moments, or why we have them. You might
have an idea, for example,while you are in totalmeditation, orwhile you are
playing football with your friends, or before sleep, or in the shower. These
ideas might have been neglected for a long time and something tells you
or influences you to do it today. Sometimes there may be simply no rhyme
or reason for it. The difference between those that capture these moments
and those it would pass by is the same difference between life and death.

Capturing the aha moment or the moment of inspiration, means we
need to train ourselves to let go from forcing it to be both active and pro-
ductive, since this controlled command increase the chances of not being
able to capture the blind spots or in other words lessen our opportunities
to be creative.

Inspirational moments come after preparation and rumination. There-
fore, every time you take a pause, you can reflect on what in your mind
is seeking to complement with your spirit. Given that a positive affect is
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involved in both the insight ‘aha’ experience and inspiration, the ‘aha’ mo-
ment may facilitate a fluid transition from insight to inspiration.

Inspirationalmoments are not easy to handlemost of the time, but once
they are part of your life, with more practice and certain techniques, you
cannot live without them. Our brain can only come up with somany ideas
by itself every second. However, the practice of some people being able to
bounce idea(s) with themselves or others makes themmore openminded
people. Even when brainstorming idea(s) with young children, it creates a
source of waves and opportunities of inspirational moments that help to
funnel ideas. The exercise might lead to ideas that can be integrated with
other ideas to help to further reduce the area of fuzziness until the inspira-
tionoccurs. Themore youmake your brain dynamic, themore capable one
will be to capture opportunities that come with inspirational moments.

inspiration forms, frequency and intensity
Inspiration comes in different forms, frequency and intensity. This dy-
namic scale helps different economies and societies through choices of
variety. For example, inspiration frequency was found to predict the num-
ber of patents held and also predicts creativity at a person level. Inspiration
and self-reported creativity is also found to fluctuate across days (Thrash
and Elliot, 2003). This is healthy for the sustainability of an economy that
is driven by people who have different preferences and visions of life.

Inspiration if delivered in various forms can reach the lay public, as ‘in-
spiration’ shades havedifferentmeaningdependingonpeople’s role and ca-
pacity of realising their role in life.Therefore, conceptionsof inspiration are
important for future research. Hart (1993) observed that despite the many
shades of ‘inspiration’meaning and its commonusage, appears to represent
a clear and consistent event. Inspiration with its rainbow of colours is seen
as a flux of different possibilities of a human renewable spirit with a will-
ingness to give or sacrifice for the cause visualised and seen, evenwith high
intensity and frequency.

Inspiration thus fallsmorewithin positive psychology, and alsomanage-
ment of change, beside self-development, which are all highly needed sub-
jects. Inspired individuals, as shown in the forms of inspiration discussed
in literature, differ from others in their ability to discover. This ability was
differentiated since inspired individuals managed to integrate a special mix
of an inspirational form with certain frequency and intensity of thoughts.
This is why such inspiration plays an important role for both personal and
professional growth and development though it tends to be an overlooked
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concept.
In research designed to explore people’s experienceswith inspiration the

Buheji et al. (2014a; 2014b) team investigated why inspirationmatters. Re-
search findings revealed that people’s experience with inspiration is a wor-
thy part of their lives, it is evoked by repeated challenging situations, and it
helps themmeet their personal and business related needs. Inspirationwas
found to have a role in changing, or enhancing individual characteristics
and traits such as being more persistent, prudent and accountable which
can encourage further research in this area.

In today’s competitive environment, we tend to focus on measuring
competencies, abilities, skills and knowledge; however we fail to recog-
nize the importance of inspiration’s role. There are yet few research papers
that try to answer the importance of inspiration. One reason why inspi-
ration tends to be overlooked is its fluid and intangible nature, that is not
easily quantified or traced, therefore studies in these areas are critical for
the development of an inspiration based economy.

anatomy of inspiration
‘Something that can’t be measured can’t be improved.’ A slogan we repeat-
edly saywithout realising that there aremany things in life that are notmea-
sured. Measurement of anything requires understanding its anatomy. The
anatomy of inspiration has not been well studied from the point of view of
expectations, experiences, needs, and interactionpatternsnor studied from
the point of view of organization and the cultural environment (Thrash &
Elliot, 2004). A better understanding of the biological basis of inspiration
will illuminate the process through which creative ideas ‘fire the soul.’ For
example, we are clear why inspired individuals are compelled to transform
ideas into products and solutions that may benefit society and the world,
when others are not (Thrash et al., 2010a).

As discussed earlier, inspiration is seen as a process that evokes con-
sciousness to ideas from the unconscious, or the preconscious area of the
brain towards the perceptual field. The process of inspiration enables peo-
ple to gain access to theuseof ideas that are felt to bemore elegant, or novel,
and thus causes focus andmotivation towardsmore creative behaviour.Re-
search interviews foundmost of the informants have positive perspectives
about themselves. They think that their experience with inspiration is a
worthy part of their lives.Most of them think that their experience with in-
spiration is associatedwithmeetingpersonal, social and/orbusinessneeds.

Inspiration physiologically is usually evoked by a problem that needs
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to be solved, or as a result of observing recent trends during travelling. In
other cases, inspiration happens as a result of using social networks plat-
forms and channels, since networking andmeeting newpeople by different
means can raise the opportunities that trigger different whole inspiration
mechanisms.

Revising history and reading some success stories or books are found to
be highly valuable for better understanding of the biological basis of inspi-
ration (Thrash et al., 2010a). However, it is clear that the body of knowl-
edge needs more work to illuminate the process of how inspiration works
to transform ideas into products and solutions that may benefit society.

General inspiration is seen in literature as constructs of creative activ-
ities which are not totally true. This might help to develop the transcen-
dence of ideas with possibilities of sustained transformation. The presence
of Inspiration is found to aid scientific understanding and helps to discover
hidden phenomena. Inspiration constructs are found to explain situational
dis-positioning and high self-regulation. This understanding of the charac-
teristics of inspiration helps to develop its measurement and thus our abil-
ity to create and develop it to greater heights.

inspiration scale
Harding (1948) was one of the earliest who tried to measure and report
the feelings of those that experience inspiration and how this experience
is critical to their creative processes. Thrash and Elliot (2003) developed a
trait measure of inspiration called the Inspiration Scale. Although the term
‘trait’ has a variety of connotations, trait inspiration refers to nothing other
than ‘individual differences in the tendency to experience the state of inspi-
ration.’ Because inspiration is a construct that is meaningful in individuals’
lives, but underappreciated by psychologists, the measure was designed to
be straightforward and face valid.

Examples of the inspiration constructs used in the popular study of
Thrash andElliot (2003) are ‘encountering or experiencing something that
inspires’ and ‘do of something due to being inspired.’ The study of Thrash
and Elliot established an inspiration scale that has similarly two internally
consistent dimensions made of four subscales that measure both inspira-
tion frequency and intensity. Both subscales are internally consistent, with
Cronbach’s alphas equal to or greater than .90.The two subscales have been
demonstrated to be highly correlated (r = .60 to .80). Therefore, the study
of Thrash and Elliot shows that inspiration can be measured by a form of
an internally consistent 8-item index that represents overall inspiration.
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Since scientists may worry that self-reported inspiration cannot be
trusted, that it is not objective, or that it does not provide a full expla-
nation, the leading researchers Thrash and Elliot responded to each of the
potential limitations of their study. They explained how inspiration tends
to be unrelated or weakly related to social desirability, and its predictive va-
lidity is robust when social desirability is controlled. To avoid subjectivity
the study of Thrash et al. (2010a) dealt with inspiration as an indicator that
requires a variety of external criteria and objective outcomes.

As per recent studies inspiration consciousness plays a critical role in the
simulation of future action in humans, therefore from this self-report con-
sciousness is found to be a good intrinsic measure and appropriate con-
struct (Baumeister & Masicampo, 2010). The place of inspiration in cre-
ativity research paradigms led Buheji et al. (2014a; 2014b) and other re-
searchers to believe that tests of creative ideation or creative insight can
also be another possible type of measure.

Implementation of the Inspiration Scale needs to be practical and away
from a laboratory setting to allow researchers to focus on the processes un-
derlying the emergence of inspiration. Actually, failure to accommodate
the idea actualization process would render our effort for accurate realis-
tic measurement.

Since quantitative measurements are made of two approaches being in-
dicators and measures. When it comes to indicators, we can use many dif-
ferent formal andnon-formal approaches formeasuring inspiration. For ex-
ample, we can use types of tests called Consensual Assessment Technique
(Amabile, 1982) and analysis of patent data, to measure the unique contri-
bution of inspiration.

Buheji et al’s (2014a; 2014b) teamof researchers used the followingques-
tions to measure inspiration through interviews:

1. Tell me about your own experiences with inspiration?
2. What about your experience X that inspired you?
3. What is the environment related to experience X that inspired you?
4. Give me some examples of situations you have been inspired by or

inspired others? Did they result in any change?
5. What are the characteristics of individuals who inspire you?
6. What are the characteristics of environments that inspire you?
Buheji et al.’s (2014a; b) study continued its inspiration investigation

with follow-up questions that were added to the initial questions. Also a
series of individually adapted sequential questions as ‘tell me more,’ ‘give
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some examples,’ ‘why?’ and so on were used. Each interview took about an
hour to conduct and recorded using the record in the smart mobile device
with permission of the informant.

Questions describing experiences with inspiration that Buheji et al.’s
(2014a; 2014b) team used stemmed from evidenced based answers rele-
vant to what inspiration is about and why it exists. Meeting personal and
business related needs, or being inspired by problems and the need to solve
them, or due to travelling around and seeing current trends, or attending
seminars and workshops related to business or personal development, or
using social network platforms and channels were interesting answers.

Using other open questions Buheji et al.’s (2014a; 2014b) team focused
on measuring the situations that have triggered inspiration. Again inter-
esting inspiration causality answers were participating in decision mak-
ing, dealing with challenges, reading books and stories, being around high-
spirited and motivated persons.

Measuring characteristics of individuals who create inspiration in one’s
life is one of the value added results of Buheji et al.’s (2014a; b) study.
Sources of inspiration are different from individual to individual interac-
tions, which is as expected. Many people answered that a leader at home,
work or society inspired them.Others reported the role of coaches ormen-
tors in their life. However, all of the participants agree that whoever caused
their inspiration have these common traits: persistence, high perseverance,
honesty, prudence, accountability and approachability.

measures of an inspiration economy ’s maturity
To determine whether an economy promotes greatest good or happiness
for people, we need to understand and measure what practices make peo-
ple or societies happy. Measuring the maturity of an inspiration economy
needs to focus on how economic policies enhance the pursuit of happiness
in comparison to the current gross domestic product (gdp).

Currently maturity of any economy is measured by gdp that counts
remedial and defensive expenditures for pollution, accidents, war, crime
and sickness as positives, rather than deducting these costs. However, in
an inspiration based economy we also need to measure the value of con-
tributions such as natural resources and ecosystem services, improvement
in quality of life, unpaid domestic work, volunteer work, good health and
social connections.

Charles Eisenstein, an economic expert, author of Sacred Economy,
and Nobel Prize-winning economist Joseph Stiglitz, recommend that we
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should focus onmeasuring economic policy aims and how they boost soci-
etal welfare, rather than gdp. All agree that a new indicator of well-being,
such as the us Genuine Progress Indicator (gpi), could be used to more
accurately measure economic progress (Anielski 2012).

inspiration of an ecological economy
An ecological economy is one of the main drivers of perceived future
economies that pass on values and morality. It is an economy that focuses
more onmatters of family and community and on building trust which fits
in with an inspiration based economy. This is an economy that devotes less
attention tomaximizing incomes withmore attention to acts of generosity
and more time off instead of higher pay.

Similar to an inspiration economy, the focus of an ecological economy
is human behaviour and local communities. With both an ecological and
inspired based community, the design of relationship-friendly places such
as farmers’ markets, where shoppers engage in more conversations than in
supermarket aisles, is a high priority.

An ecological economy requires a focused learning environment, which
by coincidence an inspiration and learningbasedeconomycancreate. Prac-
tices such as Open Space Technology programmes, World Cafés, Transi-
tionTowns, SustainableCities andCloud Institutes for Sustainability Edu-
cation would be highly encouraged. Citizens today in developed countries
are cultivating a stronger sense of being one community that realises the
value added of tackling local issues through economic goals. The aim is to
arrive at a clear-eyed view of what citizens really want from the economy.

There are different variables that play a role in developing the ecological
economywhich integrates with inspiration economy needs such as ecosys-
tem, level of education and the intensity of the role of non-profit organisa-
tions. These variables ensure the sustainability of an ecological based econ-
omy, besides its inspiration role. These variables also play a role in business,
environment and social justice, since they help develop a society’s health,
happiness, true prosperity and sustainability.

Such ecological and inspiring based economies are expected to create
strong independent socio-economieswhere small businesses, farmersmar-
kets and urban gardens create a source of micro-economies. This type of
economy can be seen today in central European countriesmore than other
countries. In such communities the availability and protection of public
spaces that enhance social interactions are a sensitive issue. Also, in such
communities you will find that small businesses sponsor volunteer local
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activities since they believe in inspiration that is created from this concept.
Citizens who practice in an ecological economy will help to build a bet-

ter world and to create a quality of life with social justice that will lead to
another wave of inspiration.
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Outcomes of an
Inspiring Economy

inspired communities
One of the main outcomes from inspiration based economy is society in-
spiration. Society Inspiration can apply to communities as well as individ-
uals. Inspired communities try to extend a thriving quality of life in peace
andharmony that leads to a unique coexistence culture.Usually an inspired
community can develop the ability to overcome the obstacles of innova-
tion and competitiveness through persistence for improving their learning
cycle.

Inspired communities have enablers that boost people’s willingness and
commitment to be inspired then help spread their inspiration to their fel-
low beings and societies and possibly the rest of the world. The signs of the
level of inspiration in a community are the commitment to adding value
and creating a meaning for people’s lives. Such communities are aligned
with purpose and thenotionof competition alongwith collaboration.Usu-
ally inspired communities have a common vitality with creativity and they
have a unique collective social motivation that are shared and experienced
by all.

Inspired communities believe that every member of the community
counts. Such communities believe that being healthy and vibrant com-
munities means abundance in contribution and sharing of knowledge and
experience.

inspiration economy and agility
Inspired communities can be a major source for people and society agility.
Agility is a unique competence that works by enhancing the ability to col-
lective awareness of the surrounding environment. Inspiration enhances
the possibility for the capture of opportunities and for agile learners who
have a willingness to embrace openness.

An inspiration economy depends on agile learners who challenge the
status quo, remain calm in the face of difficulty, reflect on their experiences
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and put themselves in challenging positions. This agility requires that we
build a community or individuals who are open to learning and resist the
temptation to become defensive in the face of adversity, have the capability
to separate fact from opinion and treat mistakes as opportunities to learn
while contributing to a safe environment.

The spirit of agility recognises complexity based on a cause and effect
that analyses facts and links themtocurrent knowledgecapability.Basedon
this people will be inspired to perform a given task and take action as situa-
tions evolve. The spirit of agility inspires people to raise their competency
through critical thinking, decision making, leadership, entrepreneurial,
communication and collaboration skills.

In an agile community, the number of patents will be high. Patent-
inspiration accomplishes its level of detail through advanced analysis of
patent content, in an up-to-date worldwide patent database of 69 million
process and product patents. Next to the usual bibliographical and numer-
ical analyses most tools provide, and patent-inspiration offers a quick and
easy way to analyse text, yielding information on trends and technology
across industries and domains.

inspiring organisations
Inspiration based economy organisations are unique in how they deal with
their employees to get the best out of them with total engagement tech-
niques. Inspiring organisations are usually driven by psychological con-
tracts to help activate individuals’ collective capability. These contracts are
inspiring since they are based upon fulfilment of mutual needs. It is a type
of contract that defuses the tension between those employers focused on
profit, or cost management and an employee focused on job security.

Psychological contracts are informed by what is written down (i.e. the
official organisational values) andwhat is observed (i.e. what is said around
the water cooler). Inspiring organisations always work around what com-
pels its people and its partners to take action for the good of the organisa-
tion. These types of organisations focus on creating an environment for a
community that tries to find meaning, to make sense of the world.

Often, in today’s leading world organisations we see that they have the
courage to change. In fact, in inspirational organisations all that they do
involves change. Such organisations see inspiration hard to copy from one
unfounded idea to the next and from recent fad to another. This coincides
with the trend that organisations’ survival ismore relevant to their ability to
makedeep-seated changeswhere theyprioritize certainproducts or service
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Culturally sensitive
Inclusiveness, aware-

ness of others

Entreprenurialship
Innovative, resilience

Socially responsible
Stakeholders focus, com-

mitment to results

Active learner
Self-awareness, flexible thin-

king, developing others

Change agent

figure 8.1 Role of an Inspiring Organisation to Society

that lead to better outcomes or new practices.
Life satisfaction and quality of social relationships are unique character-

istics of inspirational organisations. Many authors believe that what some
inspiring organisations are doing today, i.e. not only receiving support but
also giving support is found to increase a vibrant culture and well-being to
a high level (Brown & Pabon, 2014).

In a world that never stops changing, great leading inspirational organ-
isations can never stop learning in order to keep evolving and develop-
ing. Inspirational organisations are considered as change agents for society.
Such organisations are usually culturally sensitive and depend on the level
of awareness of its people, on how they are going to inspire their own so-
ciety. What is unique about these organisations is that they have the spirit
of entrepreneurship and intrapreneurship that leads to innovative and re-
silient outcomes as per Figure 8.1. Social responsibility is also part of inspi-
rational organisations where stakeholders focus on a commitment to re-
sults. Inspirational organisations are considered as active learners which
means having more practices on self-awareness, flexible thinking and de-
veloping others. Thus an inspiring organisation is a change agent for soci-
ety.

The inspiration of these organisations starts with employees’ empower-
ment. Employees in such organisations are empowered to make decisions
where they no longer feel they are subordinates. The inspiration affect ex-
tends tomake these people to have talent, relationships, authenticity, trans-
parency, trust, mutuality and reciprocity for them to be available as part of
the human and social assets of the organisation.

Thepractices of inspirationwith this typeof organisation gives it a price-
less knowledge capability which Peter Drucker (2007) described as ‘the
directed, focused, united effort, of free human beings.’ Having an inspiring
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working environment means that inspiration uses these organisations to
optimise the way people do business. Inspiration outcomes here are mea-
sured on the ability of these organisations to review the effectiveness of
their structures. Such inspiring organisations go through a consistent re-
structuring that supports communication flow through a reduction of lay-
ers and by synergetic harmonisation practices. This enhances social spaces
within the organisation layer and thus enhances the probability of knowl-
edge discovery and collaboration.

Another uniqueness for inspiring organisations is their commitment
to utilising transparent ‘employee engagement’ programmes and ‘non-
punitive scheme’ programmes. These organisations are usually open to
collaboration engagement programmes with their stakeholders. Even the
leadership style in these organisations is based on values.

Inspiring organisations have a horizontal based integrated functions de-
sign that enhances channel communication processes and social engage-
ment. Thus the support departments such as Human Resource Manage-
ment, Information Technology, Operations Management, Project Man-
agement and the Knowledge Management Department are integrated
through processes with one main purpose to create and sustain inspira-
tion to both employees and customers.

The capability for sense-making, problem-solving, decision-making,
communication, networking capabilities, aswell as the ability to act quickly
is what differentiates the competence of these inspiring organisations.
Google and many other world inspiring organizations’ horizontal struc-
ture are one of the main descriptions of the organization. If one observes
the practice of an inspiring organisation’s culture it is made of three main
dimensions: a high communication flow structure, value added apprecia-
tion and inspiring practices. In such companies you find most staff have a
clear life purpose, focus, and self-management, i.e. no supervisors or supe-
riors that monitor how they are doing the work, rather the focus on ‘what
they are doing’ the peers and team leaders. Value added appreciation is part
of the inspiration sustenance mechanism.

Inspiring organisations use the concept of abundance as a means to cre-
ating ‘pull thinking,’ i.e. high salaries, shares of profits, provisionof 24hours
food, laundry, transportation, logistics support, etc. Google, Apple and
other similar inspiring companies work under non-punitive schemes, i.e.
mistakes are shared andused for development andorganizationwide learn-
ing and reflection than punishment, hiding or as a tool for humiliation. In
such organisations high utilization of the relation between innovation and
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Horizontal structure
Life purpose focus | Self management

Value added appreciation
Concept of abundance | Non-punative scheme

Inspiring organisation
Innovation and inspiration | Learn and play

figure 8.2 Constructs of an Inspiring Organisation

inspiration develops different methodologies for inspiring staff through
learning by doing, or learning and play. Figure 8.2 shows inspiring organi-
zational constructs.

social entrepreneurship and an inspiration
economy

Social Entrepreneurship (se) is not an act of generosity, but rather a close
source of inspiration that allows everyone, regardless of their power, eco-
nomic status, age, position, or even skills, to participate in creating a pos-
itive change and giving in their society. With social entrepreneurship pro-
grammes we can enhance the opportunity to feel useful and to build a
strong network with one community.

With se we can enhance the adventure and the chance to acquire, at any
age, new competencies, know-how, and social skills. Volunteers often un-
dergo training, and this gives them the chance to gain knowledge and skills
that can then be used to help find a job, or enjoy the simple pleasures of
learning. Social Entrepreneurship gives a chance to increase the volunteer-
ing population, thus giving everyone in society a fair chance to be inspired
through experiencing the impact of their contribution to society.

heritage and inspiration
Taking care of cultural heritage is a priority in many developed countries
today, since it is considered a source of inspiration. Therefore, many coun-
tries have citizens who volunteer to protect and maintain cultural and his-
torical values.

Today, many leading countries offer focused development and spe-
cialised training programmes that target to help the inspiring role of cul-
tural heritage. Through participation in funding, setting of strategies and
exhibition management, cultural heritage became a source for inspiration.
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Heritage workshops that are part of tourism activities, are amain source of
inspiration, since they encourage integration between the current and past,
team building, intercultural learning, and support consistent accountabil-
ity towards inspirational development through learning andunderstanding
cross cultures.

Many countries are reviving indigenous cultures. Elders in such com-
munities or one of the indigenous make children repeat poems or credos
word for word; games have strict rules; and schools ensure that knowledge
of past generations does not disappear with the next. Of course, some soci-
eties also value such historical innovation. Alongside, the traditional mode
of cultural transmission, there is what Urban calls a modern one.

inspiration shaping change in our societies
Inspired candidates, most of the time, avoid controlling change in their
lives, or in their organisations and/or their societies. Those who create
waves of inspiration believe more in Total People Involvement (tpi). tpi
supports the efforts of inspiration through a gradual shaping of targeted
change through both middle and bottom-up approaches. For inspiration
to create an impact, it needs to work in a non-bureaucratic system. Inspi-
ration tries to overcome structured approaches while shaping the way to-
wards more unstructured approaches. Inspiration therefore helps to open
more deep dialogue and set up transformative programmes that can shape
the desired change.

The history of those who are inspired in the world shows that they pre-
ferred controlling the steps of change personally to manage the smooth
transformation towardswhat theyvisualised.Thewords ‘ShapingofChange’
help to create a new wave of inspiration thus creating a learning environ-
ment.

Poverty in society increaseswithwars, conflicts and instability.Recovery
frompoverty seems tobe verydifficultwith current situations andattempts
to alleviate. Symptoms of poverty, asmentioned by JohnMaynard Keynes,
are much more than normal physical poverty, i.e. it is more than wanting
things, disease, ignorance, squalor and idleness. Poverty today is relevant
to the ‘poverty of aspiration.’

In order to establish a basis for a knowledge-based economy (ke) one
needs to overcome particular challenges for humanity in a way for eco-
nomic poverty to decrease and not increase. Therefore, inspiration can
play a role in contributing to both economic and technological develop-
ment of societies in a ke through the emergence of increasingly symp-
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tomatic comparative approaches for socio-economic stability. In their anal-
ysis of ‘Competitiveness, theKnowledge–Based Economy, andHigher Ed-
ucation,’ Ngai-Ling Sum and Bob Jessop identify the key stages of the de-
velopment of the modern notions of ‘competition/competitiveness,’ and
the ‘knowledge-based economy,’ as a new approach to life. Therefore, we
see that inspiration still has a vital role to play in helping to identify and
protect ‘what is important about the life of our society.’

inspiration with aging societies
Inspiration is essential today for societies that are suffering from aging.
Many elders all over the world are more aware about the need to leave a
legacy throughout life journey. They prefer to be independent and lifelong
learners. Therefore, having the spirit of inspiration ensures that such peo-
ple in old age do not feel segregated from their community. By having a
clear inspiration role,we canprevent the elderly frombeingdepressed, hav-
ing anxiety and loss of the value and/or meaning for life.

This has already been appreciated by leading governments in Europe.
For example, in the uk the active role and feeling of inspiration of those
aged 50+ in London with having paid jobs has helped in contributing bil-
lions of pounds to the uk government and London’s economy. Therefore,
the uk governmenthas established that olderworkers and jobseekersmust
have a fair chance to benefit from the national skills agenda. This experi-
ence tells us that we have to recognise and support the social contribution
of lifelong learning in its broadest sense. Learning for personal develop-
ment is an important support and source of inspiration to many elderly
people, but it is also a benefit for the wider community.

With an inspiration economy certain ‘quality of life’ needs will always be
better met than before. It is a continuous rapidly developed economy for
the benefit of inspiring peoplemore than anything else. Through the aging
community’s involvement and inspiration; adult learning can keep people
active and engaged in the community. Making an elderly person feel that
he/she has an active contribution, means we are reducing costs on health
and social care services and at the same time getting the socio-economic
cycle revived and more vibrant.

In an inspiration economy aging society members have the ability to
contribute their expertise and talents from diverse locations and feel the
energy of living and contributing to life in the wider community. An inspi-
ration economy ensures that all the opportunities for the elderly are open
for them to participate and contribute, whether in the working environ-
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ment or in classes, or even through the internet. Many focus groups and
community activities enhance a knowledge based society and are available
for an older age group, including enhancing knowledge sharing or the de-
velopment of community projects.

people’s wellbeing and inspiration
performance

In an organisation the employees’ wellbeing is very important since it is a
measure and reference for the physical andmental health of the workforce
(Currie, 2001). The concept of ‘employee work wellbeing’ boasts advan-
tages to organisations’ by having a healthy, motivated and therefore com-
petitive workforce (Robertson & Cooper, 2001).

Inspiration is related to the level of employees’ cognitive ability, which
refers to the individual’s capacity in the organisation to think, reason, and
problem solve. Cognitive ability, therefore used to be measured through
tests of intelligence and cognitive skills.Until to day, cognitive abilities have
been found to be the best general predictor of performance across a variety
of jobs (Hunter & Schmidt, 1996).

Todd Thrash’s research discussed in earlier chapters takes a more left-
wing approach to well-being, starting with the suggestion to focus on an
agency that follows the issueofwell-being, and then investigatewhat canbe
done to intentionally increase well-being. Through an inspirational search
it is possible to study what obscures important influences from happening.

Through a series of four linked experiments, Todd Thrash and col-
leagues showed that when people feel inspired, they are in a better mood
(in this case, inspiration is induced bywatching between 1 and 2minutes of
the awesomeMichael Jordan in action), which increases the positive affect.

If youhave inspiration aspart of yourpersonality, it is likely threemonths
later, your well-being increases (as measured by life satisfaction, positive
effects, vitality and self-actualization). It appears that inspiration leads to
well-being rather than the other way around. Inspiration makes us feel
more grateful and to have a higher sense of purpose, and then gratitude
and purpose make us feel greater well-being.

World class organisations today are measured by their ability to develop
their staff wellbeing. Staff wellbeing is about the overall sense of happiness
which can be created and seen through attitudes and behaviour.

Wright and Nishii (2007) observed that a focus on human ability can
draw accurate inferences on performance outcomes. For example, organi-
zational hrm practices focused on increasing knowledge based capacities
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which were found to be related to employee cognitive responses, i.e. what
employees actually experience and see affecting them at work.

Cooke (2007) illustrated thatmanyorganizations are shifting fromverti-
cal to horizontal alignment. Vertical alignment according to Cooke (2007)
is where organizations are externally focused onmarket-positioning strate-
gies; while horizontal alignment is about deploying and integrating hrm
policies and practices in ways that maximize their additive and interactive
effects on employee competencies and then on their motivation.

In a longitudinal study Jiang, Wang, and Zhao (2012) found that moti-
vation for employees is positively related to both administrative and tech-
nological services that affect their wellbeing. hrm practices that motivate
employees to a sense of autonomy were also found to result in employees
being more effective in problem solving and creating new ideas in order to
cope with job demands ( Jiang et al., 2012).

In a study about traffic controllers, Schuerger and Watterson (1996)
showed how employees who are motivated to the extent to be able to ac-
cept criticism and frustration performed better in emergency situations,
especially those that involve injuries to passengers and crew, since they
needed to be able to remain calm and emotionally detached in order to
perform their duties quickly and correctly.

Studies by William James stated that human life’s main concern is ‘hap-
piness.’ How to gain, how to keep, how to recover happiness, is in fact for
most people the secret motive of all they do, and of all they are willing to
endure. The Dalai Lama confirms this by saying ‘Whether one believes in
religion or not, whether one believes in this religion or that religion, the
very purpose of our life is happiness, the very motion of our life is towards
happiness.’ Inspirationcanplay agreat role in fulfilling this commonhuman
goal and can bring them together. Through inspiration we help ourselves
and others-individuals, communities, and society-to become happier. Ac-
cording toAristotlehappiness is themeaning andpurposeof life, happiness
is the whole aim and end of human existence.

Happiness and inspiration are always linked. If people are inspired they
most probably can behappy.With the feeling of inspirationwe sensewe are
living every moment. We feel we are gaining value, or able to create some-
thing of value. People if they feel they can create value then they can be
appreciated. Happiness is functional. Individuals, families, organizations,
and societies need happy individuals to flourish. Happy people are more
likely to be curious and explore, to take risks and to seek new social con-
tacts and thus can be sustainably inspired.
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inspiring governments
We are living in a turbulent world and in a period of unprecedented and
transformative change. The economy is being globalized and the work-
force are becomingmoremobilized. Greenleaf (1997) believed it is a world
where old organizational pyramids are being replaced by upside-down
pyramids where communication and connection roles are changing. For
government organisations today any product or service must meet cus-
tomers’ requirements to be more effective, convenient and affordable. For
future governments that want to compete in an inspiration economy peo-
ple, products, services and facilities need to create a level of a value propo-
sition to inspire the targeted customers and community.

The competitiveness of an inspiring government in the future depends
on the ways of integrating its resources: training, development and plan-
ning to enhance the value proposition to an optimum level. Governments
with a strong leadership-team will enjoy revenue growth (Holden, 2003).
In 1997, only about half of all employees in a survey rated their organiza-
tion’s leadership as excellent or good. Inspiration therefore is important
since it motivates us towards the realization of ideas (Sadoski & Paivio,
2001).

Today, many governments are establishing clear accountability pro-
grammeswhere themain role is thepractice of gratitude andpositive think-
ing. The more governments have a role in establishing optimism through
establishing proper social internal welfare programmes and investing in so-
cial relationships and responsibility schemes, the more inspiration will be
sustained in such a culture.

Certain governments are trying to establish a path towards inspiration
through holding training programmes such as the management of stress,
hardship and trauma; however this does not help to establish proper inspi-
ration. Other governments are beginning to develop strategies that cope
with trends and challenges that will be targeted in organisational problem-
focused programmes.

In an inspiration economy, governments compete in increasing the ex-
perience flow through total involvement. Governments focus on creating a
life of joy and establishing a realisation that shows how to care for the body
and soul.

The future will focus on how governments create and maintain inspira-
tion.With an inspiration economy government, one need to be more con-
scious about its future ability to inspire coming generations which are the
natural resource of a country’s treasures. Thomas Jefferson once said ‘The
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care of human life and happiness, and not their destruction, is the only le-
gitimate object of good government.’ Therefore, it is common sense that
we ask that governments should be measured by their ability and moral
commitment to factor people into the study of economics, human wealth,
social wealth and environmental wealth.

Governments in developed countries have started to feel the pressure
of the new meaning of real development that involves people’s happiness.
Profiles of happiness in the last fewyears havebeen ‘flat’ in developed coun-
tries while they have stayed very low in oppressed and developing coun-
tries. Clark, Frijters, and Shields (2008) carried out a survey on happiness
that identified seven factors contributing to happiness which governments
have a main role in creating, these are: family relationships, financial situ-
ation (income), job satisfaction, social environment, health, personal free-
dom and life philosophy.

inspiration and resilience
Inspiration creates a spirit that helps people to survive the most difficult of
circumstances through resilience. Resilience is defined as the capability of
individuals to cope successfully in the face of significant change, adversity
or risk (McAdams, 1982;McClelland&Kirshnit, 1988). Through viewing a
filmabout an inspiring leader, a positive immunological response canoccur
in any of us (McClelland & Kirshnit, 1988).

Then it could be said that inspiration causes happiness since our built-in
resilience lets us see that nomatterwhat happens in life, wewould return to
our natural set point if we are focused and persistent. Life satisfaction does
not happen by coincidence, it happens only when we find meaning in our
lives.

Resilience is important for an inspiration economy, since inspiration
causes motivational enhancement for people of all ages, thus causing em-
pathy practices that differentiate between goals and behaviours to avoid ar-
gumentation.

Inspired citizens are usually active people who promote the compre-
hensive development of the countries they serve. Inspiration creates this
spirit of high resilience in citizens that leads to researching for the truth,
while strengthening analytical capabilities. The spirit of resilience inspires
us, since we are always in amedium of promoting coexistence ormanaging
a dialogue.

Since inspiration is not limited to the level of the economy, language,
gender, or authenticity, it is expected to enhance resilience in order to con-
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tinuously manage the change of the shape of economic status for many
countries. Thus with resilience inspiration survives in cities or rural areas.
With both inspiration and resilience competitiveness can be flexibly used
to provide more opportunity for reducing poverty through techniques
such as appreciative enquiry and positive activation.

Since economic development needs perspiration, persistence and hard
work an inspiration economy is not productivity driven, but rather devel-
opment driven, and therefore is it independent from resources and ismore
resilient. The development of a resilient inspiration economy is about the
capacity of the organisation, or society towards reaching discovery that
sustains real competition and surpasses obstacles. With inspiration learn-
ing that is resilient and past learning from failures is clearer and highly ab-
sorbed. In a resilient community the majority of the people can build self-
confidence to be more independent and create their own fate.

If an inspiration economy is established it helps to control the epidemic
of economic inequality that has increased in the last 30 years.With inspira-
tionwe reduce the threat to both political and economic systems, as people
feel they are empowered and socially coherent.

The spirit of resilience, if it combines inspiration initiatives and ideas,
turns to a level of analysis that leads to actions. Such initiatives may be so
strong that it they encourage a dialogue between government, the private
sector and civil society.

Inspiration once it meets resilience it unleashes a force similar to an en-
trepreneurship spirit, and thus participates in reducing poverty and con-
tributes to human development inmany ways. Themore inspiration is im-
plemented in realitymeansmore profits that fuel economic growthdirectly
and indirectly. For example, more inspirationmeansmore decent jobs that
guarantee vitality. With resilience meeting inspiration we will have better
consumer driven goods and services and/or more choices and opportuni-
ties for all.

The integrationof resiliencewith the spirit of inspiration, peoplewill not
be ill-equipped for themarketplace, since theyhave a sustainable livelihood
and benefit from market interactions. The spread of inspiration resilience
actually demonstrates how doing business with the poor can be good for
poor people and good for business. Inspiration promotes business models
that create value by providing products and services to, or sourcing from,
the poor.

Through inspiration resilience the world will focus and develop to-
wards providing central actors who establish opportunities for the poor.
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To sharpen this focus local knowledge shifts from the ever-growing net-
work of development practitioners, policymakers, business people and
civil society actors to normal people.

The un millennium development goals focused on expanding people’s
choices to lead lives that they value. Towards this understanding comes the
importance of resilience and inspiration and their role in fighting poverty.
Thus the undp (2008) initiative for establishing a human development
framework enhances its ability to do business with the poor through focus-
ing on the development of an inspiration spirit to foster real economic em-
powerment. Unleashing inspiration resilience through international pro-
grammes make people foster their multi-stakeholder capacity.

benefits of an inspiration based economy
It is worth repeating that inspiration will not be only a fuelling source for
an economy, but also a source for the individual well-being and quality of
life, through establishing the following benefits to the individuals and the
community:

One – Setting a Clear Life Purpose
Thrash et al. (2010a) contend that a purpose in life and gratitude should
mediate the association between inspiration and wellbeing. These authors
maintain that inspiration should instil a purpose in life. A purpose in life
emerges when individuals feel connected to something that transcends the
self (Seligman, 2002). Furthermore, a purpose in life emanates from the
pursuit of valued goals that seem to be inherently or intrinsically significant
(Emmons, 1986).

Two – Awareness of Unrecognised Opportunities
Inspiration implies an awareness of unrecognized opportunities; individu-
als feel they can transcend the self,which is integral to apurpose in life. Sim-
ilarly, themotivation to promulgate, or actualize this awareness implies that
insight is intrinsically important and valuable. Thus, inspiration should in-
stil a sense of purpose in life (Thrash, et al. 2010a), which is often regarded
as a key source of wellbeing (Keyes, Shmotkin, & Ryff, 2002).

Three – Inspiration Establishes Gratitude
Inspiration comesmorewith gratitudewhere individuals feel they receive a
gift. Oncewe experience a gain, or a benefit that can be attributed to some-
one else we have inspiration (Solomon, 1983). Inspiration implies that in-
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dividuals become aware and start to realise desirable opportunities around
them and this is associated with their wellbeing (Adler & Fagley, 2005).

Thrash et al. (2010a) assessed how clear goals and aims help individuals
to feel grateful and thankful. Therefore, Thrash and Elliot (2004) distin-
guished between twomain processes in inspiration, and these are ‘inspired
by’ and ‘inspired to.’

The first process where we have ‘inspired by’ we feel appreciation and
recognitionof opportunity, possibility, insight, awareness, andunderstand-
ing. The second process is ‘inspired to’ where we have the urge to extend,
disseminate, utilize, and promulgate this opportunity. These twoprocesses
complete each other and lead to a dynamical circulation that affects our
life contributions and socio-economies. There is a high possibility in the
opinion of Thrash and Elliot (2004) that individuals can be ‘inspired by’
something, but not ‘inspired to’ act in response to it.

inspiration leads to innovation and
creativity

Inspiration being a motivational state as per the work of (Chamorro-
Premuzic, 2006) can help to elevate the idea of creativity to an innovative
state. Creative insights and inspiration insights coincide with each other as
per the work of Buheji et al. (2014a). This integration allows creative ideas
to transform into inspirational work that usually influence communities
(Baer andMcKool , 2009).

Having established a relation between inspiration and creativity, we now
consider the roleof ‘perspiration’ in the creativeprocess.Notably,Thrashet
al. (2010b) documented a positive relation, rather than a negative relation,
between inspiration and effort, indicating that these constructs are notmu-
tually exclusive as the Edison quote may imply. The assumption that the
presence of effort indicates low levels of inspiration is further challenged
by a positive relation between inspiration and the work-mastery compo-
nent of need for achievement (Thrash & Elliot, 2003). Both of these find-
ings were documented at two statistically independent levels of analysis
(between-persons, within-persons).

Thrash et al. (2010b) reported how creativity role is different that of in-
spiration.When person is inspired one can predict the level of mastery, re-
gardless of the level of creativity seen or appreciated in the beginning. The
inspiration is seen by many authors need and flourish with persperation
and they both add to the creative process (Thrash et al. 2010b; Buheji et al.
2014a).
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With the use of positive psychology, the science of inspiration encour-
ages the usage of diverse literatures in a multiple populations setting with
different contextswhichprovide a solid foundation for creative and innova-
tive approaches that use the combinationof bothneuroscience and inspira-
tion. This combination enhances the uniqueness learnt merely by analogi-
cal thinking. It is something we hope students will acquire on their own, in
or out of school.

The focus on inspiration leads to new ways of teaching innovation de-
spite limitations of resources. An inspiration driven economy influences
people to focus on striving to produce the most suitable products and/or
services, through more multi-disciplined entrepreneurs and innovators.

In the last few years, the great economic recession has shown the impor-
tance of an ‘attitude driven’ economy. Inspiration plays an important role
in re-engineering concepts and attitudes in order to establish better crisis
management capabilities. In an inspirational based economywewill be cul-
tivating a sense of civic duty and citizenship, through preparing the youth
to strive for humanity driven standards, and not only excellence driven
standards through developing a sense of compassion in all the cognitive re-
lated decisions. Once we establish inspired communities with a high sense
of people’s belonging we can foster clear contributions.

Many inspirational societies can be modelled through a new style of
grounded liberal arts education. The outcome of themix of liberal arts and
entrepreneurship develops personal identity thus creating an influence on
the larger social context Godwyn (2009).

Innovation in an Inspiration Economy will be differentiated from the
past and today’s innovations due to supporting ‘whole-brain’ teaching and
research practices, as opposed to the usual ‘left-brain’ innovations. Art,mu-
sic and literature portfolios will become part of the science and engineer-
ing application processes. By this we will have an innovation inspiration
mix, that provides the best of right-brain thinking, such as artistry, intu-
ition, symbology, fantasy, and emotions.

In a study conducted by Harvard Medical School, statistics of students
who spendmore time using the right sides of their brain gain more knowl-
edge and ability to solve problems than students who focus on left brain
teaching only. Dr. Joel Katz, ofHarvardMedical School, and his teamhad a
group of first- and second-year students spend a little over half their weekly
class time at the BostonMuseumof Fine Arts, in classes andworkshops on
art, and the remaining hour in lectures, for a course on physical diagnosis
(Naghshineh et al. 2008). A control group, meanwhile, attended the lec-
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tures, but did not join in the museum visits. At the end of the eight-week
term, the students who participated in the art classes made 38 %more pos-
itive observations than the students in the control group.

The traditional cultural objects undergo as little change as possible in
the act of transmission, during an inspiration economy. This sustains and
reproduces cultural objects for the next generation. For example, the tradi-
tional repetition of folk songs over centuries has also been modified with
modernmusic flavours to enhance acceptance among other cultures. Thus
regardless of the discipline, there will be attempts to modify an existing
body of knowledge through the integration of the spirit of both innovation
and inspiration. Again if we take the example of curricular requirements
where themajority of courses focus on reproducing knowledge in students,
neurobiologymaybe afield influx, but before you can study the interaction
of synapses, you need a solid foundation in biochemistry.

Classes in the humanities not only offer students the best opportunities
to practice innovative thinking, but also provide themwithmodels for how
todo so.Hence in an inspiration economy students are expected topractice
innovative thinking earlier in their studies. Although there is a large differ-
ence in outcome between story writing and the development of new soft-
ware, both rely on holistic cognitive processes. Students will be exposed to
these processes more often in humanities than in science or engineering
classes.

Christensen and Eyring (2011) describe how disruptive innovation will
change the way the world learns which is one of the most important refer-
ences for an inspiration economy school. Without disruption in the inno-
vation process supported by an inspiration spirit we can find the appropri-
ate formula for a school, by teaching students in a dynamic and turbulent
market. Christensen and Eyring emphasise that schools under the influ-
ence of disruptive innovation are responsive to society’s needs.

Once disruptive innovation practices are integrated with inspiration,
on a road map towards transforming societies and economies, we witness
floods of ideas.Global thinkingmixedwith critical and analogical thinking,
supported by collaboration, contextual learning, information and media
literacy, e-skills and life skills are all constructs for disruptive innovation.
Also, schools in support of an inspiration economy foster entrepreneurial
literacy and risk taking.

The influence of inspiration on research and innovation can be more
clear due to the knowledge and learning economy which is growing and
creating a shift towards competitiveness based research funding. Also,
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there is an increased reliance on private financing and international aca-
demic mobility and collaboration.

The growth in research output is expected to double due to inspiration’s
role in innovation. Besides, the output of researchwill bemore value added
compared to expenditure. To have a creative research output, one must
have the inspiration, ability and experience to execute it.

inspiration ’s influence on npos
Non-Profit Organisations (npos) are considered one of the three main
contributors to a developed economy. A future inspiration economy will
depend on the development of the npo sector to sustain and be part of
the norm. The relationship between producer and consumer in npo’s is
much more a gift-exchange than a purchase-and-sale relationship. A non-
profit organization (npo) would have surplus revenues to further achieve
its purpose or mission and this requires unique inspiration practices that
differentiate it from both the public and private sector.

The inspiration that a npo shows towards its members or the com-
munity it is serving will be unique. Already today, inspiration differen-
tiation in an npo’s services is what make them more than one third of
the usa economy and probably one fourth of the uk and developed
countries economies, directly or indirectly. With member serving organi-
zations, such as npos, mutual societies, cooperatives, trade unions, credit
unions, industry associations, sports clubs, retired employees clubs, etc.,
all community-serving organizations will be focused on providing services
to the community; however in an inspiration economy it will also focus in
inspiring the community to discover potential through the art of giving.

Organizations delivering human service programmes or projects, aid
anddevelopmentprogrammes,medical research, education andhealth ser-
vices, are expected to report generated surplus revenues, besides inspira-
tion made in the community or target group.

npos are expected tobepivotal to a societies shift towards an inspiration
economy besides education, since npos can influence projects relevant to
culture, language, art and resilience.
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Inspiration Economy
andFuture Competing
Economies

management of inspiration projects
and initiatives

Around the World, projects and initiatives are developed every day under
the name of inspiration. Inspirational driven projects are currently time-
bound with high expectations that often fail to meet what is actually per-
ceived. Therefore, it is advisable to have short-term pilot projects with the
potential to address a specific dissatisfaction through a tested model that
once successful can be generalised based on a formula of change manage-
ment and transformation that say:

Realised Inspiration = A×M× P

Realised inspiration is the resultant of (A) Awareness of the need for
change, (M) Model undertaken for transformation toward the targeted
change and (P) Process of managing inspiration continuity.

While managing (P) there will be potential to discover what works and
what does not, or it needs a particular way to work and sustain inspiration.
Experience indicates that there are no quick fixes, inspiration needs dedi-
cation to sustain.

There are many programmes that started as a model today which have
enabled many communities and leaders to inspire their societies to make
real changes. Through a realised inspiration formula many have gained the
confidence to generalise the model of inspiration.

In Nepal for example, the utilisation of realised inspiration techniques
helped to increase the hours for health centres,moremedicines and greater
access to antenatal andmidwife services. Also, such techniques helped im-
prove the management of schools thus enhancing children’s valued educa-
tion. The Nepal women voice programme was another initiative that fo-
cused on a model that inspired change in women’s rights. The model had
clear key success factors that focusedonhaving speaking and listening skills
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as vital aspects of literacy learning and vehicles towards empowerment.
Also, the model gave a chance to Nepali’s to reflect on the importance of
having a better environment for women to raise issues and share concerns,
as they can really add value to society’s ‘quality of life.’ In order to main-
tain this inspiration process the Nepali government and ngo’s involved
key community influencers who helped to make sure inspiration empow-
erment strategies support women.

During inspiration projects or initiatives you will sense and manage
change signals at the project, society or organisation’s boundaries. You
need to be able to capture this as an opportunity and do it quickly.

Tomanage the process of inspirational sustenance youneed to lower lev-
els of complexity and improve knowledge capability. To preserve the inspi-
rational value that is reliant onknowledge capabilityweneed to continually
enhance our anticipation and innovation capacity.

a holistic approach and inspiration
Life cannot develop with specialization and sub-specialization only. Life
needs both specialization and non-specialization tracks and hybrid para-
dox tracks that make us see the big picture. With a specialization track one
can only solve important complex life problems, and with a hybrid track
only, we can achieve detailed planned developed inspiration. Therefore,
both are needed.

Today, however, due to life being on a fast basis of development and
due to special tracks education inmost countries has lost holistic thinking,
which is a main source for inspiration. Due to its power, holistic thinking
can uncover blind spots around us. This holistic thinking used to be the
source of excitement for many scientists between the time of Ibn Sinatill
and Einstein.

inspiration and the transition economy
The term transition period is often used to describe the process of tran-
sition from capitalism to socialism, preceding the establishment of fully
developed socialism (Lavigne, 1995). Inspiration flourishes in a transition
economy. A transitional economy usually has socio-economic changes in
its practices, due to the shift from a centrally planned economy to amarket
based economy. Transition economies undergo a set of structural transfor-
mations where prices become controlled by market forces rather than by
central planning. Inspiration is a mediator to ease tension between both.

A transitional economy has become especially important since the
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collapse of Communism in Central and Eastern Europe. Transition eco-
nomics investigates how an economy should reform itself to endorse cap-
italism and democracy (Lavigne, 1995). The transition process is usually
characterized by changing and creating institutions whether these are gov-
ernment, private and/or ngos. In essence, a transition mode is the func-
tional restructuring of state institutions, for example, frombeing a provider
of growth to an enabler, with the private sector its engine. Another tran-
sition mode is changing the way an economy grows and in terms of its
practice mode. In both cases, an inspiration economy can play a role in
speeding up this transformation.

inspiration and the service economy
The service economy is a relatively new term arising out of the popularity
of the service sector. The service sector has gained a lot of importance in
theWorld economy. Most of the developed countries are earning millions
from the service sector alone. In the usa, for example, the service sector
accounts for a greater percentage of gdp than it used to a couple of years
back. The term service economy also known as ‘functional economy’ is
used to refer to the relative significance of services attached to a product
offered by a company (OECD, 2000).

In today’s economy every product has a service value attached to it, in
an inspiration economy we believe that those products would also have an
inspirational value. When a company proceeds from maximizing its sales
towards customer satisfaction itmust give emphasis to inspiration as an as-
pect of service. This would help enhance company goodwill in the market
besides increasing its productivity.

Product-life extension is a good example of where a service economy
integrates with inspiration. The product-life extension scheme is a source
of inspiration since it reduces material and energy consumption required
to satisfy the needs of consumers, while also enhancing productivity per
unit. Enhancement in resource productivity is eventually transformed into
competency andprofitability. Another example of integration between ser-
vice and inspiration economies is the case of ibm. In spite of ibm being a
manufacturing company it tends to call itself a services company. This has
been the scenario since it realized that the price elasticity of demand for
business solutions is less elastic than for hardware. The company now ben-
efits from this inspiration based technique with revenue that has elongated
its contracts and enhanced its variety of products and service rather than
receiving payment in a single mode (ibm, 2015).
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Studies reveal that service economy jobs can enjoy double productiv-
ity through better application of information technology; again this can be
a source of inspiration where we can produce double employee produc-
tivity. Inspiration is a good agent enhancing the productivity of a service
economy.

The importance of an inspired based service economy is even more im-
portant in developing countries since it is still resource dependent. Inspi-
ration causes hospitality, retail, health, human, financial, information tech-
nology and education services to be more independent.

In the future due to inspiration and service economy integration many
Indian health companies will be carrying out back-office services of a us
hospital, such as scanning services. There will be development of many in-
tegrated technology or healthcare services and tourism packages such as
those in South Africa, Thailand and South Korea.

inspiration and the knowledge economy
The application of powerful social technology has helped many people
around the World to realise the reality of a knowledge economy (ke)
which simply enhances the power of choice using knowledge and tech-
nology. The knowledge economy has many practices that lead to inspira-
tion for concerned knowledge capital. One of the most inspiring aspects
of a ke is how it deals with the economic model of human behaviour, as
knowledge capital.

Knowledge capital (kc) focuses on howpeople act when they carry and
maintain or even acquire knowledge, thus creating the possibility for inspi-
ration. The law of demand for kc is that it can be a separate independent
good, or activity, or it can be part of another good or activity that raises the
particular good or activity. The dynamics of kc knowledge accumulation
helps to enhance the concepts of capacity and demand that help the econ-
omy to adjust to changing scarcities and raises the possibility for people to
discover their intrinsic power to be inspired.

A key concept of the knowledge economy is that knowledge and educa-
tion (often referred to as ‘human capital’) can be treated as one of the fol-
lowing: business product, as educational and innovative intellectual prod-
ucts and services can be exported for a high value return (Jahrami and
Buheji, 2013).

A ke can be defined as a production and services based economy that
is inspired by knowledge-intensive activities that contribute to an acceler-
ated pace of technical and scientific advance, as well as rapid obsolescence.
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The key component of a knowledge economy is a greater reliance on intel-
lectual capabilities than on physical inputs or natural resources. Inspiration
economywould help to enhance ke contribution from being just focused
on intellectual capabilities tomore utilization of spiritual well and intrinsic
capabilities.

It has been suggested that the next evolutionary step after a knowledge
economy is the network economy, where relatively localized knowledge is
shared amongst and across various networks for the benefit of the network
members as awhole, to gain economies of scale in awider,moreopen form.
A knowledge economy differs from the traditional economy in several key
respects: The economics are not of scarcity, but rather abundance. Unlike
most resources that become depleted when used, information and knowl-
edge can be shared, and actually grow through application. A ke trans-
forms economies from a mind-set of scarcity to abundance, and it is con-
sidered a mediator towards an inspiration economy, i.e. no economy can
transfer easily to an inspiration economy if it’s mind set has been shifted to
the belief of the abundance of resources (Buheji, 2013).

Knowledge as a currency can be managed to where demand is high-
est and barriers lowest. Therefore today ‘knowledge enhanced’ products
or services can command price premiums over comparable products with
lowembedded knowledgeor knowledge intensity.Thepricing and value of
products and services in a ke are becomingdependent on the context.The
same information or knowledge can have a different value to different peo-
ple, or even to the same person at different times. Knowledge locked into
systems or processes has a higher inherent value thanwhen it can ‘walk out
of the door’ in people’s heads. However, if such knowledge is not valued,
transformed or trapped, then it will not be of value at all. Here inspiration
economy practices are most useful. Once inspiration is integrated within a
knowledge economy it has various forms in which it may appear.

inspiration and the learning economy
Modern economies can be characterised as learning economies where
knowledge is a crucial resource and learning is themost important process.
Different kinds of learning and economically relevant types of knowledge
can likewise be identified (Lundvall, 1996). It is argued that pure market
economies, if such exist, have problems in terms of learning and innova-
tion. The ‘learning economy’ is a mixed economy in a fundamental sense
and it requires the spirit of persistence that comeswith an inspirationbased
economy (Lundvall and Johnson, 1994).
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For several reasonsmany prefer the term ‘the learning economy’ in char-
acterising the current phase of socio-economic development. A learning
economymeets a ke in the need of having practices of a networking econ-
omy. The ‘learning economy’ and ‘social learning’ appear to be promising
mediators towards a well established inspiration economy.

Lundvall developed his vision of ‘the learning economy’ (Lundvall &
Johnson, 1994) and, particularly, the role of national institutions, education
and training systems, and labour markets for learning and improving eco-
nomic performance. Therefore, knowledge and learning, as a public good,
are characterised by being non-rival and non-excludable.

The learning economy can be characterised as a more rapid transforma-
tion, with shorter product life cycles, and a shorter life time for compe-
tences. A le is considered a source of inspiration which can be continu-
ously enhanced depending on the level of networking in organisations. In
a le one expects to have more learning organisations that are flatter and
allow more horizontal communication inside and outside organisational
borders, establish cross- departmental and functional teams and promote
job-circulation between functions. Such organisations are also described
as inspiring organisations (Buheji, 2014b).

Operational dimensions of the learning organization depend on inspira-
tion based practices. For example, there is a need to practice in cross occu-
pational working groups, have integration of functions, enhance the shar-
ing of responsibility, or build self-directed teams. All of these practices can
be seen in an inspiration economy.A learning economycanbe seen as ame-
diator between Innovation and knowledge management. A le similar to
inspiration is based on diversity within the organisation and co-existence
of different kinds of education.

inspiration and the entrepreneurial economy
Inspiration, innovation and entrepreneurship are always a common thread.
This involves the ability to observe and capture opportunities. All of these
three sister economies are dependent on the practices of education. All can
be corrupted by the same education system.

The entrepreneurial mind-set prefers flexibility, similar to an inspired
mind-set, in order to look for a genuine opportunity. Inspiration of the self-
employed helps them to be more driven to contribute time with persis-
tence by employing themselves rather than working for someone else.

The spirit of inspiration once captured by entrepreneurs makes them
unique inmarketing their services. Even franchisees, who have the support
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of a proven system, can find themselves lost unless they have a spirit of in-
spiration. Many home based businesses, consultants, coaches and service
start-ups would not have been successful without the spirit of persistence.

Having an entrepreneurial mind-set in an economy enables the socio-
economy to have multiple profit centres. The entrepreneurial economy
helps people who know how to make the most of every opportunity and
brings newprospectswhile converting them topaying clients, and for them
tobuy repeatedly.Developing suchanentrepreneurialmind-set in societies
is one of the best self-development economic programmes in theWorld.

Brown and Pabon (2014) discussed how entrepreneurs think and thrive
in an unpredictable economy. In the past if you studied and worked hard,
you could be assured of a satisfying career. However, today this won’t re-
duce your uncertainty. Today one need more maneuvering skills and per-
sistent well to create a success story.

inspiration and the homo economy
The homo economy, or the economic human, is the economics concerned
with the production of goods and services. In economics it is the concept
that attempts to maximize utility as a consumer and economic profit as a
producer. With inspiration the human being can be sustainably motivated
to cooperate and improve their environmentwhile focusingonvalue added
as a producer.

The homo economy optimises perceived opportunities where the indi-
vidual seeks to attain specific and pre-determined goals to the greatest ex-
tent with the least possible cost which coincides with inspiration economy
expectation. Thus the homo economy complements the inspiration econ-
omy in trying to optimise intrinsic capabilities of the human towards the
betterment of the socio-economy.

inspiration and the purple economy
The purple economy is that part of the economywhich contributes to sus-
tainable development by promoting the cultural potential of goods and
services (oecd, 2013). The purple economy focuses on using cultural as-
pects in economics which the inspiration economy has a major stake in.
Both purple and inspiration economies have practices that adapt both co-
existences and diversity as part of the cultural value that differentiate goods
and services from those countries. For example, we still differentiate prod-
ucts that are made in Japan from the same products of the same company
which come from China or Malaysia due to the purple value they carry
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for us. The more we create an inspiration for each community that differ-
entiates its purple value the more we will have a rainbow competitive and
sustainable global economy.

The integration of the human diversity dimension as a vertical dimen-
sion, and the cultural dimension as a horizontal dimension, in the purple
economy, leads to cultural vitality. Similar to the inspiration economy, the
purple economy is multidisciplinary, since it enriches all goods and ser-
vices by capitalizing on the cultural dimension inherent to every sector.

Many recent International agencies, such as unesco and oecd, have
started to focus on the purple economy tomake civil societymore inspired
with the phenomenon of culturalization, affecting entire socio-economic
practices. A positive aspect about the integration of both inspiration and
purple economies is that they lead to a high flow of new jobs, called purpli-
fying professions.

inspiration and the experience economy
The experience economy is the latest level in the evolution of commercial
exchange which began when mankind started bartering one thing in ex-
change for another (Pine & Gilmore, 1999). The dominance of essential
commodities that are value added is what makes an experience economy.
An example of this is raw metal (commodity) becoming an automobile
(good).The exchange of goods enjoyed a lengthymarket reign, but in turn,
they were replaced as the dominant economic driver by the arrival of the
service industry, which was essentially a product with value added.

The service industry has enjoyed its own durable history as the defining
market force. Customers today are now willing to pay for a new level of
added value, including experience.

In a competitive market, a car repair service that merely provides a me-
chanic and a service bay will struggle to survive without augmenting expe-
riences such as a customer viewing platform, amanned snack bar, a waiting
area with plasma tv, high-speed internet access with free Wi-Fi, a drive-
thruoption, at-homepickupor complimentary car rental (Pine&Gilmore,
1999). These practices are important in an inspiration based economy as
they are both opportunity for focus and also opportunity for discovering
the intrinsic strengths within each service.

The experience economy focuses on creating a feel of inspiration for the
targeted beneficiaries. Thus buying olive oil from a supermarket will not
provide the same feeling and experience as olive oil provided by a high end
restaurantwhile cooking the food for taste. Thuswe buy a service, and a set
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of intangible activities carried out on our behalf, but if we are willing to pay
more for an experience, because we are short of time, or because we want
to spend on the best, enjoying memorable events, we are really buying an
experiential service. This type of service most probably would help us to
see, or miss opportunities as compared to the traditional service.

When you choose to go to or deal with a Walt Disney World Resort
and not any other resort you are applying the practices of the experi-
ence economy. This why Steve Jobs insisted on differentiating his prod-
ucts through Apple retail store to discover businesses that ensured their
economic strength and customer loyalty by providing exceptional connec-
tions and experiences. Companies that are in the business of delivering
experiences can point to clients who are advocates of economic growth
through word-of-mouth, employees who are inspired, and durability dur-
ing difficult economic times.

Once Inspiration and experience of economic practices integrates they
can be a source of differentiation between businesses which merely pro-
vides customers with what they have come to expect and those which en-
gage customers in highly personal, memorable and engaging ways (Pine &
Gilmore, 1999). Therefore, it would be a mistake – and a critical oppor-
tunity lost – to dismiss the relevance and applicability of the experience
economy to one’s business, regardless of the goods or services it happens
to provide. Inspiration and experience might meet, for example, when we
are providing a customer a product alongwith kindwords, a pleasant smell
or under a nice shade or while sitting and enjoying or even meditating a
nice view. Inspiration and experiences are both memorable not because of
what they cost, but because theyboth engageus andweperceive something
of high value in our life journey. Given this challenge of differentiated feel-
ing between a traditional service and experience inspiring service, we need
to create specialists that can ‘engineer experiences’ or ‘boost inspiration of
the experiences.’

An experience economy is different to an inspiration economy, since it
requires many pre-requests. i.e. in an experience economy it is important
to know what customers are looking for. By understanding these expecta-
tions, the concerned party will create experiences that can be transforma-
tive according to a certain designed criteria.

In order to create competitive inspiring experiences, we need to engage
customers in the process of service design. Customers in this type of econ-
omy will be more inspired because they will know that what they will re-
ceive, either as a product, service or experience, will be provided every
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time. This approach was followed by McDonald’s restaurants across the
World. There is only one Big Mac and one way of doing it. Customers
therefore trust that they can obtain it anywhere in theWorld every time.

This is an economy that values experience and needs specialists like ‘ex-
perienced engineers’ who use imagineering, inspiration, innovation, and
knowledge acceleration techniques inorder to fulfil customerswants.Once
any organisation manages to create proper imagination then inspiration
most probably follows.

Due to the relations between experience, inspiration and innovation, the
home entertainment industry has been redesigned to utilise innovation to
change the viewing experience thus creating more possibility for inspira-
tion.

Experience and inspiration economies when they are taken holistically
in a business design leads to acceleration. Both experience and inspiration
economies have vibrancy based goals, for themselves, for their users and
for society. They are economies that are dependent and target trust, trans-
parency and engagement.

In 1953,WaltDisneydrafted aproposal to secure funding for anew theme
park he envisioned based on the secret formula of experience and inspira-
tion and wrote: ‘The idea of Disneyland is a simple one. It will be a place
for people to find happiness and knowledge.’

inspiration, wellbeing and the genuine
wealth economy

The economics of inspiration is linked to a new term in nature and spirit,
called the concept of ‘genuine wealth’ by Anielski (2007). The Genuine
Wealthmodel is based on questioning the essence of the conventional def-
initions of ‘wealth’ in comparison to ‘value.’ Genuine Wealth meets Inspi-
ration Economy principles since they both consider developing better sys-
tems and instruments for measuring human progress while exploring the
goodness in people.

As Robert Kennedy mentioned, gnp might be good at adding up all
government money and public spend on goods and services in an econ-
omy, but it is a ‘lousy’ measure of what matters to most citizens in terms of
quality of life. While Genuine Wealth, according to Anielski (2007), con-
siders creating a system of ‘well-being accounting’ that measures the phys-
ical and qualitative conditions of well-being, including happiness. Gen-
uinewealth involves new forms of capital accounting: human capital (time,
knowledge, and health), plus social capital (trust and strength of relation-
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ships) which integrate with inspiration economy principles. This integra-
tion is especially truewhenwe see thatwealth ismeant to be the conditions
of well-being that are the core values of the individual, organisation, or so-
ciety life journey.

Inspirations in society will not be sustained and absorbed without both
human and social capital. The work of Anielski (2007) is considered im-
portant for not only genuine wealth simulation, but also the type of prac-
tices that affect human, social, natural and financial capitals and their out-
puts. An inspiration economy will be a buffer that not only improves life
expectancy and personal income, as per the Genuine Wealth indicators of
the Anielski study, but also improve self-rated happiness and reduce youth
suicide rates, since they have an intrinsic built in drive for making a differ-
ence.

For inspiration tobe integratedwithGenuineWealthmodel values, such
as love, meaningful relationships, happiness, joy, freedom, sufficiency, jus-
tice and peace, they need to be sustained to be achievable. Inspiration helps
fundamental principles of GenuineWealth to be met in the future, since it
is based on true intrinsic wealth that makes life worthwhile, and helps to
transform our mind-set frommonetary or material possessions to a legacy
based mind-set.

An inspiration economy is basedon the concept that truewealth is abun-
dant, not scarce. Inspiration is a good example of true wealth that is more
abundant when it is freely given, and freely received through the spirit of
reciprocity. For this true wealth, as in the case of inspiration, even though
it might come as a gift from God, or we are born with its traits as many
believe; we have responsibility to work, activate, maintain, or re-explore it.

Inspiration, as a process if integrated with genuine wealth assessment,
begins by us asking ourselves questions about ‘what’ the purpose of life is
and ‘how’ to achieve these purposes. These types of questions inspire us to
make well-being a top priority in our life journey. This leads us to create a
type of self-analysis and action plan to improve genuine wellbeing/ wealth
until we reach self-satisfaction.

The self-assessment methodology of Genuine Wealth that Aneilski
(2007) developed follows innovative well developed techniques and tools
that inspire us to see the clarity of what is the true wealth we have. Personal
GenuineWealthAssessment involves examiningourselves in light anddark
mirrors. In the light mirror, we examine what we love about ourselves and
what others love about us. In the dark mirror, we look at the things we do
not like about ourselves or what others dislike about us. Ultimately, these
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mirror images help to create a complete and honest profile of our physical,
mental, emotion, and spiritual well-being.

inspiration economy and neuroconomy
The emerging science of Neuroconomics is an important development
in the path towards an inspiration economy. Neuroconomics focuses on
analysing the rationale of the economic decisionmakingprocess in relation
to human physiology. Decisions challenging socio-economic status are as-
sociated with elevated levels of hormones (Nobel, 2013). For example, a
doperminic system is only activated upon achieving a reward.While on the
other hand ‘pain’ receptors, particularly in the pre-frontal cortex of the left
hemisphere of the brain show a high level of activation. Serotonin and oxy-
tocin levels are minimised, and the general immune system shows a level
of suppression. During times of socio-economic turbulence patterns asso-
ciated with the reduction of levels of trust are also related to the reduction
of both Serotonin and Oxytocin.

Once the brain has an elevated stimulation of pleasure circuits, this leads
to a reduction in the levels of stress. In an inspiration economy we need
to monitor neuroconomics optimal functioning so that we ensure that we
have themost suitable immune system to create a spirit and feelings of per-
sistence.

Mirror neurones result in awin-win positive sumgame inwhich the per-
son giving the gift receives a pleasure equivalent to the person receiving it.
This confirms the concept of ‘gift economy’ which also integrates with an
inspiration economy, even though win-lose or risk avoidance lose-lose cal-
culations differentiate both economies (Camerer, Loewenstein, & Prelec,
2005).

inspiration and the empathetic economy
Empathy can give a society, an organisation and even an individual a dis-
tinct competitive edge. To compete in an empathetic economy means we
will need to implement empathetic thinking and spirit in theproject or pro-
posal design stage, negotiating stage, implementation stage, and in conflicts
(Ashoka, 2014).

TheWorld is shifting slowly towards what we call an ‘Empathetic Econ-
omy.’ An empathetic economy is a focused economy that is designed on
enhancing the returns based on the ‘big picture’ and not based directly on
material returns. Today, we need empathetic economy practices in order
to be competitive. Today, it is no longer enough to create a product or a
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service that is reasonably priced and adequately functional, it must also be
beautiful, unique and meaningful, imperative and most of all innovative
and inspirational.

Today in an empathetically based economy functionality and beauty are
not enough to be inspirational, but they also have to be based on pull think-
ing to create a space for the potential user to react to it. Thus, proponents
of design thinking expect to design the product/services with their spirit,
heart and mind to be truly meaningful for today’s competitive clients, in
order to stand out in a crowded marketplace.

The World in the future economy of inspiration will be empathetically
both wonderfully engineered and properly designed. These will be the
main features for evaluating companies’ goodwill. Empathy is the ability
to see theWorld through someone else’s eyes.

An empathetic economy will be based on story-telling and creativity,
and it will be difficult to teach with no formula to follow. Some peoplemay
possess empathy more naturally than others, and it is still a trait that can
be developed by those willing to make an effort. For example, if govern-
ment implements an empathetic economy it will need to build profound
practices on how to address consumer products or services, designing for
its decision makers. All products and/or services must be customised to
the needs of every customer with care taken for end users. Availability of
services relevant to other services in the right place and time will be one of
the factors for reliability in this economy.

The ease of accessibility to services and/or products in the right place
and time will mean that this organisation or service provider is empathiz-
ing with the economy. An empathetic economy will enhance organisation
communication issues since people will deal eye-to-eye, as empathy will
enable people to consider how someone else sees the problem. The ability
to see the World through the eyes of others is an economic imperative. If
empathy is given the attention it deserves, companies will find newways to
please their customers, and innovators will conceive systems that save time
and money.

Understanding an empathy based economy requires shifting to a whole
new mind-set: moving from the information age to the conceptual age,
left-brain linearity, analytical, and computer-like thinking are being re-
placed by right-brain empathy, inventiveness, and understanding what is
most needed by business. Such empathetic economy practices are becom-
ing more in demand due to the rise of the new emerging economy and
developing economies.
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Inspiration once integrated with empathetic economy strategies will
lead to a focus on designing business processes that inspire through ex-
periences relevant to consumer needs as being innovatively caring with a
variety of priced products or services.

Empathy is important for analysing economic behaviourwhere the indi-
vidual becomes the target and the utility characterised as caring and coop-
erative. Empathy is about making connections ‘through competition’ and
not only ‘through consumption.’ Studies show that people and organisa-
tions who are good at open innovation have a higher than average business
empathy. To fully understand the other organisation’s position there is a
need to seek to create a mutual situation.

As there is a sharp increase in service providers chasing the same oppor-
tunities, competition today will be based on the ability to see the bigger
picture by collectively creating a new, efficient and large open innovation
marketplace. With connectivity increasing exponentially, more empathic
civilized societies are created.

inspiration and gamification
In an ie design thinking and game-storming (including today’s gasifica-
tion) are used to facilitate feedback loops, discover subconscious value
drivers and validate assumptions. As a style of thinking, design thinking is
generally considered the ability to combine empathy for the context of a
problem, creativity in the generation of insights and solutions, and ratio-
nality to analyse and fit solutions to the context. If you are looking for ways
to create breakthrough changes in products, customer services and theway
you work, Agile Games might be the right tool to change people’s work so
that better products and services are offered.

Gamification, Gamestorming and Innovation games are already used
to improve organizational and team performance. In an inspiration based
economy we can have inspirational driven games that enable societies to
focus more on self-discovery, improving collaboration, reverse thinking to
create breakthroughs. Gamification is found to have ultimate impact on
its users since it enhances their abilities and creates new visualisation of
where they want or can be. Through gamification we immerse ourselves
in an indirect group scientific research and human behavioural interaction
that leads us to understand the aspirations of people around theWorld.

The concept of gamification once it is integrated with inspiration it en-
ables one to appreciate and visualize the needs of communities and ideas
relevant to learning.
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Through emergent learning created by gamification a spirit of resilience
of the human spirit is created. Resilience refers to an individual’s ability to
adapt to stress and adversity in a world that is in constant flux on virtually
every front; environmental, social, economic andpersonal. The cultivation
of resiliency may be the greatest gift that we can give our children.

inspiration and the happiness economy
Over the past few years, economists have become interested in happiness
or the subjective well-being economy (Frey& Stutzer, 2002a; 2002b). This
area has long been discussed by the positive psychologists in the last two
decades (Kahneman, Slovic, & Tversky, 1999). It has become clear, how-
ever, that the concept of happiness is able to offer new insights on issues if
it is met with eager self-consciousness and discovery.

Webelieve that inspiration ismore abstract than just being a scientific is-
sue that needs to be studied for the creation of a better quality of life. Inspi-
ration represents individuals, organisations and society’s way of thinking
that differentiates them from others.

Graham (2011) focused on the economy of well-being using the trend
where economists are increasingly using happiness surveys to study what
causes populations to deliver a better satisfactory life. Today, we are wit-
nessing many economic reports that measure happiness effects on health
and marriage to the unhappiness effects of unemployment, divorce, and
even commuting time. Therefore, happiness economy research can show
many hidden treasures within human capability that can be discovered
with the identification of the determinants of individual well-being. Hap-
piness is seen as the currency that can serve as an alternative measure for
better welfare, using techniques such as self-realisation and inspiration.

Happiness can and should bemeasured through assessment of life satis-
faction. The quality of the individuals’ well-being corresponds to the level
of an economy’s inspiration, as people are considered to be the best judges
of the overall quality of their life.

Many scientists and practitioners, including psychologists, economists,
sociologists, and lifelong learning experts note that materialist issues, in-
cluding money (in the form of higher income), do not buy happiness.
There are figures that show people in certain poor countries are happier
than many people in rich countries. Many think that this is due to people
becoming accustomed to a higher income. Also, in rich countries people
link their happiness to unemployment.

Easterlin (1974) was one of the earliest to establish the relationship be-
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tween income and subjective well-being, including happiness (Di Tella,
MacCulloch, & Oswald, 2001). Even though many of the studies show
that richer people are on average happier than poorer people, other studies
show that income does not have much effect on happiness; other factors
like health or having a job are equally or more important.

New research is focusing on whether happier people simply earn more
money. Using exogenous life events such as obtaining loans from banks or
even winning the lottery do not really show that they lead to sustainable
happiness. An improvement in low income families is found to raise hap-
piness for some time, while for high-income people, this is not the case.

One reason for the limited effect of income on happiness is that individ-
uals evaluate their income not so much in absolute terms, but with respect
to other people (relative income hypothesis). Here inspiration can play an
important role.

Welfare has been positively connected with economic development.
The differences in income between countries are measured by purchas-
ing power parities, in order to control for international differences in the
cost of living. While in poor countries economic growth is able to raise
happiness, gdp becomes less important for more developed countries.

StudiesbyHelson(1964) and recentlyFrederick andLoewenstein (1999)
show that even though we have become richer, without waves of inspira-
tion in the socio-economy the overall happiness will not be affected. The
more people are inspired in their aspirations over timematters.With inspi-
ration our ability to adjust happiness with high adaptation will rise.

As most economists see unemployment as an unfortunate event to be
avoided as much as possible, in an inspiration economy, seeing the big pic-
ture of happiness as a life journey, we see it as a source for entrepreneurship
ignition.Unless they are drivenwith strong intrinsic powermost people are
affected when they become unemployed and this affects their psycholog-
ical well-being (Darity & Goldsmith, 1996). Therefore it is important to
integrate inspiration practices in a happiness based economy. This should
adjustmany behavioural anomalies andwill givemore attention to the role
of inspiration, self-control problems and emotions in individual decision
making. Today, behavioural economics is on the way to being accepted
even by mainstream economists.

inspiration economy and future generations
Most countries and societies are facing themost significant economic chal-
lenges in generations. From the hardships of unemployment to the perils
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of mounting debt, worry about the health of a national economy depends
on consumerism and market success. This is besides the rising cost of life,
followed by uncontrolled environmental pollution.

Since the SecondWorldWar, one generation after another, has been as-
sured that more economic growth is good for us. But if we study the best
economies such as the usa for example, despite its constant growth, it
still needs critical life support. Every economy to date has people losing
jobs and homes andmany countries such asGreece are facing complex un-
certainties. Many individuals have jobs earning less than when they were
young even though they have long working hours. Our time for work vs.
our feeling for the quality of life is not always improving compared to pre-
vious generations.

The current generation has the trend to work more, enjoy less, pollute
more, eat toxic foods and suffer illnesses. An inspiration economy will ask
questions thatmake us think differently to be out of the norm, such as, why
not learn new ways to work less and enjoy more? Why are we not able to
learn to consume, pollute and destroy less, to give and contribute more?
This is all meaningful and achievable once we set our mind-set to it. To
do this, we need fresh solutions from future generations that will engage in
redefining goals for an inspirational based economy that we want to expe-
rience.

We want a generation that discover their capacities vs. the demands of
the socio-economy, rather than generations that adapt to accept supply vs.
demanddue topush thinking created around them.Weneed to createpaths
for the ‘Knowing-Doing’Gapwhere the next generation confront the chal-
lenge of turning knowledge to selected waves of inspiration that need to be
explored and attained.

Once knowledge is put into action using suitable planning and analysis
techniques it can inspire deeds. This learning by doing can eliminate fear,
abolish destructive internal competition and make the next generation fo-
cus on what matters.

inspiration economy and holistic thinking
An inspiration economy depends on holistic and critical thinking to ha-
bitually impose criteria and intellectual standards upon thinking, taking
charge of the construction of thinking. Causal loops help in creating inspi-
rational maps used in systems thinking to describe operational, functional,
temporal and other relationships. System dynamics are also important for
inspirational economy exploration that depends in the end on the pro-
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cesses made of activities and functions. With holistic thinking, system dy-
namics and an inspirational spirit as functional and operational behaviour
can be analysed over time.

Using holistic thinking as a way of life can be interpreted as continuous
application to view the issue, situation or problem. This should help peo-
ple to see the missing connections where others do not and to develop an
understanding of a situation while identifying the real problem.

Holistic thinking is used for inspiration economy practices to resolve
problems that need innovative approaches, predict probable futures, risks
and their mitigation.

inspiration and economic dynamics
Economic reality is evolving, as we speak, and the laws of competitiveness
are not just changing fast, they are changing dramatically. Growth cannot
be achieved by means of being efficient in the production process, but in
the optimisation of both human and knowledge capital. Economic devel-
opment means more than just having practices that are in an innovation-
driven economy. In such sophisticated dynamic economies; the integra-
tion of products and services creates a new wave of inspiration. Although
businesses are becoming more aware of the importance of innovation, in-
spiration is yet to be known for its role in economic dynamics.

Economics for the Greeks meant the wise management of the dynam-
ics of the household. Inspiration helped control the real source of dynam-
ics of the household for the conditions of a well-being spirit and values.
The dynamics of economies affect the ‘quality of life’ and ‘happiness,’ so
if inspiration economies focus on both these issues they can make a posi-
tive contribution to the physical, mental, emotional and spiritual essence
of economic dynamics.

In this handbook we believe that all the following economies play a role
in leading and developed countries, taking into account that there is proper
utilization andoptimizationof theknowledgeeconomy, as shown inFigure
9.1: Inspiration Economy, Green Economy, Purple Economy, Ecosystem
Economy, Innovation Economy, Learning Economy and Social Economy.

inspiration programme initiatives
In order to shift to an inspiration economy, one has to realise that this will
not happen by just need, inspiration economy approaches need to be built
in international programmes that have a major influence on humanity.

A recent success storyof inspirational powerwas theTraditionalOlympic
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figure 9.1
Types of Future Economies
That Play a Role with an
Inspiration Economy

Social
economy

Inspiration
economy

Green
economy

Purple
economy

Ecosystem
economy

Innovation
economy

Learning
economy

Games which enriched the lives of 12 million children of all abilities in
schools and communities in 20 countries (21 including the uk) through
the power of high-quality and inclusive physical education, sport and play.
The inspirational based approaches that were prepared since 2007 by the
key partners in this International Inspiration programme including uk
Sport, the British Council and unicef, established a widespread interna-
tional sport development programme that benefited young people in the
uk and across theWorld.

The traditional games resources have been developed specifically to
recognise each country’s participation in the International Inspiration pro-
gramme. The inspiration approaches developed in this programme influ-
enced 20 overseas countries, using physical education and sport to create
and share innovative, high-quality practice that has developed learning in
many areas and improved the lives of millions of young people all over the
World.

Each country has selected a game that they feel best represents the in-
spiration of their culture and traditions. These 21 games are showcased in
this resource for young people to play while having fun and learning more
about each country’s culture and traditions through pe, sport and play.

The uniqueness of the intensity of inspiration in this international pro-
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gramme raised the ability to create a connection between the three key
learning and development platforms for young people: education, sport
and community. The inspiration of the traditional gameswas found to sup-
port the ongoing learning and development of the participants and thus
enhance their opportunity for being inspired again. The programme’s in-
fluence and inspiration on educationwas that it became a resource that can
be used to help teachers (supported by young sport leaders) to: plan, pre-
pare and deliver high-quality curriculum pe lessons and sport sessions;
and develop intra-school programmes and after-school activities.

While sport was inspired by this Olympic programme by enhancing the
resources used by sport coaches (supported by young leaders) to: plan,
prepare and deliver high-quality sports sessions (warm-ups, skills develop-
ments, games activities and cool downs). These practices bridged the gap
between pe and sport in schools and communities.

Every country’s community that participated in these traditional games
competitions used this programme as an inspiration resource used by the
community leaders and instructors while being supported by young sport
leaders. Such programs help to create a more self-dependent culture that
can plan, prepare and deliver activities that bring people closer together.
This creates inspiration andbetter communicationmediumsbetween chil-
dren, youths, adults, and parents to build healthy communities that lead to
happier, healthier and productive lives.

capitalising on inspiration
Capitalising on inspirationwill be a trade secret in an inspiration economy.
Many organisations have the ability tomanage inspiration, but fewmanage
to capitalise on it, since it simply needs risk and a focus.

Let us illustrate this by taking the example of the Sport Club Recife. Re-
cife is a sport club known for having some of the most passionate fans in
Brazil. They are fans from ‘birth to death.’ Capitalising on their inspiration
with the club, the club management wanted to develop their passion fur-
ther, as no other football team has done before.While most football team’s
communications have a commercial drive inviting fans to buy more mer-
chandising and tickets, their challengewas to engage the fans in deeper val-
ues that represent their determination of being different fans. The Recife
Management put a strategy to these types of fans’ passion to the good. Re-
cife initiated the idea of having a donation consent programme for hearts,
eyes and lungs after their death, as if they could keep cheering for the Sport
Club Recife even after death (Smith, 2014).
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Many Recife fans were a source of further inspiration by offering to do-
nate their body as a way to show their passion for their team. The idea was
to use the fans’ passion to inspire the sport community to promote a big-
ger social causewhile also generating amuchmorepassionate conversation
around the team’s brand. The outcome was an incredible engagement re-
sponse, reducingdramatically theorgandonationwaiting lists, and in some
categories reducing these to zero (Smith, 2014).

Capitalisation on inspiration was a good public relations campaign,
which lead to the engagement of the media. The case of Recife reminds
us howmany lost opportunities we have due to not capitalizing on inspira-
tion in the right time and place. ‘Even a journey of 1,000 miles must begin
with one step’ Lao Tse.

future of the inspiration economy
Adam Smith’s assumptions about production and distribution technolo-
gies were essential for the ‘invisible hand’ to work. Today, these assump-
tions are increasingly unsuitable, due to the current turbulent economic
situation and rise of human rights together with the realisation of human
potential.Many researchers fromdifferent disciplines believe that the fron-
tiers of the next economy will not depend on commerce, but on human
capabilities and the ability to discover and apply potential.

The next economy will raise competition based on its ability to raise
questions. At this point we can organize our concerns in a coherent and
comprehensive framework. Through looking at the behaviour of people
today, we can immerse ourselves and our sprits in concrete reality, to de-
termine the future economy in the next three decades. The goal is to bring
‘creative imagination and trained intelligence to the solution of social prob-
lems’ – and to problems in the workplace. To achieve this goal, we need to
foster integrative, problem-centred learning across disciplines.

A positive and clear future prediction is that the inspiration economy
will continue with different types of related jobs. Trends for these jobs
are already growing, especially for titles such as ‘Chief Inspiration Offi-
cer’ (cio). The cio role will inspire the organization and its human cap-
ital to know what they ‘could do’ and ‘could be’ through re-discovering or
re-vitalising their potential. Through the cio organisations are expected
to calculate the year’s yield based on the ‘amount of inspiration’ (both in-
tensity and frequency) for employees, customers, and investors. cios will
enhance the organization’s power to inspire anyone, anytime, anywhere
through spreading learning and practices of the language of inspiration. In
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Personal driven inspiration
(1000’s–2020)

Community driven inspiration
(2020–)

figure 9.2 Mind-Set Shift in the Future from Personal Driven Inspiration
to Community Driven Inspiration

such organisations cios’ outcomes will be measured on how much they
havemanaged to positively influence people in their professional life or to-
wards a better overall contribution to life.

The need for better inspiration in the future means more titles such as
‘Inspiration Driving Manager,’ ‘Inspiration Economy Architect,’ ‘Inspira-
tion Engineer,’ ‘Inspiration Resources Manager,’ ‘Inspiration Expert,’ ‘In-
spiration Economy Consultant’ and ‘Inspiration Value Consultant.’ These
people working in an inspiration business will have extraordinary com-
munication skills. Furthermore, a future ‘inspiration specialist’ will place
strong emphasis on the way messages in organizations are crafted and de-
livered. Themain responsibility of such a specialist is to keep everyone en-
ergized and enthusiastic.

There is also a need for new terms already covered in different areas of
this handbook and these will be expected to be used and spread in the cul-
tureof an inspirationeconomy.Themost important terms that canbemen-
tioned here are ‘Inspiration-Asset,’ ‘Inspirational-Capture,’ ‘Inspirational-
Transfer’ and ‘Inspirational Optimiser.’ In an inspiration economy, we
would gauge ourselves, organisations and societies by the level of inspi-
ration asset intensity. Our ability to capture inspiration or transfer it to
others will be another source of differentiation. Finally, since inspiration
will always constrain our ability to optimise within constraints, limited
conditions and resources will be considered another competitive advan-
tage.

The future is more promising for an inspiration economy in countries
who use digital technology as an opportunity in classrooms. In such in-
spiration based education, more time will be given for collaboration be-
tween students and cross-disciplinary projects. In the future there will be
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more practices that spread disruptive education based on the spirit of in-
vestigation and discovery in research. Therewill bemore opportunities for
community-based learning in all typesof organisations,whereTotalPeople
Engagement (tpe) will be expected by most of society. Societies’ inspira-
tional practices will lead to a shift in themind-set from an inspirational role
model to community based role models as represented in Figure 9.2.
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As agreed exploring a human based economy is not an easy ride. While
there are stillmany questions left unanswered about the concept of inspira-
tion economy andmany possible practices and principles to be drawn, this
handbook have aimed to establish the beneficial role and importance of
adopting such economypractices.Moreover, this handbook have reviewed
all the theories of relevance to inspirational based economy to help us un-
derstand and imagine the different expected future of socio-economy that
different scholars are searching for.

The handbook started with a question about what is Inspiration Econ-
omy? And then concluded with even more challenging question of what
is the future of Inspiration Economy? This should help the readers, the re-
searchers and those enthusiasts for new concepts that drive ourworld away
from materialistic economy feel comfortable to the big picture of what all
this ‘Inspiration Economy’ is all about. Even though not explicitlymention
this handbook call for a radical change in our way of thinking in order to
build up a better life journey story that would shape also new possibilities
for the man-kind in the long run.

In chapter one the question why have a handbook on an inspiration
based economy is posed. In answer to this it is noted that self-worth, the
feeling of being totally independent and having a highly competitive con-
tribution to the World does not always come from materialistic economic
theory, however it can come from a self-driven and value based economy.
This simple combination economy is an ‘Inspiration Economy.’ There is a
niche for an economy that is based on re-vitalising the self through inspi-
ration. The World is in need of an economy that enables natural resources
and energy trapped within the human inner self to be realised. This hand-
book relates collections on milestones for finding different purposes and
means for an ‘inspiration based economy,’ regardless of capabilities or de-
velopment at this stage, and the stage when starting the journey of inspi-
ration. This calls for contributions towards an inspiration based economy
for everyone to participate in.

This handbook is considered to be important since it addresses the issue
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of influencing change without power and even with limited resources. It is
significant since it gives the power to influence without having power of
position, money, fame, forces or followers, and calls for the practical shift
of power to inspiring governments and non-profit organisations, or even
towards the new trend of ‘for-giving’ organisations, where inspiration can
be created and maintained in a circular economy.

We hope that the reader of this handbook became more convinced that
there are tools for overcoming many problems whether family, society,
country and regional or globally based, by the power of inspiration. We
tried to show a more structured and scientific based inspiration about fac-
ing life challenges, overcoming fears of failures and learning from them.
Finally, the handbook is about a holistic view created by both our right
and left sides of the brain, where positive psychology works in harmony
with socio-economic needs and where humanities and sciences meet each
other to develop a better World now and for future generations.

The demands for an inspiration economy as we have tried to show in
this journey is going to increase. It is related that inspiration driven activ-
ities and services are used more today to raise a communities capacity for
meeting society demands. Through inspiration, societies can experience
new products and services that improve the quality of life. However, soci-
ety’s dynamic demands require new economic enablers that enhance for
instance social inclusion and labour market integration. We shed a light
that European Union is more aware about inspiration economy practices
that other countries. The European Commission (2011) report shows an
emphasis on the need for new economic resources that address the rising
demandsof humanwelfareneeds, be it health care, education, resource effi-
ciency and environmental challenges. Thus, we believe more that through
inspiration, such societies and humans needs can be addressed if we are
more equipped to solve social, economic, political, technological and en-
vironmental problems.

Inspiration therefore, if well managed, raises the capacity of society to
meet its demands through raising its ability to identify new opportunities
and also its ability to learn. Inspiration raises the ability of individuals and
communities to observe, absorb and reflect on all possible market needs,
involving seen and hidden competencies. Having Inspiration embedded
within our societies diverse approaches is evenmore appreciated by oecd
starting from (oecd Forum on Social Innovation, 2000).

As discussed Inspiration Economy starts whenwe in principle is consid-
ered to be about discovering your leap through dismantling the foundation
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of the problem(Hendrick, 2009). Inspiration establishes our ability to spot
the upper limit of the human being, thus it is about thriving in sustained
abundance, love and creativity. It is a value that affects us and most of all
influences us. The inspiration state was found to be characterized by feel-
ings of connection, openness, clarity, and energy (Hart, 1998). The actions
or power that inspiration creates towards moving intellect or emotions by
making people put their thoughts into action is unique and very difficult
to imitate. Without a belief in inspiration it might not be possible to even
think to change course in lifewhenpeople are unhappy about its outcomes.
Inspiration makes people take extra risks in life to pursue dreams and per-
sist towards achieving them, even if there is failure time after time.

In synthesis ofThrashet al. (2010a)work, inspirationeconomy isneeded
more than ever today to support the production of creative work, whereas
effort supports the production of technical merit. Through inspiration it
is possible to understand what the good life is. Social relationships, work
and income, health and societal benefits; are all affected by inspiration.
Inspired people are more likely to have self-confidence and the ability to
optimize constraints, with a variety of approaches to learning.

Inspiration is very important for social relationships, appropriate adap-
tation, society, culture positive thinking styles andmost of all a high contri-
bution. Once people are inspired they focus on ‘what is right’ rather than
‘who is right’ and define their mission andwork on pursuing it.With inspi-
ration people work towards dignity and are committed towardsmore pow-
erful contributions.One could say that theword inspiration is highly linked
with a unique sustained intrinsic energy that influences the behaviour or
even transforms it to a new level (Elliot, 1997). In Buheji et al. (2014a;
2014b) we have seen inspiration as a form of human persistence to achieve,
change, transform ormodel a visualised goal that would create a wave for a
new economy.

In this handbook also we share our realisation about the importance of
the relations between the economy and psychology. It is noted that eco-
nomics, as a social subject, has not always been so distant from psychology
and economists like Smith, Bentham, Edgeworth andMarshall were aware
of the importance of the psychological foundations in their concepts and
beliefs. These well-known psychologists even acknowledged the impor-
tance of these two determinants of human behaviour. Frey andBenz, of the
University of Zurich, carried out research on modern economics and psy-
chology to establish the level of continuity of this relationship and found
that it still swings towards supporting human co-existence and selective in-
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teraction, which are practices appreciated today more than ever.
Psychological considerations in economics were lost in the last two cen-

turies.However,with the spreadofpositivepsychology andgoodbest prac-
tices today, new important insights for psychology and other social sci-
ences are leading to the fast development of a newfield of ‘behavioural eco-
nomics.’ It is a concept that supports the hypothesis that behaviour can sys-
tematically deviate froma fully rationalmodel of decisionmaking and from
the current economic approaches resulting frombounded self-interest. Ac-
tually, as per ‘behavioural economics’ individuals are found to behave in a
non-selfish way in many situations.

Modern economics still carries behavioural models which disregard hu-
man psychological factors. Therefore, today there is a rise in, and demand
for, what is called ‘homo oeconomicus,’ which leads humans to take de-
cisions based on rational and emotionless behaviour based on cost effec-
tiveness and not based on the level of inspiration. Without positive emo-
tions and feelings in the decisionmaking process we are consuming higher
degrees of rationality that are limited by self-control problems, and solely
based on actions guided by self-interest and non-resilience.

In reality today, as per the law of supply and demand, when the relative
price or the opportunity cost of an activity increases, the demand for the
respective good will fall, and the respective activity will be carried out less.
This economic approach to materialist controlled human behaviour has
been successfully applied to almost every society, every sector and every
process which are today together called ‘economic imperialism.’ This eco-
nomic approach has been linked to other supplemental concepts such as
the ‘Law of Economics,’ or ‘Family Economics;’ however they seem to be
far from being really well-balanced.

Inspiration economy enablers discussed in this book are important in
the evolution of this path its sound framework and strategy that will man-
ifest vision, and demonstrate a model that will be a source for passion,
while travelling the path. For societies to travel along the path of inspira-
tion they need the proper environment to innovate with results in order to
grow in today’s world and stay competitive with high-quality products and
services, and they need to commit totally to innovation.

Inspiration generators demolish our fears of failure and create a new
source of learning as we have learned together in parts of this handbook.
When we cannot sleep, and are trying to find the ‘Aha moment’ we are en-
hancing our inspiration generators. Inspiration can evolve faster once there
is an innovation-driven economy, the blend of innovative ideas and the
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spirit of inspiration become themost important rawmaterials for a new in-
spiration economy driven business. Evolving towards an inspiration econ-
omymeans evolution towards a stronger ability to generate ideas. Through
such inspiration practices our lives hopefully will become a memory that
will stay for a long time which we called here legacy.

Today there are many sources to enhance inspiration evolution. For ex-
ample, through social media and the web, crowd funding is just one exam-
ple that is becoming an effective e-source of inspiration evolution. Sources
of inspiration are important and without a prepared background inspira-
tion will not take place. Inspiration requires producing new cultural and
artistic expressions, while others are experiencing culture and the arts by
attending musical or dramatic events or by reading fiction, poetry or other
forms of creative writing. This is the differentiation of the level and inten-
sity of inspiration.

Inspiration economy needs us to optimise and overcome the control of
‘convergent thinking,’ even though this thinking dominates most of the ar-
eas of our available brain information. This means that we need to over-
come the fixed paradigm and knowledge about how things should be done.
Through overcoming convergent thinking the awareness journey can be
reached, thus we’ll start knowing and realising where things are and only
then can inspiration occur. Inspiration requires thatwediscover something
thatmight be not accepted by convergent thinking, or seen as totallywrong
or not relevant. If we manage to introduce divergent thinking across bor-
ders within our minds, then we start to be more and more an inspiration
spirit. Inspiration comes most of the time not through long thinking, but
radical reverse thinking.

Evidence suggests that inspiration can come, for example, from the exhi-
bition of arts, photography or sculpture. This type of inspiration can sup-
port creating long and reverse thinking which is much more than deep
thinking, it is a source of inspiration creativity. With long and/or reverse
thinking it is possible to read and contribute to knowledge or the socio-
economy with high quality of production, i.e. a competitive outcome. For
example, an inspiration might occur with long and/or reverse thinking,
when reading, or with situations of high enjoyment such as writing poetry,
seeing a well painted picture, meditating with nature, or even listening to
well-read scripts full of wisdom, relaxing with specificmusic, or witnessing
a scientific discovery that will change the face of humanity for ever. These
moments and types of enjoyment can lead to reflection on specific areas of
accumulated knowledge that tickle minds and cause inspiration.
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The association of feelings and ideas that come from a long thinking
journey with a new wave of thinking is what makes inspirational thoughts
and ideation, besides being a strong source for the economy.Thus themore
the gap for innovations is bridged the more the whole game in the context
of socio-economy can be played differently. This type of process helps hu-
mans go beyond the normal cycle of innovation, or even development, to
areas never dared to be thought about. It is a feeling, mindset and spirit,
when combined leads people to start restoring their capabilities, thus giv-
ing belief in the ability to discover and change to the betterment of people
and society. It is simply an awakening of hidden potential and strengths. It
is in this area where we see ourselves to bemore openminded and affluent
with alternatives around us.

In inspiration based economy we’ll discover lots of areas where it is ap-
preciated that inspiration is about finding answers to what is being looked
for and it is also the secret power of people’s daring to select only one of
these answers.We can examine the characteristics andmeasures in a better
way to determine whether an economy promotes greatest good or happi-
ness for people. The approaches of inspiration economy would be dedi-
cated tomeasuring thematurity and level of inspiration economy needs to
focus on how economic policies enhance the pursuit of happiness in com-
parison to the current gross domestic product (gdp).

Currently maturity of any economy is measured by gdp that counts
remedial and defensive expenditures for pollution, accidents, war, crime
and sickness as positives, rather than deducting these costs. However, in
an inspiration based economywe also need tomeasure the value of contri-
butions such as natural resources and ecosystem services, improvement in
quality of life, unpaid domestic work, volunteer work, good health and so-
cial connections.GenuineProgress Indicator (gpi), could beused tomore
accurately measure economic progress in an inspiration economy.

With chapter eight the outcomes of an inspiring economy are consid-
ered. It can be reiterated that inspiration is not only a fuelling source for
an economy, but also a source for individual well-being and quality of life,
through establishing benefits to individuals and the community. These in-
clude firstly the setting of a clear life purpose. Thrash et al. (2010a) con-
tend that purpose in life and gratitude should mediate the association be-
tween inspiration and wellbeing. Secondly, there is awareness of unrecog-
nised opportunities. Inspiration implies an awareness of unrecognized op-
portunities; individuals feel they can transcend the self, which is integral
to a purpose in life. Similarly, the motivation to promulgate, or actualize
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this awareness implies that insight is intrinsically important and valuable.
Thirdly, inspiration comesmore with gratitude where individuals feel they
receive a gift. Once a gain is experienced, or a benefit that can be attributed
to someone else there is inspiration. Inspiration implies that individuals be-
come aware and start to realise desirable opportunities around them and
this is associated with their wellbeing (Adler & Fagley, 2005).

Through the work of Thrash and Elliot (2004) we learned how to dis-
tinguish between twomain processes in inspiration, and these are ‘inspired
by’ and ‘inspired to.’ The first process where there is ‘inspired by’ and a
feeling of appreciation and recognition of opportunity, possibility, insight,
awareness, and understanding. The second process is ‘inspired to’ where
there is the urge to extend, disseminate, utilize, and promulgate this oppor-
tunity. These two processes complete each other and lead to a dynamical
circulation that affects life contributions and socio-economies.

Finally, this handbook gives a great consideration for future of Inspira-
tion Economy and the future competing economies. It is noted that many
researchers from different disciplines believe that the frontiers of the next
economy will not depend on commerce, but on human capabilities and
the ability to discover and apply potential. The next economywill increase
competition based on its ability to raise questions. At this point we can
organize our concerns in a coherent and comprehensive framework that
integrate all the efforts of similar economies that calls of discovery of the
essence of things. The goal is to bring ‘creative imagination and trained in-
telligence to the solution of social problems’ – and to problems in thework-
place, in the societies and even to the level of nations. To achieve this goal,
there is a need to foster integrative, problem-centred learning across dis-
ciplines which inspiration can play the common thread to. A positive and
clear future prediction is that with such an inspiration economy we will
continue to discover more things that around us, but missed due to the
materialistic thinking that dominated the world for some time now.

In this handbook we introduced many job titles, new concepts and
terms that an inspiration based economy would need to sustain its influ-
ence. Terms as ‘Inspiration-Asset,’ ‘Inspirational-Capture,’ ‘Inspirational-
Transfer’ and ‘Inspirational Optimiser’ would be normal inside such an
economy. In an inspiration economy, we would gauge ourselves, organisa-
tions and societies by the level of inspiration asset intensity. Our ability
to capture inspiration or transfer it to others will be another source of
differentiation. Finally, since inspiration will always constrain our ability
to optimise within constraints, limited conditions and resources will be
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considered, if managed well, another competitive advantage and not dis-
advantage. Many things are awaiting us ahead with Inspiration Economy,
we just need to open the doors of opportunities and the well to try.
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introduction to international institute of
inspiration economy

Thedevelopment and complications of theworld economy and its increas-
ing instability leadmany researchers, scientists, field development experts,
society activists and those with the ability to see the big picture of the pur-
pose of life, from all over the world, to call for a new economy that is inde-
pendent from the materialistic resources. All these leading thinkers called
for such an economy that would consider the powers of human being in-
trinsic capabilities, the need for of a balanced social, environmental, qual-
ity of life approaches and positive psychology to create better human based
economy.

Even though a better quality of life based economy were visualized ear-
lier with the advent of Knowledge Economy (ke) as early as the 60’s of the
last century, no real progress to date can be claimed to the establishment
of civilized movement for a better world that is based on co-existence and
fair competition. In reality, the speedy transformation to what looks like
ke created harm in certain cases where societies became in more conflicts
and fear, while on the individual level it created more stress and resistance
to change.

However, with the spread of ke society practices and the new disrup-
tive technology managed to bring, we started to see more innovation, en-
trepreneurship and increasingly even learningpractices that givepeople the
chance to discovermany hidden powers within oneself. This lead to the es-
tablishment of new concepts as Learning Economy, Innovation Economy
andEntrepreneurshipEconomy.However, these noble conceptswhere de-
molished by the power of Capital based Economy that used only part of
ke practices to stay alive as the strongest economy that manipulated hu-
man thinking and paradigm, wheremost societies and governments found
it easy to digest and understand.
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the born of (inspiration economy)
In 2012 and 2013 a field expert and academic called Mohamed Buheji,
started a series of field models and testing in the government organization
in Kingdom of Bahrain after small laboratories carried out also in different
organisations around ArabianGulf Countries since 2008. These Labs were
focused on the Lean thinking, competitiveness, innovation and enhance-
ment of applied learning. However, the consistent failures and challenges
of such labs in co-dependent societies lead Dr Buheji to develop a unique
concept called ‘Inspiration Labs©.’

The concept of ‘Inspiration Labs©’ had delivered very successful mod-
els that would lead tomajor and radical change outcomes in the society. In-
spiration Labs were carried in cooperating organization as Schools, Health
Centres, Hospitals, Government Planning Centres, Electricity and Water
Authority, Labor andHumanCapitalAuthorities, etc. Basedon the success
of Inspiration Labs, Dr Buheji supported with scientists, academics and
world leading practitioners founded the first peer reviewed international
journal in relevance to Inspiration Economy called Journal of Inspiration
Economy in March 2013, with more than 48 members as in the editorial
board and research reviewers, coming from 18 nationalities and represent-
ing leading universities and research centres, from India, NewZealand and
Australia in the east to Canada and Brazil in the west.

what is inspiration economy for iiie?
i i ie defines inspiration economy as an economy that focuses on raising
the capacity of discovering the potential of human beings abilities to be the
currencyof competition and sourceof a plannedoutcomeand legacy.Thus
Inspiration Economy (ie) is a mix of many disciplines that lead to inspira-
tion practices that motivate the spirit to a level that creates waves of inspi-
ration in socio-economic development. These mixed discipline practices
can be like entrepreneurship, innovation, risk taking, opportunity seek-
ing/creating; along with a focused and change drivenmind-set. It is a type
of economy that would be based on our societies and organisations’ abil-
ities to discover the potential and the capacities or human being and thus
capitalize on it through inspiration (Buheji and Brychan, 2015).

Dr Buheji in both his coming ‘under print’ books (Handbook of Inspira-
tion Economy) and (Inspiring Governments), besides in his published Ara-
bic book (In Search of the Inspired) mentioned that such an inspiration can
be easily created to reduce the gap between the different world societies
and thus would help to establish a more stable yet still dynamic socio-
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economies.
Inspiration once created can lead to a persistent human being that sees

the big picture of his/her role in the life journey, thus can change both soci-
eties and countries fate.Once the inspired develops the ability of a Lifelong
learner characterisitcs, as perDrBuheji (2014 and 2015) paper publications,
we can see a different type of communities that are full of potentials and
opportunities that would enhance the level of human creativity.

For more on Inspiration Economy, please refer for now to Journal of
Inspiration Economy introduction of first issue and also the paper of Dr
Buheji et al. (2014)Why inspiration matters?
http://journals.uob.edu.bh/jie

establishment of international institute of
inspiration economy

Based on the successes that Journal of Inspiration Economy achieved from
the world body of knowledge and practitioners community, DrMohamed
Buheji (from Bahrain) and his colleague Dr Majda Naji (from Slovenia)
founded the International Institute of Inspiration Economy (ii ie) as a
Non-Profit Organisation in Europe in 14th of August 2015. i i ie have been
established in a country considered to be in themiddle of the world, that is
Slovenia and in a city called Maribor and is dedicated to serve not only as
research institute, but also as a centre for projects, training and publication
developments in the areas relevant to Inspiration, Entrepreneurship, Inno-
vation, Knowledge, Learning, Co-existence that would have its impact on
the targeted socio-economies.

For more information on iiie, please visit
http://inspirationeconomy.org/

sample of an inspiration labs© introductory
workshop
What is Inspiration Labs©?

Inspiration Labs© was developed by one of the Institute of Inspirational
Economy founders Dr Mohamed Buheji to help unleash the human abil-
ities to reinvent the rules of the business and create a radical sustainable
change. The labs create connection between employee engagement and
financial and non-financial Outcomes (i.e. beyond results only). The out-
come(s) of the Inspiration Labs© create a feel of a new reality about the
humanability to deliver simple solutions for complex problems, thatwould
raise the capacity compared to the rising demand (with high availability),
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with minimal resources, based on the concepts of ‘Influencing without
Power.’

Labs Objectives
Creating Inspiration driven Economy Models through Total People En-
gagement that shows how certain mind-set, processes, techniques and
practices can lead to huge impact on the community outcomes and thus
the socio-economy status. The Lab usually runs on a 5 focused days, with
minimum of 3 days, and it is based on the conepts of lifelong learning and
learning by doing wheremore themembers of the labs are divided in three
or more teams to create ‘inspirational results’ compared to time and re-
sources through the following:

• Explore the types of opportunities in the specific setting of the orga-
nization or the community targeted.

• Enhance the possibility of discovering the uncovered, based on the
services trends and the linking the data based on ‘reverse thinking.’

• Giving thedelegates the ability to evaluate the typeof inspiration they
can do individually or collectively.

• Measuring and improving themodel is done during and after theLab,
however the lab is not officially closed till results are seen for the se-
lected models.

• Once the model is successful the leaders of the specific community
or organisation are asked to generalise the model to create a major
impact.

Definition. Inspirational economy model means there are outcomes or
secret formula revealed through lab, that can or would create a change in
a specific setting, community, country status or statistics and in the same
time would change those involved to believe about their hidden powers
and in their ability to influence others with external powers.

Labs Outline
The labs makes extensive use of attendee participation and discussion to
reinforce the concepts of inspiration, entrepreneurship and reverse think-
ing. Each lab embodies the following salient aspects:

Day 1 – Model(s) Definition Stage
• What are the Requirements and capacity to change
• What is mindset that would have the proper Attitudes to criticism
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figure a1 Constructs of InspirationMind-set and Thinking
Created by the Day One of the lab

• Fundamental requirements for Degree of openness to new ideas
• Structuring vs. Disruptive approaches Attitudes to conflict
• Development of Degree of willingness to discuss sensitive issues

openly
• Degree to which the society structure facilitates change
• Attitudes to experimentation in processes and products
• Ensure readiness for Repetition, Failures, Appreciation and Chal-

lenges during the process for discovery, as per Figure a1.

Day 2 – Model Implementation Stage

• How to practically raise Principle Capability, Changeability, Compe-
tency through first raising the Capacity to discover (without extra re-
sources).

• Understanding how the Holistic View can integrate with the power
of the mind, spirit, heart and physical content.

• Apply the practices of selecting the common thread area through the
power of focus.

• Use differential Diagnosis to enhance the model outcome.
• Deploying and Identifying model controls.

Day 3 – Model Refinement Stage

• Ensuring the model is source and not only a source of inspiration
• Test the Inspirational Sources is built in the model with focus on the

integration of Reverse Thinking with ‘Common Sense’
• Ensure that the model team have the ability to refine, restore or im-

prove themodel basedon Inspirationalmoments, challenges andOp-
portunities faced.
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figure a2 The Three Constructs That Create Inspirational Model

figure a3 Creating Models That Are Based on Inspiration Economy
Transformation

• Conduct review about Failure is good and how learning can be en-
hanced through experiential learning (Figure a2)

Day 4 –Model as a source of Inspiration
• Create ‘One Point Lesson’ with Inspiration Spirit
• Train on the art of Visualisation
• Clear the model to be beyond Growth, i.e. well away from being De-

pendent.
• Show how the model would help in transitioning community or the

organization towards being Independent.
• Showhowthemodelwouldhelp influenceother inspirational projects

(i.e. a source of mind-set development).
• Showhowthe capturingofnewopportunities (i.e.Challenges)would

enhance the community or the organization Inter-Dependence (Fig-
ure a3).

Day 5 – Model As a Source of Sustainability
• Review of the Inspiration Lab© techniques and formula for Discov-

ery = ad × m × p
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figure a4 Creating Models That Proven That Is Can Be Optimised or Sustained
Based on the Overall Productivity Effectiveness (ope)
That Is Important for Inspiration Economy

• Build an Inspired knowledge sharing community, called Inspired
Practicing community (ipc) where best practices are going to be
shared and reported.

• Build Appreciative Enquiry that is focused on the ability to discover
called ad = Make Appreciation of Powers with & Discovery of Dif-
ference in Impact, in relevance to the ability to generalize and sustain
theModel (m) and (p) ‘Process ofGeneralising&Sustaining Impact.’

• Measure the difference of Overall Productivity Effectiveness (ope)
and the ability to create a legacywithin the organizational or commu-
nity setting, where ope = Availability×Quality× Efficiency.

• Optimise the model (Figure a4) in the Society and Organisation by
applying the results of Discovery in other similar settings (Spread the
model).

• Sustain ope by creating over time another level of expectation to-
wards new discovery.

• Make Analogy – Inspire other Organisation/Discipline.
• Calculate the generalized model ‘influence’ on the socio-economy.
• Publish results and humbly share.

The Requirements of Labs workshop
• All the participants must be authorised to create the model with all

the requirements of data, time and accessibility provided.
• All levels of the management and leadership concerned in the com-

munity and/or organisational areawhere the labwould be conducted
are expected to get both involved and engaged.
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• Development of best practice and enforce of it is the sole right of the
organisation or the community involved, however i i ie and Inspira-
tional Lab© Experts have the right to create from it success stories
and publish about it.

For further information please contact:
DrMohamed Buheji, buhejim@gmail.com, Tel. +973-33388150

a brief about the author
Dr. Mohamed Buheji is the founder of International Institute of Inspira-
tional Economy. He is considered an expert in the areas of Excellence,
Knowledge, Innovation, Inspiration, Change Management and enhance-
ment of Competitiveness Expert for over 25 years, besides being a teaching
assistant professor at University of Bahrain in the Business Administration
College. Dr Buheji is also the Founder of Inspiration Economy Journal. He
teaches classes that are relevant to innovation, Entrepreneurship and Cur-
rent Issues to both mba Students and undergraduates.

Dr Buheji has published since 2008 more than 40 peer-reviewed (jour-
nal and conference) papers and 14 booksmostly in Arabic and one book in
English about Knowledge Management Influence on Government Com-
petitiveness. He is passionate about transferring his 500+ consultancy
projects experience for more than 300 organisations from all over the
world, to both education and research. In addition, he serves in the edi-
torial board of 5 internationally peer reviewed journals in the same fields.
Since 1998 Dr Buheji has assessed many governments for their excellence
and innovation performance.
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